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Fracture Toughness of Autoclaved
Means of Acoustic

Evaluation of
Lightweight Concrete by
Emission Technique

Satoshi Teramura, Koichi Tsukiyama and Hideaki Takahashi

Abstract

2.1 Samples

Z. Experimental Procedures

Table 1 The mechanical properties and unreacted silica
contents of Samples A and B.

viously, Hengst and Tressler (1983) discussed that a notched
beam test is an effective method on foamed cement samples
and we utilized this method.

26.34
24.33

1.57
1.55

Bending Unreacted
Strength Silica
(MPa) Content (%)

2.14
2.09

6.26
6.46

A
B

Compressive Young's
Sample Strength Modulus

(MPa) (OPa)

In the present study. we examined two kinds of
samples, designated as sample A and B. respectively.
Sample A was judged to be tough by industrial users,
whereas sample B to be brittle. Table 1 shows the mecha
nical properties and contents of unreacted silica of each
samples. The content of unreacted silica correspond to the
reactivity of the AAC. This experimental value was obtained
by a wet analysis. the details of which are omitted here due
to its complexity. The mechanical strengthll and the unreact
ed silica contents of both samples are almost identical.

As a quantitative measure of the fracture tougtmess. the
fracture energy in term of I-integral and crack propagation
resistance were examined. Fwthermore. acoustic emission (to
be abbreviated AE) behavior during deformation was
examined in order to obtain the information concerning the
crack nucleation and the crack propagation. Recently. AE
method is widely adopted on concrete and has been shown to
be an effective technique (OhtsU, 1987).

As a construction material, the autoclaved aerated
concrete (to be abbreviated as AAC) made of silica. lime,
and cement, has excellent properties, including low density.
excellent fire resistance and heat insulation (Anon., 1975;
Witunann, 1983). The strength of Me, however, is lower
than that of normal concrete because the AAC contains SO
to 60% by volume of pores of about 1 mm diameter.

For this purpose, we conducted the fracture tougtmess
test, which has been widely employed on metallic materials
(Anon.• 1981) and on rocks (Takahashi et al., 1984) and
concrete (Nallathambi et al., 1984; Zeigeldorf, 1983a). Pre-

The mechanical properties of AAC have usually been
evaluated by the compressive strength, Young's modulus and
bending strength. However, these parameters are not appro
priate in order to indicate the fragility of the materials and
often did not agree with the intuitive decision by industrial
users. For example. one of AAC's was found to be more
brittle than the other although their mechanical properties
were almost identical. Therefore, it is very important and
necessary that a test method reflecting the users' empirical
evaluation is established, and that the fracture toughness of
an AAC is correctly evaluated.

The quality of an autoclaved aerated concrete has usually
been evaluated by the mechanical strength, such as
compressive strength and bending strength. These mecha
nical properties, however. are not appropriate for the eva
luation of the fragility of the concrete. because the fragility
depends strongly upon the crack nucleation and the crack
propagation. The aim of this investigation is to detennine
the fragility of the autoclaved aerated concrete in term of 1
integral and to elucidate the fracture process by means of the
acoustic emission tectmique.

1. Introduction

Received 2 September 1987; in final form, 4 Ianuary 1988. S.
Tcramura is affiliated with Tokyo-Sroup of Research and
Development Laboratory, Onoda ALC Co., Ltd., Toyosu l-ebome 1
7, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Iapan. K. Tsukiyama is affiliated with
Construction Materials Research Laboratory, Onoda Cement Co.,
Ltd., Toyosu l-chomc 1-7, Koco-lcu. Tokyo, Iapan. H. Takahashi iJ
affiliated with Rescan:h Institute for Strength and Fracture of
Malerials. Faculty of Engineering, Toboku Univenily, Sendai.
Iapan.

The fracture tougtmess tests were performed on the
notched specimens under three-point bending. The configu
ration and dimensions of the specimen are shown in Fig. 1.
The notch of the specimen was engraved by a carbide blade,
taking care not to form microcracks. The clip gage for the
measurement of the crack opening displacement was attached
on the shoulder of the notch. An AE sensor was glued near
the tip of the notch, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The number of
tested samples were more than twenty for each type. In this

Ioumal of Acouslic Emission
Volume 7, Number 1

073().()()SO/88107001.()()8
CopyrightC1988Acounic Emission Group



Table 2 Eight threshold levels according to the peak
amplitude values.

500400

0.3-05
05-0.7
0.7-09
0.9-1.1
1.1-13
13-15
15 -1.8
1.8-

Peak Amplimde Ranges (V)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Threshold Levels
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Fig. 4 Characteristics of used AE sensor.
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Fig.1 Sample dimensions for fracture toughness test and
notch tip figure.

Clip Gage

paper, numerical results represent the mean values. The
figures such as load-displacement curves, are typical of each
sample.

2.2 Test Procedure

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the instrumen
tation for the fracture toughness test under three-point
bending. The load and load point. displacement VI were
automatically recorded on a personal computer at intervals of
about 0.5 second. The crosshead speed was 0.05 mmlmin.
The fracture toughness was evaluated in term of J-integral
which was given by

Fig. 2 Attachment of AE sensor and clip gage. J = A f(aiW) I Bbo (1)

lnstron load. cell-~II--IAutomatictesti1g strain Personal Personal
machine Clip Gage I meter I-- computer t--------Icomputer

Clip Gage-...-t. --I ....-'"- -1

AE tranSducerl

-print
out

Real-time Personal
f- AE spectrum I- computer

analyzer

I

- AE
- data-

recordert- AE
monitor

~-'Pre
amplifier

Oscillo
scope

Fig. 3 Block diagram of insauments for fracture toughness test.
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where A is the area wder the load-displacement curve. B is
specimen thickness, bo is the ligament length (W-ao)' ao is
initial crack depth. W is specimen width, and function
f(aJW) is the correction for specimen size (Anon., 1981).

AE signals from a piezoelectric sensor were amplified
by a pre-amplifier and a main-amplifier, which have the
frequency response in the range of 2 kHz-1 MHz with 70 dB
total gain. The AE sensor characteristics is shown in Fig. 4.
A band-pass filter allowed signals to pass in the range of 10
kHz - 1 MHz. Outputs of AE events were classified into
eight threshold levels, which are listed in Table 2. The AE
event counts were automatically recorded on a personal
computer at intervals of one second. Previously, the square
of the event amplitude was successfully used in the detection
of crack nucleation and extension in structural steel
(Takahashi et al., 1981). Thus, the square of the event peak
amplitude, EAE =: Vo-p2 was also employed as an indicator of

the energy of AE events. During the test. the AE signals
were recorded on an AE tape-recorder and were analyzed by a
real-time AE spectrum analyzer (Niitsuma et al., 1982).

O.S 50

0.4 ~sompleA 40-Z soJTllleB -.:II:. ....
-Q3 30~
Cl
« >-
~ 0,2 20 ffi

aJ
0,1 10~

Fig. 6 Stress-strain (crack opening displacement) curves for
sample A and B, in which the AE energy (EAE) during
deformation is also given (vertical lines).

3. Results

3.1 The Fracture Toughness Test and AE Patterns

fracture resistance of sample A was larger than that of
sample B, although both samples had almost the same
mechanical strength.

QS

Table 3 Ts values for sample A and B

Figure 6 shows two typical load vs. crack opening
development (COD) curves along with the AE energy, EAE•

Sample A (shown by the full line) changed from the linear
behavior to non-linear behavior starting at the COD of
approximately 15 j111l. while sample B (shown by the bro
ken line) exhibited a linear behavior until almost the maxi
mum load. There was also a difference of AE event pattern as
shown in Fig. 6. The AE activities of sample A had small
energy events starting below the maximum load and
continued to beyond the maximum load. Most of these
events were emitted over a large range of COD. In contrast.
the AE activities of sample B were very high just after
maximum load, and decreased drastically thereafter (until the
fmal stage of fracture was reached at COD of 70 JUll).

AE activities during fracture testing are shown in Fig.
7. Here, AE events are classified into eight threshold levels
according to their peak amplitude, In sample A, most of AE
events had low amplitude and occurred after the non-linear
behavior had started. In sample B, on the other hand. more
AE events having high amplitude levels were observed and
most AE events occurred near the maximum load. It is
noteworthy that the peak event rate of high amplitude AE
events of sample B occurred after the maximum load.

Based on the close relationship between fracture charac
teristic and AE activity obtained in metallic substances
(Takahashi et al., 1981), the results for the AE behavior
suggest that sample A had stable crack growth. whereas
sample Bhad unstable crack growth. In order to clarify
numerically the evidence described above, the relationship
between J-integral and the AE activity which was represented
by AE cumulative energy LEAE was examined. It has been
demonstrated that the point of an abrupt increase in I.EAIt

p.,..".

21
6

Ts (sec)

A
B

Sample

0.4

The typical load-time curves for sample A and B are
illustrated in Fig. S. A time interval from the maximum load
(Pmu) to a half of the maximum load (1/2 Pmu), T., is a
parameter, which may indicate the toughness of the material.
As shown in Pig. S and Table 3, the Ts of sample A was much
larger than that of sample B. This result suggests that

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
TIME (sec.)

Fig. S Stress-time curves for sample A and B. Ts is defmed
as being the time interval between maximum load and half
down of maximum load.

0.1

Cl

~Q2
...J
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3.2 AE Spectrum Analysis

-70
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-80
0!-----:1::::00:;:--::2:'!OO-:-"""":"'!300'-"'"""-"OO:r:--5-+00~-(k Hz)

Frequency

Fig. 9 Typical AE spectrum of type I and II.

In Fig. 8, however, remarkable differences in the AE
activity after onset of cracking is observed. The slope for
sample B abruptly increased, whereas the slope for sample A
gradually increased wtil 1 value reached to Ipmu (I value at
the maximum load). and then increase shlllply after Jpmu.

These experimental fmdings suggest that sample A
experienced stable fracture until J level reached Jpmu,
whereas sample B exhibited unstable fracture after the crack
nucleation. Therefore, the crack propagation resistance of
sample A is larger than that of sample B.

From the frequency analysis in the range of 10-500
kHz, AE spectra obtained from sample A and B can be
classified into type I and n, as shown in Fig. 9. The
difference between type I and n was the response of
components on the frequency band below 100 kHz. In the
case of type I spectrum, the response in the low frequency
range was lower. In the case of type II spectra, the response
in this range was comparable to the remainder.

-30
(dB)

-50

corresponds to the onset of macrocraclc growth. and that the
fracture toughness for materials can be determines by this
critical point (Takahashi et al., 1981). Relationships
between the J-integral value and the IEAB are plotted in Fig.
8. JIAB indicates the abrupt change of slope and is defined as

the onset of macrocrack growth determined by AE method.
JIAB values of both samples were almost the same. This
result means that the onset of cracking in both samples
occurred at the same level. J-integral value at the maximum
load. Jpmu, of sample A was larger than that of sample B.

sample A

sample B

J

Fig. 7 AE event three-dimensions graphs dislributed by
threshold levels of both samples. (a) sample A (top).
(b) sample B (bottom).

1031..--.--r-r'"T"T'1'TTT""----,~....._rTTT'l"....__r_"'T"""T'"T"T'1rrr:1

•
..-. 101 sampleS,'
C't... f

I,
I

~ I- Jpmax 4
!ti 101 \1
W fw I

~'110°
,,' JIAE

10"10.1
J

10° 10 2

Fig. 8 Relation between the J integral and AE cumulative
energy of sample A and B.
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4. Discussion

We found that the compressive strength and unreacted
silica contents of both samples are almost identical and the
pore size distributions of sample A and B are nearly the
same. as shown in Fig. 11. The samples. however. differed
in size and shape of unreacted silica. The typical optical
transmission micrographs of sample A and B are shown in
Fig. 12. Arrows in these photographs point to the unreacted
silica particles. Most of unreacted silica particles in sample
A were coarse (average size of about 80 J1ID) and had sharp
corners. In sample B. these were fme particles (10 to 20 Jim
in average diameter) and had more rounded appearances. The
distance between unreacted silica particles in sample B was
shorter than that in sample A.

The distribution of AE spectra is shown on the load
COD curve in Fig. 10. Here, the energy of an AE event is
plotted against COD and the spectrum type is indicated by
ruled (type I) or open (type mcircle. The energy of type I
is generally lower than that of type n. These plots show
that type I events for sample A were distributed in a wide
energy range (0.1 ...1.2 x 10-7 V2sec), while type I events for
sample B were limited to low energy range below 0.8 It 10-7

V2sec. The energy of type n events for sample A was
always above 10-7 V2sec. but that for sample B had a broad
range from 0.2 x 10.7 V2sec to above 2.5 x 10-7 V2sec• In
sample A, type I events appeared when the non-linear elastic
behavior started. and continued through the load drop. Type
J1 events occurred starting at the maximum load. In sample
B, on the other hand. type I events were observed only after
reading about 85% of the maximum load and type n events
occurred starting at 50% of maximum load. In both samples.
the high energy events were type n.

4.1 Fracture MedQllism
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Fig. 10 Stress-strain curves of plotting AE spectrwn types.
(a) sample A (top); (b) sample B (bottom).
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Fig. 11 Pore size distributions (a) sample A (left); (b) sample B (right).
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4.2 Relazion between Fracture Mechanism and AE Spectrum

5O~O"'".O-2-----10.-I-----0.L.2-----...JO.3

•
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Fig.13 Fracture energy vs average inverse interparticle
spacing for Glass-Almina composite systems. (by Lange.
1981) Thick dotted line mellD5 an example of the relation
between particle size and average inverse interparticle
spacing, which the authors calculated, when particle content
is constant.

influences the toughness of AAC. Considering these results.
it is reasonable to expect that the toughness of AAC con
taining coarse particles is larger than that of AAC con
taininS fine particles. In the present case. the toupeninS
mechanism is believed to be the increase of stress concen·
tration for microcracking at coarse particles. Furthermore. it
is possible that the larser the particle size, the larger the
crack propagation resistance as the fracture surface energy is
increased by detouring of the crack around the coarse
particles.

30,..,.,..----r-----.,------,

Fig.12 TrllD5mission optical micrographs of the lhinned
samples. Arrows indicate the unreacted silica particles, while
large round areas are voids. (a) sample A (top); (b) sample
B (bottom).

There are many studies in ceramic materials containing
second phase dispersion (Lange, 1981; Claussen et aI.,
19TI; Fu, 1986). The result of Lange is shown in Fig. 13,
indicating that the fracture energy increases with an increase
in particle size. The increase of the fracture energy is caused
by bowing crack front from pinning positions. The dotted
line in this figure indicates an example of the relation
between particle size and particle distance, when the particle
content is a constant. This shows that a larger particle size
increases the fracture energy for the range of 3.5 to 44 JoLm
size. The results of Fu (1986), on the other hand, suggest
that there is the best particle size for the highest toughness
from the viewpoint of microcrack toughening mechanism.
In the case of concrete, Barr et al. (1986) reported that there
is the best aggregate size for the highest toughness. There
fore, the results of Lange may represent one side of the
optimum particle size and are considered with other results.
It is expected that the unreacted silica particle size also

The fracture behavior of concrete strongly depends upon
the constituents of the materials (Nallathambi et al., 1984;
Zeigeldorf. 1983b). The following fracture mechanisms of
AAC are expected;

(1) the microcrack nucleation from pores,
(2) debonding between the matrix and unreacted
silica particles (so-called bond cracking),
(3) the microcrack propagation from bond-cracks,
[4] coalescence of microcracks and
[5) the propagation of macroscopic cracks.

In this study, only two types of AE spectra were identified.
Thus, unique classification of fracture mechanisms by AE
spectrum analysis is not feasible. However, the five fracture
mechanisms can be divided into two groups. Fracture pro
cesses [1], [2] and [3J are microfracture events while [4] and
[5] are macrofracture. If AE energy depends upon the size of
cracking, AE energy due to a microfracture process is smaller
than that due to macrofracture process. Therefore, type I

6
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speclrUm was possibly caused by either [1], [2] or [3], and
type n spectrwn was caused by either [4] or [5].

It is generally expected that the fracture process
changes from micro scale to macro scale. In the case of
sample A. the occurrence pattern of type I AI! spectrum. at
the early stage followed by type D, as shown in Fig. lOa.
follows the general pattern. In the case of sample B, the
size debonding at the matrix-silica particle interface was
small, since Ibe unreacted silica size was small. This leads
to the absence of microcracking and explains why type I
spectrum could not be detected at the early stage. On the
other hand, low energy type n events, which were detected
at early stage in sample B, were caused by the coalescence
of microcracks. Since the distance between particles in
sample B is shorter than that in sample A, one can expect
low energy events starting at low load levels.These are
followed by high energy type n events from macrocracking
as well as type I events. The relation between the fracture
mechanism, and AI! spectra in both samples are schemati
cally illustrated in Fig. 14. Here, the microcrack nucleation
from pores is ignored.

5. Conclusions

1. The fracture toughness tests for MC were conducted.
The toughness values corresponded with empirical choice
and also correlated with mechanical properties, such as
compressive strength.

2. Allhough lIAE values of sample A and B were almost
the same. Ipmax and T. of sample A were larger than those of
sample B. AE behavior had differences between the two
samples.

3. The difference of toughness between the two types
of samples is believed to be caused by unreacted silica
contained in the matrix.

4. AE events were classified into two types by fre
quency analysis. These spectra were roughly corresponded
with micro- and macro-fracture processes.
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Identification of Crack Propagation Modes
in 304 Stainless Steel by Analysis of Their
Acoustic Emission Signatures

Daniel R. Smith Jr. and Steve H. Carpenter

Abstract

The acoustic emission (AB) generated from various crack
propagation modes in 304 stainless steel has been investi
gated. Crack propagation IeSts were carried out at room tem
perature using double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens ma
chined from a rolled sheet of commercial 304 stainless steel.
Different types of crack propagation were obtained using
various heal treatments and/or cathodically charging the
specimens with hydrogen. Five distinct crack propagation
modes were obtained: 1) microvoid coalescence, 2) mixture
of microvoid coalescence and intergranular separations, 3)
mixture of microvoid coalescence and rapid surface cracking
via transgranular cleavage, 4) transgranular cleavage, and S)
intergranular separations. All of the crack growth modes
produced measureable burst type AE. The sources of AE. were
found, by metallographic examinations and AE analyses, to
be from either transgranular cleavage, intergranular separa
tions, or fractured inclusions. Fractured inclusions were
determined to be the source of emission during crack growth
by microvoid coalescence and not the link up of voids.
Analysis of the acoustic energy and frequency content of the
emissions has shown that the sources produce distinct acous
tic emission signatures (waveform characteristics). From
these signatures it is possible to identify the type of crack
propagation/sources, i.e. either fracture of inclusions, trans
granular cleavage, or intergranutar separations.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this investigation is to study the acous
tic emissions generated from various crack propagation
modes. The goal of the investigation is to determine if
different crack growth modes can be solely identified by their
acoustic emissions. There have been a nwnber of studies on
the acoustic emission generated during environmental crack
ing in 304 stainless steel (Yuyama et aI., 1980; Kusanagi et
al., 1980; McElroy, 1984: Yuyama et aI., 1982). However,
in none of the above studies could the actual source of emis·
sion be identified solely by its acoustic emission character
istics. The power spectrum, which was not reported on in
the above studies, was employed in this investigation.
Other investigators have shown that the frequency content of
AE signals is an important parameter for differentiating
sources of AB. (James and Carpenter, 1986; Bgle et al.,
1981). In this investigation the acoustic emissions have
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been carefully measured, analyzed, and correlated with the
metallographic results.

AISI 304 stainless steel was chosen for this investi
gation because a number of different crack propagation
modes could be obtained. In 304 stainless steel the crack
propagation mode is commonly changed by heat treating the
material and/or cathodically charging it with hydrogen
(Briant, 1979; Eliezer et al., 1979). Two heat treatments
were employed in this investigation:

1) Solution treatment - 1373 K for 1 hour foUowed by
a water quench, and
2) Sensitizing • solution treatment plus an additional
heat treatment of 923 K for 24 hours and then tho
sample/oven combination is allowed to cool.

The solution treatment locks the impurities in place and
produces an austenitic microstructure by rapidly quenching
the material. The sensitizing heat treatment provides enough
thermal energy for smaller impurities such as carbon to
migrate to high energy distortions such as grain boundaries.
The result of the carbon precipitation is the formation of
chromium carbides adjacent to the grain boundaries which
depletes the grain boundary regions of chromiwn (Bain et
al., 1933). Since chromium is the main corrosion resistant
element in 304 stainless steel, the grain boundaries become
more susceptible to intergranular corrosion as a result of the
sensitizing heat treatment

2, Experimental Procedures

Acoustic emission signals were detected using standard,
commercially available, equipment as shown Fig. 1. A
DuneganlEndevco (DJE) S9204 resonant transducer (resonant
frequency ISO kHz) was used in conjunction with a Pana
metrics Model 5660B broadband (0.02 - 2 MHz) ac coupled
preamplifier. The preamplified signals were digitized using a
LeCroy model TR8837F transient recorder with 8-bit
resolution and a dynamic range of 42 dB. These digitized
signals were stored on the hard disk of a Bpson Equity m
(IBM AT compatible) for later analysis. A computer program
was wrilten, using ASYST programming environment, to
calculate the common time domain parameters and also the
power spectrwn of the actual AB signals. Since the origin of
the signals was random, random signal analysis was
employed for the calculation of the power Spectrull (Bgle et
al., 1981). The preamplified signals also were analyzed
using a Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC) model 3104
AE analyzer. The PAC AB analyzer further amplifies and
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Fig. 1 Schematic of equipment used in this investigation.
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In the present investigation, the crack propagation
modes were systematically changed in an attempt to help
differentiate them by their acoustic emission. In order to
produce the various crack propagation modes three basic
tests were perfonned:

1) Some specimens were loaded into a horizontal tensile
machine and the crack was initiated and propagated at room
temperature in an air environment,

2) Some ~imens were fll'St cathodically charged with
hydrogen before fdllowing the above procedure, and

3) Some sp~imens were loaded into the horizontal
tensile machine and a corrosive cell containing the solution
for cathodic charging was raised so that the solution would
cover the crack propagation region as shown in Fig. 3, then
the crack was allowed to initiate and propagate while simul
taneously cathodically charging the specimen in the solu
tion.

2.79 em
compUlerlransienl

,eCorelor

filters the signals in addition to measuring the load, clip
gauge displacement, and common time domain parameters. It
should be noted that the parameter which the PAC AE
analyzer calls energy is the measure of the area under Ibe
rectified signal envelope. It is not a true measure of energy;
i.e. its unit is V-sec. The amplified and filtered (100 - 400
kHz) signals from the PAC AE analyzer were monitored using
two HP 3400A rms voltmeters. These were used in parallel
to expand the dynamic range of the rms voltage measure
ments.

Table I Chemical composition of Ibe commercial 304
stainless steel used in this investigation.

DCB specimens were fabricated &om a rolled sheet of
commercial grade 304 stainless steel. &om which rectangular
blanks (6.4 mm It 76.2 mm x 101.6 mm) were cut. The
chemical composition of the rolled sheet is given in Table J.
All blanks were solution annealed. Following this heat
treatment the blanks were in Ibe "solutionized" condition
(Briant, 1979). To produce the "sensitized" condition, some
of the solutionized blanks were then given the sensitizing
heat treatment described earlier. Bolb heat treatments were
conducted in an argon environment to reduce contamination
lIIld oxidation. These heat treatments produced equiaxed
microstructures with an average grain diameter of 64 JU11
(A5TM No. S grain size). Following the above heat treat
menta the blanks were machined into DCB specimens.
Figure 2 shows the size and shape of the DeB specimens.

Element

C
5i
Mn
P
S
Cr
Ni
Mo
Fe

Amounts in % by weight

0.073
0.47
1.8
0.037
0.021

19.7
8.S
0.20
Bal.

....l-R-A+N-S-D-UC-E-R----~OSIONCELL

Fig. 3 Diagram of the specimen placement into the
corrosive cell.

A variety of charging times and current densities were
employed, but the AE produced did not seem to depend upon
these parameters. Charging times ranged from 2 to 72
hours with the current densities ranging from SO mA/cm2 to
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hours with the current densities ranging from SO mAlcmz to
4 Alcmz. The above tests were carried out on specimens in
both the sensitized and solutionized conditions. In all, six
separate combinations of heat treatments and environmental
conditions were used to generate different types of fracture
modes. Details on the six conditions and the type of fracture
modes produced are given in Table n. The acoustic emission
signals were measured during the tests and analyzed follow
ing the tests. In an attempt to correlate the measured acous
tic emission signals with their sources, careful metallo
graphic and X-ray analyses were performed on the DCB
specimens following the tests.

To carry out the cathodic charging experiments a Dillon
screw driven testing machine was placed on its side so that a
corrosive cell could be raised to the DCB specimen as
described above. The arrangement in Fig. 3 allows the
specimen to be cathodically charged with hydrogen while the
crack propagates. All experiments were carried out at a
constant displacement of 0.025 mm/min. The threshold of
the PAC AE analyzer was set above the level produced by
hydrogen gas evolution and was the same for all tests.
Samples were cathodically charged with hydrogen in IN
HZS04 plus traces of AsZ0 3 and CSz to prevent hydrogen
recombination (Farrell and Lewis, 1981). The sample and
transducer were acoustically coupled using Vaseline petroleum
jelly. Preliminary tests showed that the Vaseline was not
degraded by the charging solution. Pencil lead (0.3 mm, 2H)
breaks were performed in order to calibrate the entire system
before conducting a test (Hsu et al., 1977; Kline, 1983).
The presence of the solution did not seem to affect the values
of the AE parameters. A detailed description of all the
experimental procedures is given elsewhere (Smith, 1987).

3. Results

Postulated sources of acoustic emission during
environmental cracking in 304 stainless steel are:

1) plastic deformation (slip, twinning, martensitic
transformations) in front of the crack tip,
2) fracture and/or decohesion of particles in the plastic
zone,
3) evolution of hydrogen gas, and
4) various types of crack propagation:

a) microvoid coalescence,
b) transgranular cleavage, and
c) intergranular fracture.

No twins were detected in any of the metallographic exami
nations of the specimens after testing. Hence, it is believed
that twinning is not a source of AB during deformation in
304 stainless steel. Chemical composition of the 304
stainless steel used and results of X-ray diffraction measure
ments indicate that 304 stainless steel plastically deforms by
planar slip (Odegard et al., 1975; Smith. 1987). Generally,
slip produces low amplitude continuous emission. Others
have shown that there is very little acoustic emission
generated during the tensile deformation of 304 stainless
steel (Hsu et aI., 1979; James et al., 1984; Heiple and
Carpenter, 1987). These results were confirmed by
performing a few tensile tests on the 304 stainless steel used

1 1

in this investigation. The data indicated that there is very
little AE generated from slip in our 304 stainless steel.

All specimens, regardless of condition (see Table n),
underwent the deformation induced fcc-to-bee martensitic
transformation. The presence of bec martensite was deleCted
by performing X-ray and metallurgical examinations before
and after testing. In the deformation studies mentioned in
the previous paragraph, the specimens also underwent the
deformation induced fcc-to-bee martensitic transformation.
The lack of AE generated during these tests suggests that
there is very little, if any, AE generated by deformation
induced martensitic transformation in 304 stainless steel. In
addition. the AB detected during this investigation will be
shown to be from other sources.

In order to filter AE from hydrogen gas evolution the
threshold of the PAC AE analyzer was adjusted so that AE
from that source would not be detected. This threshold was
the same for all the tests described in Table n. Therefore, it
is believed that the most likely sources of AE during crack
propagation in 304 stainless steel are:

1) fracture and/or debonding of inclusions, and
2) various types of crack propagation.

From the measured AB, two distinct types of power spectra
were observed. Figures 4 and 5 show the typical power
spectra detected in this investigation. The term "acoustic
energy" in the following sections, unless stated otherwise,
is used to denote the parameter called energy measured by the
PAC AE analyzer.

3.1 Microvoid Coalescence (MC; condition 1)

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) examinations of
the fracture surfaces revealed that crack propagation proceeds
by microvoid coalescence when testing DCB specimens in
condition 1. Figure 6 shows a SEM photograph which typi
fies such fracture surfaces. The AE measured during crack
growth by MC is characterized by low energy burst emis
sions. Figure 7 shows a plot of the load (line graph)
required to initiate and propagate the crack and the acoustic
energy (histogram) measured during MC-type crack propaga
tion versus the clip gauge displacement. Note that the
maximum acoustic energy associated with MC-type crack
propagation is approximately 1000.

Careful SEM examinations of the crack surface indicated
that a number of fractured inclusions were dispersed along the
surface. Figure 8 shows a SEM photograph of a fractured
inclusion which was identified by EDAX analysis as a man
ganese sulfide inclusion. Silicate inclusions were also found
on the crack surface. Approximately seven fractured inclu
sions on the main crack surfaces were measured for every ten
AE bursts. This suggests that the source of AE during MC
type crack propagation is from the fracture of inclusions. In
all cases the number of acoustic emission bursts were greater
than the number of fractured inclusions detected. This can be
expected for two reasons: 1) an inclusion might fracture
more than once and thus generate more than one AE burst for
each inclusion: and more likely 2) inclusions may have



Table IT Summary of how the crack modes were obtained.

HEAT ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING CRACK
TREATMENT EXPOSURE CONDITIONS MOOE

1. solutionizing· air crack growth MC+
in air

2. sensitizing*. air crack growth MC
in air plus IG

3. solutionlzlng cathodicall y*•• crack growth Me plus
charged with In air TG along
hydrogen at 1 Marl- surface
for six hours

4. sensitizing cathodically crack growth MC
charged with in air plus IG
hydrogen at 1 A/aJ
for sb hours

5. solutionizlng cathodfcally crack growth TG++
charged with in solution
hydrogen at
100 M/~
while propagating
the crack

6. sensitizing cathodically crack growth IG+++
charged with in solution
hydrogen at
100 M/C~
while propagating
the crack

•
••

.*.

solutionizing heat treatment - 1373 K for 1 hour then water quench

sensitizins heat treatment - solutlonizlng heat treatment plus and additional
heat treatment of 923 K for 24 hours then
s8ft1)le/oven cnination oven cooled

charging solution - 1 N H2SO4 plus traces of AS203 and CS2

+ t!$i - microvoid coalescence

++ !§ • transgranular cleavage

+++ IG - intergranular cleavage

fractured above and below the crack surface and thus could
not be detected by simply looking at the crack surface. Note
that the inclusion in Fig. 8 has been fractured in more than
one place. This supports the possibility of the first
hypothesis. Metallographic examination of the region just
below the main crack surface showed the presence of void
formation which is indicative of fractured and/or debonded
inclusion. This provides evidence for the second hypothe
sis.

Inclusions are generally very brittle. so they should
fracture very fast. If the source of emission during MC-type
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crack propagation is indeed from the fracture of inclusions,
then the AE signal produced should contain a wide range of
frequencies. All the power specb'a of the digitized waveforms
recorded from MC were like that shown in Fig. 4. The
specb'Um is similar to that produced by a shon pulse due to a
lead break. Therefore, frequency analysis of the digitized
waveforms provides additional evidence that the source of
emission during MC is from the fracture of inclusions. The
effect of the speed of the mechanism on the power specb'Um
will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2.
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Fig. 7 Acoustic energy, as measured by the PAC AE
analyzer, is plotted along with the load versus the clip gauge
displacement for crack propagation by microvoid
coalescence, condition 1.
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Fig. 4 Typical power spectra produced by fracture of
inclusions and intergranular separations.

Fig. 6 FraclOgraph showing a typical crack surface
produced by microvoid coalescence. Magnification 1250x.

Fig. 8 FraclOgraph showing a fractured inclusion.
Magnification 2500x.

SEM examinations of the fracture surfaces showed that
crack propagation proceeds primarily by microvoid coales
cence with some intergranular separations when testing DeB
specimens in condition 2. Figure 9 shows a SEM photo
graph which typifies the fracture surfaces produced by MCI
type crack propagation. In Fig. 9. one sees primarily MC
with the dark area in the center of the photo being an inter
granular separation. The AE measured during MCI-type crack
growth is characterized by several AE bursts with acoustic
energy greater than 1000. Figure 10 shows a plot of the
acoustic energy for MCI-type crack propagation along with
the load required to propagate the crack versus clip gauge
displacement. Note the increase in the acoustic energy mea
sured during crack growth by MCI (Fig. 10) compared to MC
(Fig. 7).

3.2 MC plus Intergranular Separations (MCI; condition 2)
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Fig. 5 Typical power spectra produced by transgranular
cleavage.
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Fig. 9 Fractograph of a typical crack surface produced by
MC plus intergranular separations. Magnification 640x.

Fig. 12 Fractograph of the transgranular cleavage surface
crack found in specimens in condition 3. Magnification
1250x.
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Fig. 11 Optical micrograph (Magnification of 250x)
showing intergranular separations just below and
perpendicular to the main crack surface.
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MetalJographic examination of the region just below the
main crack surface showed that there was intergranular crack
ing perpendicular to the main crack surface, as shown in Fig.
11. The number of AE bursts with acoustic energy greater
than 1000 correlated well with the number of intergranular
separations which were measured by metallographic inspec
tion of the specimens. For the results shown in Fig. 10. 52

SEM examination of the crack surfaces indicated that a
number of fractured inclusions were presenL The number"of
AE bursts with acoustic energies less than 1000 correlated
well with the number of fractured inclusions on the crack
surface (measured by SEM inspection of the fracture faces).
Again, approximately seven fractured inclusions were
detected for every ten AE bursts with energies less than
1000. The frequency spectra obtained from the AE signals
with energies less than 1000 are almost identical to those
due to MC-type cracks.

° 0o 1.5 ]
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Fig. 13 Acoustic energy, as measured by the PAC AE
analyzer, is ploued along with the load versus the clip gauge
displacement for crack propagation by MC plus rapid surface
cracking via transgranular cleavage. condition 3.
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Fig. 10 Acoustic energy, as measured by the PAC AE
analyzer, is plotted along with the load versus the clip gauge
displacement for crack propagation by MC plus intergranular
separations. condition 2.
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inaergranular separations were meuured and 44 AB bursts
with acoustic energies greater than 1000 were observed. In
all cases the nwnber of inaergranular separations were greater
than the number of bursts with acoustic energy greater than
1000. This is expecled because two grains may separate
simultaneously and thus, produce only one burst of AB. The
correlation was found to be excellent in all samples
measured. These results suggest that the source of AE for
the emissions with acoustic energies greater than 1000 are
&om intergranular separations.

The AE signals with acoustic energies greater 1000 have
power spectra similar 10 those produced by fractured inclu
sions (Fig. 4). The frequency content of the AB signals
produced by intergranular separations are consistent with
results of James and Cupenter (1986). They reported that
the AE signals produced by intergranular cracking in molyb
denum contained significant power above the primary
resonance (ISO lcHz) of the transducer. The reasons for the
similarities in frequency content and the differences in the
acoustic energy of the AB signals produced by fractured
inclusions and intergranular separations will be presented in
the discussion section.

3.3 MC plus TranssrQlUllar Surface Crack (MCI'; condition
3)

SEM examinations of the fracture surfaces revealed that
crack growth proceeds by transgranular cracking in the
vicinity of the sample surfaces, while the center of the
sample fails by microvoid coalescence when testing OCB
specimens in condition 3. Figure 12 shows a SEM pholO
graph of the transgranular surface crack. The AE measured
during crack growth by Mer is characterized by high energy
(acoustic energies greater than 1000) burst emission prior 10

main crack growth and low energy (acoustic energies less
than 1000) emission during main crack growth. Figure 13
shows a plot of the load along with the measured acoustic
energy versus the clip gauge displacement (CGO). Note the
increased AE activity and acoustic energy, at CGO values less
than 1.5, by this type of crack propagation as compared to
MC (Fig. 7).

Again. the number of fractured inclusions detected by
SEM examination on the fracture surfaces correlated well with
the number of AE bursts with acoustic energies less than
1000. There were seven fractured inclusions for every ten
bursts of emission with acoustic energies less than 1000.
The power spectra of these signals were almost identical 10

those with similar acoustic energies discussed in the previous
sections.

No cracks perpendicular to the main crack surface were
detected by the metallographic examinations of the regions
just below the main crack surface. However, it was observed
during these tests that surface cracks propagated very rapidly
in discrete jumps during the time that the high energy
(acoustic energies greater than 1000) AE bursts occurred.
The surface cracks were later identified as transgranular
cleavage by SEM examination of fracture surfaces. as shown
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in Fig. 12. This provides strong evidence that the high
energy burst emission is from rapid transgranular cleavage
cracking on the surface. Frequency analysis of the AB bursts
with acoustic energies greater than 1000 indicated that they
lacked power at frequencies above 200 kHz (Fig. 5). Our
results are consistent with James and Carpenter (1986), who
used the identical type of transducer. They reported that
transgranular cleavage cracking in molybdenum produces AE
signals which lack power at frequencies above the primary
resonance of the transducer. These results suggest that
transgranular cleavage is a slower fracture process than either
the fracture of inclusions or intergranular fracture.

3.4 MC plus Intersranular Separations (MCI; condition 4)

SEM examinations of the fracture faces showed that
crack propagation proceeds primarily by microvoid coales
cence with some intergranular separations When testing DCB
specimens in condition four. Figure 14 shows a SEM
photograph which typifies the fracture surfaces produced by
this type of crack propagation. The dark areas to the right
center in Fig. 14 are grain separations with the dimpled
areas being characteristic of microvoid coalescence. The
results of this type of crack propagation are identical to
those presented in section 3.2. The only exception being in
the number of AE bursts with acoustic energies greater than
1000 and the number of grain separations. For the results
presented in this section there were 132 intergranular separa
tions measured and 115 bursts of AE with acoustic energies
greater than 1000. Figure IS shows a plot of the acoustic
energy measured during this type of crack propagation along
with the load required to propagate the crack versus the clip
gauge displacement. Again, the power spectra of the AE
signals with acoustic energies less than and greater than
1000 were almost identical to those with similar energies
discussed in the previous sections.

3.5 rranssranular Cleavage (TG; condition 5)

SEM examinations of the fracture faces showed crack
growth proceeds primarily by transgranular cleavage when
testing OCB specimens in condition five. Ten 10 fifteen
percent of the fracture surfaces being microvoid coalescence.
Figure 16 shows a SEM photograph which typifies the
fracture surfaces produced by this type of crack propagation.
The AE measured during this type of crack growth is
characterized by reduced AE activity and low acoustic energy
(acoustic energies less than 1000). Figure 17 shows a plot
of the measured acoustic energy along with the load versus
the clip gauge displacemenL

No fractured inclusions were found dispersed along the
surCace during the SEM examinations of the crack surfaces.
This suggests that the source of emission is from trans
granular cleavage. However, note the difference in the
acoustic energy in Figs. 13 and 17, where the high energy
burst emissions in Fig. 13 and the low energy burst
emissions in Fig. 17 were both attributed to transgranular
cleavage. The difference in the acoustic energy is believed
to be due to the difference in the number cleavage steps per
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Pig. 18 Fractograph typical of crack growth by
intergranular separations, condition 6. Magnification 320x.
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Fig. 17 Acoustic energy. as measured by the PAC AE
analyzer, is plotted along with the load versus the clip gauge
displacement for crack propagation by transgranular
cleavage, condition 5.
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Fig. 19 Acoustic energy, as measured by the PAC AE
analyzer. is plotted along with the load versus the clip gauge
displacement for crack propagation by intergranular
separations, condition 6.
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Fig. 14 Practograph typical of crack growth by MC plus
intergranular separations, condition 4. Magnification 640x.

Fig. 16 FraclOgraph typical of crack growth by
transgranular cleavage, condition 5. Magnification 1250x.
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Pig. 15 Acoustic energy, as measured by the PAC AE
analyzer, is plotted along with the load versus the clip gauge
displacement for crack propagation by MC plus intergranu]ar
separations, condition 4.
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burst of AE. Recall, in section 3.3 that a uansgranular
sudace crack extended in rapid discrete jwnps (i.e., more area
per unit time). This was not observed in any of the DCB
specimens in this condition. In addition, it is believed that
the constant supply of hydrogen in condition five lowered
the cohesive energy and thus decreased the energy released,
upon breaking of atomic bonds, to the sUess wave (Smith
and Carpenter, 1988).

If transgranular cleavage is the source of emission for
this type of crack growth. then the frequency content of
these signals should be similar to the frequency content of
the high energy signals discussed in section 3.3 which were
also defined as being from uansgranular cleavage. The
power spectra of the digitized AE signals were indeed similar
to those of the high energy signals discussed in section 3.3
(Fig. 5). This provides additional evidence that the source of
AE, for this type of crack growth, is from uansgranular
cleavage.

3.6 Inlergranular Separations (IG; condition 6)

SEM examinations of the fracture surfaces revealed that
crack growth proceeds almost entirely by intergranular
cleavage when testing DCB specimens in condition six.
Approximately 10% of the fracture surfaces were trans
granular cleavage. Figure 18 shows a SEM photograph
which typifies the fracture surfaces produced by this type of
crack propagation. The AE measured during this type of
crack growth is characterized by high energy (acoustic
energies greater than 1000) burst emission. Figure 19 shows
a plot of the measured acoustic energy along with the load
versus the clip gauge displacement.

No fractured inclusions were detected in any of the SEM
examinations of the crack surfaces. A small amount of
uansgranular cleavage was found but it was shown, in the
previous section, that very little AE is detected by this type
of crack growth and the AE that is detected is of low acoustic
energy (less than 1000). In addition, the power specua of
these signals contained significant power at frequencies
above 200 kHz which has been shown to be inconsistent
with the source being transgranular cleavage. In fact, the
power spectra were very similar to those identified as
intergranular separations in sections 3.2 and 3.4, see Fig. 4.
This provides strong evidence that the source of AE is from
intergranular separations.

Careful metallographic examinations of the region just
below the main crack surface indicated that there were several
intergranular separations perpendicular to the main crack
plane. In sections 3.2 and 3.4 there was an almost one to
one corTespondence between the number of grain separations
and the number of AE bursts with acoustic energies greater
than 1000. For the results presented in Fig. 19 there were
5670 intergranular separations and 458 bursts of AE. This is
somewhat surprising, but can be explained by the fact that
there were several grain separations per burst of emission. If
there are more grain separations per burst, then there should
be more energy (i.e., area) per burst in condition 6 than in
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either condition 2 or 4 but this was not the case. In fact.
the average energy per grain separation was dramatically less
in condition 6 then in either condition 2 or 4. A possible
explaination is the constant supply of hydrogen, in condi·
tion 6 as compared to conditions 2 or 4, which could weaken
the strength of the atomic bonds and thus less energy (source
energy) is released per grain separation. The weakening of
the atomic bond strength and its effect on the AE produced
is discussed elsewhere (Smith and Carpenter, 1988).

4. Discussion

4.1 Energy Analysis

In this section the measured acoustic energies will be
analyzed to see if they are consistent with the sources
described in the preceding sections. One would expect the
energy of a stress wave, produced by a fracture mechanism,
to depend upon the number of broken atomic bonds. That is,
the greater the number of broken atomic bonds, then the
greater the energy released and thus the energy contained in
the stress wave. Since the measured acoustic energy depends
upon the energy of the stress wave, the acoustic energy
should be related to the surface area of the fracture
mechanism. Nome and Kishi (1982) have shown that the AE
energy (V2.sec), true energy, is directly proportional to the
surface area of the intergranular cracks in A1SI 4340 steel. It
is worth mentioning that they also used a resonant transducer
in their investigation. McBride and coworkers (1981) found
an excellent corre13tion between the acoustic emission peak
amplitude distribulion and the area size distribution of the
fractured magnesium-silicon inclusions in 7075 alwninum.

From the above discussion, one would expect the
fracturing of an inclusion to produce an AE signal of less
acoustic energy than a grain boundary separation, because
grains are substantially larger than inclusions. This result
was indeed observed in this investigation. The average
acoustic energy per fractured inclusion was calculated by
taking the cumulative energy and dividing by the number of
bursts. The average acoustic energy per grain separation was
calculated by taking the cumulative energy and dividing by
the number of grain separations. The average acoustic
energy per grain separation was found to be approximately
one order of magnitude larger than that for the average
acoustic energy per fractured inclusion. The actual difference
is probably larger because the fractured inclusions above and
below the crack surface were not considered.

For a fracture or deformation mechanism to be acousti
cally detectable, with standard AE equipment. it must release
a sufficient amount of energy in a shon period of time. The
faSler the fracture mechanism the more surface area created
per unit time. One would then expect cracking to produce
stress waves of higher energy when propagating at faster
rates. This was observed in the difference in acoustic
energies contained in AE signals produced by fast and slow
transgranular cleavage. Recall, the faster transgranuJar
cleavage produced AE signals with significantly higher
acoustic energy.



4.2 Frequency A1Ullysis

As stated earlier, two distinct power spectrums were
obtained during Ibis investigation. Bolb intergranular
separations and fracturing of inclusions produced AE signals
containing substantial power above 200 kHz, as shown in
Fig. 4. However, Ibe AE signals produced by transgranular
cleavage lacked power at these higher frequencies (>200
kHz), as shown in Fig. 5. These results are consistent with
Ibat of others (James and Carpenter, 1986; Egle et al.,
1981).

Stephens and PoUock (1971) assumed that the maximum
frequency in the frequency spectra was inversely proportional
to the duration of the evenL In other words, the faster the
fracture process, the more the stress wave should resemble a
delta-pulse. Therefore, a faster fracture process would gener
ate a stress wave containing a greater number of frequencies
than a slower fracture process. The differences in our power
spectra can be expained by considering the speed of the
fracture process, provided they differ accordingly.

It is reasonable to assume that the fracturing of
inclusions and intergranular separations are faster fracture
processes than transgranular cleavage for two reasons:

1) plastic zone size, and
2) fracture surface characteristics.

With every fracture process there is an associated plastic
zone in front of the crack tip. The larger the plastic zone
lIle slower lIle fracture process because more material must be
deformed at any instant with a larger plastic zone. One
would expect a fracture mechanism with a larger plastic zone
to produce a stress wave wilb a longer risetime than one
produced by a faster fracture process. Malashenko et al
(1975) have shown Ibal Ibe plastic zone is larger for
transgranular cleavage Iban for intergranular cracking. This
indicates that intergranular separations are more brittle and
thus a faster process. Our frequency results are consistent
with inlergranular separations being the more brittle
mechanism. Since inclusions are very brittle Ibey should
also produce a stress wave containing a broad range of
frequencies and this was observed.

Careful examination of the fracture surfaces produced by
transgranular cleavage and intergranular separations indicate
that an intergranular separation should be the faster process.
Recall, Ibe transgranular cleavage detected in this study
consisted of a number of step-like jumps, while the inter
granular separations were characterized by very smooth
surfaces. Since crack growth by intergranular cleavage is not
impeded by the little step-like barriers found in transgranular
cleavage, one would expect it to be a faster process.

Our results are consistent with the results of James and
Carpenter (1986), who used the same model transducer as
used in this investigation. They found that transgranular
cleavage in molybdenum produced AE signals which lacked
power above the primary resonance of the transducer, but the
AE signals, produced by intergranular cleavage in molybde-
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num, contained substantial power above Ibe primary reso
nance of the transducer. Obviously, the exact shape of the
power spectrums will depend upon the material, sample
dimensions, and transducer response. However, the results of
James and Carpenter (1986) combined with the results of this
investigation indicate that intergranular cleavage generally is
a faster fracture process than transgranular cleavage. One
would expect this to be the case in most materials.
Therefore, the AE signals produced by transgranular and
intergranular cleavage should be able to be differentiated by
their power spectrum characteristics.

5, Conclusions

This investigation has shown the effectiveness of
making AE measurements along with detailed meta1lographic
and X-ray analyses in determining the sources of acoustic
emissions during crack propagation in commercial 304
stainless steel. The basic result of this investigation is that
the sources of AE (the fracture of inclusions, intergranular
separations, and transgranular cleavage) can be identified by
their waveform characteristics (acoustic energy and power
spectra).
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The XVII·th EWGAE Meeting

The XVIl-th EWGAE Meeting will be hosted by AKZO Research from 21 to 23 September at Europa Hotel,
Zwolsestraat 2,2587 VJ SCHVENINGEN, Holland (ph. 31 (0)70-51 64 73; FAX 070-50 64 73). The
deadline for the abstract is past, but If you are ready to present a paper, the organizer can perhaps
accommodate you. If you plan to attend, make sure hotel reservations are taken care of. Call the hotel
directly. Rate at Europa Hotel is DFL 212 per day for a single room. Other hotels in the area (ranging from
DFL 75 to 163) can be booked by contacting Travel Team, Laan van Meerdervoort 297, 2563 AE DEN
HAAG, Holland; phone 31 (0)70-924641, telex 34 474 tteam. For more information, contact: B.
Audenard (EWGAE Secretary) - Sofratest Z.I. du Petit Parc, 78920 ECQUEVILLV, France. Ph. (33) 1 34
755000, Telex 699796 F SOFTEST, FAX (33) 1 34755341, or Dr. Van't Spijker (Meeting Organizer),
Akzo Research, P.O. Box 60, 6800 AB ARNHEM, Holland, phone 31 856644 33; telex 45 204. Note
that Code Subgroup will meet on the 20th also at Europa Hotel. Program will be published In the future
issue of JAE.

The 9th International AE Symposium

The 9th IAES, sponsored by the JSNDI, will be held at International Conference Center Kobe in Kobe,
Japan on 14 -17 November 1988. The Symposium attempts to cover all areas of interest in AE
applications, research and development, as well as standards activities. Selection of papers and technical
reports has been completed. Poster sessions will be included. Program will be available shortly and will
appear in JAE. Paper and Program Committee Chair is Dr. I. Kimpara, Dept. of Naval Architecture,
University of Tokyo, Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo, Tokyo 113, Japan and the Organizing Committee is chaired by
Prof. K. Yamaguchi while the Secretarial Committee by Dr. Y. Higo. Participants are requested to make
hotel arrangement directly with one of three Symposium hotels. Information regarding meeting
attendance can be obtained from JSNDI, Hashimoto Bldg, 5-4-5 Asakusabahi, Talto-ku, Tokyo 111 Japan.

The World Meeting on AE

The World Meeting on AE has been so named since the 3rd International Conference on AE as originally
planned was enlarged in scope. It will be held In Charlotte, North Carolina on 21 - 23 March 1989. It will be
sponsored by the AEWG, ASNT, and ASTM. A proceedings will be published as an ASTM-STP. Program
Committee is headed by Prof. W. Sachse, Chair, Prof. K. Yamaguchi (Japan) and Dr. J. Roget (France) in
addition to International members of about twenty. This Meeting Is to provide a forum for revieWing the
acceptance of AE by Industries and regulatory bodies and for describing new and novel applications, as
well as reviewing the unsolved problems of AE and its related technologies for structural integrity
monitoring, materials characterization, robotics, process control and sensor development. Look for further
announcements on this Journal. Inquiry should be addressed to Prof. W. Sachse, Theoretical and Apllied
Mechanics, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 USA. FAX No.: 607-255-7116, Bitnet address:
sachse@crnlmsc, Arpanet address: mscbtclbtclsachse@gvax.cs.comell.edu.

Third International Symposium on AE from Composite Materials

The Third International Symposium on Acoustic Emission from Composite Materials will be held 17 - 21
July 1989 in Paris, France. Write to Dr. D. Valentine (Program Chairman), Ecole des Mines de Paris, Centre
des Materiaux, BP 87, 91003 EVRY Cedex, France for further Information. First call for paper is expected
shortly.
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A New Sensor for Quantitative Acoustic Emission
Measurement

Chung Chang and C. T. Sun

Rod

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the modified AE transducer

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the design. Unlike
the original NBS conical transducer. this basic transducer
consists of two separate pieces. One is the backing material
with a conical tip or a rod with flat ends. The other part is
the PVDF film with attached leads.
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Support

3) A similar backing geometry has been used for
displacement measuremenL For velocity measurement. a rod
with flat ends is used as the backing material.

4) For displacement measurement the backing material
is shaped with extended conical geometry. Only the conical
tip of the backing requires polishing, as the piezoelement is
a thin polymer film.

S) A S2 mm thick PVDF fllm with metallic coatings on
both sides is inserted between specimen and backing
material.The size of the flIm is 4.0 em X I.S em. Two
electric leads are clamped directly to the mm for the output.
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Abstract

A piezoelectric ftlm (PVDF) based transducer is choSeT1
to measme the displacement or velocity responses simply by
proper selection of the backing geometry and material for
the film. This new sensor is wideband. high fidelity. low
cost and easy to construct. Measmement can be made on
metallic as well as nonmetallic materials. Waveforms
measured by this new transducer on a glass plate and an
aluminum plate were compared with waveforms calculated by
generalized ray theory for thick plates. The longitudinal and
shear wave speeds can be measured accurately by using only
the epicentral velocity response of breaking a glass
capillary.

Many new piezoelectric transducers based on poly
vinylidene fluoride (PVDF) film have emerged. This PVDF
fllm has many attractive features. It possesses high levels
of piezoelectric activity, an extremely wide frequency range,
a broad dynamic response and low acoustic impedance.
Physically, it is a flexible, complianc. plastic film which
makes it a good substitute for the· ceramic piezoelectric
element of the NBS conical transducer for many laboratory
experiments requiring high fidelity measurements.

The faithful time wave response of NBS (National Bureau
of Standards) conical displacement transducer introduced by
Proctor (Proctor. 1982; 1983) in 1980, opens many new
avenues for quantitative acoustic emission investigation.
This transducer has a small contact area, high sensitivity and
a nat response in frequency up to 1 MHz. Its disadvantages
are the wearing and fragility of the hard piezoelectric element
as wen as the relatively high cost of construction.

1. Introduction

2. An Improved Design

The improved acoustic emission (AE) transducer still
follows the basic design criteria of the NBS conical
transducer:

1) The design has been made even simpler;
2) The transducer contact area has been kept as small

as possible;

Received 21 March 1988. The authon are affiliated with School of
Aeronautics and Allronautics. Purdue Univenity. West Lafayeue.
Indiana 47907

There is no adhesion required between piezo mm and
backing. The ("tim is pressed against the specimen from the
back of the· backing material with moderate pressure between
S.l kg/cm2 to 63.7 kg/em2• No coupling material is used.
The piezo ("tim is flexible and nQt fragile like piezoelectric
ceramics. The film itself costs less than a dollar. Because
of the thick silver coating on the PVDF fIlm, durability and
wearing is no longer a problem. Furthermore, experiments
can be performed at different positions of the fJ1m. The low
cost piezo film makes it disposable and easy to replace.
More importantly, this design still provides high fidelity
measurements. Measmement can be made on both metallic
and nonmetallic structures.
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The sensitivity of this transducer is about a hundred
times smaller than the NBS conical transducer. The
sensitivity can be increased by reducing the size of the fUm,
increasing the film thickness, the tip diameter of the
transducer or the pressure on the film.

3. Results or Displacement Measurement

The acoustic emission displacement signal excited by a
step-function normal force at a point on a plate was
measured by Breckenridge et al. (1975), Hsu et al. (1978)
and Sachse and Ceranoglu (1979) with a capacitive trans
ducer and by Proctor (1983) with an NBS conical transducer.
The theoretical solution based on generalized ray theory and
Cagniard's method are discussed by Ceranoglu and Pao
(1981) and Hsu (1985).

Experiments to demonstrate the modified design are
performed both on a soda-lime glass and on an aluminum
plate. The thickness of the glass plate is 1.234 em and the
thickness of aluminum plate is 0.657 cm. For a Heaviside
or step-wise excitation, epicentral vertical displacement on a
glass plate calculated by generalized ray theory is shown in
Fig. 2. The Heaviside excitation can be generated by
breaking a glass capillary on top of the specimen
(Breckenridge et al., 1975). Figure 3 shows the epicentral
vertical displacement generated by a Heaviside excitation on
the soda-lime glass plate and measured by the present
modified displacement sensor with brass backing. A
preamplifier with a gain of 40 dB was used in the
measurement. The bandwidth of the amplifier (at -3 dB) was

5.000

500 Hz - 2 MHz. The conical tip of the brass backing was
1.5 mm in diameter.

In this figure the arrivals of all the rays can be clearly
identified. One can see that overshoots occur at the arrival
of IP, IS. 3P and 5P rays. The longitudinal and shear wave
speeds can be calculated by measuring the time intervals
between the peaks of those overshoots. For even greater
accuracy in speed measurement, one can follow the procedure
described in the next section.

In order to test the effect of backing material. we
substituted stainless steel backing for the brass backing and
repeated the experiment. The result is shown in Fig. 4. One
can see that the overshoot phenomena are reduced. Later on
we found that these overshoot phenomena are more sensitive
to the pressure applied at the fllm than the material
difference between brass and stainless steel. For brass
backing no overshoot is observed. if the pressure on the
piezo ftlm is kept less than about 16 kg/em2•

The wave speeds used in the theoretical simulation were
obtained from the velocity measurement which will be
described in the next section. The comparison between
measured signal and simulated result is plotted together in
Fig. 5. The dashed line presents the experimental results,
and the solid line shows the theoretical results where the
transducer is located one thickness away from the epicenter.
Both experimental data were obtained by using stainless
steel backing. Note that a good match appears at all three
locations.
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Fig. 2 Vertical displacement response at epicenter (glass plate)
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Fig. 4 Measure response with stainless steel backing at epicenter
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Figure 8 shows the measured normal displacement for an
aluminum plate at epicenter with similar excitation source.
Figure 9 compares the theoretical simulation with the
experimental result for aluminum plate. The solid line is the
theoretical simulation using the wave speeds deduced from
the experimental result in Fig. 8. The longitudinal wave
speed for this aluminum plate is 6405.7 m/sec. Shear wave
speed is 3164.3 m/sec.

4. Result of Velocity Measurement

In order to distinguish the ray arrival more clearly, a
velocity response is more desirable than a displacement
response. If one differentiates the displacement response
numerically, the result will be very noisy. During the
differentiation process the high frequency noise is amplified.
A numerical smoothing algorithm must be used with the
differentiation process. On the other hand, while
displacement response can be obtained by numerical
integration of the velocity response, the process is
inherently stable and reduces experimental noise in the high
frequency region.

Efforts have been made toward fmding a way to directly
measure the velocity response. We have discovered that
using a rcd as the backing material for the PVDF ftIm results
in a completely different characteristic signal. Figure 10
shows the response at epicenter for the glass plate with a
similar source, using an aluminum rod, 4.76 mm in diameter,
as the backing material. Figure 11 is the response with an
acrylic rod, 6.35 mm in diameter, as the backing. The
length of the rod is 10 em. A 5 em long rod still provides
good test results. All the rays can be clearly identified in
Figure 11. To date no sensor has provided both a low noise
response and a high degree of accuracy in identifying rays.

The wave speeds can be obtained with only the arrival
time of IP, 3P and IS rays. In this figure the longitudinal
wave speed for the glass plate is 5809.1 mlsec and the shear
wave speed is 3469.2 m/sec. Simple wave speed
measurement has been reported by Hsu et al. (1987) with an
off-center source receiver configuration.

The simulated velocity response is shown in Fig. 12.
There is good similarity between the experimental
measurement and simulated result. A complete resemblance is
not achieved. We expect a better match between the
simulation and experimental result when an amplifier with a
much wider bandwidth is used. In Fig. 13, we show a
numerical integration of the result in Fig. 11.

S. Conclusion

Here. we have taken the design advantage of the NBS
conical displacement transducer and modified it into a low
cost, easy-to-build and easy-to-use version. Since the PVOF
film itself is flexible, fragility is no longer a problem for
this new design. The film is disposable and easy to replace.
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We have demonstrated the displacement measuring
capability of the new sensor for thick plates. Measurement
can be made both on metallic and nonmetallic specimens
without modification. According to our experimental
results, this transducer is high fidelity, low noise and
wideband.

Using the velocity measurement, the longitudinal and
shear wave speeds can be calculated accurately only with the
epicentral measurement.
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Acoustic Emission Wave Propagation and Source
Location in Small, Spherical Composite Test Specimens

J. W. Whittaker, W. D. Brosey, O. Burenko and D. A. Waldrop

Abstract

This paper discusses current results of a continuing
project that has the goals of detennining what types of flaws
affect the quality of filament-wound composite structures and
which nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques are valu
able in structure quality assessment. Acoustic emission (AE)
monitoring is one of the NOE techniques under evaluation.
AE wave-propagation behavior and source location were the
focal points of the current work. Wave packets produced by
lead breaks on the surface of composite specimens and natu
rally occurring AE were found to propagate in the form of
symmetric and asymmetric Lamb waves with different veloci
ties. The velocity differences produce a linear increase in
event rise time as propagation time increases. Wave ampli
tudes are attenuated by the composite material. but greater
amplitude variations are produced by the spherical geometry.
Examples from specimen pressure tests are pre-sented to
demonstrate the value of source location on a small structure
of this type.

1. Introduction

Much work has been done to characterize nondestruc
tively the mechanical behavior of composite materials.
Among the nondestructive evaluation (NOE) techniques that
have proven valuable in composite quality evaluation are
ultrasonic C-scan enhancement. acousto-ultrasonics. thermo
graphy, and acoustic emission (AE) monitoring. Until now,
however, most of the reported work has been performed on
laboratory samples of simple geometry rather than enclosed
structures.

A program was initiated with the dual goals of
determining the types of fabrication-related flaws that affect
composite structure quality and the utility of various NDE
techniques in structure quality assessment. A small, spheri
cal composite structure was designed as a specimen to facili
tate experimental work on an enclosed, real-world-type struc
ture. Specimens were fabricated to nominal specifica-tions
and with embedded anomalies to simulate real or contrived
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flaw conditions. After extensive examinations by ultrasonic,
thermographic, and acousto-ultrasonic techniques, the speci
mens were proof and destructively tested. The specimens were
monitored for AE during proof the and destructive tests.

An early goal of the AE portion of the project was to
develop source location techniques that. potentially, would
enable the experimenter to locate sources of AE from
weakened areas so that its characteristics might be studied.
To implement the high-accuracy location techniques required
by such a small specimen, the AE propagation behavior
needed to be well dermed and appropriate source location
software written.

1. Theoretical Considerations

Sound transmission along relatively thin plates is
accomplished by propagation of Lamb waves (Nakamura,
1982). Two types of Lamb waves can be sensed by surface
mounted transducers: symmetric and asymmetric. Each pro
pagates by way of a fundamental mode and series of higher
order modes. For a given material, the velocity of each mode
is a unique function of the plate thickness and frequency.
When the plate thickness is much less than the characteristic
wavelength (a reasonable approximation to the case at hand),
only the fundamental symmetric and asymmetric modes can
be supported by the plate. The velocity for the faster
symmetric wave, Vp' is then given by

(1)

where Vs and Vc are the longitudinal and shear velocities of
the material, respectively. If recorded longitudinal and shear
velocities (2.53 and 1.13 mm/f.ls for epoxy and 6.43 and
3.09 mm/f.ls for 1100-0 aluminum, respectively) are substi
tuted into the equation. the symmetric wave velocities for
thin aluminum and epoxy plates are found to be 5.42 and
2.03 mm/f.ls, respectively.

The energy density of a wavefront propagating in a
material will decrease in proportion to the length of the
wavefront. For a spherical shell at angular separations
between -10· and 170·. the energy density of the wavefront
may be approximated by a (sin 9)"1 dependence (Hamstad and
Patterson, 1977). For a sine wave. the energy content is
proportional to the square of the amplitude. When considered
in combina- tion, the previous facts imply that wave
amplitude should vary as a function of sin·I129. This function
is not defined at O· and 180·, however. For convenience,
amplitudes may be referenced to the value at a fixed
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Fig. 2. Experimental apparatus used for source location and
some wave-propagation experiments.
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Fig. 3. Test specimen mounted in fiXture for wave
propagation studies; a lead breaker for calibration is mounted
below the specimen.
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3.1 Specimens

A specimen cross-section is shown in Fig. 1. The liner
was fabricated from 1100-0 aluminum hemispheres welded
together with a S086.() aluminum tube welded into the north
polar region. The aluminum spheres were w~und with Kevl~

49 (or in some inslaJlceS Kevlar-29) fiber unpregnated With
epoxy (Dow DER332 epoxy resin and 1efferson Chemical
Company hardener 1effamine T403) to a nominal thickness
of 4.22 mm, giving the specimens a nominal outside
spherical diameter of 122.7 mm.

COMPOSITE 81.4 mill /lADIUS

LINER, 61.2 mill RADIUS

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of test specimen showing
component parts.

A 90 = At - 20 log sin-1I29 - K (90 - 9), (2)

where A,o is the amplitude (in dB) at a distance of 90· from
the source, At the measured amplitude (in dB) at a separation

of 9. and 9 is the angular distance between source and
receiver.

3. Experimental ConslderatioD

separation. 90· for instance. In addition to the geome~c

effect, lOme auenuation of the wave, K. [measured m
decibels (dB) per degree of travel] is expected. When all
factors are considered, the relationship between the amplitude
measured at an arbitruy location and that at 90· from the
source may be written

32 ApparaJlU

Specially modified Dunegan model S-I40A transducers
(Hamstad, 1978) were used for AE detection in the wave
propagation and source location experiments. Wave-velocity
measurements were performed using Panametrics S660C pre
amplifiers (40 dB gain); the output was f1llered to the 110 to
170 kHz range by Krohn-Hite 3203 bandpass filters set to
Maximum Flal Response. The fillered signal was recorded by
a Nicolet 2090 Digital Oscilloscope with a 204 plugin. In
laler propagation studies, initial amplification and ruter- ing
(40 dB, 100 to 300 kHz) were provided by PAC 1220A

preamplifiers. A PAC 3000/3104 computer-based AB acqui
sition system was used to further condition the signals (30
dB gain, 100 to 300 kHz) and provide data recording. The
same monitoring system was used to monitor and record the
AB from pressure tests of various specimens (Fig. 2). A
threshold voltage of 0.1 V was used for signal detection,
yielding an overall system detection threshold of 30 dB.
Waveforms from pressure tests were also recorded by the
Nicolet oscilloscope.
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Fig. 4. Specimen source location coordinates and transducer locations.

A hand-held Hsu-Nielsen source was used to produce AE
for wave-propagation studies. Also, for these studies, speci
mens were held in the fixture later used for proof tests. The
fixture (Fig. 3) contacted the specimen only at the fill tube
to minimize contact with materials that would absorb AE
energy. Two transducers (mounted diametrically opposite
each other on the specimen's equator) were used during
velocity measurements. One transducer was used for other
propagation measurements. Four transducers (the number
required for source location), with sensitivities carefully
selected to be within 1 dB of each other at their peak
resonant frequency of 140 to 145 kHz, were used to monitor
proof and destructive tests.

3.3 Software

Software for source coordinate calculation was adapted
from an existing program developed for a mainframe
computer (Blake and Davenport, 1977). Substantial modifi
cations were required for the software to meet the following
operational requirements. It must:

1. run on the PAC 3000 computer,
2. be written in a FORTRAN compatible with the
3OOO's CP/M operating system, and

3. use the datasets generated by the 300013104.
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The accuracy of the resulting software (Burenko and
Whittaker, 1987) was evaluated by use of a hand-held Hsu
Nielsen source to produce AE originating at known loca
tions on a specimen. Accuracy of the calculations was quite
good with errors frequently 3· and generally <10·, which
was considered quite adequate. Source location coordinates are
shown in Fig. 4.

Additional software was written to allow graphical
display of the results on the color monitor of a personal
computer. Results are displayed as points on azimuthal
equidistant projections of the northern and southern hemi
spheres.

3.4 Procedures

3.4.1 Wave-velocity measurement
With the use of a hand-held Hsu-Nielsen source, leads

were broken at known but unequal distances from the two
transducers, and the resulting waveforms from each trans
ducer were recorded. The velocity was calculated using the
known path length difference and the arrival time difference
measured from the oscilloscope records. The procedure was
repeated using lead break positions that produced wave pro
pagation at different angles to the surface fibers to detennine
velocity directionality (if any).



Fig. 6. Waveforms from lead breaks at three source
transducer spacings. (a) 13.5". (b) 134.5". (c) 180·,
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3.4.2 Wave-propagation studies
A great circle. passing under the transducer. was laid out

on the surface of the specimen, and regular angular intervals
were marked on the circle. Leads were broken at various
distances from the transducer. Waveforms were captured by
the Nicolet oscilloscope.

Fig. S. Test specimen mounted in fixture for destructive
pressurization; a lead breaker for calibration is mounted on
front of fixture.
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Fig. 7. Detected signal rise time varies linearly with source-receiver separation on surface of spherical specimen.
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3.4.3 Source location
A test specimen was selected and mounted in the hyd

raulic test fixture (Fig. 5). Vacuum grease (Apiezon-M) as a
couplant was applied to the faces of the transducers, which
were then placed in their holders and spring-loaded into
contact with the specimen. A hand-operated lead breaker was
mounted on the fixture for calibration. The specimen} fixture
combination was placed into a test chamber, signal cables
were attached to the preamplifiers, and the specimen fill tube
was connected to a combination evacuation/pressurization
system. Mter internal evacuation, hydraulic fluid was allowed
to backfill the specimen until full. Using a servo-controlled
hydraulic pressurization system, the specimen was preloaded
to 4.1 to 6.9 MPa. [Preloading to this level was found to
produce more consistent calibration results (Hamstad, 1985)].

The specimen/system was then calibrated by breaking
ten leads at a single location on the specimen's surface.
Using the software provided with the PAC 3000, the average
signal amplitude detected by each of the four channels was
displayed and compared with preset minimum allowable
levels. If the amplitudes were not less than the allowable
limits on each of the four channels, calibration was
considered complete. If the amplitude at any channel(s) was
low, the transducers were removed, the couplant cleaned off,

and the transducers recoupled. In practice, calibrations were
very consistent and rarely had to be redone.

Following calibration, the test chamber was closed (to
contain any debris resulting from specimen failure) and the
test performed. The specimen was pressurized to failure at a
constant rate of 3.45 MPa/min. The PAC 3000/3104
recorded all AE data and a signal proportional to the pressure
level.

In a few cases, the digital oscilloscope was used to
capture waveforms from single events as they appeared at
two different transducers. This was done to verify that natural
AE had the same propagation characteristics as those
produced by the lead breaks.

Mter the test. the recorded dataset was filtered to isolate
only those events with appropriate characteristics for
accurate source location calculation. Coordinate calculation
was then pertormed, and if desired, a hardcopy listing of the
results was made. If a graphical representation of the results
were desired, the dataset containing only the calculated
coordinates was transformed to make it compatible with the
MS·DOS operating system used by the personal computer.
The display software was then run and the desired display
obtained.
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Fig. 8. Signal amplitude as function of source-receiver separation for thin spherical shell showing general agreement between
theoretical and measured values.
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The effects of structure geometry and attenuation can be
observed by comparison of the symmetric component ampli
tude at the three source-transducer spacings, which were
selected to demonstrate the range of amplitudes produced. The
peak amplitude at 134.5" is -15 dB below that at 13.5". The
variation of amplitudes through the full 13.5 to 180' range
of spacings is shown in Fig. 8. The amplitude behavior
closely follows that predicted by equation 2 (solid line). The
fact that the measured amplitude at 180' is less than that at
separations of <20' is evidence of the presence of attenua
tion caused by the wave's passage through the composite
material. Other measurements have shown that the
attenuation is -0.06 dB/degree or 21.5 dB for a full circuit
around the specimen back to the origin.

4.3 SOlU'ce Localion

rise time is also apparenL H, as is desirable, the AE system
detects the fust signal oscillation above background, the
measured rise time will vary significantly depending on the
distance traveled from the source. If measurement of event
rise times is important to the study of a process(es) in the
composite structure, then it becomes important to use the
rise time of the event at the first-hit transducer because the
wave has traveled the shortest distance at that point and will
have been altered less than at other points. Signal rise times
were recorded as a function of source-transducer spacing, and
the results were recorded in Fig. 7. Rise time varies linearly
with separation.

4.3.1 Damage progression
Figures lOa and b summarizes all of the events located in

the (a) northern and (b) southern hemispheres of the test
specimen throughout the pressurization cycle to failure,
which occurred at 117 MPa. The events located in each hemi
sphere appear to be fairly evenly distributed. The nor- them
hemisphere data were fUtered according to pressure into three
ranges -- 0 to 41.3, 41.3 to 62.0, and 103.4 to 117.1 MPa
(failure occurred at the latter value) -- and displayed
separately (Fig. lla - c). The sources of emission (and by
implication the damage causing it) are seen to progress
(generally) from equatorial regions at lower pressures (Fig.
lla) toward the northern polar region as pressure reaches
higher values (Fig. lib and c). Note that this specimen
failed in the northern polar region near the rul tube. Being
able to monitor progression of damage (as in this example)
would be valuable to a composites designer to evaluate a
prototype structure's response to applied load.

The waveforms from a single AE event as detected at two
different locations on a specimen during pressurization are
shown in Fig. 9. Although differing in fme structure from
the lead break waveforms of Fig. 6, the general features of
those waveforms are present. The two wave modes are
apparent (Fig. 9b) as is amplitude variation (the peak ampli
tude in Fig. 9a is 1.4 dB lower than that in 9b).

Two examples of source-location results are now
presented to demonstrate its value in visualization of damage
progression and identification of sources.

The presence of the symmetric and asymmetric
components is readily apparent at sufficiently large source
transducer spacing (Fig. 6b and c). The wave component
separation is the result of their different velocities. Signal
features A through E (Fig. 6) are the result of subsequent
passes of the asymmetric componenL The variation in signal

Waveforms detected at three different source-transducer
spacings (Fig. 6) are illustrative of the effects of wave
modes, structure geometry, and attenuation on AE propa
gation.
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The average symmetric wave velocity was found to be
5.78 mmlJ18, which is 6.6% greater than the calculated
velocity for the thin aluminum plate alone. The close
correspondence between the aluminum and composite
structure velocities implies that in the structure the pro
pagation velocity is controlled by the aluminum liner rather
than the composite layer. No velocity variations were
observed as a function of the angle of incidence between
wavefront and surface fibers, leading to the conclusion that
wave velocity can be considered constant in all directions.

4.1 Wave Velocity

Fig. 9. Waveforms from single AE event as detected by two
channels of AE monitor; both bear similarities to waveforms
from lead breaks.

4.2 Wave Propagalion
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Fig. lOa. All source-located evcnL~ from a destructively tested specimen (No. 3172); Northern hemisphere.

Fig. lOb. All source-located events from a destructively tested specimen (No. 3172); Southern hemisphere.
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Fig. IIa. Source location results from specimen No. 3172, showing progression of damage from equatorial to polar regions as
function of pressure; all views arc for northern hemisphere: 0 to 41.3 MPa.

Fig. lIb. Source location results from specimen No. 3172, showing progression of damage from equatorial to polar regions as
function of pressure; all views arc for northern hemisphere; 41.3 to 62.0 MPa.
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Fig. I Ie. Source location results from specimen No. 3172, showing progression of damage from equatorial to polar regions as
function of pressure; all views are for northern hemisphere: 103.4 to 117.1 MPa).

Fig. 12. Northern hemisphere source location results from destructively tested specimen (AE apparently generated by
delamination at edges of fiber bands).
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4.3.2 Source identification
A second example (Fig. 12) represents all of the source

located emission in the northern hemisphere of a different
specimen. The remarkable feature about this figure is that
many of the located events originated along common axes
(consider. for example. the group that lies along the 80 to
260' axis). Although it is not possible to identify positively
the type(s) of sources that produced the emission. a likely
candidate is thought to be localized delamination along the
edges of fiber bands. Many of the fiber bands (as
distinguished from individual fibers) pass through the polar
regions. producing localized void areas and stress concentra
tions that would generate sufficient stress on a local basis to
promote small edge delamination.

S. Conclusions

To understand better the AE response of small, spherical
test specimens. the wave propagation behavior of the
specimens was investigated by use of lead break generated
AE. Additional specimen behavior was characterized by use
of source location techniques. The studies revealed the
following:

1. Wave packets produced by surface lead breaks and
naturally produced AE waves propagate in the form of
symmetric and asymmetric Lamb waves with different
velocities.
2. The difference in velocity between symmetric and
asymmetric components leads to increased signal rise
time as propagation time increases.
3. Wave amplitudes vary as a result of the effects of
attenuation and specimen geometry with the greatest
effects caused by geometry.
4. Examples of AE source distributions produced
valuable insight into both the progression of specimen
damage during pressure testing and the identification of
the type of AE sources that are active.
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The World Meeting on Acoustic Emission
March 20-22, 1989, Charlotte, North Carolina, USA.

The World Meeting on Acoustic Emission will be held
between March 20-22,1989, in conjunction with the
Spring Meeting of the American Society ofNondesb1Jctive
Testing (ASNT) in Charlotte, Nonh Carolina, USA. The
purpose of this meeting is to review the science and
technology of AE which has progressed so significantly in
the past several years. This meeting will also provide a
forum for reporting important. new applications and to
critically review the directions in which this field is
.moving.

Since this meeting will be held concurrently with the
Spring Conference of the ASNT, one registration fee will
cover both meetings. An exhibition of AE equipment, tours
of technical facilities and a spouses program are planned.
The co-sponsors of this meeting are the ASNT, the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), the
Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and
the Society for Experimental Mechanics (SEM).

The Organizing Committee of this meeting is
comprised of:

• Wear, contact phenomena (including condition
monitoring);

• Tribology;
• Quanlitative source/materials characterizalion;
• Manufacturing process control;
• Forest products and other biological systems;
• Composite materials;
• Aerospace structures;
• Transportation sttuetures;
• Medical applications;
• Pressure vessels;
• Microseismics and geotechnical applications;
• Consumer products;
• Novel applications;
• Critical AE problems for the researcher;
• Insttumentation needs and possibilities;
• Future trends in AE.

To receive additional infonnation and to assist the
organizers in the planning of this meeting, please submit a
tentative title of your presentation by September 30,
1988 to:

Special focus of the meeting will be placed on:

In addition. the committee includes the following ex officio
members:

A. B~ttie. USA;
S. McBride. Canada;
S. carpenter, USA.

Y.P. Borodin, USSR;
H.A Crostack, FRO·;
TJ. Fowler, USA;
A.T. Oreen. USA;
T. Holroyd. UK;
T. Kishi, Japan;
W. Morgner. DDR;
J. Roget. France;
W. Sachse. USA;
SJ. Vahaviolos. USA;
B. Wood, Australia.

P.R. Blackbmn. USA;
B.C. Dykes. USA;
I. Grabec, Yugoslavia;
H.R. Hardy. USA;
N. Hsu, USA;
Y. Ma. China;
C.RL. Murthy, India;
I. Roman, Israel;
F. Tonolini, Italy;
K. Yamaguchi, Japan;
(. tentative)

World Meeting on AE
Organizing committee: c/o Prof. W. Sachse
Theorelical and Applied Mechanics; Thurston Hall
Cornell University; Ithaca, NY - 14853 USA.

Additional infonnation can be obtained by calling:
(fm) 255-5065 (-5062) or by FAX: (607) 255-2365; telex:
WUI 6713054; electronic mail: bitnet: sachse@crnlmsc;
arpanet mscbrclbrctsachse@gvax.cs.comell.edu.

Publication ofpaper summaries, four pages in length,
maximum, will be in the Journal of Acoustic Emission
which will be available for distribution at the conference.
Deadline for submission of the paper summaries is
October 31, 1988. Typing instruction can be found in
this issue (see page 48).

Selected papers. topical in nature and intemalional in
scope will be chosen for later publication in an ASTM
Special Technical Publication (SlP) volume.

• AE source mechanisms;
• Sensors;
• Propagalion of AE signals in structures;
• AE systems;
• International codification and AE;
• System calibration and standards;
• Processing ofAE signals (including AI and neural

nets);
• Imaging with AE;
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A High Fidelity Piezoelectric Tangential
Displacement Transducer for Acoustic Emission

Thomas M. Proctor, Jr.

Abstract

A number of years. ago we claveloped a high fidelity
trlDJducer for measuring the normal component of the
dynamic displacement of the surface of III elutic body.
Herein is clescn'bed a companion trllDJducer that moaaurea the
tangential component for the same confipration. This
transducer has a relatively flat response over a 1.5 MHz
bendwidth and a sensitivity of 0.3 to O.S mV/pm. Modal
separation between the desired tangential mode and the
1Dlwanted normal mode is shown eo be greater than 30 dB.

I. Introduction

Por a number of yean, a segment of the acoustic
emission (AI!) comm1Dlity has been interested in realizing a
procell by which the character and significance of the AI!
event could be dec:onvolved out of the received data. One of
the serious stumbling blocks eo this realization hu been the
lack of high fidelity transduction of surface motion ineo a
voltage-time hisrory. In 1980 the National Bureau of Stan
dards (NBS) developed a transdu~ that wu a big improve
ment over previous piezoelec:lric transducers (Proctor, 1982:
Proctor et al., 1983). This transducer, which hu become
known as the NBS-conica1 transducer, has a response that is
uniform over a wide frequency range, is directly related eo
displacement (as opposed to a mixture of velocity,
displacement and acceleration), and is sensitive almost
exclusively eo displacement normal eo a surface (as opposed
eo a mixture of tangential and normal displacement). Since
that development, we have attempted to develop an analo
gous transducer which responds primarily to the tangential
component of surface displacement. Such a transducer would
provide a complementary addition to the NBS-conical ttana·
ducor. Here we describe a transducer for tangential motion
that comes very close to meeting this goal.

1. NBS·Conlcal Transducer vs Tangential
Transducer

It is natural that the NBS-conical transducer, which is
sensitive to normal motion, wu developed before the
tangential displacement ttansducer. The elec:trica1 configura
tion of the NBS-conical transducer malces it much easier to
construct an element that closely approximates the desired
theoretical model of the active elemenL The symmetty of

Received 29 lUDe 1988. The author ia affiliated wiIb Nalional Bureau
of Sundardl. GIiIhenbu.rB. MD 20899
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the de polarizalion field in the piezoelectric material, (lead
zirconale titanale or commonly known as PZT), which is
direcIed along the normal to the electtodes and parallel eo the
driving eleclric field (18 a sender) or to the strelS fields (as a
receiver), is guaranteed. Another fortuna~ factor is the
similarity of the longitudinal value of me characteristic
acoustic impedance of PZT to the characteristic acoustic
impedllllce of brus which has been used as the backing
material. Por the conical transducer (as is the cue for the
new device), the backing and the backing attachment details
are critical to the performance of the transducer. The
coherent energy entering the backing must be dissipated in a
way that minimiUlS the chance of reflected sttess waves from
re-entering the active element.

In conttast, for the tangential transducer operating as a
sender, the static polarization field must be parallel to the
elec:ttodes and normal to the dynamic eleclric field. For this
transducer acting as a receiver, the sttess field that will be
ttansduced is parallel to the static polarization. Therefore.
the consttuction of the piezoelectric element becomes a two
step process, and the previous condition is not easy to
insure. In the case of the tangential ttansducer, there is not
18 close a match between me characteristic acoustic
impedance of PZT for me shear mode and that of any
commonly available backing material. These two problem
areas have delayed the development of a high.fidelity ttana
ducer for tangential motion.

3. Design or a Tangential Displacement AE
Transducer

As in the design of the NBS-conical ttansducer for
normal displacement, the following criteria have guided the
design of the transducer for tangential displacement:

(1) the design should be kept simple in order to reduce
the possibility of structural resonances,
(2) the contact area between the ttansducer and the
surface to be measured should be kept as small as
possible in order to minimize the aperture effect,
(3) no wear plate should be used in order to reduce the
possibility of mechanical wave interference generated
by such a structure,
(4) the backing should approximately match the
characteristic acoustic impedance of the piezoelectric
element. The backing should have lateral and axial
dimensions that are large compared to those of the
active element, and the geometry of the backing should
be highly asymmetric. Both features reduce reflecled
elastic energy coming back to the active element at

0730-0050/88/07041~7
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After the element's front and rear faces are nickel plated
and the mating surfaces lapped, the attachment surfaces are

4. Evolutloa and Importaat Constructloa
Conslderatloas

The relationship between the element geometry and the
static polarization direction is critical. During element
fabrication the original polarization electrodes are cut away
by the process of forming the pyramidal geometry. This
geometry must provide for final sensing electrodes which are
at right angles to the electrodes that were used to produce the
original polarization. Because the fixed polarization of the
piezoelectric material can be altered both in direction and
magnitude by such things as friction and temperature gradi
ents, great care was taken during this fabrication process.
The pyramidal element shown in Fig. Ib was cut from a 12
mm thick poled plate of PZT, such that the axis of the
pyramid was parallel to the original poling electrodes.
Cutting and grinding wu done by a diamond saw and by
diamond wheels. Cooling lubricant was copiously used and
heating and vibration was kept to a minimum.

The rust version of the tangential transducer wu a
brus-backed device in which the element wu cemented to
the brass by epoxy cement. The flatness of the interface
between the element and the backing wu not controlled.
The elements were quite small in all dimensions; one
example was a 1 mm cube. In a somewhat later version. the
element wu shaped in the fonn of a prism, 9 mm long and
2.5 mm high, with an isosceles triangular cross section.
Recent pyramidal-shaped elements perfonn· better than the
earlier prismatic ones because no faces. except the electroded
faces, are parallel to any other and because the region near
the front face is more compliant. The next improvement wu
to use a tin-indium low temperature solder for attachment of
the active element to the backina. The electrodes on aU the
active elements are nickel plated. These electrodes are euily
wetted by such solders. In a later version a thick inter
mediate layer of de-poled PZT was used in an attempt to
match the different characteristic acoustic impedances of
brass and PZT. Unfortunately, de-poled PZI' has a signifi
cantly different characteristic acoustic impedance from poled
PZI'. The shear velocity changes by more than 10%. The
important issue is matching the acoustic impedances at the
interface between the element and the backing. The under
standing of the operation of such an interface is very
difficult for cases that must be described by more than one
dimension. We can not reson to the usual plane wave
approach as it is applied to semi-infinite layered space. As a
result, the trial and error method was used to maximize the
transmission of stress energy out of the element into the
backing. The rmal version, shown in Fig. I, succeeded in
achieving this goal.

element back surface) are joined by a low temperature tin
indium solder. Two nylon leveling screws are threaded into
the rear portion of the backing and allow the transducer to be
mounted on the surface to be monitored in a manner that is
reproducible and insures that the front electrode sits flat.

METAL

YLON SCREWS

some characteristic time which would create problem
resonances and unwanted interference effects,
(5) the ratio of the front to back area of the active
element should be small (smaller than 1/40). This
reduces the tendency for the development of cross
dimensional resonances and also produces the proper
impedance at the front and back of the active element
in order to reduce the usual negative undershoot
~ed~1961), and
(6) the construction of the element-to-backing interface
and joint should be carefully engineered to produce a
minimum reflection condition.

~"""""""""""'"''PZT PYRAMIDAL ELEMENT

Fig. lL Side ClOSS sectional view of the tangential
displacement transducer

:rIP CONTACT ELECTRODE (2.0mm X O.5mm)

The final configuration of the tangential transducer is
shown in Fig. la. The transducer design consists of only two
pieces: the active element of PZT and a compound, matched
backing. In order to satisfy criteria (2) and (5), the active
element has the form of a truncated pyramid with a 12 mm
square base and a 6 mm height (Fig. Ib). The aperture, which
is the truncated end, is about 0.5 mm by 2.0 mm with the
smaller dimension in the direction of polarization (the
direction of maximum tangential sensitivity). This aperture
size should cause the rust minimum in sensitivity versus
frequency to occur at approximately 3 MHz.

ELECTRODE (12.0mm It 12.0 mm)

Fig. lb. PZI' active element showing its truncated pyramidal
shape and the direction of polarization.

The compound backing consists of two parts. The outer
cue is machined out of br8lS (desenDed 81 half-hard) to the
shape shown in Fig. II. The overall dimensions of the
backing are 2S mm thick, 65 mm long, and SO mm wide. A
conical cavity is cut into the rear of the backing and filled
with molten tin metal. This cavity is first pre-wetted with
tin to assure bonding of the tin fill. The front face of the
backing is flattened to a fringe of visible light over the area
where the active element will be attached. The back
electrode of the active element is flattened in a like l1WIDer.
The two surfaces (the backing front surface and the active
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Mg. 2. The theoretical langential displacement (solid curve) and the theoretical normal displGemeDl (dashed ~e) of a point
on the surface of an infmite half space of sleel subjected 10 a point, unloading step-force of 23.6 N. Distance between source
and point of observation is 103 mm.

wetted with tin-indium solder. While the solder is in the
molten state (melting point of this solder is approximately
IS0·C), the attachment is completed by ringing the element
against the backing. This assures a solid thin joint, free of
any interfering dirt particles. The transducer must be used
with its tip rigidly attached 10 the surface. Normal friction
is insufficient 10 assure adequate coupling. A super-cooled
liquid. commonly called salol (phenyl salicylate) is a very
convenient cement for room temperature auachment pur
poses. It is strong enough to rigidly couple the tip of the
transducer 10 the rapid motion of the surface, but is weak
when compared 10 the transducer structure so that unmounting
the transducer causes no damage CO Ihe tip or its electrode.
As with the normal displacement conical transducers, the
langential transducer requires a closely-connected matching
unity gain amplifier. Because of the very high impedance
(primarily small capacilance) of the transducer, the amplifier
is necess8!)' CO drive an output cable. Typically this trans
ducer hu an equivalent capacilance of SO pF.

5. Results and Performance

The performance of the tangential transducer was
evaluated using the NBS acoustic emission transducer
calibration facility described in the literature (Breckenridge,
1982). The breaking-glass capillary technique, which
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simulates a point-force step function, was used as the source.
The transducer's performance was determined primarily by
comparison of its voltage-time waveform output with the
solution for the tangential component of displacement of
the surface wave for a point-force step function according CO

Pekeris (1955). Several criteria must be met if the transducer
is CO be considered as producing a faithful signal that closely
represents the tangential displacement. The transducer
should have an output voltage waveform which is propor
tional to the tangential dynamic displacement. It should
also display directional behavior, having a null in signal
output when the polarization direction is at right angles 10

the direction from the source. Such directional character can
be useful for determining the azimuth to the AE source.
Also, it should have minimal output when exposed to
vertical displacement. Lastly, the responses 10 positive and
negative displacement should be equal in amplitude but of
opposite polarity. These operational criteria depend upon
the unique polarization geometry that is required to produce
a tangentially sensitive element.

The AB calibration facility consists of a large 2-melric
ton steel block and associated measuring equipment as
described by Breckenridge (1982). This block acts as an
infmite half space for 140 J1S. Nonnally, a glass capillary is
broken at the center of the top face of the block producing a



very sharp (step) unloading of a point force. On the same
surface at any distance from the source, both normal and
tangential surface displacemenrs oc:cur. The displacement
waveforms of the elastic seismic waves produced by a step
point-force are well known. For the case of an infmite half
space, the calculated tangential component waveform is
shown as the solid curve in Fig. 2. This waveform was
calculated using the mechanical parameters of the steel test
block and a separation distance between the event and the
transducer of 103 mm (Hsu, 1985).

Two distinct features are apparent when comparing the
characteristic normal and tangential components of displace
ment for the surface wave (Fig. 2). For the normal compo
nent (dashed curve, Fig. 2), the early low amplitude part of
the displacement has the same sign as the large Rayleigh
spike. For the tangential component (solid curve, Fig. 2),
on the other hand, these two parts have the opposite sign.
Also, the shape of the Rayleigh spikes are different for the
two cases. For the normal component, the theoretical
displacement goes exponentially to infmity, coming back in
an abrupt step to a constant value of the opposite sign from
the Rayleigh spike. The theoretical tangential displacement
starts by going abruptly (step wise) to infinity and then
returns exponentially to a small constant value of the same
sign.

Figures 3 through S are experimental results for the
surface wave experiment. In each case, the "a" figure is the
voltage-time output and the "b" figure is the spectral
sensitivity for the appropriate conditions. The spectral sen
sitivity is obtained by dividing the spectral voltage response
by the expected spectral displacement response based on the
measurement of the step force. For the surface wave experi
ments, the transducer was located on the same surface, 103
mm from the breaking-glass-capillary event. Figure 3a is
the signal output generated by the transducer for the fllSt 90
JI.S as captured by a digital recorder. The recorder sample
interval was 0.05 J.ls. There is no doubt from the shape of
the waveform that most of Ibis signal originates from the
tangential displacement caused by the step force. If one
divides the spectral voltage response of the received signal
in Fig. 3a by the spectral displacement response of the
calculated Pekeris solution (solid curve, Fig. 2), the spectral
sensitivity curve shown in Fig. 3b is obtained. The
sensitivity is given in terms of mV/pm and is shown on a
dB scale relative to 1.0 mV/pm.

Because the active element is polarized in a direction
that is at a right angle to the vertical axis of the pyramidal
element, irs sensitivity will be dependent on the direction of
the displacement relative to this direction of polarization.
Figure 3 was for an experimental arrangement where the
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Fig. 3a. Voltage response of the tangential displacement
transducer. Transducer orientation is with the polarization
direction of the element directed towards the step-force event.
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Fig.4a. Voltage response of the tangential displacement
transducer when the polarization direction of the element is
at right angles to the line between the transducer and the
event.
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Fig. 4b. Spectral sensitivity of the tangential displacement
transducer obtained by a comparison of the amplitude spectra
of Fig. 4a with the amplitude spectra of the normal
displacement associated with a point step-force.
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Fig. 3b. Spectral sensitivity of the tangential displacement
transducer obtained by an amplitude spectral comparison of
Fig. 3a with that of the solid curve of Fig. 2.
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Continuing to rotate Ihe transducer through another 90
degrees brings Ihe direction of polarization again parallel to

the direction to the step force event. However, the
transducer is now turned around by 180 degrees compared
with its orientation for Figs. 3a and 3b. In principle. this
should not affect the displacement responle except for a
voltage sign change. Figure Sa shows the test results. For
convenience of comparison, the polarity that was measured
has been reversed. Thus, Figs. Sa and 3a are of the same
sign. As expected. a comparison of Figs. Sa and 5b with
Figs. 3a and 3b shows close agreemenL

To test this condition. a comparison of experimental
output of Ihe transducer at epicenter was made to Ihe
calculated normal displacemenL Again we assume that any
output represents a response to a small normal sensitivity.
Figs. 6.. 6b and 6c show the results of this experiment on
the steel block that is 431 mm Ihick. Figure 6a shows the
computed normal displacement at epicenter as sized for the
measured step force applied during this experiment. As
expected Ihe received output (Fig. 6b) is dominated by the
least count of the recorder because the signal level is very
small. When the spectral voltage response of Fig. 6b is
divided by the calculated spectral displacement of Fig. 6a,
the spectral sensitivity of Fig. 6c is obtained. The ±l digital
step. Ihe least count of 8 bit amplitude recorder. appears as
random noise in Fig. 6b. This interacts strongly with the
calculated normal displacement and is seen by a large
variation of the spectral sensitivity curve. Fig. 6c.
Resorting to the "modal separation" notion again. the
"modal separation" appears to be less Ihan 20 dB. In this
case. the "modal separation" is defined as the difference
between the tangential mode sensitivity of Figs. 3b and 5b
and the sensitivity of Ihe epicenter condition of Fig. 6c.

Unfortunately as Ihe signal amplitude gets smaller.
approaching the least count of the digital recorder, the
spectral response associated with it becomes dominated by
random noise. In fact. if one assumes that all the +1,0
digital steps that are apparent after the 30 lIS voltage spike
are one bit artifacts of the capturing process, and artificially
removes Ihem by an averaging process, a much larger "modal
separation" can be calculated.

One more comparison is made to further explore
potential cross-coupling to Ihe "unwanted normal mode". A
through-plate experiment can be performed where Ihe,
tangential transducer is mounted on the surface directly
opposite Ihe source (epicenter configuration). Again, Ihe
event is a point step force as simulated by the breaking of a
glass capillary. If the capillary break produces a perfect
point normal force. one would expect zero output from Ihe
tangential transducer. Plate Iheory predicts a zero tangential
displacement at the epicenter. The following conditions
would alter this ideal expectation. If either the polarization
of the element is not exactly at right angles to Ihe pyramidal
axis of Ihe element or Ihe discontinuous force produced by
the glass capillary break is not perfectly normal, then a
small non-zero output from the device is expected.
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Rayleigh wave arrived from a direction parallel to the
direction of the static polarization of the elemenL If the
transducer is arranged so that the Rayleigh wave arrives at
right angles to this polarization direction. a null in sensi
tivity is expected. Figure 4a shows the voltage output for
such a configuration. The spectral voltage response of Fig.
4a was compared with the spectral displacement response
calculated from the normal component of the Pekeris solu
tion. It was assumed that any "crossed" sensitivity would be
related to a residual normal mode sensitivity. The spectral
sensitivity is shown by Fig. 4b.

> 200
.E

40 50 SO 70 80 90 100
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Fig. Sa. Voltage response of the tangential displacement
transducer when transducer has been rotated 180 degrees from
its position in Fig. 3. The input amplifier of the digital
recorder has been switched from positive to negative
polarity.

One way of thinking about this "special case" spectral
sensitivity is that it represents in large part a response to
the "unwanted" normal mode. It is convenient to consider
the "modal separation". The modal separation is the differ
ence in sensitivity between the tangential and normal modes.
In this case. the modal separation will be equal to or greater
than the spectral sensitivity for the tangential mode as
represented by Fig. 3b less the spectral sensitivity of the
crossed condition for the transducer. Both sensitivities are
given in tenns of dB referred to I mV/pm. A comparison of
Figs. 3b and 4b indicates that the "modal separation" is
approximately 30 dB over a 1.5 MHz band.
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Fig. 7c. Speclral sensitivity produced by Ihe comparison of
Ihe speclral amplitude of the calculated Ihrough pulse
displacement of Fig. 6a and Ihat of the calculated voltage
output of Fig. Th. The dashed curve is a 20 point average of
speClral sensitivity data. The - 44.6 dB dotted constant
value is Ihe speclral sensitivity obtained from a comparison
of Ihe spectral amplitude of Ihe Ihrough pulse displacement
(Fig. 6a) and the calculated voltage output of Fig. 7a.
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Fig.7a. Calculated voltage output based on a perfect
conversion of a tlirough pulse as measured on epicenter
produced by a step force. It is sized so that Ihe initial step
is 0.40625 V which equals the value 1 bit of the digital
recorder used in Ihe measurement shown in Fig. 6b.
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Fig. 7b. Calculated voltage output as in Fig. 7a but wilh a
+1, 0 random digital noise added.

ment. a Iransducer with a perfect normal displacement
response and wilh a sensitivity which is much less Ihan 0.3
mV/pm is located at epicenter on a plate and it experiences a
normal surface displacement for a through pulse of the size
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Fig. 6a. Calculated nonnal displacement for the Ihrough
pulse on epicenter for the 431 mm thick steel plate. The
step-force function has been sized to the measured force
(23.6 N) applied in the experiment
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Fig. 6b. Voltage response of the tangential displacement
lransducer to a slep force at a point on epicenter for the 431
mm thick steel plate.

In an effort to resolve Ibis discrepancy. a numerical
experiment is helpful to illuslrate Ihe significance of small
quantities of noise (digital and other) on Ihe calculation of
Ihe frequency response. We assume Ihat the normal compo
nent of the through pulse for a step-force function is Ihe
only displacement present. For this hypolhetical experi-
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Fig. 6c. Speclral sensitivity of the tangential Iransducer for
the epicenter configuration obtained by a comparison of the
amplitude speclra of Fig. 6b with that of Fig. 6a. Dashed
curve is a 20 point average of the speclral sensitivilf data.

This "modal separation" result is not consistent with that for
the "crossed" experiment. which was greater Ihan 30 dB.
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shown in Fig. 6a. Assume that the initial step of this
transducer's voltage output for this normal displacement
response is equal to the least count resolution available in
the previous experiments. Such a constructed through pulse
is shown in Fig. 7a. The fmt step value has a value of
0.40625 mV which corresponds to one digit of the recorder
used. This makes the hypothetical output waveform about
the same magniwde as the measured voltage response shown
in Fig. 6b. A comparison is made between the spectral
displacement response of Fig. 6a and the hypothetical
spectral voltage response of Fig. 7a. The result is a constant
spectral sensitivity of -44.6 dB relative to 1 mV/pm.

The second pan of this hypothetical comparison is to
repeat this experiment except that a random +1 and 0
digital value (+0.40625. 0 mY) is added to the voltage output
of Fig. 7a. This addition is shown in Fig. 7b. The same
comparison results in the spectral sensitivity of Fig. 7c.
The added noise results in a relatively nat spectral sensi
tivity. but it has large variations (as much as 20 dB) and an
average value that is higher than -30 dB relative to 1
mV/pm. Comparing this with the constant response of 
44.6 dB, for the case without digital noise. the calculation of
the spectral sensitivity is keenly sensitive to the sharp rises
and falls resulting from the +1. 0 digital additions. Acwally,
the spectral sensitivity of Fig. 7c is quite similar to the
actual spectral sensitivity of Fig. 6c. This leads to a
conclusion that the process of calculation of the frequency
response from the time wave forms through the Fourier
transform process can be falsely biased when the signal-to
noise ratio is low. Thus the "unwanted differences" (Fig. 6b)
from the null response expected on epicenter is less than is
indicated by a modal separation of 20 dB (Fig 6c) as
previously determined and the modal separation may be as
much as 14 dB larger than this (44-30 dB). This makes the
results of the epicenter null experiment more nearly in
agreement with the crossed null experiment.

6. Conc:luslons

A transducer that is primarily sensitive to tangential
surface displacement has been developed. The transducer is
comprised of a composite brus-tin backing and a pyramidal
active element. The response was evaluated using the AB
facility at NBS and it was found to have a large and nearly
constant response over 1.5 MHz bandwidth. Its sensitivity
is about 0.3 to 0.5 mV/pm. Its vertical mode rejection is
better than 30 dB. It will provide a high-fidelity companion
to the normal-displacement transducer known as the conical
transducer.
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Acoustic Emission from Fatigue Cracks in Chrome
Molybdenum Steel Cylinders

P.R. Blackburn

Abstract

Acoustic emission (AE) peak amplitudes produced by
different sources at fatigue cracks in alloy steel are reported.
Steels specified for fabrication of cylinders for distribution
of industrial gases were used. Compact tension specimens
and cylinders were tested in the laboratory. AE instruments
with low threshold settings were used.

Peale amplitudes produced by surface corrosion and mill
scale were obtained from trailer tube re-test data. These data
were corrected for attenuation so that they could be compared
with laboratory data.

Emission from mill scale. surface corrosion. mechanical
contact at crack surfaces and crack growth in the parent metal
are reported. Also, continuous emission from plastic defor
mation was measured. It is concluded that state-of-the-art AE
equipment, operating in production plant environments. can
detect and locate flaws when cylinders are at pressures less
dum. equal to, or greater than normal service pressure.

1. Introduc:tlon

Since 1983 more than 1700 trailer tubes used for over
the-road transportation of industrial gases have been re-tested
wifh an acoustic emission (AE) method (Blackburn and Rana.
1986). A status review is recently given on this subject
(Blackburn .1988). Many flaws have been detected and
located. All of these flaws were benign; none were growing
or were of structural significance. Because growing flaws (i.
e. fatigue cracks) were not found during routine re-tests. a
laboratory investigation was conducted to characterize emis
sion from fatigue cracks in gas cylinder steels (e. g.• DOT or
U.S. Department of Transportation specification 3AAX and
3T steels). Composition. heat treatment, and mechanical
properties for two of these steels are shown in Table L

2. Compac:t Tension Specimen Tests

ASTM Standard E-399 type specimens were made from
pieces of trailer tubes. Both 3AAX and 3T steels were used.
Figure 1 depicts an instrumented compact tension (Cf) speci
men. Except in a few specimens, notches were parallel to
the tube longitudinal axis. The exceptions had notches in
the transverse direction. Fatigue cracks which develop in

Received 21 September 1987; in final form. 11 July 1988. The
aulhor iI affiliated wiah Undo Diviuoll, Ullion Catbidc Corp.• P.O.
Box 44, Tonawanda, New York 141S1-0044.

Jaumal of ACOUItic EmiluQQ
Volume 7

service will have longitudinal orientation because maximum
applied stress is the "hoop stress." Dimensions were 2.5
inch (6.4 em) square by about 0.5 inch (1.3 cm) thick. Dis
tance between load axis and edge of specimen was 2 inches
(5.1 em).

TO PAC 3104
18.9 dB THRESHOLD

TOOlE 3000
WITH AET 408

Vrml
93.89 dB GAIN

Fig. 1 Compact te~ion specimen. instrumented and pre
cracked.

Cyclic loads were applied with a test machine until
fatigue cracks initiated and grew about 0.1 inch (0.25 em).
With each specimen, maximum load was held constant.
Cyclic stress intensity factor values corresponded to those
which would exist in service. at flaws with maximum
allowable depth (Blackburn and Rana. 1986). Also. stress
intensity factor values which correspond to twice maximum
allowable depfh were used.

Two independent AE systems were used for cr specimen
tests. An integral preamplifier sensor connected to a
Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC) Model 3104 signal
processor was used to acquire "event based" data. Threshold
settings, during CT specimen tests ranged from 19 to 24 dB
(0 dB equals 1 I1V). Data were recorded on floppy discs.

For the second AE system, a sensor was connected to a
PAC Model 1220A preamplifier. a Dunegan/Endevco Model
302A amplifier and an Acoustic Emission Technology
Corporation Model 406 module. This system measured root

0730-00s0188107049-oS6
CopyrightC1988AcoulUc BmilUQQ Group



TABLE I Chemistry. heat treatment and mechanical properties of 3AAX and 3T Tubes

Chemistry (% by weight)

C Mn P(max) S(max) Si Cr Mo

3AAX .25/.35 .40/0.90 .04 .05 .20/.35 .80/1.10 .15/.25
3T .35/.50 .75/1.05 .035 .04 .15/.35 .80/1.15 .15/.25

Heat Treabnent

3AAX
3T

Quenched in oil or other suitable medium and tempered at greater than or equal to 1OOO·F.
Quenched in oil or other suitable medium and tempered at greater than or equal to 1050'F

Mechanical Properties

Yield
Strength (ksi)

Ultimate Tensile
Strength (ksi)

Elongation in 2"
Gauge Length (%)

3AAX
3T

90/106
115/130

105/125
135/155

20
16

8,000

FAILURE LOAD
3AX15

4,000 6,000
LOAD (Ib)

2,000

PRE·CRACK LOAD
3AX15

o-""''''''l'''''~'''''fIIIIIIP!''''''''''l''''''''''~~''''''''''l''''''~''''''M''''''''''''''''~'''
o

20
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Fig. 2 Peak amplimdes. cracked and blank CT specimens.
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Fig. 4 Rms voltage and peak amplitudes, specimen 3AX-2.
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Fig. 3 Root mean square voltage from 3T specimen.

Results from a 3AAX specimen test are shown on Fig.
4. Rms voltage is shown on the upper plot; peak amplitudes
(measured with the event based system) are shown on the
lower plot. These data were obtained simultaneously while
the specimen was loaded to failure. The rms voltage plot is
similar to the 3T result which is discussed above. Precraclc
load was reached at about 16 sec; this is indicated on the
horizontal axis of the lower plOL Peak amplitudes in excess
of 50 dB were measured at loads less than precraclc load.

Load rate was constant during each CT specimen test. It
ranged from 2000 to 3600 lb/minute (13 to 136 kgf/second).
Loading was continued until failure occurred or until load
reached about 13,000 lbs (5900 kgt). Rated working pressure
for hoses which connected the servo valve assembly to the
machine served to limit applied load to 13.000 lbs. Rms
voltage and load. from a 3T specimen test, are plotted versus
time on Fig. 3. Substantial bursts of emission occurred at
loads less than the precrack load. The 1600 lbs (727 kgt)
precraclc load was reached at about 1.2 minutes elapsed time;
this is indicated on the figure with an arrow at the load line.
Burst emission continued during loading. At about 2
minutes, the lower extent of the voltage plot moved away
from the horizontal axis. This indicates continuous emis
sion from plastic defonnation at the crack tip. The large
emission bursts which were measured at the very outset of
loading are atlributed to decohesion of oxide film which had
formed on the fresh crack surfaces. These oxides formed
during the time between specimen precracking and this test
(a period of several weeks ).

AE sensors were resonant at 150 kHz; outputs were
bandpassed at 100-300 kHz. Before each test, threshold on
the PAC 3104 system was adjusted until it was just above the
background noise level.

mean square (nns) voltage. Data obtained included emission
with peak amplitudes which are lower than the threshold for
the "event based" data set. Total gain for this measurement
was 93.7 dB. Calibration was accomplished with a square
wave in a standards laboratory.

CT specimen tests were performed on a hydraulic test
machine. The servo valve assembly was moved from its
nonnal location on the machine frame to a remote location.
This reduced background noise at the specimen. It was done
so that AE equipment could be operated with high sensi
tivity. Specimens were installed in a fixture on the test
machine and pre-loaded to SO pounds (22.7 kgt). Sensors
were coupled to specimens with silicone grease and held in
place with constant force clamps. Some blank specimens.
without notches, were tested. Emission produced by these
specimens were associated with the load pins. Results from
blank and cracked specimens were compared. Cracked speci
mens produced higher peak amplitudes and higher rms
voltage levels than did blank specimens. Figure 2 shows
peak amplitudes versus applied load. Data points indicated
with plus signs are from a specimen of 3AAX steel with a
fatigue crack. Those indicated with dots are from a blank
specimen of the same steel. The two lines on the figure
enclose the highest peak amplitudes from each specimen.
Clearly. emission from fatigue cracks have higher amplitudes
than does emission associated with load pins. When only
the highest peak amplitudes are reponed (as in this paper).
emission from load pins can be neglected. A pencil lead was
broken on each specimen before loading began; this
provided a check on instrumentation sensitivity. On Fig. 2.
peak amplitudes from lead breaks are in the 91 dB to 93 dB
range. These are labeled on the figure.
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TABLB U cr apecim_ teat ~tions and J'OIU1Is

Maximum peak amplitude
Prec:nc:k Prec:nc:k SIreS. Prom Mechanical Prom

Specimen LaId (POp) Inlemity Load Rate Contact Crack Growth
(pounds) (bi-Jin) 1b/min (dB) (dB)

3AXI 1800 26.0· 2000 46.5 43
3AX2 1800 26.0 2000 52.5 52
3AX3 1800 26.0 2000 29 24
3AX4 1800 26.0 1800 64.7 49
3AXS 1800 26.0 1850 66.1 52
3AX6 1800 26.0 1900 66 40
H3AX7 6000 40.4 3750 SO 40
H3AX8 6000 40.4 3700 45 45
H3AX9 6000 40.4 3700 58 42
3AX15 1800 26.0 3000 60 57
3Tl 1600 26.1 2000 42.9 49.7
3T2 1600 26.1 2000 61.5 53.1
3T3 1600 26.1 2000 47.5 40
H3T7 4500 35.5 1850 58 48
H3T8 4500 35.5 3750 48 38
H3T9 4500 35.5 3700 60 60
H3TI0 7200 57.4 3750 60
H3TU 7200 57.4 3700 65.2 41.7
H3T12 7200 57.4 3650 60 48

• 3AX indicaaes specimen of 3AAX steel; 3T is that of 3T steel specimen; H indicates the specimen which
wu pre-cracked with high stress intensity factor.

Loaded to
13,000 tb

Peak ampliNdea did not increase u load increued beyond
precrack load and failure approached. Results from many
specimens (both types of steel) show that this is a general
trenel.

80 H 3AX-8r-----r-----r---,....--....,

AI( =40.4 Kat (In)1/2

40-1----+---+----+----+----1

Loaded to
13,180lb

H 3T-12,-----..,....----r----.,-----,

AI( =57.4 kat (In)1/2

40

20

o

20

80i-·I-~-+---+----+--I
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100 160

nme (••conde)

Fig. S Peak amplitudes from cr specimens. pre-cracked at
high values of streas intensity factor.
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Figure S shows peak amplitudes from two specimens
(one 3AAX. one 3T). These were precracked with high
values of strea. intensity factor. These represent tubes with
0.2 inch (0.5 em) deep fatigue cracks. at service pressure.
Increasing the precrack stress intensity factor did not affecl
measured peak amplitudea. They were similar to those from
specimens which were cracked at lo~er cyclic stress inten
sity. Several specimens, of both types of steel, with
notches with transvere orientation were tested. Reauhs were
like those from longitudinal specimens. No trend in AE data
which is usociated with anisotropy wu observed.

Peak amplitudes produced by mechanical contact of crack
surface. and by crack growth were determined from exami
nation of cr specimen data. Some representative results (i.
e., maximum pealt amplitudes from mechanical contacl and
crack growth), with tesl conditions (i. e.. precrack loads.
precrack stress intensity factor values and loading rates) are
listed in Table D.

We assumed that emission which occurred al loads less
than precrack load were caused by mechanical contacl of
crack surfaces. Emission which are attributed to decohesion
of oxides are nol included. They are not included because
fresh crack surfaces on the inside of· cylinders which are in
non-oxidizing gu service will nol exhibit such emission.
Consequently, this source will nol always be prese:nL
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We assumed that emISSion which occurred at loads
between precrack load and 110 % of precrack load were from
crack growth. 110 % of normal ftIl pressure is the maximum
pressure at which AE re-tests of trailer tubes are routinely
performed (Blackburn and RanI, 1986). In general. as load
increased beyond 110 % of precrack load, measured peak
amplitude did not increase. This is illustrated by Figs 4, S
and 7. Notable increase in peak amplitude was observed
only when failure began.

3. Cylinder Tests (in the laboratory)

oar specification 3AA gas cylinders with fatigue cracks
were tested. These cylinders are made with the same alloy
steel as 3AAX trailer tubes. Rated service pressure was 2400
psi (16.5 MPa), and wall thickness was 0.28 inch (0.71 em).
Semi-elliptical notches were machined in cylinder sidewalls.
Notch dimensions were 3/4 inch length. 1/8 inch maximum
depth and 0.008 inch width (1.9 x 32 x 0.02 em). Electric
discharge machining (EDM) was used so that notches were
narrow and had rounded bottoms. This configuration pro
duces only one fatigue crack when cylinders are subjected to
cyclic pressure. Notch cross sections which have more than
one sharp comer can form more than one fatigue crack.
Multiple cracks make data interpretation difficult because
more Iban one emission source exists at a flaw.

Fi,. 6 Fatipe cract in wall of DOT 3AA cylinder.
Magnification: 20x.
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Cylinders were filled with willer and subjected to about
8000 pressure cycles (0 to 3000 psi (0 - 19.3 MPa».
Fatigue cracks initiated and grew. A section through one of
these cracks is shown on Fig. 6. The section was cut after
the cylinder had been pressurized to SOOO psi (34.2 MPa)
during an AE tesL Crack depth (i. e., from the bottom of the
EDM notch to the crack tip) is about 0.065 inch (0.17 cm).
Por cylinder tests, AE sensors were mounted at each end of
the EDM notch (i. e.• the fatigue crack). Silicone grease was
used for acoustic coupling; duct tape was used to fasten
BensOrs to cylinders. Integral preamplifier sensors were
used; they were connected to the PAC. Model 3104, signal
processor. Before each test. threshold was adjusted until it
was slightly above background noise level. Threshold
settings ranged from 22 to 2S dB. Data were acquired with a
linear location set-up. This permitted identification of AE
events which originated at the fatigue crack location. During
post test data analysis. AE data from fatigue cracks were
isolated from data produced by sources at other axial loca
tions. Then. fatigue crack data were studied in detail.

Results from a cylinder test are shown on Fig. 7. Peak
amplitude and cylinder pressure are plotted against time.
These emissions were from the fatigue crack only. These
results are similar to those from CT specimen tests. AE
events occurred at pressures less than the pressure at which
the fatigue crack was grown. These events were from mecha
nical contact at crack surfaces. Again (as with CT speci
mena). peak amplitudes measured at low pressures are as large
as those measured at high pressures. Flaw detection is not
enhanced by testing cylinders at pressures which are much
greater than service pressure.

4. Field Test Results (Emission from Corrosion
and Mill Scale)

Experience has shown that when gas cylinders are
tested, mill scale is a common source of emission (Blackburn
and RanI, 1986). Mill scale is present because during hot
forming of seamless pipe charred residue from lubricants and
oxidation products are left in laps and folds in the steel. A
section through a flaw in a 3T tube is shown in Fig. 8. A
significant quantity of mill scale is visible in a large region
near the surface of the tube.

Data from field tests and laboratory tests of 3AA, 3AAX
and 3T cylinders were examined. Measured peak amplitudes
produced by benign flaws which contained mill scale were
corrected for attenuation. The result is listed on Table m.
Corrosion on cylinder surfaces produces emission with large
peak amplitudes. A rust patch on the exterior of a 3AAX
tube is illustrated on Fig. 9. Data from field tests were
examined and measured peak amplitudes produced by
corrosion were corrected for attenuation. Results are shown
on Table m.

5. Attenuation (or stress waves In tubes)

Attenuation was measured in 3AAX and 3T tubes. AE
sensors with ISO kHz resonant frequency were used. Sensor
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TABLE ill Sources of acoustic emission at flaws.
(DOT 3AAX and 3T Steel)

It is important to note that, with identical AE sources,
larger peak amplitudes will be measured in CT specimens
than in cylinders. This is true because. in cylinders. stress

results are listed in Table m. Also. peak amplitudes from cr
specimen tests are included on Table ill. Peak amplitudes
from cr specimens (listed in tables and plotted on figures)
are as measured. Sensors were located close to the fatigue
crack tips; attenuation was minimal.

outputs were bandpassed at 100 to 300 kHz. A sensor was
mounted on a tube and c:onnected to a signal processor. A
pulser (i. e., another sensor, driven with rued voltage
pulses) was mounted on the tube, on the same longitudinal
axis as the first sensor. Pulsing was accomplished and
measured peak amplitudes were recorded. The pulser was
moved to other locations on the same longitudinal axis (for
the purpose of varying distance over which stress waves
attenuated) and the process was repeated.

Measured attenuation is plotted against distance on Fig.
10. Data from 3T tubes are shown on the top plot. 3AAX
data are shown on the bottom plot. Power law curves were
fined to the data. Equations for these curves are shown on
the figure. In both cases, attenuation over the 34 foot (10.3
m) tube length is about 24 dB.

Peak amplitudes which were measured during actual re
tests of trailer tubes were converted to peak amplitudes at the
AE source by making use of these attenuation data. Measured
peak amplitudes were corrected back to the source by noting
the distance between the flaw and the AE sensor and adding
attenuation for that distance to the measured value. These

Mill Scale
External Corrosion
Mechanical Contact
(At Crack Surfaces)
Crack Growth
(In Parent Metal)

PEAK AMPUTUDE (at source in dB)
From Field From cr
Test Data Specimen Data

so - 110
66 - 78

19·66

19 - 60
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ATTENUATION VS. AXIAL DISTANCE
3T TUBE. 150 KHz SENSOR
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Fig. 10 Stress wave attenuation in 3T and 3AAX tubes.

waves dissipate into a larger volume. As a result. near field
attenuation is greater in cylinders.

6. Conc:luslons

Three different eDUSSlon sources are present in gas
cylinders subjected to fatigue loading. Of these, mill scale
produces the largest peak amplitude. Lower peak amplitude
is produced by mechanical contact at crack surfaces and crack
growth. Also, surface corrosion produces emission with
large peak amplitude.

Detection of cracks can be acc:omplished at low loads
when emission caused by mechanical contact at crack
surfaces is monitored.

Emission &om crack growth can be measured when loads
are only slightly greater than the previous maximum load.

The fact that secondary sources of emission (i. e., min
scale and surface corrosion) produce higher amplitude
emission is beneficial. As a result. flaws are detected more
readily.
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Tb. 31st M••tlDI of Acoustic E."'loD WorklDI
Group, 21-24 Marcb 1988, UDlverslty 01
CalllorDla, Los ADleles (UCLA).

The 31st AEWG meeting was held from 21 to 24 March
1988 at University of California. Los Angeles (UCLA).
Meeting oraanizers were Prof. Kanji Ono, Room 6532.
Boelter Hall, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 90024-1595
and Mr. Lloyd Graham, Rockwell Inter· national Science
Cen1et (RISC), 1049 Camino dos Rioa. Thousand Oaks, CA
91360. The meetina was sponsored by the Department of
Materials Science and Eng., UCLA and by the RISC. It was
attended by nearly 60 participants. SixleeD participated in
the Workshop on AB Signal Processing held on the fust
clay (Mon. Mar. 21). The 31st ABWG meetina followed over
the next three days (Tue. - Thu., Mar. 22.24), where thirty
rescnlations on AB basics and applications were made. On
the afternoon of Wednesday, the STouP went to a tour of
Robotic Manufacturing Center of Rocketdyne, where AB
sensors Irack welding beads. Afterward, the Meeting Banquet
was held at the Chart House right on the Topanga Beach in
Malibu. Award luncheon was at UCLA Faculty Center on
Tue., March 22. where Professor H.R. Hardy, Jr., the Gold
Medal Award winner, was abe featured speaker.
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AnnouncemeDts

Pbyslca' Acoustics Corp. announced the intro
duction of a PC-based operator interface station for its
Spartan AB testing system. This system enhancement is
bundled with 80286 or 80386 PC compatibles, which talk to
the Spartan via 1BBB488. Up to 30 real time displays can be
shown through menu driven format. CoDtllCt S. Temowchek
at PAC; 609-896-2255.

Hartford Steam Boller IDspectlon Tecbnolo·
1181 Corp. is the new name for Acoustic Emission
Technology Corp. Personnel remaina unchanged and the
company location, phone No. etc. are also the same (A.
Green. pres., 916.927.38(1).
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Portable Computerized Acoustic Emission Systems

HARTFORD STEAM BOILER
INSPECTION TECHNOLOGIES

We're a new name in the NDE community, but with a
lot of experience from where we have come. In March
1988, The Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insu
rance Company acquired Acoustic Emission Technol
ogy Corp. of Sacramento, CA, and merged it with their
existing Acoustic Emission Support Services Group of
Richland, WA. Our combined organization in Sacra
mento has a new·name-Hartford Steam Boiler In
spection Technologies.

Our primary business is still acoustic emission and
acousto-ultrasound. but we now have more to offer the
industrial and NDE community-our state-of-the-art
instruments and systems, and field inspection services.

Our Tankscan'· service for leak detection in above
ground storage tanks is achieving over a 90% success
rate-and helping to keep our precious environment
clean. Our highly trained field service crews also offer
acoustic emission integrity testing of metal and tiber
glass vessels or piping, in accordance with ASTM and
ASME recommended practices.

You'll be hearing more news of our technical innova
tion and expansion into other NDE technologies in the
near future-such as ARIUS'· PC-based intelligent
ultrasonic systems with on-line signal classification
abilities.

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection Technologies
reflecting the strength and tradition of our 122 year old
parent company, and the technical expertise to meet
tomorrow's inspoction needs. Call on us for assistance.

HARTFORD STEAM BOn.ER
INSPECfION TECHNOLOGIES

1600 Tribute Road
Sacramento, CA 95815
Telex 171356 HSBIT
FAX (916) 927-1308
Phone (916) 927-3861
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Acoustic Emission Measurements on PWR Weld Material
with Inserted Defects using Advanced Instrumentation

P. G. Bentley and M. J. Beesley

Abstract

Twenty-one steel tensile specimens containing realistic
welding defects have been monitored for acoustic emission
during loading to failure. A new design of broad frequency
bandwidth point contact transducer was used and the result
ing signals captured using a high speed transient recording
system. The data was analyzed using the techniques of
statistical pattern recognition to separate different types of
signals. The results show that it is possible to separate true
acoustic emission from background noise and to distinguish
between certain types of defec:L

1. Introduction

This acoustic emission (AB) work follows from recom
mendations made in a review of potential applications to
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) and in particular to the
detection and monitoring of defects in the pressure vessel
(Bentley, 1981). A generally skeptical view was taken of
the then current techniques but the review drew attention to
two possible developments. The fust was of pattern recog
nition applied during pre-service hydrotest and the second
was directed at monitoring growth of known defects during
service.

Both of these applications require a monitoring tech
nique which can distinguish the AE due to potentially harm
ful defects from benign acoustic activity and which can
accurately locate the source of such emissions. By using a
new design of broadband point.contact transducer for input
to high speed multi-channel transient recording equipment,
acoustic emission data can be acquired with time and fre
quency information which cannot be obtained using con
ventional equipment. This monitoring equipment is being
used on both laboratory scale specimens and larger experi
mental pressme vessels (Scruby et aI., 1988).

This report describes lhe AE monitoring of steel tensile
test specimens during loading to failure. These specimens
were made from constructional steels and contained realistic
fabrication defects which were intentionally inserted during
welding. The resulting AE was digitally recorded and later
analyzed using the tec:hniques of statistical pattern recog
nition in order to characterize different defect types.

Received 28 FebNlI)' 1988. The authon are affililUed with Nonhem
Resean:h LabonuoriCi Headquanen, UKABA, Wanington WA3 6AT,
U.L

2. Tensile Test Specimens

A total of twenty-one specimens have been monitored
for acoustic emission during loading to failure. They were
made by welding together two 50 mm thick steel plates.
During the submerged arc, multi-pass welding, realistic
defects were inserted comprising hot cracks, slag inclusions
and porosity (Bentley et al., 1984). The size and position
of these defec:ts were confumed by ultrasonic inspection and
radiography. The specimens were then cut perpendicular to
the weld to give a section containing a defect of known type
and size. In addition some specimens were manufactured
from non-defective weld material.

Two sets of slightly differing design and material were
manufactured, comprising eleven and ten specimens, respec
tively. In the first set using constructional mild steel, the
weld region was cut out and sectioned into SO x 22 x 22 mm
blocks. Grip rods were then friction welded onto each end
and the gauge section containing the defect was machined
down to 22 x 11 nun. In the second set, using A533B reac
tor grade steel. the plate was cut perpendicular to the weld
into slices 460 x SO x 22 mm and the gauge section
machined down to 22 x 22 mm. The second set therefore did
not contain a friction weld and had twice the cross section
of the fust set. Details of the specimens are given in
Tables 1 and 2.

The tensile loading was performed in a SO ton capacity
hydraulic test machine. Figure 1 shows one of the second
set of specimens mounted in the machine prior to testing.

Fig. 1 A steel sample ready for testing.
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Table 1 Details of Set I Specimens

Defect Specimen Maximum Transducer Total No. of high % high
Type Number load (tons) frequency AB from frequency frequency

Calibration§ defect AB AE.t

CRACK 7/29 10.6 No IS 0 0
7/30 10.8 No 3 0 0
8/16 11.2 No IS 1 7
8/17 13.9 Yes 22 12 55
8/18 13.8 Yes 17 0 0

SLAG 7/9 10.6 No 19 4 21
7/35 12.6 No 40 4 10
7/36 12.4 No 149 14 9
7/37 12.0 No 38 11 29

POROSITY 7/22 12.8 No 24 13 54

NODEFECI' 8/9 12.8 No 2 0 0

§ Tranducer frequency response verified using pulsed laser calibration source.
:I: Number of high frequency signals (class 2) expressed as a percentage of the total number of AE recorded.

Table 2 Details of Set 2 Specimen

Defect Specimen Maximum Transducer Total No. of 90 high frequency
Type NUInber Load frequency AEfrom frequency frequency AB:I:

(tons) calibration§ defect AB

CRACK Ll 6.4 0.96 78 2 2.6
1..2 4.9 0.91 160 3 1.9
VI 11.8 0.75 1540 11 0.7
U2 14.9 0.76 3645 37 1.0

SLAG 1.6 12.7 0.79 11 0 0.0
un 16.4 0.89 136 17 12.5

PORosrIY U8 23.1 0.96 537 80 14.9
U9 25.9 0.83 615 26 4.2

NO DEFECT LA 31.4 0.77 1 0 0.0
1..8 30.1 0.84 46 1 2.2

§ First spectral moment of calibration signals from pulsed laser source.
:I: Number of high frequency signals (class 2) expressed. as a percentage of the total number of AE recorded.

We recorded data from the two transducers on the right hand
face of the specimen; the remaining four transducers were
used by AERE, Harwell Laboratory for source lqcation and
quantitative growth measurements. The applied load was
controlled manually during each test and increased at bet
ween 0.5 and 1.0 tons per minute. To avoid damage to the
six transducers used on the second set of tests, the load was
released just before total failure, as soon as gross tearing or
deformation was visually observed.

3. Acoustic Emission Measurements

3.1 Transducers

The specimens were monitored using point contact
transducers whose design is shown in Fig. 2. They are simi
lar to those introduced by the U.S. National Bureau of

60

Standards (Proctor, 1982) and further developed by AERE,
Harwell (Scruby, 1984). The operation of these sensors
depends on the point having a diameter less than the useful
wavelengths of ultrasound in steel so that the device does
not average the signal as happens with larger diameter con
ventional transducers. The cone shape of the piezoelectric
element transmits the ultrasound without reflections and the
large brass backing absorbs the waves. Brass has similar
acoustic impedance to the piezoelectric material, so that
reflections from the interface are minimized. The brass
backing is shaped to reduce the possibility of internal
reflections returning to the conical element. The result is a
device which records true AE wavesbape, uncontaminated by
ringing, albeit at the cost of somewhat reduced sensitivity.
In our case, the piezoelectric element had a contact diameter
of 1 mm giving a non-resonant broadband response of
approximately 3 MHz at aJ:ly angle of incidence. The mini-



Fig. 2 Construction of point contact transducer. Dimen
sions are in mm.
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mum observable displacement signal was approximately
2.10-13 m (Scruby, 1984).

3.2 Instrumentation

The transient recording equipment consisted of an eight
channel system controlled by a PDP 11/03 computer and is

Fig. 3 The AE instrumentation used to record all data.

shown in Fig. 3. Input signals were bandpass filtered bet
ween 32 kHz and 7 MHz and amplified to a suitable level for
digital recording. For each event exceeding the operating
threshold, a 64 ms recording was taken at a sampling rate of
16 MHz and transferred to magnetic disc storage.

I l~n!~~'!'~':' ...

:,__' :I~""·" .....~[>,')..~\_...~:_~L.~_.~-.:~~:~"~

, .
I~
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Fig. 4 Portable Nd:YAG laser used for calibration of the test.
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For the fmt set of specimens, two transducers were
mounted 60 mm above and 120 mm below the center of the
gauge section. Transients were recorded from the nearer
transducer only. For the second set of specimens, two
transducers were mounted symmetrically 40 mm from the
center and, for each event, transients were recorded simUlta
neously from both transducers.

In addition to the recorded waveforms, the time of
occurrence, instantaneous test load, recording conditions and
transmission delay times to the transducers were also
recorded. From these delay times, a source location for each
event could be derived.

3.3 Data Analysis Melhods

The data was all collected on hard disc packs and then
transferred to a separate PDP 11/34 computer where most of
the analysis was carried OUL Initial signal processing was
perfonned using routines written at NRL in FORTRAN. For
each recorded signal, the Fast Fourier Transfonn (FFT) was
computed and the· time wavefonn and its spectrum were then
summarized by a set of numerical descriptive features. The
signals and spectra could be visually inspected on a color
graphics video display and hard copies could be plotted if
required. The sets of features were then input to a suite of
pattern recognition routines. These consist of programs
from the DATLAB package supplied by RSRE Malvern
together with programs written by AERE, Harwell and NRL.
These have been modified by NRL for standardized input and

a) LA8ER aOURCE

OUtput (onnalS and provide a range of pattern recognition
functions from simple scatter diagrams and histograms to
advanced statistical algorithms.

3.4 Calibration

The amplitude and frequency response of the point
contact transducers used were very dependent on the size and
state of wear of the element tip and on the quality of
coupling to the surface. To calibrate these transducers accu
rately. it is necessary to use an impulsive acoustic sourCe
which is fast enough to excite the full bandwidth. The stan
dard calibration method recommended by the European
Working Group on Acoustic Emission (EWGAE. 1981) uses
the fracture of a pencil lead as the source of impulsive
acoustic waves. This has a bandwidth of less than 1 MHz,
which is inadequate to verify the quality of a point contact
transducer.

A faster calibration is now provided by using a pulsed
Nd-YAG laser directed at the specimen surface at a short
distance from the transducer. This portable device, designed
and supplied by the University of Loughborough (White.
1984) is shown in Fig. 4. The waveforms and frequency
spectra from the two calibration sources are compared in
Fig. S and show the increased bandwidth available with the
laser source. The laser calibrator has proved easy to use
and, although it requires some care because of safety impli
cations. it is now routinely applied to both specimens and
vessels during testing.

8J------.........JL....-------------hr-"1i""":--........----I---I--................L.I&.-------t.o
b) PENCIL LEAD SOURCE

dB

o~-----.....JL.....------------:-:-+---7_~--.L.L&L~~LL-..__----~.O

TIME (,u .eel FREQUENCV (MHz)

Fig. S Calibration signals. waveforms and spectra; a) laser source, b) pencil lead source.
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4. AE Results

Typical acoustic emission signals recorded during the
tests are shown in Fig. 6 together with their frequency
SpectrL For pattern recognition analysis each signal and
spectrum was summarized by a set of numerical descriptive
features and a list of these is shown in Table 3.

pencil lead method was used to test the transducers in situ
prior 10 each tesL There were some large differences bet
ween similar specimens and this led 10 some difficulty in
interpreting the early results. It is now believed thal there
were major differences between the transducers which ex
plains the discrepancy.

Table 3 Pattern Recognition Features

At the start of the test program, the need for high
frequencY calibration was not fully appreciated and only the

1 Log (Peak - Peak Signal Amplitude)
2 Log (Signal rIDS Voltage Level)
3 Ratio (Amplitude/rms Level)
4 Energy in Fr.equencY Band 0.0 - 0.25 MHz
S Energy in frequencY Band 0.25 - 0.5 MHz
6 Energy in frequencY Band 0.5 - 1.0 MHz
7 Energy in FrequencY Band 1.0 - 2.0 MHz
8 Energy in frequencY Band 2.0 - 4.0 MHz
9 Energy in Maximum Level Frequency Band
10 rmt Moment of Frequency Spectrum about 0 Hz
11 Tune of Event Occurrence
12 Instantaneous Test Load
13 Source Position (Transmission Delay Time)

Identifier Description

Good data, however, was obtained from the last two
specimens in the rust set, both containing crack defects.
For these specimens, the laser calibration source was avail·
able and using this device it was possible to verify the
amplitude and frequency response of each transducer pre
cisely. Any transducer found to be defective was remounted
or replaced. Also, using the amplitude calibration data, the
transducer sensitivity for each test could be determined and
the recorded data nonoalized to enable the results from dif·
ferent specimens to be compared directly.

4.1 Initial Resulls from Set J Specimms

Visual observation of the data from the last two speci
mens indicated that the acoustic emissions feU into three
signal groups characterized by frequency content and source
position. It was found that anyone of several features could
be used 10 describe the frequeney spectra of the AE signals.
The chosen feature was the nonoalized moment of the spec
trum about zero frequencY. Here, spectral moment is defined
as follows:

dB

dB

dB

84 2

FREQUENCV (MHz)

Fig. 6 Typical AE signals from specimen tensile tesL
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Step 2 Valid emissions were then classified as
follows:

Figure lOis lite plot of position versus spectral mo
ment for slag specimen un using the above criteria and
shows a very similar result to the manual selection shown in
Fig. 9 with the addition of the low frequency signals (class
3).

spectral moment =I f·E(t) I I E(f),

where E(t) is lite spectral energy from lite Fast Fourier trans
form at frequency point. f. Figure 7a is a scatter diagram of
source position against spectral moment for the AE from
specimen 8/18 containing a crack defect. Two classes of
signals designated 1 and 3 originated in the defective gauge
section and were separated by their frequency content; class
1 signals having a spectral moment value between 0.5 and 1
MHz. while class 3 signals had values below 0.4 MHz. The
remaining class 2 had spectral moment values greater lItan 1
MHz and mostly originated in the upper friction weld
region. Figure 7b is the scatter plot of signal amplitude
versus spectral moment for this specimen showing that.
with the exception of two medium frequency signals from
the defect. the Ihree classes had similar amplitude distri
butions.

Class Source

1 Defect
2 Defect
3 Defect
4 Grips

Type

Medium frequency
High frequency
Low frequency
Grip noise

Spectral moment

0.4 - 1.0 MHz
> 1.0 MHz
< 0.4 MHz
Any value

Figure 8 shows the signal source position and applied
load as functions of time. It can be seen that the activity
from the friction weld started at a load of 6.5 t and continued
steadily until 12.5 t. This source then became silent and lite
crack defect began to emit at 13 t continuing until failure at
14 t.

All the eleven specimens in Set 1 gave considerable
acoustic emission from one or both friction welds in addi
tion to the activity from the defect region. For the fusl
nine of these, however, the separation of the signals by
frequency content was not clear due to variations in trans
ducer frequency response. With greater understanding of lite
transducer characteristics following the Set 2 tests, the data
from the fust set was later re-examined and this is discussed
further in Section 4.3.

4.2 Set 2 Specimens

4.2.1 Signal classification
As for lite Set 1 data. the recorded waveforms and spec

tra were scanned visually and a number of distinctive signal
classes were observed. Figure 9 is a plot of position versus
spectral moment for manually selected examples of these
classes for specimen Uti containing a slag defect. For
consistency, the same class numbering was used as for the
Set 1 specimen data. During lite visual analysis, no distinct
low frequency signals were selected to form class 3. Class 1
consisted of medium frequency signals from the gauge sec
tion; class 2 signals, also from lite gauge, were of higher
frequency and had most of their energy in a short impulse of
less than 10 ms duration and class 4 consisted of signals
originating at the loading grips.

It can be seen from Fig. 9 that position and spectral
moment can be used to separate lItese classes automatically
and so the following analysis criteria were dermed:

Step 1 Each acoustic emission was validated if it was
detected by both sensors, its source was locatable on the
specimen and the peale-to-peak amplitudes on both sensors
were between 3 mV and 250 mV.
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4.2.2 Source location
The source position feature used in Figs. 7 to 10 was

the delay time between the arrivals of each event at two
sensors. These arrivals were detected when the signal level
exceeded a fiXed voltage threshold and this varied with
signal shape and amplitude. Greatly improved location
accuracy was obtained if lite precise arrival times could be
found in the recorded waveforms. This was done for lite sig
nals from Specimen un by visually locating the start of
lite longitudinal wave pulse for each signal. For some sig
nals, in particular lite low frequency class 3 signals, lite
wave arrivals were very indistinct and it was not possible to
measure the time delay. Using the fixed Ihreshold, lite delay
times for the specimen varied from -2 to +16 ms. Precise
wave arrivals could be detected for approximately 70% of the
signals from the gauge section and the delay times for all of
these varied from +3 to +5 rns and were the same for all
classes of signals. These delay times corresponded to a
source between 26 and 32 mm from the upper sensor and
this agreed well with lite known position of the defect.

This improved location accuracy was also used to check
that lite signals classified as grip noise did in fact originate
outside lite gauge section and was not mislocated activity
from lite defect

4.2.3 Defect activity
For all ten specimens in Set 2. the total number of val

idated events originating in the gauge section varied from
only one for a non-defected specimen to more lItan 3600 for
a specimen with extensive multiple cracks. The numbers of
grip noise signals ranged from 0 to 7. Three main types of
acoustic emission behavior were observed among the various
specimens:

Type A Very quiet Ihroughout test. less than about ten
events from the gauge section. This applied to two speci.
mens, one with no defect and one with slag.

Type B Medium to high activity, 100 - 1000 events
from gauge section, count rate tending to increase willt load,
most signals being medium or low frequency (signal groups
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1 or 3), spectral moment < 1.0 MHz). This applied to five
specimens, foW' with cracks and one with no defecL

Type C Activity as for (b) above plus significant
numbers of high frequency events (signal group 2, spectral
moment> 1.0 MHz). This applied to three specimens, one
with slag and two with porosity.

4.2.4 High frequency AB
Figure 11 shows scatter plots of amplitude versus

spectral moment for porosity specimen US which gave Type
C behavior and for crack specimen Ll which gave Type B
behavior. It can be seen that there was a big difference in
the numbers of high frequency (class 2) signals between the
two specimens. The numbers of high frequency (class 2)
signals from each specimen are listed in Table 2 showing
that there was a large variation in the number of class 2
signals expressed as a percentage of the total signals
detecled.

The distribution of spectral moment values for a crack
specimen U2 and a porosity specimen US are shown in Fig.
12. Although the crack specimen gave several high fre
quency events, these only constituted approximately 1% of
the total activity and form the upper tail of the distribution
as shown in Fig. 12a. For the porosity specimen, high fre
quency events constitute approximately IS'll of the total and
form a separate distribution in the histogram (Fig. 12b).
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From the results of the laser calibration it was known
that the frequency response of the point contact sensors was
dependent on the condition of their tip and the quality of
coupling to the specimen smace. The variation affected the
distribution of high frequency signals; a sensor with a
higher frequency response detected more high frequency
components in a signal than would a poorer sensor. Figure
13 shows the proportion of high frequency events detected
as a function of the spectral moment of laser calibration
signals for each specimen. It can be seen that, in general,
the high frequency activity increases with traiuducer fre
quency response and, in particular, the crack specimens seem
to approximate to a linear relationship over the range. The
two porosity and one of the slag specimens are clearly
separated from this line, implying that the high frequency
activity from these defects was due to a different process.
Non-ciefected specimen L8 also appears close to the line and
showed behavior similar to that of the cracks (see Section
4.2.5).

Two specimens, non-defected L4 and slag 1.6, remained
very quiet throughout loading and showed only plastic
deformation after testing with no signs of cracking.
Although designated as a slag specimen, 1.6 had a large
cavity containing a single lump of slag which fell out soon
after the start of loading. With no embedded inclusions or
existing cracks. this specimen failed by plastic deformation
and gave no detectable AB.
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4.2.5 Load dependence
The load dependence of AE activity for porosity speci

men U8 and non-defected specimen LB, are shown in Fig.
14. For the porosity specimen (Fig. 14a), activity started at
1 t load together with four grip noise signals as the speci
men bedded in. Low-level activity continued with medium
and high frequency signals detected from the gauge. At 22 t
load, the CO\U1t rate increased dramaticalJy until the load was
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held at 23 t. The load feU during the hold period 10 19 t lIJld
on ro-loading no AB was detected until the previous maxi
mum load was exceeded thus illustrating the Kaiser effect.
High level activity continued until gross tearing began at

23.2 t and the load was released. This behavior wu typical
of the acoustically active specimens with slag or porosity
defects, while the crack specimens showed similar behavior,
but with very few high frequency signals.
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4.3 Further Analysis of Set 1 Tut!

The results from the nine Set 1 specimens which were
tested before the laser calibration source was available were
confused by variations in Ihe frequency response of the sen
sors. The general behavior was the same for all specimens
with a large amount of activity from the friction welds and a
smaller number of signals from the gauge, but the frequency
content of the signals from these sources varied among Ihe
specimens. However. using the mean value of spectral
moment for the friction weld activity from each specimen to
normalize the daaa. it was possible to compare the signals
from the gauge section for different defect types. Although
Ihe numbers of signals were ralher small. the. result of this
comparison was the same as for the Series 2 specimens.
The results for all Ihe' Set 1 tests are shown in Table 1. It
shows that the slag and porosity specimens generated a
significant proportion of high frequency signals. while the
cracks gave very few AE and the non-defected specimen was
quiet throughout Ihe test

The one exception was specimen 8/17, containing a
crack defect which unexpectedly gave a high proportion,
55%. of high frequency signals; 12 high frequency signals
in a total of 22 signals from the defect region. There is no
obvious explanation offered for this behavior.

The AE activity from the friction welds in Ihe Set 1
specimens gave rise to a large number of interference sig

...
o
it
8

nals in the data. but these were readily separable from Ihe
activity from the inserted defects by source location. It is
of interest to note, however, that these friction weld signals
were nearly all class 2 high frequency signals. This may
indicate a similar source mechanisms to that present in the
slag and porosity defects which also give rise to the high
frequency signals.

s. Pattern Recognition

A number of advanced analysis procedures were applied
to the data from eight of Ihe ten Set 2 specimens. This was
not possible for slag specimen L6 and non-defected speci
men lA. which generated too few signals for statistical
analysis (11 and 1 signals, respectively. from the gauge
section). The features used in the various procedures were
features 1 to 10 in Table 3.

Features 11-13. time, load and source position, were
used for reference purposes and did not appear in the pattern
recognition analysis. The spectral m~ment used for signal
classification was typical of several frequency features and
was chosen as the most concise descriptor to summarize the
shape of Ihe frequency spectrum.

Such features as signal rise time, duration and decay
constant are potentially useful for class separation but given
Ihe complex non-resonant nature of the signals from point
contact sensors. it was not possible to fmd a reliable
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Table 4 Pauem Recolnition Results &om Set 2 Specimens

Defec:t Specimen
Type Number

Number
ofAB

Identifier numbers of best 3 selected features
(see Table 3 for feature description)

Branch and bound algorithm Principal components analysis
1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd

CRACK L1 78 10 7 4 10 (20%) 7 (17%) 4 (12%)
L2 160 10 7 4 10 (18%) 7 (1611) 8 (1311)
U1 1540 10 7 4 10 (18"') 6 (18"') 4 (169{,)
U2 3645 10 8 7 10 (18'1.) 7 (14'1.) 5 (12'1.)

SLAG L6 11
Ull 136 10 7 4 10 (18'1.) 7 (17%) 3 (16'1.)

PORosnY U8 537 10 7 4 10 (21'1.) 5 (17'1.) 7 (17"')
U9 615 10 7 4 10 (1811) 5 (15%) 7 (15%)

NODEFECI' lA 1
L8 46 10 4 8 9 (17%) 7 (15%) 10 (11%)

Figures in brackets denote the relative contribution in percent of the feature
10 the first principal componenL
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Fig. 17 Principal components analysis of slag specimen Ull.

method 10 aUlOmaticaily compute such features for the large
numbers of events involved. One feature related 10 signal
duration which can be reliably determined is the ratio of
peak-IO-peak IJtlplitude 10 rms level for each event. A short
duration signal has a large IJtlplitude compared 10 the rms
level while a long ringing signal has the two values more
nearly equal. This feature is shown in PiS. IS, plotted

against spectral moment for slag specimen Ull. While
there is considerable overlap between the medium and hip
frequency signals, the highest values of the ratio tend to be
from high-frequency signals supporting the oripal visual
observation of a class of short duration high frequency sig
nals from this specimen.
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5.1 Feature Selection

The Branch and Bound algorithm of Narendra and Fuku
naga (1977) selects the most effective features from a feature
set which best separate the given data classes. This was
used on eight of the Set 2 specimens to select the three fea
tures which best separated the three classes of gauge signals.
Not SUJPrisingly the best feature selected for all specimens
was the spectral moment (Feature 10, Table 3) since this was
used to define the signal classes. Second and third choice
for the most specimens were the percentage energies in the
1-2 MHz. band and the 0-250 kHz bands. respectively, and
these features are shown in Fig. 16, plotted against spectral
moment for specimen U11. It can be seen that both of
these tend to separate the classes, the former being more
successful separating the high frequency class from the rest
while the latter is more effective separating the low
frequency signals. The selected features for all specimens
are shown in Table 4.

5.2 Principal Components Analysis

The Karhunen-Loeve transformation (Fukunaga, 1972)
performs a rotation on multi-dimensional data to give a new
set of coordinate axes. The principal components along
these axes are ordered in such a way that the rust component
has the maximum possible data variance, the second is per
pendicular to the fust and has the second largest variance
and so on. In this way, most of the useful information in
the data set is contained in the fust few principal compo
nents. This can give a dramatic reduction in the size and
complexity of a data set, but has the disadvantages that the
transformed coordinates no longer have any simple physical
meaning and class separation information is not necessarily
maintained. In the present application, the technique was
used to assess the relative importance of particular features
by their contribution to the principal component transform.
Table 4 shows, for each Set 2 specimen. the three features
that make the maximum Contribution to the fust principal
component together with the relative weighting of that fea
ture. It is important to note that the previously dermed sig
nal classes are not used in this analysis. Spectral moment
(Feature 10) is the predominant feature making the largest
contribution for seven of the eight specimens, and being
third largest for the other one. Band energy (1-2 MHz) also
figures strongly being in the top three features for seven
specimens. Figure 17 is the scatter diagram of the rust two
principal components for slag specimen Ul1 and shows that
the separation of the selected signal classes is retained.

5.3 Cluster AMlysis

The clustering program used was developed by the Im
age Analysis Group at AERE and was based on the program
CLASS (Fromm and Northouse. 1974), which in tum was
based on the ISODATA technique (Ball and Hall. 1966). The
aim of the technique is to group multi-dimensional data,
without any prior knowledge of its form. into its character
istic clusters. This analysis was used on six of the ten
specimens to group the data into three clusters. The result
ing cluslering varied considerably among the various speci
mens and two examples are given in Pig. 18. This shows
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scatter diagrams of amplitude versus spectral moment with
the data grouped into the clusters dermed by the above anal
ysis. These plots show the data for porosity specimen US
and crack specimen Ll. and are directly comparable with the
plots in Fig. 11. It can be seen that for the porosity spec
imen (Fig. 18a) the analysis has used frequency and ampli
tude information to cluster the data. The medium and low·
frequency signals have been split into two by their ampli
tude, but the high-frequency signals form the third cluster
which is very similar 10 the empirical classification shown
in Fig. 11..

For the crack specimen L1 (Fig. 18b), however. the
clustering appears to be controlled by frequency information
with low, medium and high frequency signal clusters sepa
rated. The lower frequency boundary agrees very well with
the empirical results shown in Fig. 11b, but a high
frequency cluster is also formed with a threshold below that
of the empirical resulL However, if the analysis is repeated
for this specimen, grouping the data into just two clusters,
the mediwn and high frequency signals are amalgamated into
one cluster while the low-frequency signals form a separate
clusler in agreement with the empirical classification shown
in Fig. lIb.

5.4 Nonlinear Mapping

Two routines developed by RSRE Malvern based on the
original algorithm by Sammon (1969) have been used to
map multi-dimensional data on to two dimensions. The
algorilhm attempts to get the best view of the data in two
dimensions: that is, the view which shows the true separa
tion of the data points in multi·dimensional feature space.
This is done by making an initial configuration of the data
in 2-space and computing the total error sum between the
interdistances in 2·space and in multi-dimensional space.
An iterative procedure then adjusts the configuration in 2
space in order to minimize this error. The analysis path
followed by this technique is determined by starting
configuration and the resulting map is one of several pos
sible for any data set. However, significant clustering
within the data will be apparent in any of the possible map
pings. It is a process which takes a lot of computer time;
for example. several hours for an individual signal mapping
of 1000 signals.

5.4.1 Mapping of feature means
The fust of the two nonlinear mapping routines com

putes the mean feature values for each signal class and plots
just one point on the resulting map as a point in 2-space
surrounded by a circle with radius equal to the standard
deviation of features for that class. While the coordinate
axes have no physical meaning, the map does show the
relative separations of the constituent signal classes and can
give information on the importance of the features involved.

Figure 19 shows three nonlinear maps of mean vectors
for the data from slag specimen un using:

(a) all ten features, Pig. 19a
(b) the two best features 7 and 10 selected by BBALG.
Fig. 19b
(c) feature 10 alone, Fig. 19c
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5.4.2 Mapping of individual signals
The other routine treats each signal individually with

the corresponding increase in analysis time, and the result
ing map varies greatly with starting configuration. The
initial 2-space coordinates used by the routine are the
features having maximum range and these can be different
for each specimen. Figure 20a shows the nonlinear map of
individual signals for slag specimen Ull. The signal
amplitude and the amplitude/rms voltage ratio were used as
initial features and these are plotted in Fig. 2Ob. It can be
seen that Sammon's algorithm has altered the configuration
of points considerably, and this has improved the separation
of the three signal classes.

6. Discussion

c USING BEST FEATUREo

b USING BEST 2 FEATURESo

o

o 1• Medium Frequency AE
2. High Frequency AE
3. Low Frequency AE

6.1 Instrumentation

The point contact lransducers used for these tests gave
very high quality non-resonant broad band AE data. By
using these sensors for input to high speed lransient record
ing equipment. this frequency response was fully exploited
and very detailed information obtained from each AE event.
Conventional AE systems use lransducers with a resonant
frequency response having either a single resonance, often
at around 250 kHz or a series of multiple resonances giving
a bandwidth of up to 1 MHz. These conventional lransduc
ers have a high amplitude sensitivity (between 10 and 100
times higher than the point contact design), but the speclra
of detected signals are dominated by the lransducer's own
frequency response and lransient recording of the signals is
of limited value. It is felt that the point contact transducers
should always be used for any attempts to characterize
acoustic emission and the resonant types used for simple.
detection only. applications when the extra sensitivity is
necessary.

However. the current design of the point contact trans
ducer has no protection for the tip of the piezoelectric
element and thus is very susceptible to damage. Great care
was needed when mounting the transducers on the speci
mens. Considerable variation in amplitude and frequency
response was observed between different sensors and
between successive mountings of each sensor. Visual
inspection showed that this variation correlated with the
condition of the tip; the amplitude sensitivity decreasing
and the frequency response increasing with reduction in con
tact area of the sensing element. Because of this variation
in response. it was essential that each sensor be calibrated
for both amplitude and frequency sensitivity in situ on each
specimen immediately prior to loading.

Fig. 19 Nonlinear mapping (mean values) for slag
specimen UL Axes have no physical meaning.

It can be seen that the best class separation is obtained
by using either one feature (10) or two (7 and 10), and the
addition of the remaining featUres causes a deterioration in
separability, implying that no more useful information is
contained in those additional features.
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The pulsed laser source for high frequency field calibra
tion has now been used without difficulty on both specimen
tests and large scale structures and has enabled the problems
associated with transducer variability to be overcome.
Nevertheless, the variability needs to be reduced and some
effort should be directed towards protection of the sensing
elements of the transducer to reduce the damage sustained
during normal use.
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There is some evidence that a transducer with an even
higher frequency response is desirable. Figure 13 shows an
increase in the number of high frequency acoustic emissions
as the transducer frequency response increases, with no indi
cation of flattening off. This indicates that the true signal
has components which are still not being measured and
these could be of particular importance in attempts to dis
tinguish signals by pattern recognition. Future transducer
development work should consider this possibility. One
solution might be to use laser interferometry to detect
signals.

6.2 SOlU'ce Location

The recorded signals from each specimen were initially
separated by their source position into acoustic emissions
from the defect and noise from the machine grips. The
location of the source of an acoustic emission event using
an array of two or more transducers can be performed very
accurately with the fast response point contact tranducers.
For a source-transducer distance of a few centimeters. the
arrival of the longitudinal compression wave can be readily
seen in each recorded waveform. This wave travels directly
through the material and thus enables three·dimensional
location to be performed. Currently, this wave arrival has
to be dectected by visual inspection of the signal in the
absence of a reliable automatic method. This prevents high
speed source location for many thousands of signals emitted
by a large growing defect AERE, Harwell Laboratory are
developing this precision source location capability as part
of the collaborative project with NRL (Scruby and Baldwin.
1984).

6.3 BackgrolllUl Noise

A small amount of mechanical grip noise was the only
background noise encountered during the tests. This was
readily distinguished from the true AE from the defect by the
accurate source location which is possible with the new high
frequency transducers.

The few grip noise signals which were recorded were not
readily distinguishable from the true AE using the existing
features. The number was too small to enable any pattern
recognition analysis to be performed in order to characterize
the grip noise. but a larger set of such background signals
could yield other characteristics to separate them.

6.4 AE from Defects

The true AE from the defect region was further classified
by frequency content into low, medium and high frequency
classes. For some specimens, these classes were distinctly
separated and the separation thresholds were based on these
simplest distributions although for most specimens the dis
tributions were continuous (cf Figs. 7 and 10). The flJ'st
moment of the frequency spectrum (about the 0 Hz axis)
proved to be the most effective feature to separate these
three classes. Several other measures of frequency content
were also used for this purpose and gave very similar results.
The data was input to several standard pattern recognition
techniques and these all tended to confinn the classification
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of the data by frequency conleJtt These techniques required
many hours of computer time and did not add much to the
simple class separation using just one frequency content
feature.

The distribution of these frequency classes for each
specimen varied with defect type and formed three modes of
behavior:

a) Specimens undergoing plastic deformation and
showing no visible signals of cracking gave little or no
detectable AE from the defect region. An example of this is
the behavior of the non-defected specimen L8 below 26 t
load, described in Section 4.2.5 and shown in Fig. 14b.

b) Specimens with growing cracks gave large numbers
of medium and low frequency AE signals, for example the
crack specimen Ll, shown in Fig. nb.

c) Specimens containing slag inclusions or porosity
gave significant proportions (10% of the total) of high
frequency signals in addition to the medium and low fre
quency activity. This behavior is demonstrated by the
porosity specimen U8, described in Section 4.2.5 and shown
in Figs. lla and 14..

Hence, it was possible to distinguish between types of
defect in a simple manner and using a single feature describ
ing the form of the signal frequency spectrum.

No attempt has been made to size the defects here
although it was observed that the specimens which gave the
most AE activity were those which appeared by visual
inspection to have undergone the greatest damage during
testing.

6.5 AppUcation to PresslU'e Vessel Testing

The equipment and analysis techniques have also been
applied for AE monitoring during the hydrotest of a scale
model PWR pressure vessel at IRe !spra (Scruby et al.,
1988). Although the amount of AE activity during this test
was small, the application served to demonstrate the ability
to use the point contact transducers, laser calibration md
transient recording techniques on a large scale structure. The
few genuine AE signals were readily distinguishable from the
much larger numbers of background and electrical noise
signals by means of simple pattern recognition rules~ The
recorded waveforms of these genuine AE events were of
similar quality and form to those recorded during testing
small scale specimens. It is possible that characterization
rules derived from specimen testing can be directly applied
to AE from pressure vessel testing. During the Ispra vessel
lest, however, the transducers were widely spaced (100 
1000 cm), those further away were only able to detect
somewhat degraded surface wave signals.

Thus. it is felt that the technique will yield the best
results during the monitoring of a small number of known
defects in a vessel rather than auempting to cover the whole
of a large structure. In the former case. an array of three or
more transducers mounted less than 10 em from a known
defect will closely mimic the situation during specimen test
ing with similarly detailed results.



7. Conclusions

1. Broadband transducers give a better representation of AB
signal shape than has been possible hitherao.

2. Better transducers with more reproducible performance
and even higher frequency response are desirable.

3. Calibration with laser excitation is essential and has
been successfully applied without difficulty.

4. Source location and pattern recognition allows true AB
10 be reliably distinguished from background noise.

5 . Pattern recognition can distinguish crack and slag type
defects (in some cases" at least).

6. Simple pattern recognition based on any of several
measures of frequency content. is as successful as more
advanced techniques.

7 . Cluster analysis, nonlinear-mapping, branch and bound
feature selection and principal components analysis, all
confmn the choice of frequency content as the most impor
tant feature. They did not throw up any other useful features.

8 • Application of AB during pressure vessel hydrotest has
been significantly advanced by the results of these tests, but
a question mark still hangs over the sensitivity obtainable
with modest numbers of transducers on a large structure.
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The 9th International AE Symposium

The 9th lABS, sponsored by the JSNDI, will be held at International Conference Center Kobe in Kobe, Japan on 14 - 17

November 1988. Program appears in this issue ofJAB, starting on p. 129. Participants are requested to make hotel

arrangement directly with one of three Symposium hotels. Information regarding meeting attendance can be obtained from

JSNDI, HashimolO Bldg, S-4-S Asakusabahi, Taito-ku, Tokyo III Japan. FAX 03-863-6524. In the US, call Prof. K. Ono

at 213-825-5233 or FAX: 213-825-0761.

The World Meeting on AE

The World Meeting on AB will be held in Charlotte, North Carolina on 21 - 23 March 1989. A proceedings will be

published as an ASlM-SlP. This Meeting is to provide a forum for reviewing the acceptance ofAB by industties and

regulatory bodies and for describing new and novel applications, as well as reviewing the unsolved problems ofAB and its

related technologies for structural integrity monitoring, materials characterization, robotics, process control and sensor

development See for further details on page 94 of this JournaL Inquiry should be addressed 10 Prof. W. Sachse, Theoretical

and Apllied Mechanics, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 USA. FAX: flJ7-2S5-7116, Bitnet address: sachse@cmlmsc,

A!panet address: mscbtelbtclsachse @gvax.cs.comell.edu.

Third International Symposium on AE from Composite Materials

The bicentennial celebration of the French Revolution (July 14, 1989) precedes the Third International Symposium on

Acoustic Emission from Composite Materials (J.C. Lenain, general chairman) 10 be held 17 - 21 July 1989 in Paris, France.

Intending authors should submit three copies of 600-800 words abstracts of papers to be presented by 15 December 1988 to

the Program Chairman, Dr. D. Valentine (address below). US authors may submit them to Dr. TJ. Fowler, Monsanto Co.,

800 N. Lindbergh Blvd, St Louis, MO 63167. Authors will be notified by February 1989 of the acceptance of the papers

and are 10 submit full papers by April 1989. Thts Symposium is 10 provide a world wide forum for all participants involved

in AB and composites (FRPs, MMCs (or FRMs) and reinforced ceramics) in industtial applications, research,

instrumentation, codes and standards. The program will cover theoretical and practical aspects ofmaterials characterization,

damage mechanism studies, AB signature analysis, source location, quality control, in-service inspection and condition

monitoring. It will also include discussion about arends, future developments and applications in this field. The language of

the Symposium and the proceedings will be English. Write 10 Dr. D. Valentine (Program Chairman), Ecole des Mines de

Paris, Centre des MatUiaux, BP 87, 91003 EVRY adex, France for further information. In the US, contact Dr. Fowler or

Prof. M. Hamstad ofUniversity of Denver (CARP Chainnan).
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Acoustic Emission Measurements on PWR Weld
Material with Inserted Defects

c. B. Scruby and K. A. Stacey

Abstract

Ten specimens of A533B pressure vessel steel contain.
ing realistic welding defects have been monitored for
acoustic emission during monotonic loading. The detection
system consisted of an may of four point-contaet broad-band
transducers whose outputs.were fed via broad-band amplifiers
into a multi-channel digital recording system. Specimens
containing cracks, slag inclusions and porosity all generated
copious emission over a range of loads, while defect·free
specimens only emitted when general yield had been reached.
Three-dimensional location techniques have been used to
"image" the different types of defect and show how the con
centration of stress, as evidenced by emission activity,
moved to different regions of the defect during testing. Only
limited analysis using source radiation patterns was possible,
which confumed the events to have broadly the character of
mode I crack opening.

1. Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE) was recognized some years ago
as a potential technique (or detecting and monitoring defects
in nuclear pressure vessels of rhe type used in the Pressurized
Water Reactor (PWR). A number of laboratory specimen and
experimental vessel tests have been carried out, the best
known vessel tests being the HSST program in the USA
(Naus, 1981). It has been pointed out however in two recent
reviews (Bentley, 1981; Scruby and Wadley, 1983) that there
was still very litUe data on the detection and monitoring of
realistic defects either during a pressure vessel proof test. or
during cyclic fatigue. Many of the early tests involved the
addition of AE to a fracture mechanics test, where the defect
was a machined slit in parent plate (Birchon et at, 1974;
Derby et at, 1974). In a full scale pressure vessel, some of
rhe most important defects are likely to be in the weldments.
and may take the form of cracks, slag inclusions, porosity.
lack of fusion, etc.; it is thus of primary importance that any
decision as to the value of AE for detecting defects is based
on data obtained from specimens and vessels containing
realistic defects as recommended in these reviews (Bentley.
1981; Scruby and Wadley, 1983).

Since the earlier work, a number of important develop
ments in the AE technique have occurred which affect the

Received 28 Pebruary 1988. The Bulbors are aff"iliaIed wilb Malerial.
Physic. Division, Harwell Labol1ltory, UKAEA, Didcot, Oxon, OXll
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ability to locate and characterize source events, by discri
minating between defect growth and other sources of acoustic
noise. First, there have been important advances in trans
ducer design. Instead of the narrow-band transducers that had
previously been used, there are now broad·band point-contaet
transducers available (Proctor, 1982; Scruby, 1985a) which
convert surface displacements into electrical signals with the
minimum of distortion. Secondly, there have been advances
in digital techniques, making multichannel waveform record·
ing and analysis a practical option. Thirdly, there have been
advances in understanding of elastic wave generation and
propagation which enable the signals to be analyzed on a
more physical basis (Scruby, 1985b; Scruby et al., 1986a),
and rmally there have been advances in the application of
statistical pattern recognition techniques to acoustic emis·
sion data (Scala and Coyle, 1983).

This paper degcribes the mechanical testing to failure of
a set of steel specimens, which were machined from a welded
plate of A533B reactor pressure vessel steel which contained
different fabrication defects (Wood. 1980). Any AE generated
was .monitored by an array of 6 transducers attached to the
specimens. The data collected were analyzed by two tech
niques in parallel. The technique reported here used the data
from four transducers to deduce the location of each event,
and to measure its acoustic radiation pattern. Data from the
other two transducers was analyzed by statistical pattern
recognition techniques as described elsewhere (Bentley and
Beesley, 1988).

2. Materials and Testing

Two SO nun thick plates of A533B reactor steel were
welded together by the submerged arc, multipass technique.
During the welding a number of realistic defects were inserted
intentionally into the weld. These comprised hot cracks, slag
inclusions and porosity (Wood, 1980; Bentley et al., 1984).
The size and position of these defects were confumed by
ultrasonic and radiographic inspection. Specimens were then
cut from the plate perpendicular to the weld so as to have a
section containing a defect of known type and size. Some
specimens were also machined from undefective material. The
geometry of the specimens is shown in Fig. 1. the gauge
section being SO mm long x 22 mm x 22 mm. Table 2 gives
details of the defects contained by each specimen.

Each specimen was subjected to tensile loading in a 50
ton hydraulic testing machine. Fig. 2 is a photograph of one
of the specimens in the machine prior to testing. The
applied load was controlled manually, and increased at a rate

0730-0050/88/07059-079
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Fig. 1 Geometry of AS33B specimens, and lo<:ation of 4
ttansducers (C,D,B,F) used in this study. Transducers A and B
were used by Bentley and Beesley (1988).

Fig. 3 Consttuction of point-contact ttansducer. Contact
diameter is 1 nun giving broad-band response over wide
range of incidence angles.

Fig. 2 Test specimen in a aesting machine prior to aesting,
showing 4 sensors used in this study and 2 transducers used
by Bentley and Beesley (1988).

work has shown the ttansducers to have a relatively slow fall
in response with increasing frequency above 3 MHz (Sctuby,
1985a). Compression wave risetimes of - SO DB could be
measured with these ttansducers, and their sensitivity (i.e.
minimum observable displacement) was approximately 2 x
10-13m. This sensitivity is reduced compared with a conven
tional resonant probe (_10-14m), and reflects the greater
bandwidth of the point-contact transducer. The trans-ducers
were attaehed to the specimen as shown in Fig. 1. The posi
tions of the four ttansducers used for this study are

C: (ll. 0, 40)
D: (ll, 0, - 40)
E: (O, 11, - 4)
F: (0, - 11, - 4)

where the origin is the center of the gauge section, and the
units are millimeters.

3.2 Recording InstrlUllDltal;01I

of between 0.5 and 1.0 tons per minute. To avoid damage to
the ttansducers, the load was released just prior to final
failure of each specimen; i.e. when gross tearing of
deformation became visible at the surface of the specimen.

3. Acoustic Emission Measurement

3.1 Trcuuducus

The point-contact transducers used for this study are
based on a design of Proctor (1982). Details of their
construction (Pig. 3) and performance are given elsewhere
(Scruby, 1985a). The diameter of the con&act area of the
piezoelecbic element was 1 mm so that the response should
have been free of interference effects and therefore broad
band for compression wave. below - 3 MHz. at any angle of
incidence. The conical shape of the element and the brass
backing also help to give a broad-band response. and other

Each transducer was connected to a charge preamplifier
(Cookne1l type CA6), the output of which was fed via a 32
kHz high pass filter into a main amplifier of variable gain,
with an upper limit to its pUS-band of 7 MHz. The output of
each amplifier was fed into one channel of a Microcon
sultants Trace 80 four-channel digitizer (Fig. 4). Bach
channel operated at a sampling rate of 16 MHz and sample
length of 2048 points (128 Jols). 1210 points of pretri8ler
were used to accommodate small amplitude events that ex
ceeded the bigger threshold later in the signal.

The following technique was used for triggering the
ttansient recorder. The signal from Channel 3 was fed into a
discriminator unit which then sent a bigger pulse to the
Trace 80 digitizer. Prom calibration it was found that the
sensitivity of channel 3 was - 27 mV/pm displacement Thus
a trigger threshold of 62.5 mV corresponded to - 2.3 pm,
and a full-scale of ±1V on the digitizer to :1:37 pm. The gain
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of four-channel recording system.

of each channel amplifier was set to be the SUOI', so that
overall sensitivities differed slightly with each transducer.
The calibration procedure descn"bed below was used to calcu
late the appropriate correction.

The data was transferred from the digitizer to a PDP
11/23 minicomputer by direct memory access, and from there
it was Iransferred for storage to a hard magnetic disc. The
digitizer used segmented memory to permit rhe recording of
events following one another very closely, which might
orherwise be missed during data Iransfers to disc. The time at
which each event occurred was also recorded, so that the
applied load could be deduced.

The following procedure was also followed to permit
correlation of these data with those obtained by HRL
(Northern ReselU'Ch Laboratory, Risley, UK) for statistical
analysis (Bentley and Beesley, 1988). Fint the clocks in the
two systems were calibrated against one anorher. Secondly,
liming events were generated by tapping the specimen
periodically during each test and recorded on borh systems.
Finally the NRL system recorded the time at which the AERE
system triggered in response to each event it recorded. Thus
it was possible to identify any events recorded by bom
systems.

3.3 Transducer Calibration

The amplitude and frequency response of each transducer
was measured, using the procedure outlined by Scruby
(1985a) in which the Iransducers were attached to a 48 mm
thick steel plate. A portable Hd: YAG laser delivering - 10
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mJ enerlY per pulse wu used as an ultrasonic source, pre
vious work (Scruby et aI., 1981) having shown that it
generates a similar wavefield to surface crack growth when
used in the thermoelastic region. The bandwidth of the laser
induced signals is high enough to test the transducers in the
frequency range in which they record real emission events.
One of the transducers was also calibrated absolutely against
a capacitive transducer, again using the laser source as
descnbed by Scruby et al. (1981).

The pulsed laser was also used as a calibration source
during the specimen tesll. After mounting the specimens, the
laser was rued at the center of the surface facing the camera
in Fig. 2, the coordinates of rhe source therefore being (-11,
0, 0). The purpose was to check the response of each
Iranaducer after remounting, so that corrections to the data
could later be made for variations in coupling efficiency or
deterioration in sensitivity due to excessive wear of the tip
of the piezoelectric elements.

3.4 Data Allldysu Methods

The data was subjected to three levels of analysis,
(1) general description,
(2) Three-dimensional (3-D) source location,
(3) source characterization based on compression

wave radiation patterns and risetimes.

3.4.1 General description of data
This included logging the total number of emission

events recorded for each specimen, and a qualitative
description of the occurrence of the evenll as a function of
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time, load and visible defect growth. In addition all the
events were systematicalIy sorted into peak amplitude bands
by computer. The thresholds for the bands were:

(a) 0.062S V (i.e. trigger threshold)
(b) 0.12S V
(c) 0.25 V
(d) 0.5 V
(e) 1.0 V (i.e. overloads)

3.4.1 Three-dimensional location
The time of arrival of the direct compression wave was

measured for all four channels by computer, by using a
threshold set just above the noise level. This technique did
not always work for channels I md 2 when the events were
small because these transducers are further from the source
event and at an orientation where the compression wave
amplitude is smaller than for channels 3 and 4. Various me
thods were tried for rejecting noise and improving sen
sitivity to the acoustic signal, including correlation f1lters.
and these gave small improvements. Pinally a few further
signals rejected by the routine were measured manually.
Because of the difficulty in resolving the fwt arrivals on
channels 1 and 2. 3-D location was only practicable for the
larger amplitude events. Por the smaller events, linear
location was possible using channels 1 and 1 and channels 3
and 4 in pairs, to ensure the events were within the gauge
section.

et al., 1985) was also carried out. The procedure was to mea
sure the first compression wave arrival amplitudes at each of
the four transducers, and compare these with the values
calculated for the types of event that might occur, e.g. crack
growth, at the location deduced fIom the wave arrival times.

The thermoelastic source generated by the pulsed laser
was used to compare transducer source generated by the
pulsed laser was used to compare transducer sensitivity and
calculate any small necessary corrections to the amplitude
measurements. The directivity of the thermoelastic source is
known (Scruby et al.• 1986b) being given by:

U
_ sin 29 sin 9 (k

2
- sin1)05 8V

r-
k 2 Dp (sin 9) r

where 9 is the angle between the ray fIom source to receiver
and the normal to the source surface, k is the ratio of
compression (CI) to shear velocity (C2), r is the source to

receiver distance, and Dp(sin 9) is given by

Dp (sin 9) =(k2 - 2sin2 9)2

+ 4sin2 9 cos 9 (k2. sin29)1/2. (4)

The normal surface displacement, u, detected by the
transducer is then given by u =Or Rp

The arrival times at the four transducers were then used
to deduce the coordinates of the source event using the
following procedure (Scruby and Baldwin, 1985).

If Ibe source location is I =(x, y, z). and Ibe position
of the i-th transducers is Ii =(Xi' Yi' Zj) for i =I, ... 4, then
we have four equations for the times of arrival, lj, at Ibe
transducers of the fonn:

ti =I Ii - t I /CI + to (1)

2 2 2
R

p
=2k cos 4' (k - 2 sin cit) (5)

Dp (sin 4')

where C. is the angle between the ray and the normal to the
receiver surface.

Por the laser source at (-11. 0, 0), and the transducer
positions as above (Pig. 5), the compression amplitudes are
4.18 for channels 1 and 1, and 8.03 for channels 3 and 4.
The ratio of the latter amplitudes to the former is thus 1.92.

If the emission source event is the sudden opening of a
small crack perpendicular to the loading axis. then its
radiation pattern is given by:

where Cl is the known compression wave speed and to
is the time at which the event occurred (also unknown).
These" equations can alternatively be taken in pairs to
eliminate to' to give three equations for arrival time
difference, e.g.

(2)

_ (1- 2 cos1l) bdA
Ur - 2 C 4m

k I

(6)

These three equations are then solved for the three
unknowns, the source coordinates (x. y. z) using a least
squares algorilhm for solving simultaneous non-linear
equations, e.g. Ibe Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG)
routine B04GEF. There are sometimes ambiguities in the
solutions, which can usually be resolved by the requirement
that the source lies within the specimen.

3.4.3 Source characterization by radiation pattern
Three-dimensional source location proved to be an

excellent method for characterizina sources as will be clear
from the results section. However characterization from the
compressional radiation pattern or source directivity (Scruby
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where dA is the crack area and b its opening, and 0 is the
angle between the plane of Ibe crack md the ray fIom source
to receiver (Fig. S). The normal surface displacement, u. is
again given by u =UrRp' A computer program wu written to
calculate the predicted displacements for a crack opening
source of unit volume at the location deduced for each event.

4. Experimental Results

4.1 Ca/ibrQlion DatIJ

Pigure 6 shows the calibration waveforms obtained for
specimen UI, using the pulsed laser source. Pi (i =1, .. 4)
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Fig. 6 Calibration wavefonns from laser source for
specimen Uti, showing compression wave arrivals (Pi)'

are the direct compression wave arrivals, with arrival times
lj. Prom the arrival times the location of this source was

calculated to be (-10.0. -1.3. 0.6). The location of the laser
calibration source was nominally (-11, 0, 0); i.e. the center
of oW' spec;imen face. The poIllible errors in calculated source
location can be shown to be &x ... 2 nun, &y ... 03 nun. &z ..

0.3 nun for an error in the most sensitive &t value of one
sampling interval (62.5 ns). The error in x is much larger
because of the geometry of the array. It is concluded that the
difference in x location of 1 mm is due to insensitivity in
the location procedure. while the differences in y and z
locations of 1.3 and 0.6 mm respectively were probably due
to inaccuracies in source positioning.

The relative heights and areas of the P-wave arrival
pulses were also measured. They are given in Table 1.

Similar calibration waveforms were obtained for each
specimen, chiefly as a check on transducer sensitivity, to
ensure minimal deterioration in response and good coupling
to the specimen. If one of the channel sensitivities was low,
the transducer was removed and recoupled to the specimen.
By and large. the transducer sensitivities remained constant
(typically within 3 dB, worst case 6 dB) from specimen to
specimen.

4.2 AE DtJlQ SII17IIII/Jry

Ten specimens were tested. 4 containing weld cracks, 2
slag inclusion, 2 porosity and 2 defect free, as summarized in
Table 2. The Table also gives details of the total number of
AB events, together with their distribution among the
different amplitude bands. Note that in all cases recording
was stopped before failure, so that these are not the
maximum number of events each defect could emiL However,



Table 1 - Laser Calibration Data

Channel

C
D
E
F

Ratio of P
pulse heights

1.0
1.54
2.71
3.35

Ratio of P
areas
1.0
1.22
2.37
3.60

Theoretical
ratio
1.0
1.0
1.921
1.921

Correction factor
for P areas

1.0
0.82
0.81
0.53

Table 2 - Summary of acoustic emission data

Specimen Defect Max Events Channel A
Number Type Load Recorder Amplitude Distribution (%)

(ton) (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
L1 Crack 6.4 200 30% 22% 15% 17% 15%
L2 Crack 4.9 400 40% 18% 11% 10% 17%
U1 Crack 11.8 2000 1% 17% 33% 22% 27%
U2 Crack 14.9 3200 7% 34% 28% 15% 16%
L6 Slag 12.6 66 21% 24% 30% 14% 11%
U11 Slag 16.4 728 42% 30% 16% 6% 6%
U8 Porosity 23.1 530 18% 38% 21% 11% 12%
U9 Porosity 25.9 641 2% 16% 38% 24% 20%
lA No defect 31.4 30 27% 27% 10% 3% 33%
L8 No defect 30.1 121 23% 36% 14% 9% 18%

the numbers recorded are an indication of Ibe relative activity
of each defect

4.3 J-D Location

3-D location analysis was carried out on the data from a
number of specimens, including L2 (containing a crack) U1
and U11 (both containing slag inclusioDJ), U9 (containing
porosity). In each case it was only possible to determine the
location of the largest amplitude events, because for the
smaller events, the P-wave amplitudes on channels C and D
(being a much greater disunce from the defects) was too
small to make as accurate measurement

Figure 7a (specimen L2) shows a projection on to lite
xy plane of the 36 largest events for which a location could
be deduced. It is noted that they lie in a relatively narrow
region close to x =O. The projection on to the yz plane
(Fig. 7b) shows this more clearly. The shading shows the
approximate projection of the crack (as observed from the
sides of the specimen). It can be seen that the AE events
originate from the vicinity of the crack, and appear to be
localized to one region of the crack.

Figure 8 shows the location data from a specimen con
taining slag (U1) in the same projections as Fig. 7. The yz
projection shows that most of the locatable events originate
from within the region, identified optically as being slag.
They appear to be scattered throupout the slag region.

Figure 9 shows the data from a second specimen (U11)
containing slag. It can be seen that there are events concen
trated close to the two edges of the sl&& inclusion. In Fig.
10, lite events are plotted as a function of load. It can be
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seen lItat at low loads « 5 t) the emission is concentrated at
lite left-hand edge of the defect As the load is increased from
5 t to 16 t lite emission (representing most of lite events),
and hence the damage, is spread equally over the two edges
of the defect Finally in the last increment of load from 16 t
to 16.5 t Ibere are a good number of large events concen
trated along the right hand edge of the slag, implying that
this is where the stress is concentrated, and where defect
growlb and failure is mostly likely to occur. Figure 11 shows
Ibe number of AB signals recorded as a function of load (lite
latter increasing unifonnly with time).

The event location data from a porosity specimen (U9)
is far more scattered over the volume of the gauge, as shown
in Fig. 12. There were generally fewer events from the
material without defects, most of which were of low
amplitude, so that only a very few events could be SlIbjected
to the location procedure.

4.4 RadiD/ion Palle"",

It only proved possible to study the radiation patterns
for a few events, because of the disparity between signal
amplitudes on Channels C and D and Channels E and P
respectively. Only on limited data were the C and D signals
large enough to measure with any accuracy, and the E and F
signals within the dynamic range of the digitizer without
overload. Table 3 gives some typical signal amplitude dsta.
Two sets of waveforms are shown in Figs. 13 and 14.

Table 3 gives the relative strengths of the compression
wave arrivals, expressed as a pulse area. This was chosen for
further analysis in preference to the pulse height because
Ibeoretical studies show this to be the correct parameter
(Scruby, 1985b).
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Fig. 7 Projections on to respectively (a) xy and (b) yz
planes of deduced source locations from specimen L2 (weld
crack). Shading denotes the approximate position of the
crack as observed visually on the external surfaces of the
specimen.

Fig. 8 Deduced source locations for specimen U1 (slag
inclusion). Shading denotes approximate position of the
defect as observed visually before the test.

4.5 Event Risetimes

The laser data was then used to calibrate these data to
allow for variations in transducer sensitivity between chan
nels. Table 1 shows the ratios of the compression arrival
strengths as measured on each channel, compared with the
theoretical ratio, together with a sensitivity correction fac
tor. nus factor was used to correct the data in Table 3.

The risetimes (10% to 90% of the peak value) of the
first arrivals (p.wave) were measured for three specimens, L2,
Ul and UB. to see if there were any obvious trends. Again
it was difficult to measure because of dynamic range pro
blems, some arrivals being too small for measurement and
others overloading.
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There were slight differences between the risetimes on
different channels also, probably due to a combination of the
nature of the source and the location of the transducers.

z

Lx
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Key:

0-5T
Events 20-103

5-16T
Events 108-624

The average risetimes (±Slandard deviation) for the spe
cimens L2 (crack), UI (slag), U11 (lilag) were respectively
(230 ± 80)n.s, (215 ± 140)ns, (330 ± 130)ns. Thus there was
no perceptible difference between the crack and first slag

Fig. 10 Emissions from specimen un plotted as function
of load. Note that early in the test. emission is concentrated
along the left-hand edge of defec:t. and that activity moves
to the right.hand edge at the end of the test
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Table 3 P-wave arrival strengths (pulse area) 11
for specimen un (a) xy projection

Event Channel Relative measured After correction
No No strength from laser data •25 C 1.0 1.0

D 0.61 O.SO •
E 3.49 2.83 •
P 3.69 1.95

.. ••••• • • •13S C - 1.0 - 1.0 • ~.. • • ••D 0.84 0.69
O~ • •

E 2.41 1.95 • • • •
P - 8.0 - 4.24 •• •

677 C 1.0 1.0 • • •
D O.5S 0.4S •
E 2.5S 2.07 • • ••
P 3.60 1.91 •

697 C 1.0 1.0 Y • •
D OA9 0.40

Lx
•

E 1.7S 1.42 •P 2.S1 1.33 -11
-11 0 11

Fig. 11 Emissions recorded from specimen un as a
function of load.
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inclusion, except a large scatter in the latter case. Slag
inclusion Ul1 produced slightly longer riselimes on average.

Fig. 12 Deduced source locations from specimen U9, con
taining porosity. Note that events are scattered over a rela
tively large volume of material.

S. Dlsc:usslon

The results of this study are important for a number of
reasons. Pirst it has been shown that realistic defects in
welds consistently generate acoustic emission. Furthermore
the three-dimensional location technique has shown its
potential for "imaging" defects and giving new insights into
the way in which they grow. This, and the parallel study by

Bentley and Beesley (1988), have together shown that
advanced instrumentation, especially point-contact trans·
ducers, can make a significant impact by generating broad
band data extending to higher frequencies than previously
attainable. We shall now discuss these points in turn.

The overall significance of these results is in their
relevance to the testing of a large pressure vessel such as is
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Fig. IS Recorded emission wavefOl1Dl from event 677 of
specimen Uti. The relative arrival strengths are broadly
similar to event 25.
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Fig. 14 Recorded emission wavefonns from event 13S of
specimen Ull. Note that PI and P4 waves are negative
while P2 and P3 waves are positive.

Fig. 16 Recorded emission wavefOl1Dl from event 697 of
specimen UtI. Although larger in amplitude the relative
arrivals strengths are similar to events 2S and 677.

used in a PWR. There is very little data in the literature on
the application of AS to realistic weld defects, making it
difficult to assess the value of the technique for pressure
vessel monitoring (Bentley, 1981; Scruby and Wadley,
1983). One reason is the large expense of carrying out a test
on a pressure vessel to give the requited information about
how any defects present will grow under stress, and what

levels of acoustic emission are thereby generated. The region
of greatest concern on many vessels is likely to be the
welds, largely because they may contain unintentional
defects introduced during weld fabrication. The specimens
tested in this study were machined from a welded plate of
AS33B pressure vessel steel, which contained typical
fabrication defects. The specimens were then loaded 50 as to
simulate the stresses that would be encountered by such
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defects if they were present in a pressure vessel weld during
for instance ahe pre-service hydroleSL

The results presented in this paper and the parallel study
show ahat each type of defect generated emission. alahough
the level of activity varied. Weld cracks, slag inclusions and
porosity were all copious generators of emission. It is
thought that the porosity may have had a small amount of
slag associated with iL The undefective specimens generated
little emission. What there was tended to be of low amplitude
and occurred at high loads, i.e., after ahe specimen had
yielded.

The results indicate that the acoustic emission technique
should be able to detect defects such as these if they grow
during the pressurization of a pressure vessel. It must how
ever be pointed out that the transducers were relatively close
to the defects in question in this study, a luxury that might
not be available on a vessel. While some of the data were of
sufficient amplitude to be detected further away from the
source, many of the data were much lower in amplitude and
could be missed using a conventional location system on a
vessel. This is an extremely important point since most
conventional AB vessel systems use a 'source Ioc:ation algo
rithm to "faller" out spurious emission sources. They can
only regisu:r an event if sufficient sensors are "hit" to deduce
a meaningful loc:ation. H the events are weak they will not
be recorded, even if they trigger the nearest sensor.

Because the emissions from defects such as those of Ibis
study may be relatively small, an alternative approach to the
conventional one may be more successful. It is recommended
that a number of sensors be placed close to the weld lines, to
ensure that every welded region is covered by at least one
sensor. Regions of higher stress such as nozzles may need
extra sensors. The activity on each sensor is then monitored
separately, and a form of "zone location" (Fowlei', 1986)
practiced. If an event triggers enough sensors for location,
then that is a bonus. In the absence of loc:ation to validate
events, some waveform analysis must be relied upon instead.
The sensors and analysis methods used in this and the
parallel study are ideal for the classification of events.

For reasons of economy it will rarely be possible to
afford the luxury of a transducer array around every poten
tially defective region· during a vessel pre-service hydrotest,
to enable three-dimensional location to be performed.
However there are two possible situations where it may be
cost-effective. A structure such. as a pressure vessel may be
discovered to have a small defect in a weld during an ultra
sonic inspection. Alternatively, it may be required to
monitor a potentially defective region during service. In
eithel' instance there would be a case for attaching a small
array of ttansducers to the vessel close to that defect for an
in-service hydrotest or a period of continuous in-service
monitoring.

Data such as that presented in Fig. lOis most valuable
for the information it gives about the way a defect may grow
under stress. Although there is emission from both edges of
the defect at some stage, the activity switches from one to
the other as the external load is increased. In particular, it
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was noted that the activity concentrated along one edge at
the highest loads, indicative of a stress concentration there
that would almost certainly lead to failure if loading had been
continued. Because the three-dimensional location technique
actually produces an "image" of all the parts of the defect
that are active, different types of defect can be recognized,
and their orientation relative to the applied stress axes (a
very important practical parameter) determined. Figure 7, for
instance, clearly indicates the presence of an approximately
planar defect perpendicular to the stress axis, while the
scalier of events in Fig. 12, indicates a volumetric defect
such as porosity.

The geometry of the specimens was chosen for ease of
testing in the machine available. It was far from ideal for the
three-dimensional location technique, because of lite strong
asymmetry in the positions of the 4 sensors. Sensors C and
o were rather too distant, while E and F were too close to the
defects. As already discussed this gave large disparities in
amplitude between the different channels, so that it was
difficult to record them simultaneously. Moreover, while C
and 0, E and F, gave accurate measurements of the z and y
coordinates of each event respectively, with estimated enors
of approximately 0.3 mm, the asymmetry meant however
that the errors in the x coordinate were rather larger at 2 Mm.

It is remarkable that the technique still worked well under
these adverse conditions. Locati9n accuracy is usually
capable of improvement by using a greater number of
sensors. The data from two more sensors (A and B) were in
principle available, but further thought showed that the
locations of these were sufficiently similar to C and D that
they would only make a small improvement to the accuracy
of the x coordinate. Again the specimen geometry probably
also precluded the use of later wave arrivals to add to the
location accuracy.

The experimental conditions were also far from ideal for
characterization based on the source radiation patlern. for
similar reasons to those above. The asymmetry in amplitudes
was particularly limiting since it is impossible to measure an
anival strength with any accuracy if it is small in amplitude
or (worse) overloads the digitizer. In addition. four sensors
were insufficient to cany out a full characterization. Thus
only a very few signal were analyzed. Equation 6 .was used to
calculate the radiation pattern &om a horizontal mode I
microcrack: for each event of Table 3. The agreement between
experiment and theory (Table 4) is acceptable for events 25,
671. 697, bearing in mind the far from ideal experimental
conditions.

Table 4 also gives the theoretical arrival strengths for
two other point source types, a pure dilatation. and a shear
(A) on a plane at 45" to the load axis, and at 45" to the x
axis. The experimental data agrees only slightly betIer with
the microcrack model than the dilatation model for events
25, 677. 697. There is little agreement with the value pre
dicted by shear source (A). Thus these three events can only
be said to be like mode I cracks in that they have substan
tial dilatational (crack opening) components, and relatively
small shear components. Event 135 is quite differenL It has
two positive arrivals (Channels D and E) and two negative
arrivals (C and F>, implying a different source type from the



Event
No
25

135

677

697

Table 4 Comparison of experimental data with theoretical models

Chumel Experimental Microcrack Dilation Shear
No Values Model Model Model A
C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
D 0.5 0.44 0.42 0.52
E 2.83 1.93 2.16 1.15
F 1.95 1.90 2.21 0.86
C - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
D 0.69 0.40 0.39 0.41
E 1.95 2.40 3.S3 - 0.50
F - 4.24 2.86 3.47 1.29
C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
D 0.45 0.30 0.30 0.31
E 2.07 2.5S 3.13 1.09
F 1.91 2.49 3.20 0.68
C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
D 0.4 0.32 0.32 0.33
E 1.42 2.65 3.22 1.23
F 1.33 2.42 3.34 0.13

Shear
Model B

- 1.0
0.5
4.4

- 3.3

other three events. The experimental data do not fit any of
three models so far considered. but they do fit an allemative
&hear model (B) somewhat beuer. In this model the shear lies
on a plane perpendicular to the stress axis (ie parallel to the
defect). It is speculated that this event may have been the
fretting of some parts of the slag. Indeed the later parts of
the waveform show evidence of enhanced resonance compared
with the other three waveforms, which would be consistent
with the sort of reverberation in the defect that might
accompany fretting.

Using the calibration data for the transducers, the best
fit for the data was obtained with source strengths of
respectively 17,000, 10,000, 10,000, and 28,000 cubic
micrometers for the events of Table 4. Because of all the
attendant errors, these strengths should only be taken as an
order of magnimde indication of the source size.

Bentley and Beesley (1988) report a difference in
frequency content between the crack and inclusion defects.
They found that the slag defects generated a larger proportion
of higher frequency signals than the cracks. It had been
hoped "therefore that this would be reflected in the compres
sion wave risetime data. The results do not show any
significant difference between the risetimes of the events
from the cracks and slag inclusions. One possible reason is
that the slag inclusions are prone to a high frequency rever
beration that is absent in the cracks. This would not
manifest itself in the initial P-wave, but later in the signal.
where it would be detected by the Fourier Transform analysis
me1hod used by Bentley and Beesley.

Both the deterministic approach to acoustic enusslon,
and the more empirical approach of the parallel study, using
statistical pattern recognition techniques, have used essen
tially the same data. and have been equally successful in
characterizing the emission from these fabrication defects.
One major factor in their success has been the broad-band
recording techniques used, and especially the point-contact
transducers. These sensors gave non-resonant broad-band data
of a consistently high quality. The location technique re-
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ported above and the frequency analysis both need source
information up to and preferably in excess of 2 MHz if they
are to succeed. The point-contact type of sensor is unique in
that it fulfills this criterion, not only on its axis, but for
signals incident from all directions, a crucial feature When
the source position is not known in advance. Although the
point-contact transducers have less sensitivity than a reso
nant device, this does not seem to have been a particular
disadvantage in these tests. The loss of sensitivity seems to
be less severe when the transducer is close to the source
event and the full bandwidth of the source is detected. At
greater distances, the enhanced bandwidth of the point
contact sensor adds little to the detection of the lower
frequency plate waves other than an increase in electronic
noise.

In some of the other applications reponed (Scruby et
al., 1986a; Scruby and Baldwin, 1985) the point-contact
sensors remain attached to the specimen for a prolonged
period of monitoring. In the present case the sensors are
continually removed from one specimen and remounted on
another. Great care was needed to ensure consistency and
minimize deterioration due to wear of the unprotected tip.
Even so there was some loss of sensitivity, as measured by
the laser calibration technique. This observation of wear has
been a major motivation for the next development of the
transducer, which is a version with a wear-plate sealing the
front of transducer, but thin enough not to affect its response
significantly.

For laboratorY studies, it would be desirable to employ a
sensor with even greater bandwidth, since some of the events
at any rate were band-limited by the response of the
transducer. For vessel testing however, it is likely that much
of the higher frequency content would be attenuated during
the increased propagation paths through the steel. Because of
their obvious success as acoustic emission sensors, it is
planned to continue to use them both for laboratory and field
work, in conjunction with the necessary broad-band
amplification, etc.



6. Conclusions

1. The use of point-contact transducers and broad-band
instrumentation enables acoustic emission waveforms to be
recorded more accurately than previously possible. Accurille
three-dimensional location and characterization based on
source radiation patterns are then possible.

2. The location results produce characteristic "images"
of each defect. It was fOlDld that c:racks and slag inclusions
were essentially planar. while porosity generated emission
activity that was dispersed over a much larger volume. The
results also showed how the activity may switch from one
end of a defect to the other as stress concentrations
progressively develop.

3. Although the geometry of the tests was far from
ideal, it was possible to interpret some of the arrival
amplitude data from a four-transducer array in terms of a
source radiation panero. The data were generally consistent
with the events analyzed being similar to a mode I c:rack.
although there was some evidence of shearing/fretting from
within at least one of the slag inclusions.

4. The results of this study were broadly consistent with
the parallel study by Bentley and Beesley (1988). showing
that weld c:racks. slag inclusions and porosity (probably
associated with slag) all generated copious emission of
varying amplitude.

S. There was no obvious overall difference in the
waveforms generated by the different types of defect. The
specimens with no defect were much less active. only gene·
rating emission at general yield. Although statistical pattern
recognition techniques used by Bentley and Beesley (1988)
gave differences in frequency content between c:racks and
slag, analysis of compression wave risetimes in the present
study showed no significant difference. This may be because
the statistical technique samples the whole waveform.
including reverberation in and around the defect, rather than
just the direct wave arrivals.

6. These results should advance the application of the
AE technique during the hydrostatic testing of pressure ves
sels. However many of the events are small in amplitude so
that they may be missed by a conventional location system.
Zone location, using sensors placed close to c:ritical areas of
the vessel, may prove to be a more advantageous method
than triangulation.
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Characterization of Acoustic Emission from Thermally
Cycled Lithium Hydride

J. W. Whittaker and D. G. Morris

Abstract

Lithium hydride (LiH) is being considered for use as a
thennal energy storage medium in an Earth-orbiting satellite.
Current design calls for the material to be encapsulated and
be subject to multiple thennal cycles through the solid-liquid
and liquid-solid phaSe change regimes. Acoustic emission
(AE) analysis was selected as a method to study temperature
related crack initiation behavior of the material. Emission
indicative of crack fonnation. growth, and/or interfacial
rubbing was found 10 be present during cooling and heating
while the material was in the solid state. Macrocrack
fonnation was estimated to initiate in the 500 10 200'C
range during cooling. Specimen radiographs independently
confumed the presence of cracks. Addftionally, AE was found
to occur during melting and solidification. Acoustic
emission monitoring was proven as a valuable diagnostic
tool for characterization of the thenno-mechanical behavior
of LiH.

1. Introduction

Cyclically-operated energy conversion devices in some
Earlh-orbiting satellite designs produce waste heat which is
to be carried away by a liquid metal circulation system.
Encapsulated lithium hydride (LiH) is under consideration as a
storage medium for the waste heaL The heat will be stored
until such a time that it can be conveniently radiated to
space. One potential problem associated with the designs
involves stresses produced in Ihe encapsulated LiH during
heat-up. In space microgravity, liquid LiH will probably
solidify with a spherical void at the center due to surface
tension forces. During Ihe next heat-up cycle, the outer
surface of the Lill will melt before the inner material does.
Due to Ihe large volumetric expansion of LiH undergoing
phase change, liquid LiH will expand against the solid LiH
and capsule producing hydrostatic pressure. The pressure will
bear on the remaining shell of solid LiH and Ihe thin capsule
wall producing compressive stresses in Ihe solid LiH and
tensile ones in the capsule. Due to the thinness of the
capsule wall (required for efficient heat transfer and weight
economy), the tensile stresses may be sufficient to rupture it
causing loss of heat storage capacity, contamination of lhe
liquid metal. and potential damage to surrounding capsules
and/or olller structures. However, should the solid LiH crack

Received 21 June, 1988. J. W. Whittaker is affiliated with Y-12
Development Division, the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, P. O. Box 2009.
Oak Ridge, Teaacssetl 37831. The plant is operated by Martin
Marieua Enersy Systems, Inc. for the U.S. Department of Energy
under contract DB-AC05-840R 21400. D. G. Morris is with Oak
Ridge National Labora-leuy, Oalc Ridge, Tennessee 37831.
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during cool down, paths might exist for flow of Ihe liquid
LiH during heat-up eliminating the potential for hydrostatic
pressure build-up.

Previous tests revealed that the encapsulated Lill does
crack extensively when cooled from Ihe liquid state to room
temperature. However. Ihe temperature (or temperature range)
at which crack formation initiates was not known. A means
of crack fonnation detection in real-time was needed to
identify such a temperature or temperature range. Acoustic
emission (AE) monitoring was selected as such a means.

2. Literature

Various researchers have investigated Ihe AE behavior of
metals as related to phase changes. Borchers and Kaiser
(1958) and Borchers and Tensi (1960) used AE monitoring to
detect the melting point of metals. The AE techniques used
provided a clearer defmition of the solid state bOWldaries
Ihan did other techniques in use at that time. Northrup et al.
(1977) monitored the progress of hydride formation in FeTi.
LaNi2. UAls and Nb. They fOWld Ihe AE behavior to be useful
in detection of phase boundaries. Cannelli and Cantelli
(1979) observed that the temperature at the onset of AE
production during hydride fonnation in Nb, Ta and V was
dependent upon the level of hydrogen concentration. They
also concluded that the AE detected was due 10 cracking of
precipitate particles rather than phase transfonnation or
plastic defonnation phenomena. The work reported here is
the fust work on AE from Lill known to the authors.

3. Experimental Work

3.1 Specimens

Two specimens were utilized during Ihe experiments. The
first was composed of a cylindrical can (38.1 mm diameter x
25.4 mm high x 0.254 mm wall thickness) of welded 304L
stainless steel construction with a fJ11 tube attached (for
coMection to a vacuum/backfill apparatus). This can was
empty and was utilized for setup and noise characterization
experiments. The second specimen was also fabricated from
304L stainless steel and had the -same external dimensions.
However, the wall Ihickness was 0.635 nun. This specimen
was loaded wilh approximately 14 g of LiH powder prior to
being sealed. It was used for all the remaining experiments.

3.2 APPfUalIU

The experimental apparatus shown in Fig. 1 was utilized
in the experiments. The furnace was of a simple electrical
resistance heating coil design. The specimen capsule was

730.QOSOl88J07095-101
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placed inlO a metal beaker and surrounded by granular MgO
insulation material which was not packed into place. Power
input to the heating coil was controlled by a rheostat.
Capsule temperature was monitored by cbromel-alumel
thermocouples held in intimate contact with the capsule
sidewall by wire. The furnace was covered during heating by
a sheet of insulating material which was removed for
cooling. The cooling rate was increased on two experiments
by substitution of a smaller metal beaker to reduce the
volume of MgO in the system.

TJ1e AS monitoring system was composed of the
foUowing items (see Fig. 1):

1. Transducer (Physical Acoustics Corporation [PAC).
Model WD) - This is a piezoelectric crystal transducer with a
relatively flat response 10 vibration over the freqUency range
of 150 kHz 10 1 MHz. A wideband transducer was used since
the frequency spectrum of the AS was not known beforehand.

2. Preamplifier (PAC Model 1220B) -- Provided initial
amplification (40 dB) of the transducer output and filtering
(100 kHz 10 1.2 MHz acceptance range) to remove unwanted,
low frequency environmental noise.

3. Signal Conditioner (PAC Model 4300) - Provided
additional gain (38 dB) and signal processing. Event and
count detection (in both the summation and rate modes) and
rms voltage measurement were selected as processing modes.
This device has no data slOrage capability but has output
capability to record selected data on a strip chart recorder or
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plotter.

4. Strip Chan Recorder (Gould Model 2400) -- Utilized 10

record test data. One channel recorded the specimen tempera
ture and a second recorded the rms voltage level of the AS
signal. The remaining two channels recorded the event and
COWlts (either summation or rate) data. The slowest available
chart speed of O.OS mm/s (180 mm/h) was selected due 10 the
long test period.

J.3 Procedure

The teslS were divided into two series. The fJlSt series
was dedicated to development of test parameters and charac
terization of potential test system and environmentally
related noise sources. It was conducted with the empty can.
The second series utilized the can containing LiB and was
intended to characterize the temperature-related AS behavior
of the LiH. In bolh series the system set-up procedure was
the same. The specimen can was connected to the vacuum!
backfill system wilh appropriate tubing fittings. Two ther
mocouples were attached to the specimen can and then 10

appropriate instrumentation (a digital readout and Ihe strip
chart recorder). The can was then placed on a bed of loose
MgD in Ihe bottom of the beaker. Additional MgD was
placed around and on top of the can until it was totally
covered. Insulation was placed over Ihe furnace so that only
Ihe fiU tube and Ihermocouple wires protruded. The can was
evacuated and backfiUed wilh argon. Acoustic couplant (high
temperature vacuum grease) was applied to the face of the
transducer which was then pressed inlO contllCt with a flat



ponion of the tubing fitting nearest the can. A constant
force spring was used to clamp the transducer to the fitting.
The AS transducer was connected to the preamplifier and the
AS system gain selected. Simulated AS pulses were input to
the transducer to verify that the entire AS monitoring system
was operating correctly. 8llO

• RUN I.

• RUN Ib

... RUN2

YoGA IllI-JlIlll 1.0

4.5

4.0

Fig. 3. Summary of thermal and AS behavior for capsule
containing LiH. Higher cooling rates produce higher rates of
AE production.

ably as me LiH solidifies. At -670'C, the cooling rate
again increases indicating that the majority of me LiH has
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The temperature and AB behavior recorded during the
"noise" characterization tests are summarized in Fig. 2.
Specimen cooling was found to be very repeatable (within
-IO'C) for the three runs. AB is produced during cooling as a
function of temperature. It was not possible to positively
identify the sources of the emission but the probable sources
are rubbing of MgO particles against the can and
rearrangement of the MgO particles (settling). Although the
data for Runs la and 2 are limited, they indicate a trend
toward production of less AB with repeated thermal cycles.
This may result from settling and compaction of the MgO to
a stable equilibrium position. Although appreciable, the
quantity of "noise" AB is significantly less than that
produced when a LiH-Ioaded can was cooled (as will be seen
later). Thus, it is sufficient to recognize that the noise was
present and to characterize its behavior. It is interesting to

note that at temperatures between 760 and 300'C the total
number of noise AE events is very repeatable.

Similar procedures were used to perform four heating!
cooling cycles on the can containing LiH. On the fust two
(Runs I and 2), the heating rate was -4.4·C/min. The slower
rate resulted from the larger mass of the system (i.e.,
including the LiH and thicker can wall). Cooling was also
slower requiring -3.2 h to cool to 300·C. The last two
cycles (3a and 3b) were performed with the smaller beaker.
The reduction in mass of MgO in the system increased the
heating rate to -S.2·C/min. Cooling to 300'C required 1.7
h. Cooling was terminated at -430'C on Run 3a to enable
another heating cycle without a time delay. AB was moni
tored on all cycles.

The temperature and AB behavior during cooling of the
LiH-containing can is summarized in Fig. 3. The faster cool
ing rate on Runs 3a and 3b is evidenL Bach of the tempera
ture versus time curves exhibit the same characteristics. At
the stan temperature decreases rapidly, while the LiH is still
liquid. Starting at -700'C, me cooling tate slows appreci-

3.4 Results

In Run la previously selected settings were applied to
the rheostat to produce an approximate heating rate of
1.I·C/min. The can was heated to -760'C, a temperature
selected during the previous tests to ensure complete melting
of the LiH (melting point: 6SS·C). Power was turned off at
this time and the top insulation removed. The can was
allowed to cool until -216'C was reached. Power was again
applied (Run Ib) and the can temperature returned to -160'C
and then allowed to cool overnight to room temperature.
Another cycle (Run 2) to -760'C was performed after a wait
of 16 h. Cooling occurred as a nonlinear function of time.
The time required to cool to 300'C (an arbitrary number
selected for comparison purposes) was slightly less than two
hours. AS was monitored at all times on all cycles.
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Higher cooling rates (Run 3b) produce more high energy AE at higher temperature.
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The AE behavior correlates well with the previously
described temperature behavior. AE initiates at approxi.
mately the same temperature that the liquid-solid transition
begins. Its rate slows during the low cooling rate transition
region but then accelerates after solidification. The number
of AE events is significantly higher at aD points during
Runs 3a and b than in Run 1. (Note: AE data for Run 2 is not
shown here since it was recorded in Event Rate format which
would have been difficult to transform for reporting. It will
be discussed at another point however.) The rate of AE
generation slows with time corresponding to the trend toward
thermal equihDrium of the system.

AS parameters (amplitude, energy, etc.) exhibit a very
wide dynamic range and their magnitude is strongly influ-
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enced by the type source and its relative strength. An exam·
pIe of the wide dynamic range of AE energy is shown in Fig.
4. The energy level (proportional to Villi.) of AS bursts
during cooling of the LiH varied from slightly above back
ground during liquid-solid transition to O.sx fuD scale after
solidification was completed and cooling continued. Since
the physical processes oCCUtring during the two regions are
different it is logical to assume that the source mechanisms
are differenL For instance, crack formation is not likely to
occur during the phase transformation region due to the
softness of the solidified LiH in that temperatUre range but it
is very likely to occur due to cooling-induced thermal
stresses as the solidified LiH hardens. Both micro- and
macrocracking are likely to occur during cooling and each
process should exhibit different AE characteristics. Specifi-



cally, since a microscale crack would release less energy than
a macroscale one (due to the difference in crack surface area
generated), the small energy bursts should represent
microcracking (among other sources) and the large energy
bursts should represent macrocracking. Utilizing this
assumption, the number of "high energy" events was
totalized as a function of temperature for all runs. In this
case, a "high" energy AE event was arbitrarily chosen as one
whose Vrm. level was ~.2X full scale. Due to the relatively
low nwnber of high energy events recorded (188 maximum),
the nwnber of noise events of similar energy level likely to
occur (as shown by the noise experiments) could represent a
significant proportion of the events totalized and thus
confuse the results. Consequently, noise AE events were
assumed to vary linearly with temperature and the data were
corrected by subtracting an appropriate number of events
from the total at specific temperatures. The results are
shown in Fig. 5. The data for Run 3a are not presented since
it was stopped at -400·C. Several observations are worthy
of note. The trend for the summations is toward increasing
event rates with decreasing temperature. This is opposite to
the trend of the summations in Fig. 3 (which represents the
total body of AB events) and implies that the process which
caused it is accelerating (as macrocracking would). A second
observation is that the higher cooling rate produces more
AB. A higher cooling rate would produce a greater tempera
ture gradient in the LiH which would promote macrocrack
formation. Thirdly, AB initiates at higher temperatures on
the higher cooling rate runs. If the assumption that high
energy AB events are produced by macrocrack formation is
correct, then the data imply that macrocrack formation
initiates in the temperature range of 500 to 200·C and that

A

the initiation temperature is influenced by cooling rate.
Radiographs of the specimen made after the thermal cycling
experiments revealed the presence of extensive cracking in
the LiH. However, since no independent means existed to
prove when the farst crack initiated, the 500 to 200·C crack
initiation range is a tentative conclusion.

The original intention of the work was to determine a
temperature (or temperature range) at which cracking initiated
using the AE behavior of the specimen. However, during the
course of the experiments, it became evident that AE
monitoring was producing valuable information relative to
other processes that occurred. Consequently, the remainder
of this article will describe the additional fmdings.

The AB behavior (Vrm.) during the initial heating

portion of the thermal cycles is plotted against temperature
in Fig. 6. At the start of RWl 1 (Fig. 6a) the LiH was in
powder form. A relatively small amount of AB was recorded
as the powder's temperature increased. A large part of the
emission observed may have been noise from the system
and/or shifting of the powder. Significantly more AB was
recorded during heating on Runs 2 and 3a (Figs. 6b and 6c,
respectively). The LiH was in the solidified form at the start
of each of these runs since it had been previously melted and
cooled. Previous experience implies that the material was
extensively cracked at this point also. Thus, the majority of
the AB is assumed to come from additional crack growth.
fragment shifting due to differential thermal expansion, and
other possible sources. The behavior provides additional
evidence dlat dle LiH had cracked during cooling.

YeGA 88-7154
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Fig. 6. Details of tho heating protion of three runs with the LiB·filled capsule. Uttle AB is produced by the LiM powder in Run
1 (A, top) as compared to that produced by tho solidified and cracked materials during RWlS 2 and 3. (D, middle and C, bottom).
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A portion of the data taken on Run 1 near the peale
temperature is shown in Fig. 7. At this lime, the LiH is still
in powder form but close to melling. Randomly occurring
AE is present at temperatures betWeen 520 and 680'C (as
noted by the spikes in Vrm.)' At approximately 680·C, the

frequency of occurrence of the spikes increases apparently
heralding the onset of melting. The activity becomes
particularly intense close to and extending slightly beyond
the end of the transition region. The assumption is made
that the activity is related to the general transition of LiH
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material to the liquid state. During succeeding runs. when
the LiH was in solid fonn. the activity was much less inlense
than that here (See Fig. 8d). It is assumed that much of the
activity results from shifting of some powder grains as
others liquefy. The origin of the large energy spike in the
transition zone is not known.

The AE behavior in the transition zones (solid.liquid and
liquid-solid) becomes more apparent when viewed on a rate
(either event or count) basis. In Fig. 8b and c. the AE data
for Run 2 are presented in such a fashion. The width of each
segment of the two plots represents five seconds of time.
Thus. the height of each segment represents the total number
of events or counts accumulated every five seconds. The AE
event and count rales begin to increase as the container
temperature approaches the melting point of LiH. The rate
data (especially the count rate) reach sustained peaks at the
beginning and end of both transition regions. The data are
presented as an example of the fact that AE monitoring gives
insight into the thermally-related behavior of LiH which
other techniques cannot.

4. Conc:luslons

The following conclusions were made from the work
presented:

1. Acoustic emission is produced during thermal cycling
of LiH contained within a stainless steel can. Noise from
several potential sources also occurs but the rate of its
occurrence is low relative to the LiH·related AE and its
behavior can be characterized.

2. The AE produced .during thermal cycling is dependent
on the heating and cooling rales. The higher the rate, the
higher the rate of AE production.

3. Sources of AE during thermal cycling include shifting
of powdered LiH. melting, solidification, and crack
formation/propagation.

4. Macrocrack formation during cooling begins in the
temperature range of 500 to 200·C as implied by the
appearance of high energy AE events in that range.
Formation occW'S at higher temperatures when cooling rates
are higher.

5. AE monitoring is a sensitive means of characterizing
the thermo-mechanical properties on LiH and. potentially.
other materials.
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Apparatus for Coupling an Acoustic Emission Transducer
to a Rotating Circular Saw

Richard L. Lemaster and David A. Dornfeld

Abstract

From a manufacturing standpoint it would be desirable to
monitor Ihe degree and rate of cutter tool wear as well as the
quality of the new surface generated. Previous works by the
authors have shown that acoustic emission is sensitive to
the primary deformation zone at the edge of the cutting tool.
Acoustic emission monitoring is also relatively insensitive
to tool-workpiece rubbing.

Experiments have also shown that AE is sensitive to
feed speed, cutting speed and tool wear. This sensitivity
makes AE monitoring techniques a possible tool in moni·
toring the sawing operation. In order to accomplish this the
AE transducer has to be acoustically coupled with the saw·
blade. The approach under investigation consists of mount·
ing a "Ooating" AE transducer on a diaphragm. This allows
the position of the transducer relative to the sawblade as well
as the force the transducer exerts on the sawblade to be
pneumatically controlled by varying the air pressure behind
the diaphragm. A waveguide of lignumvitae was placed at
the end of the transducer. Lignumvitae was chosen for its
hardness and self lubricating properties. Wetting angle com
parisons with plastic and linen phenolics as well as pencil
lead breaks confmned its choice as a waveguide.

A low volume water column is fed through the center of
the wave guide to act as couplant to the sawblade. An air
"curtain" surrounds Ihe wave guide to occlude sawdusL Tests
were conducted where Ihe AE signal levels (rms voltage) were
monitored as Ihe feed speed was varied and the cutting speed
was kept constanL Similarly as test set was conducted where
the cutting speed was varied and the feed speed was kept
constant.

The results from these tests give an indication of the
technique's sensitivity. to the feed and cutting speed as well
as to the actual chip thickness.

1. Introduction and Background

Forest products manufacturers are faced with challenges
of maintaining or even increasing production levels while
burdened with a decrease in the average size of the logs
processed. This results in handling more pieces of Ihe raw
material per unit time than in the past in order to obtain a
comparable OUtpUL With labor and raw material costs on a
constant uprise, efficient conversion processes are a musL

Received 29 Junc 1988. Richard L. Lemaster is arnliated with
Univcmly of Califomia FOretl Produc:u Laboratory, 1301 S. 46th
SL. Ric:lunond, CA 94804. David A. Dornfeld is with Univcnily of
California, Berkelcy, CA 94720.

The successful automation of wood machining opera
tions will require continuous and accurate knowledge of the
state of the operation (e.g., degree and rate of tool wear and
surface fmish). Downtime due to unexpected failure of pro.
duction tools or variation in product quality can have a
pronounced effect on the economics of high volume pro
duction.

The machine tool task force study (Sutton, ed., 1980)
identified the lack of reliable, rugged sensors as a main
stumbling block to the real time control and monitoring of
manufacturing system. Currently as .in the past the forest
products industry mill operators have the additional burden of
contending with a variable, inconsistent raw material. Fac·
tors that are completely uncontrollable at the time of manu
facturing, such as growth site and rate, climatic conditions,
presence of insect or fungal damage, time between harvesting
and processing, can have a pronounced effect even within a
species on the consistency of the raw material and hence the
processing efficiency. Modem mills which scan the logs for
size and shape in order to determine the optimum feed speed
still often require an operator to compensate the feed speed
for wood density and tool wear. Systems that would be able
to recognize changes in the raw material and adjust the pro
cess to maintain product quality and production speed would
greatly enhance the economics of the process.

The wood machining process can be characterized by a
set of controllable and uncontrollable inputs and measurable
and unmeasurable outputs. Controllable inputs include cut
ting speed, workpiece feed rate, depth of cut, and tool geom·
etry, all of which are generally well known. Inputs such as
wood properties, tool sharpness, and condition of the wood
are at present uncontrollable. Measurable outputs include
forces on the cutting tool, vibration of the toot.. power con
sumption, and tool temperature. All measurable outputs are
possible process monitoring quantities. Outputs that are un
measurable or presently infeasible to measure directly during
cutting, include surface fmish and tool wear.

Current practice of monitoring surface fmish and tool
wear consists of fllst having quality control personnel re
move sample malerial from the conveyor at the end of the
processing center. Then, after measuring the dimensions of
the fmished product and observing the surface quality, the
quality control personnel can determine if dull or damaged
blades are affecting the accuracy and quality of the process
ing operation, The deficiencies of this technique are the
limited number of pieces that can be sampled and the amoWlt
of time it takes to make measurements, analyze the data and
correct the problem if one exists. During that time the
amount of defective or inferior products being produced can
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Fig. 1 Sources of AB in orthogonal machining of wood.

RMS (volts)

1.8

cause severe economic losses. Cutting tools are usually used
until dramatic failure occurs, the product quality decays as
described above or a regular interval of time has passed
during which the tool has worn. Additional economic loss
can occur due to cutting tools being changed while still
having a service life remaining or having to stop production
unexpectedly due to a dramatic blade failure resulting from a
blade being operated too long.

By monitoring the process continuously, any change
from the desired procedure can be detected and corrected im
mediately, possibly without human intervention. One pos
sible method of monitoring the cutting process which shows
promise is the monitoring of the acoustic emission (AE) that
is generated when a cutting tool separates wood fiber.

A large amount of research has been carried out on mon
itoring the aforementioned measurable outputs. These meth
ods have had varying degrees of suc:cess. Changes in the
power consumption of a process can be caused by many
variables (blade wear, bearing wear, change in raw material).
Thus. this method is not often ac:curate in predicting the
quality of the machining operation or isolating processing
problems when they occur. Monitoring CUlling forces is
possible in a laboratory setting but becomes increasingly
more difficult in an industrial situation, especially for mov
ing cutter heads. The insensitivity of cutting forces in de
tecting some cutting conditions was demonstrated by lemas
ter et aI. (1982). Measurement of tool vibration and tool
temperature are possible with non-contact transducers and
probes but in a dirty, contaminated industrial environment,
the accuracy of these methods deteriorates.

1.6 •
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1.2

1.0
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were determined to be the primary source of emission
changes.

The second study attempted to identify the sensitivity of
AB to changes in the cutting parameters (i.e., feed speed,
cutting speed and depth of cut) (Dornfeld et al., 1982). The
AE was sensitive to changes in the feed speed, increasing
with the feed speed. This was expected since an increase in
Ceed speed would increase the uncut chip thickness and the
chip formation energy resulting in higher AB activity. A
similar relationship was observed between the cutting speed
and AE. This was also expected since a higher cutting speed
affects the energy due to the chip Cormation process which
increases at higher rates of chip formation. Though the AE
was sensitive to the depth of cut it was difficult to determine
a clear relationship between the depth of cut and the AB
characteristics. In general an increase in AB activity was
observed for an increase in the deplh of CUL

Fig. 2 Rms voltage versus length of CUL
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.6Applications of AE analysis to process monitoring thus
far have dealt primarily with non-destructive testing and
quality control related tasks, such as weld flaw detection,
fracwre and crack propagation in pressure vessels and me
chanical equipment and material property evaluation during
tensile testing (Liptai, et al. 1972) and in metal cutting
(Dornfeld, 1979: Dornfeld et al., 1980: Kannatey-Asibu et
aJ., 1981).

The fust study consisted of identifying the primary
source of AB during wood cutting (Lemaster et al., 1982).
The plastic deformation in the shear zone, the chip sliding
on the tool rake face, the work surface rubbing on the tool
flank, and chip fracture were identified as possible sources of
AE (Fig. 1). The effect of varying the cutting tool geometry
(rake angle, clearance angle, contact length), as well as
specimen temperature, and roller bar pressure on the AB
sources during a slow speed cutting operation on white fu
(Abies cancalor) was investigated. Changes in the plastic
deformation in the shear zone at the tip of the cutting tool

Wood is, of course, different in structure and mechanical
properties from metals, but deformation in wood during
processing also generates acoustic emission. Three studies
conducted at the University of California Forest Products
Laboratory have shown the potential of this. process
monitoring technique (Lemaster et aI., 1982: Dornfeld et aI.,
1982: Lemaster et al., 1985).
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The objective of the third study was to determine the
degree of change in acoustic emission during cutting as a
cutter tool was worn (Lemaster et al., 1985). For this study
a single point cutting tool was used on an engine lathe
equipped with an automatic feed. The amoWlt of linear foot
age cut was used as an indicator for the degree of tool wear.
As can be seen in Fig. 2 the relationship between tho AE
output and the amount of wood cut was close to linear in the
initial stages of the blade wear. As the blade became
severely worn, the AE levels dropped dramatically and an
asymptotic relationship between the two variables became
evidenL This was exactly opposite of the trends observed in
the cutting of metals. In metals as the blade wears more
chip/tool and tool/workpiece rubbing occurs causing an
increase in the AE activity. While this same phenomenon
occurs in wood cutting it is believed that at the frequencies
observed the decrease of AE for an increase in tool wear
primarily reflects the change in the chip formation process
with the dulled tool. The chip produced changed from a short
discontinuous chip for a sharp blade to a long continuous
chip for a worn blade. The reduction in energy due to the
continuous chip formation and lack of segmentation, which
was detected as AE for discontinuous chips, accounted
primarily for the reduction in AE energy as the tool wore.

These studies demonstrated the great potential for using
AE to monitor a variety of manufacturing processes. These
include: monitoring the sharpness and the blade confi
guration in a veneer peeling operation, monitoring the
sharpness as well as the number of remaining teeth in a
sawing operation, and the evaluation of sawyers efficiency
when feeding wood into the saw by monitoring the effect of
the log impacting the saw.

Of these potential uses for this technique veneer peeling
and lathe turning operations are directly applicable since
they utilize a stationary blade. The use of this teclmique for
circular and band saws, however, required furaher work in

order to successfully couple the AE transducer to a high speed
moving. surface. The remainder of this paper will discuss the
design considerations for an apparatus to couple the AE
transducer to a rotating circular saw.

2. The Apparatus

Industrial circular saws can range from 6 (15 em) to over
60 inches (150 cm) in diameter. They can be centrally
clamped as in conventional saws, centrally clamped on a
"floating collar" where the collar slides transversely along
the axis of rotation or a collarless or spline-arbor saw where
the sawblade is not clamped and is free to slide transversely
along the axis of rotation. The position of the last two
types of saws are maintained with a pair, or pairs, of fixed
guides opposing each other on the blades surfaces.

When considering the methods of coupling to a saw
blade several existing techniques were explored. In metal
cutting such as a milling operation AE data can be suc
cessfully obtained by mounting the transducer on the
workpiece or the bearing housing of the milling machine.
These teclmiques were ruled out for numerous reasons. First,
due to the highly attenuating nature of wood the transducer
could not be coupled in a nonobtrusive position on the
workpiece and still obtain a good signal from the cutting
operation. This method was also discounted due to it being
impractical in an industrial situation where feed speeds in
excess of 300 ftlmin (9 m/min) are not uncommon.
Attempts were made early on in this study to couple the
transducer to the bearing housing of the saw arbor. It was
discovered that at the normal operating saw speeds of 3600
rpm the transducer detected only the bearing noise and was
completely insensitive to the cutting operation. Under a
static condition this teclmique was still fairly insensitive to
the cutting region during a lead break tesL This could have
been due to the lack of intimate contact between the saw·
blade, arbor and collar. Another technique, similar to that

FLUID OUT
\

LIGNUMVITEA

SPRING..--------.,.....---,
CYLINDER

*'
• AIR IN

,
DASHPOT

• AIR OUT

Fig. 3 Schematic of pneumatic AE transducer coupler.
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Table 1. Contact angle of waveguide material.reported by Yu and Hunon (1988), where a transducer was
fluid-coupled to the arbor was tried. It yielded unsatisfactory
results similar to the technique where the transducer was
coupled to the bearing housing.

Waveguide Material

Average Contact Angle
Distilled 12:1 Water/Oil

Water Mixturet

Table 3. Initial condition for experiment.

Table 2. Lead break results for waveguide material.

1 A water soluble cutting oil.
2 Saturated with distilled water.

3 psi (20.7 kPa)
6 psi (41.4 kPa)
AET204B
AET 175
60 dB
10
0.25 counts/sec
Adjusted to 1.25 fixed
125 • 250 kHz

75.3 31.2

45.0 37.0
38.3 27.3

45.7 25.3
32.0 40.0
72.6 N/A
58.0 43.3

Inlet Regulator
Air ring
Amplifier
Transducer
Gain
Scale
COWl Rate
Threshold (auto)
Filter
Rms voltage Offset
(No contact between saw and waveguide)

Static =0.0 volts
Air pressure on, saw stationary =0.04 volts
Air pressure on, saw running (2000 rpm) = O.OS volts

Operating nns voltage offset = 0.07 - 0.09 volts

CowtsJLead Break
Waveguide Motorial Mean Std Deviation C.V.t

Nylon 123.9 9.5 .076
Dry Lignwnvitae 175.9 24.0 .136
Wet Ugnumvitae1 321.4 122.0 .380
Dry Linen Phenolic
Smooth surface 171.6 21.6 .126

Sawn surface 201.7 30.6 .152
Wet Linen Phenolic2

Smooth surface 236.1 85.1 .360
Sawn surface 147.0 18.1 .123

Bearing Brass 630.7 147.0 .233
Cold Rolled Steel 5836.2 462.1 .079

Nylon
Linen Phenolic

Dry - smooth surface
Dry - sawn surface

Lignumvitae
Dry - smooth surface
Saturated2 - smooth surface

Bearing Brass
Cold Rolled Steel

1. Coefficient of variation =standard deviation + mean.
2. Saturated in 12:1 water/cutting fluid mixture.
Test Parameters

Amplifier: Dwegan 301
Gain: 80dB
Filter: 100-300 kHz
Transdu~ AET 175 kHz
Scale: 1.0
Rate: 2 sec
Couplant: Vaseline
Lead: 0.5mm HB (1/8" or 3mm protruding)
Lead Break Distance: 2 em

/ /
/ /

LIQUID

It was decided that the material used for the waveguide
must exhibit good wear resistance, low attenuation, be softer
than the sawblade material (to prevent damage to the expen
sive blades) and have a low contact or wetting angle for
water or a water cutting fluid mixture. The term contact
angle is the angle between a substrate plane and the free
surface of a liquid droplet at the line of contact with the
substrate <Fia. 4), It is a meuure of the wettabiJitv of a sub-

TEST MATERrAL

Another technique which was considered was that of a
wireless AE monitor as described by Sato et al. (1980). This
technique was not employed due 10 ilS expense as well as the
difficulty that would arise when collarless circular saw or
band saw configurations were used. The approach that was
adopted was to couple the transducer directly to the moving
surface of the blade and use a fluid couplanL This technique
used a modification of the apparatus reported by Strauss and
Lemaster (1985). This approach was attractive in that the
technique would be completely independent of the type of
sawblade that was used with the exception that the transducer
might be able to be integrated into the sawguides instead of
a separate housing for guided saws. Figure 3 shows a sche
matic of the final design of the apparatus developed. The
apparatus consislS of mounting the transducer in a protective
housing and then mounting the housing on a neoprene
diaphragm with additional support being provided by a set of
springs. This assembly was then mounted in a Plexiglas air
cylinder. By controlling the air flow and air pressure into
and out of the cylinder the position of the transducer relative
to the sawblade as well as the pressure the transducer exerted
upon the blade could be controlled. A waveguide was used 10

protect the transducer. A 16 inch (40 em) diameter sawblade
was used with a maximum rotation speed in the laboratory
setup of 4000 rpm. This resulted in a surface speed of
approximately 16700 frlmin (510 m/min) at the tip of the
blade. At a place where it was fOWld convenient to mount
the apparatus a maximum surface speed of approximately
10500 frlmin (320 m/min) could be expected.

Pig. 4 Contact angle.
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strate. It was thought that good wettability of a wave-guide
would be advantageous since a fluid couplant was being used.
Table 1 shows the results of measuring the contact angles for
several potential waveguide materials. Lignumvitae is a
genus name for seven or eight species of trees scattered
through the forest of Florida, Central and South America.

RMS (volts)

.51

.501

'a188 start

.491

8aw runout

.481

.47

The wood from this genus is exceedingly hard, heavy and
oily and is used for self-lubricating propeller bearings in
ships. Table 2 shows the results of a lead break test for
several of the materials evaluated. From the results of these
two tests and a subjective wear resistance test, Iignumvitae
was chosen as the waveguide.

actual cutting

3.00 9.00 15.0

INCHES OF FEED

21.0 27.0

Fig.5 Rms signal during culting (Feed speed = 9S ftlmin (29 mlmin): Culling speed =2914 rpm; Gain =60 dB).
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Fig. 6 AE versus saw speed. (Gain = 60 dB; Count rate = .25 counts/sec; Scale = 10;
Threshold =1.25 volts (auto». Note that the rms voltage scale is in 10.1 volts.
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In preliminary studies it was determined that only about
2 psi (13.8 kPa) of air pressure was needed to control the
diaphragm. The setup originally used, was a 0 to 30 psi (0
to 207 kPa) standard air regulator for the inlet side of the air
cylinder and a needle valve with a flowmeter attached to the
outlet side. While this worked satisfactorily it was incapable
of yielding repeatable results between experimental runs
(whenever the air supply was shut off) without recalibration.
It was discovered that an approximately 0.2 to O.S psi (1.4
to 3.4 kPa) change in air pressure occurred at the regulator
whenever the air supply was shut-off even momentarily.
This along with changes in the demand along the air supply
was a cause of great variation in the early studies. A pre
cision bleeder type air regulator with a 0 to 5 psi (0 to 34.5
kPa) range solved this problem and eliminated the need for a
needle valve and flowmeter at the outlet side.

To eliminate the resonate vibration of the transducer
that occurred at some saw speeds a dashpot was installed.
This consisted of two pistons with a waterfilled tube placed
between them. One of the pistons was attached to the back
of the transducer housing. Various sizes and combinations
of pistons were tried but none seemed advantageous over the
others.

The two problems that took the most time to overcome
were the prevention of sawdust buildup at the tip of the
waveguide and the successful fluid coupling of the waveguide
to the sawblade. These problems became interrelated as a
technique that was successful in coupling to the sawblade
would degenerate when sawdust began accumulating. Like
wise a method used to remove the sawdust would also remove
the fluid couplant. At sawblade speeds below approximately
1500 rpm, a simple coolant nozzle injecting fluid at the
waveguide/sawblade interface was sufficient. At greater
speeds the layer of air above the surface and traveling with

E-2 RNS

the sawblade became impenetrable. Increasing the volume
and/or the pressure of the fluid did not have any desirable
effects. The method fmally chosen was to have a low
pressure, low volume (380 ml/hr) pump move the cutting
fluid through a small hole (.0625 inch, .246 mm) in the
center of the waveguide. This injected the cutting fluid into
the exact interface between the waveguide and the sawblade.
This coupled with an air ring (6 psi, 41.4 kPa) around the
waveguide to exclude sawdust from the interface yielded
consistent results.

3. Experimental Procedure and Results

To evaluate the apparatus. it was placed on a table saw,
equipped with variable speed feed rollers and a variable speed
arbor. The feed rollers and the saw arbor were both equipped
with tachometers. The signals from the tachometer as well
as the rms voltage and the AE count rate were collected and
stored by an mM PC/AT. Table 3 shows the initial test
setup. The equipment procedure consisted of varying the saw
speed while maintaining a constant feed speed while main
taining a constant saw speed. This effectively altered the
chip formation process. The coupling apparatus was adjusted
mill the waveguide just touched the sawblade as observed by
a small change in the rms voltage output.

The recorded AE signals were post processed with only
the portion of the AE signal that occurred when the sawblade
was entirely engaged in the cut being analyzed after sub
tracting out the background noise. This was determined by
observing the signals from the tachometers and identifying
the positions where the signals were stable and the saw was
engaged in the cut. Observing the signals from the tacho
meters also gave an indication when a piece of wood or chip
was rubbing the saw and contaminating the data set. At this
stage of development only the signal average was recorded.

II
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II
II

II

II
II

II II

II

II

II

II FEED SPEED • 40 FPM

6.20 6.70 7.20 7.70 8.20

CHIP THICKNESS lIN.) E-3

Fig. 7 AE versus chip thickness (varying saw speed). (Gain :: 60 dB; Count rate:: .25 counts/sec; Scale = 10:
Threshold:: 1.25 volts (auto». Note that the rms voltage scale is in 10-2 volts and the chip thickness in 10-3 in.
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Fig. 8 AE versus feed speed. (Gain =60 dB: Cowt rate =.2S cowts!sec; Scale =10;
Threshold =1.25 volts (auto». Note that the rms voltage scale is in 10-2 volts.
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Fig.9 AE versus chip thickness (varying feed speed). (Gain =60 dB; Cowt rate =.25 cowts!sec; Scale =10;
Threshold =1.25 volts (auto». Note that the rms voltage scale is in 10-2 volts and the chip thickness in 10-2 in.

Figure 5 shows the resulting rms voltage signal for one,
cutting sequence. More sophisticated signal analysis sche
mel will be investigated later. Figure 6 shows the results
when the cutling speed was varied and the feed speed was
kept constant. Figure 7 shows the results expressed in
tenns of chip thickness instead of saw speed. While not

verified yet ahe high signal levels occurring at ahe small
chip thickness could be due to a change in the chip
fonnation process. At high saw speeds the tooth scrapes
the wood instead of fonning a good chip. The repeatability
of the results at similar cutting conditions seemed very
good. Figure 8 and 9 show the results when the cutting
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speed was kept constant and the feed speed was varied.
These results also showed that count rate was insensitive to
changes in the chip formation process.

4. Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to illustrate the require
ments as well as the design considerations that went into
developing a device to couple an AE transducer to an ope
rating circular saw. The results while showing that the appa
ratus performed very well did indicate the need for further
work to understand the process occurring at the tip of the
blade.

Work is underway now to monitor and record the type of
chip that is being formed at the various cutting conditions as
well as to correlate the surface fmish to these conditions.
Work will also be conducted to determine the effect of
species, moisture content and tool wear on the AE signal
level. The final objective being to maintain product quality
or surface fmish by adjusting the cutting conditions to
compensate for blade wear.
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Measurement of Density Profiles in Wood Composites
Using Acoustic Emission

Richard L. Lemaster, Michael F. Gasick and David A. Dornfeld

Abstract

Density profiles in wood and wood composite samples
were determined using acoustic emission (AE) techniques.
Both single and multiple-density specimens were prepared
and tested using two' different methods. A piezo-electric
transducer mOWlted either on Ihe specimen or Ihe cUlting tool
was used to monitor the acoustic emission of Ihe process and
Ihe resulting output rms voltage was recorded on a high
speed data recorder. It was observed Ihat !he denser layers of
wood or wood composite yielded higher output rms voltage
signals and the less dense layers yielded lower readings.
Therefore, a direct relationship can be established between
material density and output rms voltage. This technique may
be successfully used in quality control inspection during
manufacturing of wood composites and determining absolule
densities in wood samples or individual composite layers.

The technique consisted of a circular specimen which
was mOWlted on a lathe. The specimen was rotated at high
speed as a cuuing 1001 was passed across its thickness. A
transducer was mOWlled on the culting tool via a waveguide
and couplanl and was connecled directly 10 Ihe high-speed
rms voltage recorder. The advantage to this method was the
consistent chip formation across the thickness of the
sample. As the cUlting tool was moved across the specimen
there was liUle build-up of wood shavings and dust which
may interfere wilh the acquisition of data by the transducer.

1. IDtro.duettoD

The manufacturing of wood composite board and build
ing materials requires the evaluation of many variables. The
size of the wood fibers and particles, resin content, pressure,
pressing time, temperature, and other factors musl be deter
mined and checked in order to produce a board of consistent
quality. An accepted measure of consistency is the density
prome of !he board (Maloney, 1977). When the density
profde of a composite board with the desired strength charac
teristics can be reproduced, then the strenglh characteristics
will be maintained.

Several different methods for evaluating density promes
have been used in industry and in the laboratory. The gravi
metric method, in which the specimen is planed, measured,
and weighed in small increments, is most direcL The density
measurements, in this case, can be evaluated approximately

Received 11 July 1988. The authon are lIffUiated with University
of California at Berkeley, CA 94720.

every 0.030 inches (0.076 em) of thickness. Two methods
involving radiation sources have also been evaluated. Parker
et al. (1980) used x-rays to produce a photographic image of
Ihe profile of a composite wood specimen. This method
allows for virtually continuous density measurements across
the cross-section of the board with correlations made with
known standards. Laufenberg (1985) and Winistorfer et aI.
(1986) used a gamma ray source to scan the thickness of a
specimen. The transmitted radiation was then correlated to
the material density and a continuous measurement was again
possible.

Of the methods discussed, the conventional gravimetric
method for density determination is the most time con
suming and least resolute. Allhough the density calculations
are the most direct (weight/volume), as the specimen is
planed the measurements become more difficult to obtain due
to Ihe decreasing thickness. A thicker specimen would be
easier to handle, but would also require more time due to the
greater number of sections being removed. The x-ray and
gamma ray techniques for density measurement each provide
continuous profiles of the specimen, but also require radia
tion sources and a greater knowledge of equipment operation
by Ihe user. The methods are faster Ihan the gravimetric
method and provide information about densities at specific
points ralher Ihan averages over small sections. Both claim
to be nondestructive, however this would not be the case in
practical applications in industry. The samples being evalu
ated must be no more than 3 inches (7.62 em) in widlh so
some part of the manufactured board must be CUL The opera
tion of these densitometers would not only require training.
but also incur a substantial initial cost before consistent
measurements could be made.

In this paper, acoustic emission (AE) is used to evaluate
the density prome of a specimen. A circular sample of the
material was mOWlted on a lathe and rotated at high speed. A
piezoelectric transducer coupled to a cutting tool monitored
the AE signal produced as the tool was moved across the
thickness of the rotating sample. The signal was then
amplified using an AET 5000 signal analyzer and transmiued
to an IBM PC/AT Cor further characterization and analysis.
This technique although destructive, offers an accurate and
repeatable method for density prome determination without
the use of radiation or Ihe limitation of sample size.

In previous studies (Lemaster el al., 1982, 1985; Lemas
ter and Dornfeld, 1985). it was discovered the acoustic
emission was generated at the primary deformation zone at
the tip of a cuuing tool moving through wood. Furthermore

loumal of Acoultic Emi..ion
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Fig. 2 Repeatability of the technique (test material 
medium density particleboard).

Since absolute densities are not normally required in a
quality control application. the repeatability of the output
signal voltage produced by testing a specimen was also
evaluated. Output signal repeatability for a given specimen
would allow for samples to be checked for signal variance

Fig. 1 Experimental setup.

CAl.IBRATION
MATERIAL--

where C is a proportionality constant dependent on other
aspects of the material being tested and the initial condi
tions for the data nm. Changing such parameters as depth
of cut. output signal gain, or frequency of the transducer did
affect the magnitude of the nns voltage, but the effect was
~nstanl throughout the data ron (u predicted by equation
(1) for depth of cut, for example) and thus could be incor
porated into C. From this equation, absolute densities
within a sample were predicted using the output signal rms
voltage.

ty related to the output rms voltage was density. The above
equation can then be simplified to:

2. Experimental Setup and Tests

the levels of acoustic emission generated were found to be
sensitive to the cutting parameters such as feed speed.
cutting speed and depth of cut as well as to biological factors
such as density. This sensitivity of AE to density gave rise
to the idea of correlating AE levels to density proftles in
composite wood products.

was used to relate rms voltage 10 known quantities of the
experimental setup. In this setup, i, the material strain rate
(dependent on cutting velocity), remained constant for a
given composite wood sample. The volume of material cut
as determined by feed speed and depth of cut was also
constant for each data acquisition run. The material property
of the composite specimen which varies the most is the
density. For this experiment, therefore. the material proper-

Rms voltage =f( £. volume, material property) (1)

For this experimental setup, the nns voltage was used as
a comparative measure for material density evaluation. The
equation:

Acoustic Emission Equipment:
Transducer - AET 175 kHz
Pre-Amplifier - AET 40 dB
Amplifier. AET 5000
Total Gain· 72 dB

Lathe:
Rotation of sample - 333 rpm
Feed rate of sample. 0.0064 crn/rev (0.002S in/rev).
Depth of cut - 0.064 em (0.025 inch).
Cutting tool - carbide single-point tool with a rake,

clearance and side cutting edge angle of S'

Table 1. Initial Conditions for ExperimenL

For this experiment. specimens were prepared by cutting
a 15.2 em (6 inch) diameter disk from a board of unknown
density. The circular specimen was then secured to a metal
face plate which was mounted on a lathe. A piezoelectric
transducer (l75 kHz resonant frequency) was coupled via a
steel mounting bracket and a resinous couplant (AET-SC6) to
the carbide-tipped cutting tool. The AE signal received by
the sensor was fed to a 40 dB pre-amplifier with a 0.125 - 2
MHz bandpass ruter followed by an Am 5000 Signal
Analyzer. A listing of the initial parameter settings can be
seen in Table 1. The AET 5000 was used to record the output
signal voltage along with many other parameters including
signal rise time, AE (ringdown) counts, and peak amplitude.
This was useful in checking to see if any other signal charac
teristic could be used to predict material density. The ampli
fied signal was then fed to an nns voltmeter unit which con
verted the raw AE signal to a true nns voltage. This rms
voltage signal was printed out on a high-speed strip chart
recorder and digitized into an mM PC/AT for storage and
further analysis. Figure 1 shows the experimental lathe
setup.
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Rms voltage output for solid pine sample.

Ol.tanca t/V"o.lIh thlckno.. lln.l

from a desired standard without performing the calculations
for absolute densities.

The tests for repeatability of output signal voltage
involved data acquisition for different materials over three or
more sequential runs. Both single density and multiple
density materials were tested for consistency of output signal
produced over the course of the data runs.

Once the repeatability of this method was verified, a
calibration technique was used to allow the prediction of
actual density profiles in the composite wood specimens
tested. For a given data acquisition run the ratio of rms
voltage to density was constant (equation (2». Since this
ratio was known for the calibration material, equation (2)
was used to predict the density prome of the composite
specimen by an analysis of the output rms voltage signal. Fig. 3

.uo .330 .!I!IO .770 .990

3. Results and Discussion
RHS Ivoltol

Phase two of this study utilized a calibration material as
a reference to predict actual density profiles of different
composite samples. The predicted values were compared to
actual densities as calculated by a conventional gravimetric
method. This method consisted of weighing and measuring a
sample of material, shaving off a small layer, and then
reweighing and measuring to get a profile. Layers of 0.064
em (0.025 inch) in thickness were shaved (a fmer resolution
than typical methods used in industry). Figure 5 shows a
photograph of the edge of a 1.91 em (0.75 in) thick medium
density particleboard used for underlayment. The method
adopted for this study consisted of mounting a circular
sample of the test specimen on a face plate on an engine
lathe and securing it in place with a bolt through the center
of the sample. The sample was weighed and a race cut was
made from the outside diameter of the sample to just outside
the diameter of the mounting bolt. This procedure of alter
nately weighing and face cutting the sample was continued
for the entire thickness of the sample. It was believed that
this procedure was superior to the planing, sawing or
sanding methods used in the past due to the precision of the
engine lathe. Although great care was taken to maintain a
high level of consistency during these measurements, the

Fig. 4 Rms voltage output for hardboard sample.
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3.2 Density Calibration Tests

The single density samples were run to determine if a
constant rms voltage would be produced. The large varia
tions in output signal for the pine sample (Fig. 3) were due
to the grain of the material in which cross-grain cutting
produced a higher output signal. The average signal,
however, was very consistent. The same was true for the
0.635 cm (0.25 inch) thick hardboard (Fig. 4). The signal
variations for this sample were due to vibrations caused by
the cutting tool entering and leaving the thin and flexible
specimen. The signal stabilized only after the cutting tool
had moved sufficiently into the specimen to stop the vibra
tions of the disk. Since both samples gave consistent
results over an interval, the possibility of developing a
calibration technique for determining absolute densities
became reasonable. This technique would allow for densities
of unknown samples to be calculated based on the magnitude
of the output signal produced by the single density calib
ration material. This would eliminate variability in the
testing procedure caused by variability in the cutting speed.
feed speed, cutting depth, and tool sharpness since each test
run would be essentially self-calibrating.

The fust phase of this experiment considered the repeat
ability of the output signals produced when different
materials were tested. The materials evaluated were medium
density fiberboard, medium and high density particleboard,
plywood as well as materials whose densities are essentially
constant across the thickness such as hardboard and solid
pine (Pinus ponderosa). The repeatability of this density
measurement technique was determined by making three
separate data acquisition runs for each sample and comparing
the shape and magnitudes of the output rms signals for each
run. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the shape of the output
signal for medium density particleboard was maintained,
although the magnitudes decreased. This reduction of rms
voltage was principally due to the decreasing radius of the
sample. hence reduced cutting speed or strain rate (equation
(1». Though any tool wear would also result in a decrease in
the rms levels (Lemaster et al., 1985).

3.J Repeatability Tests
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Fig. 5 Edge profile of medium density particleboard.
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resulting densities which were calculated often fluctuated &om
measurement to measuremenL This could be due to the extJe·
mely small amount of material being removed which caused
small deviations in measurements to be magnified when
densities were calculated as well as to actual in board density
variations. The lathe version of the gravimetric method also
appeared to require a certain amount of expertise on the
engine lathe. This was apparent in a visual inspec:tion of
the gravimetric samples where some of the earlier samples
exhibited evidence of fiber tear out and an uneven stopping
point for subsequent cuts. This gravimetric method required
approximately two hours to completely evaluate a 1.91 em
(0.75 inch) thick sample.

Rms voltage output for medium density fiberboard.

Fig. 6 Rms voltage output for medium density
particleboard.

_ .clt.)

Specimens &om the same boards used for the gravimetric
method were then tested using a calibration tec:hnique.
Hardboard was chosen as the calibration material because of
its essentially consistent through thickness density. Almost
any material could be used such as brass or Plexiglas for
calibration as long as the actual density of the material was
known. For this experiment, both tempered and untempered
hardboards were used as calibration materials with no
noticeable difference in results.

The materials to be evaluated using this method were a
medium density particleboard (720 kg/m3 or 45 Ib/ft3), a
high density particleboard (1000 kg/m3 or 65 Iblft3) and a
medium density fiberboard. The unknown specimen was
mounted on the lathe with the hardboard. A rubber washer
separated the two specimens (Fig. 1). The cutting tool was
fed across the hardboard and then the unknown composite
sample resulting in an outpUt signal such as shown in Fig. 6
(high density particleboard) and Fig. 7 (medium density
fiberboard). Other signal characteristics such as rise time,
AE counts. and peak amplitude were plotted using Ihe AlIT
5000 to see if results similar to Ihe voltage plots could be
achieved. However, no other characteristics gave as mean
ingful results so rms voltage was used throughout the
remainder of Ihe experiment. The decreased nns signal

t.3lI

l.il!l

t.05

1.05

.780

.780
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Fig. 7
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The two sets of results were compared and evaluated to
determine if the method was consistent for different materials
and also for successive data runs. Figure 8 is a graph of rms
versus the gravimetric based density for the high density
particleboard sample. Figure 9 is a graph of the actual
material densities as calculated using the gravimetric method
and the AE method for the high density particleboard sample.
Second order polynomial curves were then fitted to the data
points obtained from these two methods such that the squares

cah'bralion density unknown density

average rms voltage average interval rms voltage

A density profile was then generated using the same interval
size as the gravimetric method.

Predicted densities were calculated from the acquired data and
compared to the results of the gravimetric method. Using a
signal processing program the output rms voltage signal was
analyzed. The amplitude of the calibration material signal
was fllst averaged over the entire thickness and an average
rms voltage for the hardboard was recorded. The signal
produced by the unknown composite was then segmented
into corresponding 0.064 (0.025 inch) intervals. The
average rms voltage for the interval was calculated and
recorded over the entire thickness of the composite sample.
The predicted densities were then calculated using the
relationship:

------= (3)

1.171.02,1175

• •

,7211

••

.lI7lI

/

+ .1/ •
/ ..
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Fig. 8 Rms voltage versus gravimetric density for high
density particleboard.

towards the end of the plot in Fig. 7 was due to fiber lear out
as the blade was leaving the cuL This problem was frequent
ly encountered in this study though it is belieVed it could be
compensated for by making subsequent cuts in the specimen
from opposite sides and adding the signals together.
Another way of reducing or eliminating the occurrence of tear
out is to use a lathe with a faster cutting speed. The 333
rpm used in this study is actually too slow to yield smooth
cuts in wood.

De s1ty (g!clII"3) Dlnstty (g/em"3)

1.15 GRAVIMETRIC METHOD 1.15 AE METHOD

II
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Fig. 9 Gravimetric and AB determined density promea for high density particleboard.
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density =A·(distance) + B·(distance)2 +C (4)

allow density to be predicted at any point across me
thickness of the specimen. The comparisons made in Fig.

Figures 11 and 12 show the results of using me same
analysis on the medium density particleboard and the medium
density fiberboard. Once again. data points obtained from
both a gravimetric and AB analysis were fitted with a least
squares, second order curve. Although the materials (and
therefore the resulting equations) were different than in the
previous test of the high density particleboard. reasonable
agreement between the AB and gravimetric methods were
obtained. As mentioned before it was also noticed that as
the cutting tool was passed through a sample. some breakout
of material occurred toward the end of the run. This would
certainly distort the results and some measures were taken to
correct this problem. The breakout was reduced when a sam
ple was tightly secured and supported between two calib
ration samples. Half of the plot generated from the analysis
of Ihe medium density fiberboard is shown in Fig. 12 due to
distortion of the second half of the output signal caused by
breakouL Under these circumstances, the best procedure may

10 show the consistency of this density prediction method
over three successive data runs using the same particleboard
sample. The resulting plot shows that such factors as the
decreasing sample radius and dulling of the cutting tool were
compensated by the calibration technique. By running the
calibration material along with me unknown sample. the
testing conditions were identical for both samples and a true
comparison could be made. Bven if such parameters as deplh
of cut. output signal gain, or transducer frequency were
changed it is reasonable to assume that the calibration
technique would give the same results.

.11711.!12S.3711.2211

DIIU_ tItr'out/'l tIllckMII 1111.1

.0711

.... - Run ,

where
A. B, C = coefficients from least squares fit and
distance =distance through specimen thickness

Fig. 10 Repeatability of testing procedure.

of the errors were minimized (least squares curve fit). The
resulting equations of the form:

Dlnllty (a/clII"!) Deneity (a/clII"3)

1.15 SAAVlMETRIC METHOD 1.15 AE METHOD
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Fig. 11 Gravimetric and AB determined density promes for medium density panicleboard.
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Table 2. Results.

A£ determined Gravimetric
Material density1 densityl

Mediwn density fiberboanl 0.88 0.32
45 lb particleboard 0.96 0.60
65 lb particleboard

Trial 1 0.95 0.63
Trial 2 0.96 0.86
Trial 3 0.96 0.94
Oriented
strand board 1.00 0.90

I. 2nd order polynomial.
~. 1st order polynomial.

Den8ity (g/emA 3)

nns voltage vs.
gravimetric
density§

0.48
0.62

0.62
0.96
1.00

0.88

Density (a/eraA 3)

rma voltage vs
fitted data for
gravimetric
density method'

0.88
0.95

0.96
0.89
0.99

0.95

.900

.700

.500

.300

.100

GRAVIMETRIC METHOD .900
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•

AE METHOD

r A 2 • 0.82 r A 2 • 0.88
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Fig. 12 Gravimetric and AE derermined density prome for medium density fiberboard.

be to test the sample by machining in one direction first and
then the reverse direction. In this way the entire prome
would be formed by taking half of each run. This problem
did not appear with denser boards.

As can be seen from the previous graphs the source of
variability in this study was almost always the gravimetric
method. This could be due to the greater sensitivity of the.
gravimetric method to localized density variation or as is
support here. to the inaccuracies of the gravimetric method.
As mentioned before the gravimetric method required a degree
of experience on the engine lathe to obtain accurate results.
This seems to be verified in column n of Table 2 where the

il increased with specimens that were machined later. It must
be pointed out. however, that once the gravimetric data was
smoothed out with a 2nd order polynomial regression. a
strong correlation existed between rms and the fitted data
(column IV. Table 2).

4. Conclusion

The test results from the proposed density measurement
technique have shown the method to be extremely repeatable
and accurate for use with composite wood materials. Whether
specific densities or relative profiles were required. this
method offered results quickly and safely with a relatively
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small amount of instrumentation, compared to the radiation
methods. It may also be possible to determine other mate
rial characteristics of a composite board, such as modulus of
rigidity, using the same analysis techniques.

The repeatability study demo~trated the usefulness of
this method when a qualitative evaluation was required.
Since the shape of the output signal conesponding to the
density profile was maintained over the course of three or
more runs, a comparison could be made to a known standard.
Also, the resolution was such that any noticeable deviations
in shape would correspond to undesirable density charac
teristics. The 2nd order polynomial regressions yielded a
much higher r2 values for the AB predicted densities than the
gravimetric method as shown in Table 2. With less vari
ability, a more accurate density reading could be calculated
from the magnitude of the output signal. The use of a calib
ration material helps to eliminate the variability of the
equipment and experimental conditions to give consistent
results.

Work is now continuing to adapt the procedure so that
full size composite panels can be evaluated in an industrial
environment without adversely affecting the fmished panel
quality. (patent pendimg.)
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Acoustic Emission during Intergranular Stress Corrosion
Cracking of Iron

M. A. Friesel and R. H. Jones
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Two nominally 20 dB amplifiers, the ftnt broadband
and Ihe second with a response peak near 350 kHz were used
to amplify the signal prior to Ihe analysis instrument. A
commercially available DuneganlEndevco (DIE) 1032 with
30 dB of internal gain was used for data acquisition and ana
lysis. A model 1120 Inscron screw-driven testing machine
was used to load Ihe specimens. The applied load read from
the Instron controller along with output voltage from a clip
gauge used to measure specimen crack opening displacement
(COD) were recorded using the DIE 1032 parametric inputs.
Resolution of the parametric readings was 1/500 of the full
scale value, which made this the limiting factor for Ihe
recorded COD resolution in most tests. The COD input to
the DIE 1032 was scaled from 0.00 to 5.12 V. Since COD
voltage is the directly measured parameter, these values are
given rather Ihan estimated crack length in most instances.
Approximate 41a/COD voll scales are given in Table 1 for
each specimen.

An AE signal usually appears as an oscillating voltage
transient. Parametric values such as rise-time, duration, ele.
are measured beginning when Ihe voltage crosses a preset
threshold, here set to 50 ~V at the sensor oUlpuL The DIE
1032 instrument conditions Ihe signal by imposing a de
caying envelope on the transienL When this envelope

0730-00S0/88/07119-128
CopyrigbtC1988Acoustic Emission Group

waveguide with narrow-band response on signal duration are
internal reflection of the longitudinal mode (here at inter
vals of 52 ~s), and the presence of an acoustic mode
traveling at shear speed. These effects are talcen into account
in Ihe analysis below.

Fig. 1. Schematic of Ihe experimental apparatus.
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The test apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 1. A waveguide
sensor similar to those devised by Hutton el al. (1985) was
fabricated from a 260 mm long by 3.2 mm diameter steel
welding rod and a longitudinally poled PZT-5 piezoelectric
crystal. The sensor was attached by tapping into a shallow
hole in the side of the specimen. Risetimes, amplitudes,
and durations are still meaningful with this lype of sensor,
but it is necessary to keep the waveguide response in mind
to avoid misinterpretation. The principal effects of the

z. Instrumentation, Materials and Procedure

Acoustic emission can detect transient displacement of
a surface caused by Ihe elastic radiation from remote
microscopic sources. As a diagnostic tool, successful appli
cation of the AE technique requires the detection of pertinent
AE events and unambiguous identification of the processes
producing .lhem. From Ihe experiments performed here no
positive identification of Ihe AE source processes could be
achieved, allhougb some speculation is made based on the
phenomenological aspects of the data.

The experiments reported here result from Ihe appli
cation of acoustic emission (AE) techniques to help assess
subcritical crack growlh processes (Jones et at., 1982a,
1982b, and 1985). Of particular interest was Ihe possibility
of detecting discontinuous crack jumps during environ
mentally-assisted fracture. The experiments yielded addi
tional information which may be of general interest to the
acoustic emission community.

Acoustic enusston (AE) was monitored during inter
granular stress corrosion cracking of thre~ iron alloys
during step loading. For a given specimen, Ihe sum of AB
events per unit increase in crack lenglh was found to be
constant for extended intervals despite increasing load and
crack lenglh, but to occasionally change abruptly to a new
value. Instances where clustered AB events immediately
preceded crack growlh and where crack growlh initiated
quietly in Ihe sam~ specimen were also observed. A general
model is proposed to describe Ihe emission.

1. Introduction



Table 1. Estimated Event Densities and Crack Growth Rates Based on COD Gauge Output

ZOc 0.1
1 -5 x 10.3

5d 0.1
2 0.05
2 0.05
6 0.1

Specimen COD Range

(-volts)

10 (Scale -005 nunlvolt)
(A) 0.19 to 0.50
(B) 0.52 to 0.66
(C) 0.80 to 1.04
(0) 2.15 to 2.25b

IMP (Scale -1.2 nun/volt)
(A) - Constant
(B) 0.30 to 0.70
(C) 0.70 to 1.29

IP (Scale -2.2 mm/volt)
(A) 1.00 to 1.80
(B) 2.05 to 2.54
(C) 2.64 to 3.64
(0) 4.03 to 5.02

Event Density a

(/mm2)

-40
-40
-40

-250

Eventsl

Grain

2

12

Estimated As/At

(x 10-3 mm/minute)

4-6
12
32
59

o
4
20 (increasing rate)

1000 (decreasing rate)
790
2850
420

L Using sample widlh w =2 nun
b. Representative of post-load drop data
c. Averaged - see text
d. Only determined to last valid event in the region

Table 2. Specimen Composition (atomic ppm)

Material Sample S· I"' Mn C· N 0 Cr Ni Si Sb

Fe 10 30/.23 36/- 100 30/.S 20 1600 100 100 <200

Fe + O.03P IP 33/.05 300/.21 55/.11 22 870 <100 <100 <200

Fe + O.IP + O.IMn IMP 34/.01 103/.31 800 51.1S 24 830 <100 <100 <200

• Note that two values are listed. Bulk composition (atomic ppm) Igrain boundary concentration (monolayers).

Table 3. Microstructure and Treatment of Samples

Heat Treatment Fracture Surface Fracture Surface Fracture Surface
Specimen Tune (hr.)lremp.(OC) Grain Size (nun diL) Precipitate Size Precipitate Density/Facet

(mm diL x 10.3)

10 0.5/800 + 240/600 0.2 o 1 -10

IP 0.1/800 + SOO/SOO 0.15 5 -10

IMP 4.0/850 + SOD/SOD 0.08 0.1 -10

Table 4. Test Conditions and Failure Modes

Sample

10
IP
IMP

Solution

INH~04

SS%Ca(N~n

SS%Ca(N~h

Potential Temperature Estimated % Cleavage
(mY) (OC) and Ductile Failure

(Remainder Intergranular)

- 600 R.T. -5%
+ 750 60 -5%
+ 750 60 -0%
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drops below the detection threshold the instrument can
detect a new event: therefore. the envelope decay rate (set in
these experiments to 55 dB/ms) determines the minimum
event length for a given signal amplitude. Actual values of
the minimum durations as a function of signal amplitude
were found from calibration tests. For more detailed
information on these measurements. the reader is referred to
the Operator's manual or the manufacturer.

2.2 Materials

Specimens were prepared by alloying electrolytic grade
Gliddon AI04 iron with various impurities (Jones, et al .•
19818) and machining compact tension specimens with a 2
mm thickness and height and length of about 57 and 64
mm. respectively. Sample designations 10. IP. and IMP in
dicate the principal alloy components as indicated in Table
2. although variations in elements other than manganese
and phosphorus also occurred as indicated. Heat treatments
and some material parameters are given in Table 3.

2.3 Testing Procedure

A description of the subcritical crack growth procedure.
electrochemical cell. and corrosion properties of the iron
alloys in the environments listed in Table 4 have been
described by Jones. et a1. (l982b). Tests on sample 10 were
at cathodic potentials so crack extension resulted from
hydrogen uptake while IP and IMP were at anodic potentials.

All subcritical crack growth tests were preceded by
background noise tests during which the threshold setting
and the ambient noise environment at the chosen threshold
were determined. During background checks, data was accumu
lated for a minimum of" 15 minutes with the specimen in
solution at temperature (see Table 3). A substantial number
of similar tests using various materials. some of which
produced no detectable acoustic emission. indicated fairly
convincingly that no detected noise was produced by either
the spacers used to isolate the specimen from the testing
machine or the lacquer used to protect the specimen sides and
edges from corrosion. In addition. the lacquer was observed
to peel rather than crack, and the spacers were tightly fitting
and did not show signs of fracture or rubbing when examined
after the tests.

Stress was applied as load steps. with periods of
constant load held sufficiently long to allow the crack
growth rate to be determined. When unstable crack growth
began. the load was dropped and the test halted.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1 Fractography

Fracture surface examination results obtained by SEM
and optical microscopy are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and
summarized in Tables 3 and 4. The iron specimens all failed
by nearly pure intergranular stress corrosion cracking
(lGSCC). The IP iron specimen initially grew at an angle of
about 30· for some 4 - 5 mm from the precrack as illustrated

Fig. 2. Fractographs of test specimens.

in Fig. 3. and a few large secondary cracks growing 90· to
the primary were also observed further along the specimen
but beyond the maximum crack length reached during data
acquisition. The IMP specimen formed a slant fracture for a
comparable distance immediately following the precrack. The
maximum tilt angle was -20· and no secondary cracking was
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IMP Iron
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Pig. 3. Configuration of fracture surface (notch lengths not
to scale). .

noted. The 10 iron fracntre surface was comparatively
straight. with a few small secondary cracks appearing near
the precrack.

Inclusions were observed on the grain facets exposed by
IOSCC in all of the iron specimens. None of the inclusions
appeared to be fractured, and there was some evidence of
debonding in the form of hl)les in grain surfaces and along
the grain boundaries, particularly in lP iron. The inclusion
densities were roughly constant, but the IP, 10, and IMP iron
showed respectively decreasing mean inclusion size on the
intergranular fracture surfaces.

3.2 Test Rendtor

Test results from each specimen are examined rtrst in
terms of gross behavior of AE and other test parameters,
then in somewhat fmer detail culminating in analysis of
signal characteristics.

The sum of AE events, load. and COD histories from the
three iron tests are shown in Fig. 4. 10 iron in Fig. 4a
appears to have the most readily analyzable results, with an
apparent correlation between the sum of AE events and COD
output voltage in the early part of the test. In contrast to
the other iron specimens, 10 iron did not achieve unstable
crack growth and the test was continued beyond the load drop
as indicated in the figure. Preceding the load drop the event
density determined by the sum of events (IAE) per unit of
COD is constant despite about a seven-fold increase in COD

opening rate (see Table 1). Figure Sa shows the IAE per
unit of COD over this region where the event density (i.e.,

liME (x1OG mtn-.)

Fig. 4. IAE events. load, and COD output histories.

the slope of the LAE vs. COD curve) is seen to be very
nearly constant. The corresponding change in COD with
time is shown in Fig. Sb where the slope indicates the COD
opening rate. The proportionality between AB event rate and
COD opening rate/crack growth rate changes later in the test
as is apparent by examining the insets of Fig. Sa and Sb. In
this laler period. the AE event density has increased
substantially. as has the COD opening rate. This increased
value is fairly constant over a test period beginning some
time after the load was restored and tesling resumed.
Amplitude and AE (ringdown) counts plotted against signal
duration for each AE event are shown in Fig. 6. where for
clarity only region 10-0 is separately·denoted. None of the
regions 10-A through 10-0 can be clearly distinguished from
one another using these parameters, suggesting the same
source process. The single exception is that the highest
amplitude events seem to occur prior to the change in event
density. and later events have lower maximum amplitudes
although this may be a stochastic effect arising because of
the fewer 10·0 events examined. Signal risetimes were
calculated by subtracting the time required for the signal peak
amplitude to decay lo the threshold level from the signal
duration. Risetimes were found to cluster near 1.25 JlSIdB of
signal amplitude.
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IMP iron signal amplitudes were between 40 and 45 dB
for the IMP-A events, and primarily below 40 dB for the
remainder. The low amplitudes and large scatter in AE counts
and signal durations resulted in poor correlation among
signal characteristics, as illustrated by Fig. 8 where signal

COD), while only a few events appear in conjunction with
COD opening accompanying the load increases. In region
IMP-C following these clusters, the crack grows with very
few events until the end of the test. Average event densities
for these regions are given in Table 1.

0 c·.'••• •
.. I.:.

•• 1 A270
••o 2.1 2.3

COD (volts)

20

30

10

a)

111098765432

CI I

I·
f/'

I 8 -----f •• •
A I • • •

~ • •• • •.... A40. I· •
• •

, ...:d EV/VOLT
• • I , I

30

20

10

The following jump in COD, referred to as region IP-B,
is induced by a load step and no emission is observed until
appreciable extension has occurred as seen in Fig. 10. The

The IP iron data presented in Fig. 4c shows (nearly)
discontinuous COD voltage and a large amount of AE acti
vity. Many of the AE events occurred at constant rate of
about 1 event per 28 seconds independent of load or COD
extension. These signals are suspected to be due to an un
identified source of noise because of the constant time
interval between successive events, and they are discounted
in the following analysis except as a means of mapping load
and COD extension.

Crack growth indicated by COD output occurred as a
series of jumps separated by periods of slow COD extension
during which only a very few scattered AE events were seen
after noise is removed. Discernable emission fust occurs
during the large COD jump (referred to as Region IP-A in
Table 4) near 300 minutes test time. The COD extension and
load over region IP-A are plotted against time in Fig. 9,
where the spontaneous occurrence of the jump during a period
of initially constant load, and the locations of the valid AE
on the COD curve are illustrated. A group of seven AE
events occurred just prior to COD extension, and some small
event clusters at nearly constant COD value but separated in
time can also been seen elsewhere in the figure.

COD (x 0.1 volts)
amplitudes are plotted against duration for events with
durations greater than the resolution of -50 ~s. It is appa
rent that signal amplitudes tend to decrease as the test pro
gresses, suggesting lhat lhe drop in event density in sue·
cessive test regions may be due to a decrease in signal
amplitudes.

~

••~A ~'=--;;:::~~':""'::-;:-:":,,:,,,,:,-1
~ .009 I~ VOLT/MIN

•

10
0.0

o 20 30 40 50 60

TIME (mlns.)
Fig. 5. a. I.AE events plotted against COD. b. I.AE events
plotted against time from 10 iron (insets - late test data).

Acoustic emission from IMP iron appears more complex
because of apparent independence of the AE from the
smoothly changing COD output. Closer examination of Fig.
4b shows that a large increase in IAE events (occurring in
two steps and denoted region IMP-A) near 120 minutes into
the test is coincident with an increase in the applied load and
the beginning of a slight increase in slope of the COD
opening curve. In Fig. 7, the sum of AE events against COD
opening is ploued. showing the end of region IMP-A, region
IMP-B which includes data up to about 0.7 V COD, and the
beginning of region IMP-C covering the remainder of the
tesL The events in IMP-B occur in clusters between succes·
sive load steps. It appears that the event clusters occur only
when there is no macroscopic crack growth (i.e., at constant

b)
'it 2.3 I- 0....
g ......

1.0 ....- ,.'- •
0 ... ~ 7.2 I0 2.1 •- (J

60 l CCD 0 20 40....
I ~~4g 0.8 TIME (sec)- •••

0 .~B
0 • ~ .024(J 0.4 ••
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Fig. 8. Signal amplitude vs. duration from IMP iron.
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Fig. 9. COD and load plotted against time in region IP-A
from IP iron. Dots represent valid AE events.

event density appears constant, with a value smaller than the
average detennined for IP-A as shown in Table 4.
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Fig. 6. Amplitude and ringdown counts vs. signal duration
from 10 iron.

The signal amplitudes plotted against durations are
shown in Fig. 11 for regions IP-A and IP-B. where it is
evident that amplitude and duration are correlated as in 10
iron. and that IP-B amplitudes are comparatively low. It is

~ IMP-B
"lJ
I
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»
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Fig. 7. rAE events plotted against COD output from IMP iron (only the last five events of Region IMP-A are shown).
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Fig. 10. COD plotted against time in region IP-B from IP
iron. Dots represent valid AE events.

Fig. 12. COD output plotted against time and IAE events
ploned against COD from IP iron regions IP-C and IP-D.

Fig. 11. Signal amplitude plotted against duration from IP
iron regions IP-A and IP-B.
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Crack extension during peak load shows two distinct
regions in both event density and COD opening rate as
shown in Fig. 12. The IP·D region produced a higher event
density and lower COD opening rate than IP-C. Amplitudes
and AE counts plotted against signal duration are shown in
Fig. 13, where the correlation among these values is again
evident. The amplitude plot also shows that overall ampli
tudes are somewhat lower in region IP-C (the one 67 dB
event in IP-C is the last event in this region and may not
belong to the IP·C data). The plots also indicate overall

Fig. 13. Amplitude and ringdown counts plotted against
signal duration from IP iron regions IP-C and IP-D.

of some interest in light of results of the other specimens
and the low IP-B amplitudes that three of the lowest region
IP-A signal amplitudes belong to three events which occurred
during the highest COD opening rates while the highest
amplitude events in this region are the first events of
clusters at constant COD. The average COD opening rate in
IP-A. between 1.36 and 1.80 V where the last valid event
occurs is about the same as that of region IP-B, while the
COD opening rate is about four times as high between 1.00
and 1.36 V as the IP-B rate. If loss in source strength or
change in source type is due to changes in test conditions, it
appears to be a function of more than crack growth rate
alone.
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and

with At the total time of the AN and Aa measurements.

These equations are fairly general. For a detailed description
of microscopic crack extension, it may be desirable to
replace the Allij and Aa with terms representing change in
crack areL At the scale of the current measurements the
specimen width is constant, and Allij, Alaij and Atbij are based
on macroscopic COD measurement and associated time
increments. If the obstacles have a constant density )., along
the fracture path and some fraction, f, are detectable, then
assuming a single source type, the total number of events
detected over a crack increment Aa is:

(3)

(Ia)

(3a)

(2a)AN/Aa =f).,

~/At=f)., Aa/At
and

AN =tpj =f)., Aa
j ..l

giving:

higher amplitudes and more AE counts at given signal dura
tion in region IP-C, which are also correlated with somewhat
lower risetimes. This slight change in signal shape is not
apparent in IP-A and IP-B region data.

4. Discussion

From the amplitude plots (Figs. 6, 8, and 11). it is
evident that maximum AE signal amplitudes are largest for 10
iron and least for IMP iron, in apparent correlation with
changes in grain size, and grain boundary impurity concen
tration of sulfur, phosphorous and carbon. Because of the
differences in environment. however, these correlations can
not be accepted as meaningful out-of-hand. A slight differ
ence in the slope of amplitude vs. duration curves between 10
and IP iron data (Figs. 6 and 11) is also evident but we have
no conclusive evidence that the differences are due to the
source processes. No consistent correlation between the
emission and precipitate size was noted, as might be ex
pected by the work of Egle et al. (1981) and Smith and
Carpenter (1986), but such effects may be complicated by
other considerations. For example, no corrosion of precipi
tate/matrix boundaries is expected in the 10 material, which
may account for both the greater number of events and
higher maximum signal amplitudes seen in this material if a
precipitate-related process is the AE source.

An assumption is made that the sources act as obstacles
to crack extension. The amplitudes of detected events further
indicate that only a portion of the active AE sources are
detected because of the proximity of many of the event
amplitudes to the threshold value, although the undetected
but active sources may still influence crack growth.

If some number of events ~ are obtained in time At
during which the crack length increases by Aa, the values of
crack growth rate, AE event rate, and AE event density
determined from a single such set of measurements can be
written in terms of the constituent microscopic processes as
follows:

If Ihe crack front is obstructed by Ihe j-th obstacle of
type i for a time Alaij, which it subsequently overcomes and
afterWards remains free for a time Aitlij, then for an associated
crack increment lIij the (measured) crack increment Aa over
the time interval At is:

(I)

The function f may depend upon the stress (J or other
factors in which case either an average must be used or the
dependence of f on the various parameters must be known. A
set of experiments run to determine the value of f may allow
)., to be found, which can then be compared with material
parameters and measurements to determine the source. Simi
larly, once f is known finding)., for a given material should
allow crack extension to be accurately monitored from event
and event rates alone.

If more than one source is active, each source may not
show the same dependence on change in crack length.
Expanding equation (la) gives

where Ii (A a) represents the Aa dependence and ).,i is a

suitable density. Of interest is the case of Ii (Aa) =(Aa)d
where the source types show the same power law dependence
on AL 'Then

where ka obstacles of P tYPes are surmounted in the interval.
A function Pij is introduced with the property that

d =In AN lin Aa

P .=11 if the event is detected
ij 0 otherwise

allowing the AE event density and rate to be written:

(2)

and regardless of the number of simultaneously active
sources, the slope (or dimension) d is constant. Acoustic
emission and fracture literature contains similar scaling
relations over specific ranges of various test variables; for
example, Cragnoline and MacDonald (1982), Yuyama and
Hisamitsu (1980), Khan et al. (1982), Oerberich et al. (1988)
and Hippsley et al. (1988). Some connection of this
behavior with material damage during fracture (Williford,
1987, 1988) may exist.
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To adequately describe the relationship between AE and
crack extension, a model must be utilized which permits
crack increments with constant or nearly constant AE event
densities. A model proposed by Gerberich et al. (1988)
assuming the event density constant throughout the test
gives (using the original notation):

222
NAE .. u3(K1-Kd"J = u3CJ.(ai- a~

dNAE 2 2
--"ul(K1- Kd.)

dt
dNAE 1-- .. -

da

for an infmite plate. These are essentially equations (la) 
(3a).

Models relating NA E to the plastic zone such as
proposed by Palmer and Heald (1973) and Palmer et al,
(1974), or Green (1981) are also of interesL The former
model predicts that the total number of events NAE depends
on plastic zone size p according to

with D constant and p given by

p = - c [l - exp (~31 4(I-v)<1oc)]

where 3 is the COD value, c the crack length, aD some typi
cal stress, and I.l and V are the elastic constants. For first
order, this gives N .. 6, which is equivalent to equation Oa),
but at large COD linear behavior is not maintained.

Green (1981) presents data in terms of the AE energy,
energy rate and ringdown counts, thus for comparison with
present data it should be noted that energy rate increases
only if the average energy per event of all events over a
measurement interval increases. Energy is similar to rms
voltage times signal duration and therefore, because of the
generally consistent amplitude-duration correlation, an
energy increase corresponds to an increase in average signal
amplitude or in events per interval. Green gives the AE
energy rate Pfor stress-corrosion cracking as:

with K the stress intensity and Do a proportionality
constanL Utilizing the COD/stress intensity relationship
used by Green (1981):

K2 =ay E 3.

where a y is the yield stress and E is Young's modulus. gives:

At least two apparent counter samples to this predicted
behavior were seen in the experimental results. In 10 iron
data, three successive regions with different COD opening
rates showed a constant event density. Since the amplitude
and amplitUde/duration characteristics were uniform, the
energy rate depends only on crack growth rate regardless of
COD value. Similarly, in region IP-C, lhe COD output
increases by nearly 3 mm without change in the energy
density.

S. Conclusions

Acoustic emission during intergranular stress corrosion
cracking of iron was characterized by two or more regions of
constant event density in each specimen. The value of lhe
density may depend in part upon crack growth rate. and in
some instances a decrease in the density may arise from a
drop in the mean signal amplitudes as indicated by maximum
amplitude associated with the various event densities. The
cause of these differences however, whether a change in
source process, in the energy released during activation of a
given source type, or in the specimen geometry due to the
advancing crack, was not determined. The changes in event
density suggest that the characteristics of a given source may
vary abruptly with test conditions, or that multiple sources
with well-defmed activation/deactivation conditions exist.
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Conferences and Symposia

XVllth Meeting of the European Working Group
or Acoustic Emission (EWGAE), 20-22
September 1988, Scheveningen, Holland

20 September 1988. Code Subgroup Meeting

21 September 1988

G.M. Van Dijk - Dutch Quality Surveillance and Non
destrUctive Testing Society "Kint", Opening and welcome

L.M. Rogers - Fulmer Research Limited - England,
Overview of industrial application of acoustic emission

M. Famiglietti - M. Mochetti - Cise - Italy. Acoustic
leak detection on pressurized components in power plant

C. Edwards - University of Warwick - England.
Electromagnetic acoustic transducers and broadband

sensors
A. Scheerder - D.S.M. Research B.V. - Holland, Some

experience with the influence of measuring equipment on
acoustic emission results

D.Belvedi • A. Sala - C. Tomelli • Cise - Italy, A new
generation multichannel - Multi-parameter acoustic emission
system for industrial applications

E. Verbrugghe - Electricite de France - Chatou - France.
Acoustic emission inspection of defects under coating in
nozzles of vessel : Catigue study on a coated steel sample

F.A. Veer - Technical University - Delft - Holland,
Acoustic emission during fatigue of aluminum 2024-TIS1

22 September 1988

M.C. Reymond - ER Mecanique Des Surfaces - CNRS 
France, Porosity in rocks

P. Bohm • University of Dortmund • Germany,
Monitoring a pressure vessel with the array location systems
(ALS)

J. Roget - Cetim • SenIis - France. Submerged arc weld
monitoring by acoustic emission during welding 
Experimental results

H.J. Storp - University of Dortmund - Germany Use of
noncontact acoustic transducers for process control during
electron beam welding

R. VanDaele - Katholieke Universiteit - Leuven 
Belgium, New way of presenting acoustic emission data of
damage in composite materials during monotonic loading

F. Van ,. Spijker • Akzo Research B.V. - Holland.
Acoustic emission during anodic delamination of an organic
coating on steel.

B. Tirbonod - L. Hanacek - Paul Scherrer Institut •
Switzerland, Results of acoustic emission during local
monitoring of a crack at the pressure vessel ZB2

O.K. Hauptfleisch - HSB International - Germany, Title
to be confumed

P. Souquet - Cetim - Senlis - France, Machinability
studies by acoustic emission - Preliminary results

The Ninth International Acoustic Emission
Symposium, November 14-17, 1988, Inter
national Conference Center Kobe, Kobe, Japan

(Preliminary Program)

Monday, November 14

1. Opening Session,
Yamaguchi. K. (Symposium Chairman)
Miyazaki, Hon. T. (Mayor. City of Kobe)

2. Special Lecture I, Chairman: Sachse. W.
Instrumentation and Data Processing for Acoustic Emis

sion Technology and Application, Yamaguchi, K. (Japan)

3. Poster Session 1. Chairman: Mori. Y.
Instrumentation

Flexible AE InstrUmentation for Fracture Monitoring and
Performance Evaluation of Waveform Parameters. Oyaizu. H.,
Yamaguchi, K.• Johlcaji, J. (Japan)

Characteristics of Pencil Lead for AE System
Calibration. Higo. Y•• !nabs. H. (Japan)

Development of a Wide Band Acoustic Emission Sensor
with Flat Characteristics on High Frequency Band, Muto. K.,
Miyasita.K.• Katayama. I. (Japan)

Signal Processing
The Investigation of the Source of MAE, Xu, Y., Guo,

Y. (China)
An Up-to-date Instrumentation System for Detection.

Location and Characterization of AE Signals, Belcredi, D••
Sala, A., Tomelli. C. (Italy)

Magnetomechanical AE
Magnetomechanical Acoustic Emission in Grain Oriented

and Non-oriented Fe-Si Alloys, Shen, G., Xu, Y., Liu, S.
(China)

The Magnetic Acoustic Emission Behavior of
Ferromagnetic Materials under Torque Stress, Qian. Z.X.,
Yiao. M.x., Lin, C.l (China)

The Frequency Spectrum Characteristics of Magnetic
Acoustic Emission of Ferromagnetic Materials, Qian, Z.X.,
Zhong, X.J., Yin. Y.S. (China)

Subnu/«e and Concrete
Confidence Evaluating Parameters for Automatic Source

Location in Downhole AE Measurements, Nagano, K.•
Niitsuma, H., Chubachi. N. (Japan)

AE Evaluation of Concrete Structures, Kimura, S.,
Hironaka, Y., Adachi, I.• Ohtsu, M. (Japan)

AE Observation of Core Tests for the Deterioration
Evaluation in Concrete Structures, Ohtsu. M., SakimOto. T••
Kawai, Y., Yuji, S. (Japan)
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Medical
The Transmission Propenies of AE in Living Body,

Oao, X.J., Tomita, Y., Murota, K., Ono, M., Higo, Y.,
NWlOmura, S. (Japan)

Application of AE Transfer Function for Evaluating the
Loosening in Artificial Knee Joint, Takashima, K., Tonda,
H., Sakata, H.. Mizuta, H., Kai, K., Kubota, K., Ishikawa,
K., Takagi, K., Higo, Y., Nunomura, S. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission System Applied for Cemented Total
Hip Replacement, Matsubara, M., Tsutiya, M., Furuya, K.,
Yamamoto, H.• Nunomura, S.• Higo. Y. (Japan)

Evaluation of Bone-Artificial Knee Joint Interface by
Acoustic Emission Technique. Inoue, N., Sakakida, K.•
Yamashita, F., Hirai, T., Katayama, T., Kida, Y. (Japan)

4. Signal Processing, Chairman: Niitsuma, H.
High Order Crossing - A New Acoustic Emission Signal

Processing Method, Hsu. N.N., Eitzen. D.O. (USA)
Source Inversion Procedure for Acoustic Emission,

Ohtsu, M. (Japan)
Application of an Intelligent Signal Processing System

to Acoustic Emission Analysis, Grabec, I. (Yugoslavia),
Sachse, W. (USA)

Source Identification and Quantitative Characterization
of Fracture Process in AS33B steel by an Acoustic Emission
Source Wave Analysis, Takatsubo, J., Kishi. T. (Japan)

S. Special Lecture 2. Chairman: Yamaguchi. K.
Acoustic Emission and Related Research for

Nondestructive Evaluation, Green, R. E. Jr. (USA)

6. Instrumentation, Chainnan: Green, R. E. Jr.
Availability of Acoustic Emission Amplitude

Distributions as Fractals. Nakasa, H. (Japan)
Application of Pattern Recognition Analysis to Acoustic

Emission, Ono, K., Kwon, O.Y., Ohtsu, M., Wevers, M.,
Jeng, J.S. (USA)

Characterization and Measurement Accuracy of Acoustic
Emission Systems, Hamstad,· M.A. (USA)

Simulation of Acoustic Emission by Photoelastic
Visualization Technique, Shimomura, K., Date, K. (Japan)

A Study for Analysis System of Acoustic Emission
Source Characterization. Enoki, M., Kishi, T. (Japan)

Detection of Impulse Porce in Head-disk Media Contact
using a small Piezoelectric Transducer, Mochizuki, K., Sate,
I., Hayashi, T. (Japan)

Relation between Acoustic Emission and Deformation
Behavior of Different Materials, Fleisclunann, P., Fougeres,
R.. Rouby, D. (France)

7. Medical, Chairman: Tomita, Y.
Acoustic Emission Source Location during Tensile Test

of Cortical Bone, Inoue, N., Sakakida, K•• Yamasita, P.,
Hirai, T•• Katayama, T., Hayashibara, M. (Japan)

Application of Acoustic Emission for Evaluating
Proximal Fit in Uncemented Total Hip Femoral Component,
Sugiyama, H., WhileSide, L.A., Kaiser. A. (USA)

Acoustic Emission Characteristics and Fracture
Toughness of Dental Composite Resins, Hanaoka, K.,
Nakajima, N., Kubota, A., Teranaka, T., Iwamoto, T.,
Fukuzawa, Y. (Japan)

8. Magnetomechanical AE and Review of Crack and Oxida
tion, Chairman: Ono. K.

The Influence of Micro Structure Dual-Phase Steel on
MAE and BN, Xiangrong, M., Xiulin, Z.. Shouhua, Z.
(China)

A MAE Study of Magnetic Anisotropy in Annealed
Amorphous Fe40Ni38M04Bi8 Ribbons. Xiao-An, Z. (China)

Characteristics of Acoustic Emission from Growing
Craclcs, Krylov, V.V. (USSR)

Application of Acoustic Emission Technique in the High
Temperature Oxidation Studies. Khanna. A.S. (FRG)

Tuesday. November 15

9. Subsurface 1. Chairman: Swanson, PL.
AE/MS Activity in Rock at very Low Stresses. Hardy,

H.RJr., Be1esky. R.M., Mrugala, M. (USA)
Source Mechanisms of Acoustic Emission around Under

ground Excavation, Sato, K., Itakura, K. (Japan)
Characterization of Rock Formation by Means of AE

Moni.toring during Well Drilling, Asanuma, H.• Niitsuma,
H., Chubachi. B. (Japan)

Applicability of Acoustic Emission to Prediction of
Slope Failure under Construction. Chichibu. A., Jo. K.,
Nakamura, M.• Gotou, T., Kamata, M. (Japan)

Characteristics of Energy of Elastic Waves due to Sudden
Growth of Subsurface Reservoir Cracks for Geothermal Heat
Extraction, Hayashi. K.• Motegi, 5., Abe, H. (Japan)

10. Special Lecture 3. Chairman: Hardy. H.RJr.
Downhole AE measurement technique and its application

to geothermal fields. Niitsuma. H. (Japan)

11. Concrete. Chairman: Ohtsu, M.
On Influence of Loading Velocity and Mix Proportion

on KAISER Effect in Concrete. Niiseki. 5., Satake, M.•
Kane-meri. H.• Ito, Y. (Japan)

AE Technique Evaluation of Deteriorated Viaduct
Damage, Ohtaki, T.• Oh-Oka. T. (Japan)

The Behavior and Application of Acoustic Emission for
Concrete Material. Wen, M.• Liu, Y.. Xu, S. (China)

Behavior of Concrete Specimens in Splitting Tensile
Test. Uomoto, T.• Kawakami, T. (Japan)

Predictive Abilities of Mining Seismological Data.
Lasocki. S., MarcaIc. H. (Poland)

Use of Acoustic Emissin to Detect Debonding of
Reinforcing Bars in Concrete. Hawkins. N.M., Nobuta, Y.
(USA)

12. Special Lecture 4, Chairman: Kishi. T.
The Processing of AE Signals, Sachse, W. (USA)

13. Devices and Technologies for AE by IAES-9 Exhibitors.
Chairman: Obata, Y.

14. Subsurface 2. Chairman: Hayashi. K.
The Observation of Landslide by the Acoustic Emission

Monitoring Rod, Nakajima, I. (Japan)
Acoustic Emission Following Hydraulic Fracturing in

Calcareous and Sanstones. Reymond, M.C. (France)
Petrophysical Interpretation of the Acoustic Emission I

Microseismic Activity in Heated Crystalline Rocks. Ruiz-de
Argandona. V.O., Montoto, M., SuareZ-deI-Rio. L.M.,
Rodriguez-Rey, A., Calleja. L. (Spain)
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Analysis Microseismicity Induced by Shaft Development
at Atomic Energy of Canada's Underground Research
Laboratory, Canada, Talebi. S., Young, R.P. (Canada)

Mechanical Wave-guides for Use in AE/MS Geotechnical
Applications, Hardy, H.RJr., Taioli, F. (USA)

Application of AE/MS Wavefonn Analysis to Hazard
Detec-tion, Evaluation, and Control in UndergrOlmd Mining,
Swanson, P.L., Boler, M.F. (USA)

Wednesday, November 16

15. Structure Integrity and Acoustic Diagnosis I, Chairman:
Takeda. N.

Effect of Specimen Thickness on Acoustic Emission
Signals in Steel Highway Bridges. Vannoy. D.W., Hariri, R.
(USA)

Comparison of Laboratory and Field Tests during
Acoustic Emission Pressure Vessel Tests, Wood. B.R.A.,
Noyes. L.M., Harris, R.W. (Australia)

Computerized LeaIc Detection and Location by Means of
Coherence and Crosscorrelation Analysis. Fontana. E., Karle.
H.P.• Riehle. R. (Italy)

Recent Developments in Chemical Process Industry
Applica-tions. Fowler. T.J. (USA)

Diagnosis of Rotating Slides in Rotary Compressors
using Acoustic Emission Techniques, Sato, I., Yoneyama. T.,
Sato, K., Tanaka. T., Hate. H. (Japan)

Practical Considerations on Industrial Applications of
AE Technology. Tonolini, F. (Italy)

The Relation between Active Defects and Source
Location in Acoustic Emission Testing of Pressure Vessels.
Shen, G., Liu. S., Wan, Y., Duan. Q. (China)

16. Poster Session 2. Sato, I.

Acoustic Diagnosis
Monitoring Microstructural Damage and Quality Control

by Acoustic Emission Techniques, Wood, B.R.A., Noyes,
L.M. (Australia)

Acoustic Emission Data Interpretation Applied to
Pipeline Monitoring, Wood, B.R.A.• Noyes. L.M. (Australia)

Metal
The Serrated Flow and Its AE Behavior of Lc9 Al Alloy

During Initial Aging, Xu, Y., Wum, M. (PRC)
Acoustic Emission Monitoring and Pattern Recognition •

Analysis of Submerged-arc Welding of Steel Plates. Kwon,
O.Y., Ono, K.• Yamada. K., Ishihara. K. (USA)

Evaluation of Microfracture Process in Ti-6Al-4V Alloy
by Acoustic Emission Source Characterization. Mashino, S.•
Kishi, T., Horiya. T., Suzuki. H. (Japan)

AE Characterization during Stress Corrosion Cracking
on 16MnR Steel, Dai, 0 .• Zhang. B.Q., Jin. G.L. (China)

Magneto-Acoustic Emission for the Detection of
Irradication Effects on Reactor Vessel Steel, Kwon, O.Y.,
Ono, K.. Lucas. G.E., Oddette, G.R. (USA)

Characteristics of Acoustic Emission Induced by the
Thennoelastic Phase Transfonnation in CU-Al-Ni Alloy Sin
gle Crystals. Yoshida. K., Sakamaki, K•• Takagi, H., Ohashi,
K.• Yoshida. M. (Japan)

Application of Acoustic Emission to Thermal Analysis
of Rapid Solidification, Kuboyama. 0 .• Suzuki. T.• Umeda. T.
(Japan)

17. Special Lecture S. Chairman: Fowler. T.J.
AE from an Industrial Applications Viewpoint, Holroyd.

T.J. (U.K.)

18. Metal. Chairmen: Hamstad. M.A. and Fukuzawa. Y.
Detection of Fatigue Crack Initiation on Ti-6AI-4V

Alloy using Acoustic Emission, Uchida. Y., Ono, M., Higo,
Y.• Nunomura. S. (Japan)

Many Acoustic Emission Events from Propagation
Fatigue Crack on Carbonized Layer, Obata. Y.• Nishi, K.,
Acid, K., Matsumoto. T.• Shibata. K.• Kawabe, K. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission Analysis of Warm Prestress Effects in
AS33B Weld Metal. Reed, P.A.S.• Losev, M.G., Knott, J.F.
(England)

Source Mechanism of Acoustic Emission Generated
around the Yield-point of a Al-Li-Cu-Mg-Zr Alloy, Yoshida,
K., Takagi, H.• Yoshida, M.• Sakamaki, K. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission and Electric Resistance Measurements
during Martensitic Transfonnation in Cu-AI-Mn Alloy, Kim,
H.C.• Lee. J.K. (Korea)

Study on the Erosion Intensity and Mechanism of
Cavitation and Mist Erosion by AE Analysis. Hayashi, Y.,
Takemoto. M. (Japan)

The Acoustic Emission Source Mechanism for Fatigue
Crack Propagation in 7075 Aluminum, McBride, S.L.
(Canada)

AE Monitoring of Fatigue Test with Welded Pipe Joint,
Shibasaki. M.• Hushimi, T., Nakamura, T., Sakai, M., Iwai,
K. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission Activity of Ni-containing Welding
Joints at Low Temperature. Ishikawa, T., Lozev. M.G.,
Knott, J.F., Rowland, C.W. (Japan)

19. Acoustic Diagnosis 2. Chairman: Tonolini, F.
On-line Evaluation Procedure for Structural Integrity by

Acoustic Emission Frequency Analysis. Jeong. H.D.•
Murakami, Y., Takahashi, H. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission Investigation on Surface Quality of
Mag- netic Recording Disk, Hongtian. Z., Sen. B.,
Guangdan. F. (China)

Estimate of the Fatigue Condition on Rolling Bearing
by AB. Nishimoto, S. (Japan)

AE Monitoring of Airframe Structures Dming Full Scale
Fati-gue Test. Sabatino, C., Bazzetti, D., Sala, A.,
Borzacchiello, O. (Italy)

A Study on the Separation of Acoustic Emission Signals
in Metal Cutting Process, Zhang, Y.H., Xu, R.B. (China)

AE-monitoring Systems for the Detection of Single
point and Multipoint Cutting Tool Failures. Blum. T.,
Suzuki. I.. Inasaki, I. (Japan)

Thursday, November 17

20. Ceramics, Chairman: Takashima. K.
Acoustic Emission and Microstructural Variations of

Plasma-sprayed 002-Y203 Coatings during Thennal Cycling.
Yoshi-oka. T.• Shinohara. K., Sasaki, R. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission from Hot-pressed Si3N4 with Artificial
Defects. Mori. Y., Nishino, N•• Aolci. K•• Kishi. T.• Ueda.
M., Kitadate.. K. (Japan)

Fracture of Sintered Alumina with Artificial Defect.
Shinke. N.• Watanabe, Y., Nakagiri, A., Yamano, T. (Japan)
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Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Bearing Failure in
Mechanically Fastened FRP, Hamada, H., Maekawa, Z.,
Yokohama, A., Tamura, T., Yonehara, H., Sinobu, M.,
Hirano, T. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission Characterization of Tensile Failure
Mechanism of Unidirectional CFRP with Different Interfacial
Strength, Kimpara, I., Oosawa, I. (Japan)

24. Composites 2, Chairmen: Suzuki, M. and Fleischmann,
P.

Evaluation of Fracture Process in Fiber Reinforced Metal
by Acoustic Emission, Wakayama, S., Nishimura, H. (Japan)

AE Characteristics of Short-Glass-Fiber Reinforced Poly
ethylene Telepbtalate, Choi, N.S., Takeda, N., Takahashi, K.
(Japan)

Failure Analysis of CFRP by AE, Yasuda, E., Isomura,
M., Tanabe, Y. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission Characteristics of Carbon-epoxy
Cylindrical Shells during Compressive Failure, Geng, JZ.,
Hua, P.x., Gi, S.G., Cheng, Z. (China)

Evaluation for Fracture of Calcium-silicate/paper
Composites, Teramura, S., Takahashi, H. (Japan)

Assessment of Fatigue Damage in Carbon Fiber
Reinforced Epoxy Laminates with the Energy Discriminating
Acoustic Emission Method, Wevers. M. (Belgium)

Kanji Ono (213) 825-5233
Barbara Brooks
Robin Weisz
UCLA Publication Services

Editor-Publisher
EdilOrial Assistant
Cover Design
Production

23. Wood and Composites I, Chairmen: Hull, D. and
Takahashi, K.

The Effect of Some Physical and Structural Properties of
Solid Wood on the Attenuation of Burst-Type Emission,
Quarles, S.L. (USA)

Application of Acoustic Emission to Stress Grading of
Timber, Sate, K., Fushitani. M. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission of Adhesively Bonded Joints in Glass
Fiber Reinforced Plastics, Osaka, K., Fukuda, T. (Japan)

Fracture Behavior of CFRP in Creep Recovery Tensile
Testing by Acoustic Emission, Yoon, D.J., Kim, G.C., Lee,
S., Kwon, O.Y. (Korea)

Application of AET to Identification of Internal
Damages in GFRP, Uenoya, T. (Japan)

AE Technique, as Applied to Material Design and Quality
Assurance of GFRP Automotive Components, Sato, N.,
Kurauchi, T., Kamigaito, D., (Japan)

lVood
Effect of Butt Joint on Bending Strength and Acoustic

Emis-sion Properties of Laminated Wood, Byeon, H., Sato,
K., Fushitani, M. (Japan)

22. Special Lecture 6, Chairman: Higo, Y.
Is Acoustic Emission of Use in Studying the

Micromecha-nisms of Failure of Polymer Matrix
Composites?, Hull, D. (U.K.)

Composites
Fracture Mechanisms Study of Thermo-plastic

Composites by Acoustic Emission, Jeng, J.S., Ono, K.,
Yang, J.M. (USA)

Acoustic Emission Analysis during Deformation and
Fracture Processes of 3D C/C Composite, Shiyu, F., Sen, B.,
Zuming, Z. (China)

Recognition of Fracture Modes in Fiber Reinforced
Plastic by Acoustic Emission Waveform Parameters,
Yamaguchi, K., Oyaizu, H., Hirai, J., Johkaji, J. (Japan)

Acoustic Emission Evaluation of Aramid Reinforced
Alumi-num, Shiwa, M. (Japan)

Fatigue Fracture Mechanisms of Short Fiber Reinforced
PET Composite by Acoustic Emission Method, Suzuki, M.,
Imura, M., Iwamoto, M., Jinen, E. (Japan)

Damage Assessment of Interply Hybrid Composites by
Acou-stic Emission, Kwon, O.Y. (Korea)

Mechanical Parameters and Acoustic Emission as
Damage Indicators during Fatigue of one Dimensional Glass/
Epoxy Composites, Schiavon, I., Rouby, D., Fougres, R.,
Fleischmann, P. (France)

Relationship between Fracture Mechanisms and AE
Charac-teristics of Model GFRP, Sun, F., Suzuki, M.,
Nakanishi, H., Iwamoto, M., Jinen, Eo (Japan)

Environmental Stress Crack Propagation on PMMA,
Natsui, T., Sakanashi, T., Higo, Y., Nunomura, S. (Japan)

Characteristics of Acoustic Emission on the Sintered
Zirco-nia, Fukuzawa, Y., Imoto, S., Tanaka, K. (Japan)

21. Poster Session 3, Chairman: Kimpara, I.
Ceramics

Evaluation of Coating Films by Acoustic Emission
Signal, Ikeda, K., Kishi, T., Nishino, T., Mori, Y., Ueda,
M., Kon-do, T., Yamaguchi, Y. (Japan)
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Alan S. Tetelman Fellowship

Alan S. Tetelman Fellowship for 1988-89 was awarded
to Mr. Qixin Huang of Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles. This
Fellowship, which carries the stipend of $5000, was
established in 1980 at UCLA in memory of the late Professor
Alan S. Tetelman by Acoustic Emission Technology Corp.,
now renamed to Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection
Technologies Corp. Mr. Huang is presently engaged in AE
study of fatigue of composite materials under Professor Kanji
Ono.

Announcements

12th World Conference on Non-Destructive Test
Ing (WCNDT), 23-28 April 1989, Amsterdam,
the Netherlands

This Conference is organized by the International Com
mittee on Non-Destructive Testing and the Dutch NDT
Society. It includes three sessions on AE (on steel, on com
posites and on in-service inspection). Information can be
obtained from RAJ Organisatie Bureau, Amsterdam bv.,
Europaplein 12, 1078 GZ Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

International Conference on Interfaclal Pheno
mena In Composite Materials (lPCM 89), 5-7

September 1989, University or Sberrteld.

Details available from J. Herriot. Butterworth Scientific
Ltd. PO Box 63, Guildford. Surrey GU2 5BH UK. Also see
the journal Composites.

NDE Symposium at the 1989 Pressure Vessel and
Piping Conrerence, 23-27 June 1989, Honolulu.

For details, write to R. Streit, Lawrence Livermore Natl
Lab, PO Box 808, L-I2S, Livermore, CA 94550 or H.LM.
dos Reis, 117 Transp. Bid, 104 S. Mathews, Urbana, IL
61801.

Hartford Steam Boller Inspection Technologies
Corp., formerly Acoustic Emission Technology Corp.,
announced the introduction of AET 301 Acousto-Ultrasonic
Bond Tester for inspection of composites and adhesive
joints. It can be used for portable field applications, but is
also designed to be integrated into automated/computerized
inspection systems.

AET 5500 is their new computer based AE system, based
on 5000A and B systems and uses 80286 or 80386 mM
PC/AT compatibles with MS-DOS. It has improved data
throughput and extensive postprocessing capabilities,
especially in combination with transient recorder boards and
ICEPAK signal analysis software.(T. DeLacy, marketing mgr,
916-927-3861).

ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS
ANALYZER

The Soltee SDA-2000 is the perfect instrument for
analyzing acoustic emissions data. The SDA's 10MHz,
12-bit digitizer provides fast and accurate capture of
acoustical data. Its 2 Megasample RAM buffer allows the
user to record long emission bursts of both high and low
frequency signal components.

Recorded wavefonns can be displayed (in color) and ex
panded for easy analysis. The SDA comes with its own
menu-driven software which allows on-screen measure
ment of wavefonn area, energy, and RMS value, as well
as user-defined calculations including integration, differen
tiation, and basic mathematical operations (+1-1.1 +).

If additional analysis is required, data mes can be
analyzed using third-party software such as wrus 1-2-3,
ASYST, ILS, DADiSP, and ICEPACK. Just connect the
SDA-2000 to your mM-PC and you're ready to start col
lecting data.

The SDA·2000 combines true turnkey operation with
powerful hardware and software to make this system the
perfect choice for today's acoustic emissions applications.

For additional information or a product demonstmtion,
please contact an application engineer at (800) 423-2344.

SDLTECe

(800) 423-2344; in California, (818) 365-0800
12977 Arroyo Street. San Fernando, CA 91340-1597
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1. General

The Journal will publish contributions from all parts of the
world and manuscripts for publication should be submitted to
the Editor. Send to:
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papers published in conference proceedings of limited
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organizational report. or if it is based on a paper published
in a conference proceedings volume of limited distribution.

An abstract not exceeding 200 words is needed for Research
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100 words for other articles.

The language of the Journal is English. All papers should be
written concisely and clearly.

2. Page Charges

No page charge is levied. One hundred copies of off-prints
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3. ManuscrIpt for Review
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The title should be brief. Except for short communications,
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itscomponent parts. Use the International System of Units
(SI).

References to published literature should be quoted in the text
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7"). For the reviewing processes, these need not be of high
quality. but submit glossy prints with the fmal manuscript.
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4. RevIew

All manuscripts will be judged by qualified reviewers. Each
paper is reviewed by one of Ihe editors and typically sent for
review by members of Ihe Editorial Board. The Board
member may seek anolher independent review. In case of
disputes, the author may request olher reviewers.

S. Electronic Media

In order to reduce any chance of typographical error, Ihe
authors are encouraged to submit a floppy disk copy of Ihe
text. We can read Macintosh, IBM PC and other formats.
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Acoustic Emission from Porous Films of Aluminum Oxide
during the Application of Electrical Voltage

J. Sampath Kumar and S.P. Mallikarjun Rao
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Abstract

Acoustic emission was observed from porous aluminum
oxide films during the application of electrical voltage. A
uniform anodic oxide film of 30 fm thickness was formed in
IS% sulfuric acid. I.S A/dm current density at 60 V
maximum and electrolyte temperature at S'C (±O.S"C) on a
commercially pure aluminum substrate. The de voltage was
applied at a steady stepping rate of 20 V/30 s across the film
with the aluminum substrate as the negative electrode and a
brass hemispherical contact as the positive counter electrode
in a rod-plane configuration. Both unsealed and sealed films
were studied. In both cases acoustic emission was observed
much before the electrical bre~down in the filin. The current
in the film. the breakdown voltage. the AE (ringdown)
counts and AE event counts were found to be higher in sealed
films when compared with those in unsealed films. Optical
investigations revealed metal deposition on the film long
before the actual breakdown. The observed emission is
speculated to be due to partial electrical discharges oecurring
in the pores of the film.

1. Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE) from materials arises due to the
dynamic processes taking place in them. Acoustic emission
from materials under varied types of stresses like a)
Mechanical (Ying. 1973; Wadley and Scruby. 1979; Bibik et
al.. 1982; Kumosa et a1.. 1987); b) Thermal (Steinburg and
Lord. 1980; Christl et a1.. 1987); c) Magnetic (Lord. 1975;
Ono and Shibata, 1980) and d) Electrical (Garnier et aJ..
1979; Kagawa et al.• 1979; Hart et al .• 1981; Steiner et a1..
1984) was observed. with the rust two types of stresses
being extensively studied. The few electrical stress studies
have so far been only in bulk insulators. The present study
was undertaken to monitor initially the AE from thick films
of aluminum oxide and understand the sources of emission so
observed when the film is subjected to increasing electrical
stress up to the point of breakdown.

2. Experimental

Commercially pure aluminum (99.S% pure. analyzed Cor
its purity at Nuclear Fuel Complex. Hyderabad) sheet of 1
mm thickness was cut into strips of 25 X SO mm. These were
thoroughly degreased. chemically cleaned and brightened

Received 22 June 1988. The authors are affiliated with
Physics Department. Nizam College. Basheer Bagh.
Hyderabad 500 001, INDIA

Journal of Acoustic Emission
Volume 7, Number 2

using standard procedures (Metal Finishing Guide Book,
1981). This substrate was then anodized in IS% by weight
sulfuric acid electrolyte under the formation conditions of a
constant temperature of S"C (±O.S·C) and a constant current
density of I.S A/dm2 at 60 V maximum supplied from a
fabricated constant current source. Thick grayish aluminum
oxide films of uniform thickness were obtained. Films tested
were of 30 f.1m thickness as measured by a Permascope
(Model EC8, Fischer Instrumentation (GB), Ltd.• England)
based on eddy current principle. The coated films were
annealed at a temperature of 6S"C for three hours and then
oven cooled to remove any residual stresses during film
formation. The coated specimens were stored in a dust free
chamber till they were taken to the experimental jig. Also
prior to annealing, some films were sealed over steam for
five minutes (Tajima, 1970).

The aluminum substrate acting as the negative plane
electrode and a brass hemispherical contact of 1/8" (3.2 mm)
diameter - as per ASTM specification B110-45 - acting as the
positive counter electrode (this was kept pressed on the top
surface of the film), the dc voltage was applied across the
film at a uniform stepping rate of 20 V/30 s. Transformer oil
was used in the gap surrounding the hemispherical point of
contact to avoid any sparking in the air. An unbacked PZT
transducer of 1 MHz resonant frequency was coupled (using
silicone 211 compound) to the aluminum substrate to pick up
the acoustic emission from the film. A special jig was used
to hold the specimen, the positive counter electrode, the
necessary high voltage cable and the acoustic emission
cable. Both ringdown (R) and event counts (E) in the
totalized mode were measured using the experimental setup
shown in Fig. 1. Details of this AE apparatus are given
elsewhere (Madhusudan Rao, 1982). This setup has a total
gain of about 100 dB and a pcak-to-peak output noise of
about 100 mY. This apparatus has a variable threshold level
adjustment to eliminate the background noise and in the
present study was set at 1 V. Analog outputs of the above
two AE parameters are recorded on two channels of a four-pen
recorder (Omniscribe. Digilog Pvt. Ltd., India). The voltage
applied and the current through the film were recorded on the
other two channels. A diode shunt is provided across the
microarnmeter to avoid the recorder pen going out of scale at
breakdown. Some preliminary studies were conducted in order
to observe the effect of the series resistance Rs and the
pressure with which the brass electrode was kept pressed, on
the breakdown voltage of the film. The breakdown voltage
was found to be independent of the above two parameters for
the change in Rs by as much as half the value shown in Fig.
1 and for the change in loading on the hemispherical contact

0730·0050/88/07135·138
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the experimental setup.

1. Variable High Voltage Supply (0-2000 Volts).
2. Series Resistance R. (2.2 Mil).
3. Brass Electrode (Hemispherical Contact 1/8" Oia.).
4. PZT Transducer (1 MHz).
5. Aluminum Substrate.
6. ~03 Film.
7. Diode ShunL
8. Micro-ammeter.
9. Resistance Ri (220 kil).

from 2 kg to about 5 kg. On a given film. a number of spots
were tested by shifting the position of the positive counter
electrode. The edges of the coated film were however avoided
as the coating there will be nonunifonn. The breakdown
voltage obtained for different spots on unsealed films was
1200 ± 50 V and that for sealed films was 1500 ± 50 V. At
different stages of the applied voltage the 'Test Spots' were
observed under a metallurgical microscope with a magnifi
cation of 300.

3. Results

Typical results obtained for sealed and unsealed films are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. We found that in
both of the films the AE starts much before the actual
breakdown of the film. Also we noticed that the current in
the film, the breakdown voltage and the AE are higher in the
sealed films when compared with the corresponding values in
the unsealed film. Microscopic morphological studies made
on the film at different values of the applied voltage revealed
that metal deposition around the spot under study occurred at

136

10. Resistance R2 (470 kil).
11. Resistance R1 (50 Mil).
12. Preamplifier.
13. Amplifier cum Bandpass Filter.
14. Threshold cum Digitizing Unit.
15. Events Counter.
16. D/A Convener.
17. D/A Converter.
18. 4-Channel Strip Chart Recorder.

about the same voltage at which noticeable AE was observed.
For those spots which were taken to breakdown. a central
black hole in addition to the splattered metal deposition
mentioned above was observed.

4. Discussion

It is a known fact that the thick aluminum oxide fllms
used in the present study are porous in nature (Oiggle et al"
1969; Alwin et aI., 1982; Pavlovic and Ignatiev, 1986).
Also incorporation of anions (of electrolyte) into the oxide
structure is closely associated with the degree of pore
ronnation (Oiggle et al., 1969). Hence one can consider the
fonowing plausible reasons to be responsible for the
observed AE.

1. Partial electrical discharges occurring in the pores of
the film,
2. Crack or microvoid initiation and propagation in the
bulk of the oxide under the applied electrical stress,
3. Localized high currents at the impurity sites in the
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bulk of the oxide and
4. Breakdown mechanism in the film.

From the facts that the AE signal was observed much
prior to breakdown and that lhe optical observation of metal
deposition much before the actual breakdown lead us to
speculate the reasons I and 3 mentioned above to be the
sources for the observed AE. Any emission due to the actual
breakdown mechanism laking place in the film might have
been completely obscured by the large emission due to the
causative factors mentioned above. Also, such emissions
which may exist due to the breakdown mechanism are likely
to occur only just prior to the actual electrical breakdown in

the film. Further studies are in progress to establish the
above speculations. In Figs. 2 and 3 the voltage scale is
shown from 500 V onwards. As no emission was observed
till about 600 V when the experiment was performed from 0
V onwards, it was decided to reduce lite experimental time by
applying an initial step of 500 V and then increase it at the
rate of 20 V/30 s. Because of this there is a sudden surge of
capacitative current which decays exponentially.

It may not be out of place to mention that the above
study points to the fact that AE technique can very profitably
be used as a pin hole detector (PHD) in detecting pin holes
in insulating thin films.
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Conferences and Symposia

The Third Domestic Conference on Subsurface
Acoustic Emission, May 1'.20, 1988, Aoba
Memorial Hall, Tohoku University, Sendai,
Japan

This conference was the third in series and was
sponsored by the Japan Soc. for Non-Destructive Inspection
and Mining and Metallurgical Institute of Japan. A 132 page
Proceedings volume was published containing 20 papers in
Japanese. The session and paper titles are listed below.

AE Source Mechanism

1. "Correlation between the Mode of Crack Growth and the
Energy of Elastic Wave due to the Growth of a Subsurface
Crack", K. Hayashi and S. MOlegi, Institute of High Speed
Mechanics, Tohoku University, H. Abe, Faculty of
Engineering, Tohoku University
2. "Mechanism of Hydraulic Fracturing IDferred from Acoustic
Emission", S. Sasaki and T. Ishida, Central research Institute
of Electric Power Industly, I. Matsunaga and H. Kobayashi
National Research Institute for Pollution and Resources
3. "Grid Analysis of AE Source Mechanism during Hydraulic
Fracturing Tests in 10 m Sc:ale Granite Specimen", H.
NUtsuma, K. Yoshimizu and N. Chubachi, Faculty of
Engineering, Tohoku University
4. "Source Inversion Analysis of Acoustic Emission due to
Hydrofracturins", M. Ohtsu
Kumamoto University, T. Ishida and S. Sasaki, Central
Research Institute of Electric Power Industly
S. "Source Mechanisms of Acoustic Emissions around
Underground Excavation", K. Sato, K. llakura and S.
Takatsuka, Muroran Institute of Technology

Instrumentation and Signal ProcesslDg

6. "Tri-axial Hodogram Analysis of AE Doublets and Precise
Location of Subsurface Crack", H. Niitsuma, K. Kimura and
N. Chubachi, Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University
7. "An Automatic Algorithm and its Confidence Evaluating
Parameter for Tri-axial Hodogram AE Source Location"
K. Nagano, H. Niitsuma and N. Chubachi, Faculty of
Engineering, Tohoku University
8. "Analysis of AtleDuating AE Pulse Train and Drilling
Process Monitoring", H. Asanuma, H. NUtsuma and N.
Chubachi, Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University
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Laboratory Test

9. "Fracture Process Zone and AE in a Granite", A. Hirano, T.
Hashida and H. Takahashi, Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku
University
10. "Failure Process of Rock under Compression and its
Relation with AE Activity", S. Yamashita, K. OtsUka, J.
Yamatomi and H. Suzuki, Mining College, Akita University
11. "Estimation of Geo-stress using AE and Deformation
Rate of Rock Samples", T. Kanagawa, Central Research
Institute of Electric Power Induslry, K. Yamamoto, Faculty of
Sc:ience, Tohoku University, T. Tanaka and T. Yokoyama,
Oyo Corporation
12. "An Experimental Study on the Estimation of Previous
Stress of Loaded Concrete Beam using the Kaiser Effect"
H. Watanabe and H. Tano, College of Engineering, Nihon
University, M. Satake, Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku
University
13. "Acoustic Emission of Sandy Soil Subjected Various
Slress Histories", Y. Tanaka, Department of Civil
Engineering, Kobe University
14. "Evaluation of Slaking for Mudstones by AE"
T. Ueda, H. Nakasaki and T. Yamamoto, Takenaka Corp.

Field Measurement

IS. 'The Applicability of AE Method to Monitoring of
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ABSTRACTS

CUSTOMERIZED AND DEDICATED ACOUsnC EMISSION
SYSTEMS

M. Arrington. Speedtronics Umited

Conventional Acoustic Emission (AE) Systems tend to
be multipurpose, being configured for a specific task either
via the instrumentation settings for hardware systems or
under software control for computer based systems. This
results in a flexible installation, but one that may need an
AE engineer to make the appropriate technical decisions
involved in establishing a test setup. The increasing range
of industrial applications for AE, both in Nondestructive
Testing and Condition Monitoring, is starting to result in
the commercial availability of systems dedicated for specific
tasks. The objective of such customerization is to reduce the
cost of inspection. This can be achieved both by reducing
the cost of the instrumentation. by removing unwanted
facilities. or by making the equipment simpler to operate so
that technical rather than professional staff can operate iL

The first step toward dedicated instruments is the
customerization of the general purpose equipment. The route
to such customerization depends upon the instrumentation in
question. For example. with modular hardWare. it is possible
just to select the appropriate AE control and input/output
facilities for the task in hand. Whilst with the computer
based systems there is an increasing emphasis on achieving
customerization via software. Real-time programs that
interact directly with the data-acquisitlon hardware are
expensive to produce. However. once the data is stored on
disc. the programming task can be less demanding. Examples
of such customerized systems include hardware syste~ for
monitoring shaft straightening and creep tests. Whilst
proprietary software packages now exist for lank testing and
pattern recognition. The advantage of customerizing general
purpose equipment is that it may be subsequently recon
figured for a different task.

There is an increasing number of systems dedicated to
specific tasks. Illustrations of this include

Particle Impact Noise Detector for inspecting
electronic devices
Composite Tester for testing composite tanks and
vessels
Structural Integrity Monitor for continuous structural
monitoring
BoUle Tester for crack detection
Cure Monitor for composite cure monitoring
Bond Tester for particle board inspection
Such systems are generally easy to use. because of the

limited choices involved in setup. However. they are difficult
to adapt to new requirements. In addition. we are nOW seeing
a few AE based consumer products. such as window-break
detectors and grain-loss monitors for combine harvesters. As
more applications of AE are established. we can expect that
there will be a corresponding increase on the trend towards
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the development of customerized and dedicated instrumen
tation.

PROCESS ACOUsnC MONITORING
K.A. Stacey. Harwell Laboratory

There is a need for more precise control of a wide range
of manufacturing processes to improve product quality and
reduce unit costs. Many industrial operations emit sound at
audible and ultrasonic frequencies which can be used to
monitor the process and thereby improve quality and
efficiency. Acoustic Emission has proven itself a suitable
technique in applicatlons including Extrusion. Wire drawing,
Grinding, Wet and Dry mixing, Flow measurement and
Foreign body detection.

APPUCATIONS OF AE TECHNOLOGY IN THE AEROSPACE
AND PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

DJ. BuUle. Harwell Laboratory

Acoustic Emission (AE) was proposed as a nondes
tructive technique for monitoring the integrity of aircraft and
offshore structures some years ago. It has DOt been widely
and systematically applied because of the geometrical
complexity of aircraft components. and furthermore. in most
structures there is a multiplicity of secondary and spurious
emissiOn sources due to fretting and friction at joints. rivets
and existing defects.

Three studies were carried out to investigate the
source(s)of AE using state-of-the-art broadband sensors and
advanced instrumentation and analysis techniques. The first
of these was to determine the material processes responsible
for primary AE generated during the fatigue of a commercial
7000-series aluminum alloy. The objective of the second
study was to distinguish between different emission sources
(primary crack advance, secondary fretting, spurious) during
high cycle fatigue of standard riveted coupOns of aluminum
alloy. The objective of the third study was to investigate the
source of AE during the fatigue of 4360-50D (offshore steel)
plates in a sea water environmenL

From the first study it was concluded that each primary
emission event was associated with the suddeD growth of a
microcrack from the fatigue crack tip to a fractured inclusion
just ahead of the crack fronL This conclusion was reached by
analyzing the three-dimensional locations of each AE event,
which enabled events to be located to within ± 90 J1D1 from
the plane of the crack front (errors -100 ~m). This is an
important result since it refutes the previous model in which
the emission was generated by the fracture of inclusions as
the whole plastic zone (800 ~m diameter in fmal test) moved
through the alloy.

In the second study primary (crack growth). secondary
(fretting from rivet) and spurious (from test rig) AE signals
were detected and analyzed. It was found that the three types
of event could be readily distinguished by the followiog
characteristics: (a) time dependence/frequency content. (b)
relationship to applied cyclic load. (c) principal wave arrival
amplitUde, (d) reproducibility, (e) location and (f) radiation
pattern. These results could be important for the practical
application of AE to component monitoriog, since they offer
a number of specific criteria for distinguishing crack growth
from other signals. However it should be noted that at least



two or three criteria must be met to identify the nature of the
AE and all except (b) and (e) require sensors of bigh
bandwidth and fidelity. Therefore we conclude that reliable
discrimination is only possible if special transducers are
used.

In the third study no primary emission was detected.
However secondary emission was observed after fatigue
cracks had grown to several millimeters in depth. These were
characterized by the load at which emission occurred, the
reproducibility of the AE waveform from cycle to cycle and
the source location on the fatigue crack plane which was
often well behind the crack front. These were believed to
occur from crack face debonding arising from fracture of
calcereous deposits present. For example, there was no
emission from dry crack growth but strong emission from
cracks grown in sea water and copious emission from
cathodically protected plates (having much calcereous
deposit). This was confumed by chemical analysis. Whilst
no primary emission was detected during fatigue crack growth
in parent plate, this may not be the ease in welds, regions of
poor toughness or where the stress fields are more complex
than from the mode-J loading used here.

This work was funded by the Ministry of Defense
(Procurement Executive), the Harwell Offshore Inspection
Service Club mr.mbers and the Underlying Program of the
UKAEA.

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF AE FOR CORROSION
MONITORING

R. Hill, Dept. of Physical Sciences, Trent Polytechnic
A. Cowking, School of Physics, RGIT, Aberdeen

The applications of acoustic emission have been wide
ranging, covering aspects of materials evaluation, quality
assurance and NOT.

In this case a study of stress corrosien failure in glass
fiber reinforced plastics is being undertaken in collaboration
with the National Engineering Laboratory. The monitoring
of stress corrosion failure is a much slower process than
many encountered when using AE; this has lead to some
unique problems which will be discussed.

AE has been monitored during stress corrosion cracking
(SCC) of chopped strand mat GFRP in acidic environments
and crack growth monitored. The crack had been shown to
grow according to a power law of stress. These results are
compared with those due to others studying faUure in GFRP.

A limited range of measurements have considered other
corrosive liquids and the material behavior and AE response
have been shown to differ from those in an acid
environment.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION MEASUREMENTS FROM A J/S-TH
SCAlE PWR VESSEL

MJ. Beesley, Northem Research Laboratories (Risley),
UKAEA

Acoustic emission measurements were made during the
farst hydro-test, and during fatigue cycling of a IIS-th scale
PWR pressure vessel. During fabrication of this vessel,
flfteen iDtentional weldiDg defects were iDserted and a further
niDe natural defects were later found by radiographic and
ultrasonic inspection. Of these defects, ten were chosen as
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being most likely to grow under stress because of their size
and position, and these were closely monitored for AE during
the hydro-test. DuriDg fatigue pressure cycling, the most
highly stressed defect, a crack in the longitudinal weld, was
found to be giving consistent AE and ultrasonic inspection
indicated that crack growth was taking place. This defect was
closely monitored by an array of six or eight sensors during
two periods of cycling.

AE was detected using non-resonant broadband point
contact transducers, and input to an automatic transient
recording system. The recorded AE waveforms were of very
good quality and enabled accurate 3D source location and
some source characterization to be performed. Results of
these measurements will be presented.

Seminar on ACOUSTIC EMISSION, at Indira
Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, KBlpBkkBm,
India, December 6, 1986.

ABSTRACTS

APPUCATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION TECHNIQUE IN
nmsnJDY OP IDGH-TEMPERA11JRE.OXIDATION,

A.S. Khaona. B.B. lba and Baldev Raj, Indira Gandhi
Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam

The fact that acoustic emission (AE) technique is capable
of detecting the initiation of microcracks in the surface oxide
films, wu utilized in studying the initiation of brealcaway
oxidation and in-situ spalling of the oxide scales formed on
metals and alloys at high temperatures. The technique has
been successfully applied to detect the brealcaway oxidation
in 2-1I4Cr-lMo and 9Cr-lMo steels, in-situ scale spalling
and internal scale cracltiDg on these materials and anomalous
behavior of the copper oxide seale formed at SOO·C.

Time domain, frequency domain and amplitUde
distribution modes were used to study the above-mentioned
phenomena. Using time domain mode, it was possible to
detect the initiation of cracking in the scale as wen as the
intensity of various signals arising from different
phenomena; viz., pre-breakaway, post-breakaway and
spalling. In frequency domain, it was possible to find out
exacUy In terms of their frequencies to differentiate various
phenomena mentioned above. Amplitude distribution is a
powerful technique which reflects on the energetics of these
phenomena.

AE results have been corroborated with the
corresponding thermogravimetric results. A good correlation
has been found between the results obtained using these
techniques. In the case of studying the in-situ spalling and
the effect of thermal cycling on the scale integrity, the AE
technique is complimentaryto that of thermogravimetric
technique.

The potential of this technique is being explored for on
line monitoring applications, for detecting the phenomena
like scale degradation due to spalling, exfoliation in steam
generator tubes and several other high temperature
applications.



ACOUSTIC EMISSION FOR PROOF TESTING OF
PRESSURIZED COMPONENTS,

K. Badarinarayana, C.R.L. Murthy and M.R. Bhat, Indian
Institute of Science, Bangalore

Acoustic emission offers the best advantage of locatiog
active flaws in large structures. Several methods are
available for carryiDg out planar location. Experiments were
carried out in the laboratory utilizing the zonal calibration
system provided by AET-SOOO system. In these experi
ments, the total surface was divided into regions and zones
and look-Up tables were generated. Calibration was carried
out using three sources, pencil lead breakage, spark gun and
pulser. With Ibis experience u bue, &elts were carried out
successfully on a pressure vessel and an air bottle.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION TECHNIQUE FOR LEAK DETEcrION
IN AN END SHIELD OF A PRESSURIZED HEAVY WATER
REACI'OR,

P. Kalyanasuodaram, T. Jayakumar, Baldev Raj. Indira
Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, C.R.L.
Murthy, Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore, A. Krishnan,
Nuclear Power Board, Bombay.

This paper discusses the successful use of acoustic
emission technique (AET) to locate leaks in one of the end
shields of a pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR) at
Rajasthan Atomic Power Station, UDit ODe (RAPS-I).

In the earlier investigations using the AET on the south
end shield of RAPS-I, time domain analysis of the acoustic
emission (AE) signal was used. The end shield was
pressurized with air to 18 psi and the AE signal due to air
leak was strong enough for time domain analysis. However
in the present investigation, time domain analysis could not
be applied because the maximum pressure that could be
applied to the end shield wu restricted to below S psi due to
structural considerations. Signal from leak sources was
expected to be very weak for tlme-domain analysis; hence,
frequency domain analysis wu plBDDed.

It was observed that the end shields could be pressurized
with air maintaining a desired level of water. If there were
any leakage path above (or below) the water level, air (or
water) would leak ouL The AE signals due to air and water
leaks are expected to have different frequency components.
However, it was necessary to fmd out whether the air and
water leak AE signals could be discriminated in frequency
domain. To find out these characteristic frequency compo
nents. a study was carried out on a mock-up end shield
system with saw-cut cracks of different morphologies.

It was found that waler leakage could Dot be detected by
the AE sensor even when it was pressured to IS psi. AE
response in the pressure range of 3 to 5 psi was studied to
detect air leaks unambiguously. The spectral components of
the signals were different ranging from 140 kHz to 250 kHz
for different morphologies. It was also confirmed that
acustic continuity was there from caleodria side tube sheet
(CSTS) to fuelling machine side tube sheet (FSTS), but no
continuity from CSTS to end fitting.

The basic signature analysis of background noise due to
fluid turbulance, flow induced vibrations, ele. was carried out
during the hot conditioning of another PHWR uniL It wu
found that the noise background ranged from 125 to 500
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kHz. The setup included a magnetic holder with a spring
loaded AE sensor, a transient data recorder. a magnetic
instrumentation recorder. a signal analyzer. ele.

The water level in the end shield was maintained at a
level below which no leakage of water was detected and the
end shield was pressurized with air. Signals were recorded by
keeping the sensor at various places on the FSTS. Analysis
could not be carried out unambiguously using time domain
analysis and only the frequency domain analysis could detect
the leak signal. At one location, the signal received was
very strong having a dominant frequency of 250 kHz. The
streogth of the signal was reduced when the sensor was kept
at other locations. This confirmed the presence of a leak
path and its location on the CSTS, whicb had already been
detected by helium leak detection and liqUid penetrant
inspection techniques.

Anothcr strong signal having a frequency range of 175
to 200 kHz observed at a different location indicated the
presence of a leak path in that region. When the water level
was raised above these locations, the signals disappeared.
The water level was slowly lowered in the presence of air
under pressure; when the level reached these regions. AE
signals reappeared due to air leak. This confumed the
location of the leaks.

AET for detection and location of leaks in a PHWR end
shield by frequency domain analysis has been developed and
demonstrated.

DETECTION OF STEAM LEAK INTO SODIUM IN FBTR
STEAM GENERATOR MODULES BY ACOUSTIC TECH
NIQUES,

R. Prabhakar. IGCAR. KaIpakkam

Fission heat generated in the core of a fast reactor
cooled by liquid sodium is finally transferred from a
secondary sodium circuit to water/steam circuit in a steam
geoerator uniL Occurrence of water/steam leak into sodium
in steam gencrators is considered to be a likely incident and
due to the violent chemical affinity between water and
sodium, steam generator units must be protected against the
consequences of a leak through detection systems and
pressure relief devices. To detect leaks. all the fast reactors
presently rely on instruments which detect the presence of
reaction product; namely, hydrogen io the secondary system.

Acoustic energy is released during steam leak into
sodium. Surveillance of steam generators with acoustic
detectors is an additional promising method of leak
detection. This has the advantages of a fast response,
capability to detect leaks in stagnant regions and the
capability to identify leak location.

Sleam generator modules of our Fast Breeder Test Reactor
which will be commissioned shortly, are prOVided with a
conventional hydrogen detection system. Work is also under
progress to develop an acoustic leak detection system and thc
required experimental facilities are being set up. The
experimental program consists of measuring background
acoustic noise from FBTR steam generator modules during
their commissioning and measuring leak noise characteristics
during injection of high pressure argon into water in a
simulation setup. By analyzing these data, acoustic leak
detection criterion will be established. Piezoelectric
acceleromelcn and AE sensors mounted on waveguides will



be used in these measurements. This paper briefly reviews
the subject and then discusses our experimental program.

MACHINE TOOL WEAR EVALUATION BY ACOUSTIC
EMISSION,

S.R. Ravishankar and C.R.L. Murthy
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

Increased productivity, production economy and
decreased manufacturing costs are the main targets of the
present day metal processing industry. Constant efforts are
being made to develop new tools and gain control over the
tribological characteristics of tools so that processed
components meet the specifications. This necessitates moni
toring tool wear. several direct and indirect methods have
been suggested for monitoring machine tool wear, but each
one of these seems to have its own deficiencies to be put
into actual practice. The emerging technique of acoustic
emission (AE) appears to hold good promise for monitoring
machine tool wear, which currently is in the exploratory
stage. This technique as a nondestructive tool has certain
significant advantages and possibilities over others.

A cutting process consists of continuous plastic
deformation, fracture and friction occurring at the specimen
tool interface. These invariably give rise to AE. Acoustic
emission sigoals thus geoerated can be sensed by suitable
Iransducers located at convenient positions with associated
inslrUmentation for processing and analysis. As a ftrSt step,
experiments were carried out to study machine tool wear
during a turning operation performed on a lathe. In these
experiments, the transducer (PZT crystal) was located on the
tool-post of the lathe. A digital multimeter was utilized to
measure the nos value of the AE generated. Parameters such
as cutting speed, depth of cut, tool geometry, rate of cutting
fluid flow, which affect the tool-life, were kept constant.
The materials used were mild steel, brass, aluminum, and
stainless steel which are commercially available. The cutting
tool material used was high speed steel.

Results of the preliminary experiments indicate the
following:

1. Acoustic emission activity from different materials
appears to fall in a smaIl range.

2. Mild steel specimen shows repeatability in AE
activity and a trend of saturation with respect to an

increase in cutting speed.
3. Aluminum shows a tendency of saturation when

cutting fluid is used.
4. Brass and stainless steel show different trends of

activity.
Further investigations are in progress to establish

repeatability of results and to obtain quantitative relationship
between tool wear and AE data.

DETERMINATION OF CUTTING PARAMETERS USING
ACOUSTIC TECHNIQUES,

N.S. Venkataraman, C.R.L. Murthy·, G.S.
Kandasami, P. Baskaran, G. Asolean, and S.R.
Rasvilcshanlcar·, Madras Institute of Technology, Madras,
·Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

The surface finish of any machined component depends
on cutting parameters, such as, depth of cut, cutting speed,
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feed, tool and work material. These parameters are mentioned
in the machine tool handbook, which differs very much with
different machines. An effort is made using AE to establish
the safe cutting parameters on materials like mild steel,
brass, aluminum and stainless steel.

The experimental work has been done on a Kirloskar
Lathe at various cUUing speeds. The piezoelectric transducer
has been mounted on a tool holder, connected to the AET
201 AE monitor through a preamplifier. The output of the
monitor has been connected to the digital voltmeter to
determine rms voltage, VlIIII'

It is found that an increase in speed produces an increase
in VrmI' both with and without coolant. The corr~ponding

tabular columns and the characteristic graphs show the
results.

It is proposed to develop an analytical model which will
deal with machining process as a function of friction and
plastic deformation. It is also proposed to conduct further
experiments in this line to establish other parameters and to
draw a nomogram.

AE technique has a tremendous application in machine
tool field to establish the cuUing parameters. to srody the
machine tool vibration and also to establish the wear in
cutting tool.

FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH STUDIES IN EN-24 USING
ACOUSTIC EMISSION,

S.A. Carvalho, M.R. Bhat and C.R.L. Murthy, Indian
Instirote of Science, Bangalore

Application of AE technique for in-flight monitoring is
a topic of great importance, and has interested some research
groups in the AE community. In developing methods for in
flight monitoring, it appears that most of the efforts are
concentrated towards sorting out noise problems encountered
during flight In fact. the ftrSt fundamental requirement is to
generated at least in the laboratory, quantitative correlation
between crack growth and AE data in materials used for
critical aircraft components.

In our earlier work, fatigue tests were carried out on
simulated aero engine mounts (typical pin joints) wherein we
found that the transducer picked up AE signals not only
generated by crack growth, but also noise due to fretting and
crack face rubbing. In the investigations reported in this
paper, an attempt is made to study AE signal characteristics
due to crack nucleation aDd growth in EN-24 steel, the
material used for the mounts.

Three-point bend specimens were choseo for these
experiments to avoid fretting. Higher stress ratio was
chosen so as to minimize crack face rubbing due to crack-tip
plasticity effects. Further, a composite grip comprising of
an acoustic isolator was used to suppress the noise generated
by the servo-hydraulic testing machine.

The three-point bend specimens were subjected to
constant amplitude fatigue loading until failure using a
closed-loop servo-controlled hydraulic machine (MTS). The
specimens were provided with a V noteh for crack initiation
and orientation. Grids were marked on the surface of the
specimens for measuring crack length. Microscopic setup
was used for accurate measurement of crack growth. For
every increment of crack length, the total number of load
cycles was noted from the MTS machine. A microprocessor



based AET-SOOO system with 375 kHz sensor was used for
continuous acquisition and storage of AE data. For off-line
analysis, the data was stored in different meso

In off-line anlaysis, the data for each specimen was
divided into three parts belonging to three stages, viz., (a)
before crack appeared on the surface.
(b) crack growth stage, and (c) final failure. Distribution
plots of different AE parameters were obtained for eaeh stage.
A careful study of different distribution plots yielded the
following interesting results:

1. Distribution plot of events by event duration for
crack growth stage has a peak between 10 and IS )lS, which
does not exist in the other two stages.

2. Plots of total events vs. time and crack length vs.
number of load cycles show that the total number of events
holds a linear relationship with crack length.

3. A peak between 60-65 dB observed in the amplitude
distribution plot is in the second stage, whereas in the final
stage the range extends beyond 65 dB.

INNOVATIONS WITH ACOUSTIC EMISSION,
M.K. Mukherjee, Indian Space Research Organization,

Trivandrum

The further developments of acoustic emtSSlon (AE)
technique depend largely on the enhancement of the areas in
which AE can be meaningfully utilized. Accordingly, case
studies have been presented to reveal that AE parameters can
be involved right from the design stage, especially when
critical systems are concerned. Further examples are also
presented to bring out additional application of AE in
advanced NDE. The role of reliability of such AE utilization
is also presented aiming at appropriate innovations with AE.

DISCOVERY OF NEW SONON SOURC;E IN ACOUSTIC
EMISSION,

M.K. Mukherjee, Indian Space Research Organization,
Trivandrum

The sound based energy quanta (1;.), called sonons,
were discovered in materials/matter in general and fracture
related phenomena in particular. For example. during the
catastrophic failure of a component material, vo, the velocity
of the propagating crack could be related to Es as

Es '" h vo ' A.a
where h = Planck's constant, A.a '" wave length of the sonon-
related vibratiOn/stress induced oscillation. Interestingly, the
latter Es could be correlated to AE, both in burst as well as
continuous type manifestations. However, extreme care is
required in the final correlation among vo, Es and AE (burst
and continuous types). The implication of the sonon based
antiparticles called antisonons are also analytically revealed
in connection with fracture strengthening of materials in the
context of AE.

CRUCIAL REQUIREMENT FOR AE MONITORING SYSTEM
IN SPECIAL FAULT TREE BASED FAILURE ANALYSIS FOR
CRITlCALSPACE BORNE COMPONENT.,

S.K. Dutta and M.K. Mukherjee, Vilaam Sarabhai Space
Center, Trivandrum
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The success of any meaningful special fault tree based
failure analysis (SPEFrA) has been shown to depend upon an
efficient acoustic emission monitoring system. Such SPEFrA
applied in welded components of cast magnesium alloy for
space borne gas boUle system can be designed suitably using
the acoustic emission monitoring system.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION SIGNAL ANALYSIS IN MATERIALS
RESEARCH.

Baldev Raj and P. Kalyanasundaram, Indira Gandhi
Center for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam

The acoustic signal analysis is a powerfUl technique
providing new information regarding materials behavior
which is helpful to solve problems related to assessment of
the performance of structures. Some of the modem techniques
like cepstral analysis, maximum entropy and maximum
likelihood techniques envisaged to be used for AE signal
analysis are outlined.

Manifestation of AE source as a time-displacement curve
at the output of a detector obviously retains some of its
characteristics though it gets modified enormously by the
transfer characteristics of the medium of propagation and the
transducer. Proper signal analysis reduces the dimensionality.
of these signals and consequently helps pattern recognition
approach to understand and characterize various sources.
Utility of characterization of AE sources lies in the fact that
if each observed emission can be attributed to an individual
source type, then one can categorize the severity of the
defect emitting acoustic emission. This is very useful when
this technique is used for on-line monitoring of huge
material structures like boilers, nuclear reactor pressure
vessels, bridges, etc. Some of the recent techniques which
help to recognize different sources of emissions are cepstral
analysis, maximum entropy and maximum likelihood tech
niques. These are discussed in this paper.

Extended abstracts of the other seven presentations follow.

Further information on various activities of Acoustic Emis
sion Working Group (India) can be obtained by writing to

Dr. C.R.L. Murthy
Department of Aerospace Engineering
Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore 560 012 India

12th World Conference on NOD-Destructive
Testing (WeNDT), 23·28 April 1989, Amsterdam,
the Netherlands

This conference includes three sessions on AE (on steel,
on composites and on in-service inspection). Information
can be obtained from RAI Organisatie Bureau, Amsterdam
bv., Europaplein 12, 1078 GZ Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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Acoustic Emission during Tensile Deformation
and Fracture in Austenitic Stainless Steels

Baldev Raj aDd T. Jayakumar

Division for PIE and NDT Development,
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research,

Kalpakkam 603 102 INDIA

Abstract

In this paper, influence of microstructural changes on acoustic emission
(AE) signals generated during tensile deformation of AISI type 316 stainless
steel having different microstructures is discussed. The microstructural
variables considered include inter and intragranular precipitates (formed
during thermal aging in the temperature range, 773-1073K), case carburi
zation (introduced by aging in oil contaminated sodium) and inclusions (by
comparing nuclear and commercial grade steels) in an AISI type 316 stainless
steel. Time domain analysis of AE siqnals has been used and good correla
tions between the AE signals generated and dynamic changes taking place
during tensile deformation have been obtained. Grain boundary cracking due
to presence of intergranular carbide precipitates, decohesion and fracture
of inclusions during tensile deformation resulted in higher and stronger
acoustic emissions.

1. Introduction

Acoustic emission technique has inherent capabilities for on-line
monitoring of critical components for detection of crack initiation,
propagation and location in real time. Quantitative determination of the
severity of the flaw requires data on characteristics of the acoustic
emission (AE) generated during deformation and crack growth. It is realized
that successful exploitation of AE technique for monitoring structural
integrity demands extensive evaluation of AE siqnals generated and their
correlation with microstructures for dynamic changes of interest.

Acoustic emission is a phenomenon of transient elastic stress waves
generation due to rapid release of strain energy caused by a structural
alteration in a solid material. Wadleyet al. (1980), Baldev Raj et al.
(1982, 1984 a, band 1985 a, b) have reported that AE is strongly dependent
on microstructural conditions of the material like grain size, inclusions
content, size, shape and morphology of secondary phases, etc. To get a
better and quantitative understanding of AE from different sources, a
research programme has been initiated to find out the effect of various
microstructural parameters on AE behaviour in type 316 austenitic stainless
steels which are widely used as structural materials in nuclear, chemical
and petrochemical industries. In this paper, the effects of inter and intra
granular precipitates (formed during thermal aging; case carburization
(introduced by aging in oil contaminated sodium) and inclusions (by compar
ing nuclear and commercial grade steels) on AE generated during tensile
deformation and fracture are discussed. Time domain signals have been used
for interpretation and evaluation of AE correlations with dynamic changes.

2. Experimental

The chemical compositions of the stainless steels used in this study are
given in Table I. Table II gives the inclusions rating for the commercial
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Table I: Chemical composition of stainless steels used in this study.
Material Chemical composition ( Wt % )

Nuclear Grade
type 316
(VIRGO 14 SB)

Commercial Grade
type 316

Ni-12.43, Cr-16.46, Mo-2.28, C-0.054,
Mn-l.69, Si-0.64, 5-0.006, P-0.02,
B-0.0013, Ti-O.Ol, Nb-O.Ol, Cu-0.132

Ni-12.5, Cr-16.5. Mo-2.3, C-0.06

Table II Inclusion ratings in commercial grade type 316 stainless steel.

Type of Inclusions

AT AH BT BH CT CH DT DH

Rating
average of 1.33 1.0 2.2 0.0 4.5 0.0 2.06 1.12

60 field

grade type 316 Stainless steel material used in this study. It was found
that there are only a few inclusions in the nuclear grade steel and the size
of these inclusions is in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 ~. Two types of tensile
specimens were used in this study. For finding the influence of carbide
precipitates and case carburization on AE generated, tensile specimens,
having gauge dimensions 32 x 6.35 x 3 mm, (Type I) were used. The schematic
diagram showing the mounting arrangement for these tensile specimens and
sensor used for AE monitoring is given in Fig. 1. For finding the effect of
incIus ions on AE generated, tensile specimens, having gauge dimensions 50 x
20 x 3 mm, (Type II) were used. The sensor was directly mounted on this
specimen in the shoulder region. Table III gives various testing parameters
used in this study. Ambient temperature (296 K) tensile testing was carried
out using Instron 1195 tensile testing machine. AE monitoring was carried
out with 375 kHz resonant transducer and using AET 5000 system. Under
identical experimental conditions, it was found that the emission picked up
by 375 kHz sensor was more compared to 175 kHz sensor. Al~o, the 375 kHz
sensor would pick up less background noise compared to 175 kHz sensor.
Hence, 375 kHz sensor was selected in this study. Threshold and gain for
recording and analysing the AE data were so selected that no external
background noise would be included in the analysis. Also, the attention was
given to the fact that the signal loss due to threshold and gain setting
should be minimal.

Inter and intragranular precipitates were introduced into the tensile
specimens made from nuclear grade steel by thermally ageing the specimens in
vacuum better than 10-5 torr in the temperature range 773-1073 K for a
maximum duration of 2000 hours. Time-temperature conditions employed in this
investigation are indicated in the time-temperature-sensitization curve
(Fig. 2a) generated by Mannan et ale (1984) for this steel.

Carburization of the tensile specimens made from nuclear grade steel was
carried out in oil contaminated sodium at 873±5 K for a period of 1000 hrs
to represent the carburization phenomenon that takes place in this steel
when used as construction material for sodium loops of fast breeder
reactors, under off-normal conditions of oil leakage in sodium.
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Table III Various testing parameters used in this study.

Microstructural
variable

Resonant frequency Threshold
of AE sensor

(kHz) (V)

To1;al
gain
(dB)

Strain
rate

(/sec)
-it

X 10

Effect of inter
and intrsgranular 375 0.75 99 5.5
c-9rb1des

Effect of case
csrburisat10n 375 0.2 90 5.5

Effect of
inclusions 375 0.2 90 3.3

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Effect of Inter and
Intragranular Precipitates

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram
showing mounting arrangement
for tensile specimen and
sensors.

CABLES

SENSORS

FIXEO '0 INS 'ROil
GRIPS

:'L"'''""
l "".,..51...t GRIPS

Lai (1983) has reported
that long term exposure of
AISI type 316 steels, in the
time-temperature range
studied, can cause decompo
sition of austenite matrix
into various carbide and
intermetallic phases. Lai
and Wickens (1979) reported
that, whilst it is generally
accepted that the precipi
tate (M23C6, a, X and~) that
occur in AISI 316 steel have
a profound effect on the
mechanical properties, the
precise mechanism of their

effect is not understood. Though we have not carried out phase analysis for
type and quantity of phases, it can be inferred from the data published by
Lai (1983) that the predominant precipitates formed after the thermal ageing
treatments would be inter and intragranular M23C6 precipitates. Kegg (1971)
and Skyrme and Norbury (1980) have reported that, for the temperature range
studied, chromium (or substitutional elements) diffusion appears to be the
rate controlling step in M23C6 precipitation. Lai and Wickens (1979) have
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t Figure 2(b-d) give the
representative plots showing
the variations of the AE data
obtained during the tensile
testing of thermally aged
specimens. Table IV shows the
tensile properties and AE data
obtained from these specimens.
Figure 3 shows the variation
of the maximum values of the
various AE parameters with
thermal ageing. Figure 4 shows
the representative optical
photomicrographs showing the
microstructures obtained by
thermal ageing at various
combinations of time and
temperature. Figure 5 shows
the triple point and grain

boundary cracks in an area very near to the fracture surface of the specimen
thermally aged for 2000 hrs at 773 K. Figure 6 shows the SEM photomicro
graphs indicating representative fracture surfaces at various time-tempera
ture combinations of thermal ageing. There is a progressive change in frac
ture mode from fully ductile type by mlcrovoid formations and coalescence to
mixed mode type containing ductile microvoids (dimples) on grain facets and
intergranular cracking with the increase in duration of thermal ageing at
each of the three temperatures. As the ageing time increased, there was a
gradual change even within the mixed mode type, in the sense that the
dimples on grain facet were reduced and the intergranular cracking was
increased.
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From Fig. 2 (b-d) it can be seen that similar trends in the variation of
events/ringdown counts with duration of ageing are observed for deformation
up to 2.3% strain level. There is however a change in the points on the time
scale at which the particular variations have taken place. It is seen that
at a particular temperature, AE up to 2.3% strain level first decreases and
then increases. However, AE ringdown counts show another increase for 973 K,
108 hours specimen. AE during uniform plastic deformation shows the same
trend, but, at 973 K and 108 hrs, AE activity is higher as compared to 973 K
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Fig. 5 Optical photomicrograph
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Table IV Results of tensile tests and AE behaviour during tensile
deformation and fracture.

Tensile Properties Cumulative AE events/Ringdown counts
Treatment

:is UTS Total Uniform Upto 2.3\ Upto During Total
(MPa) (MPa) Elonga- Elonga- strain uniform necking till

tion tion Elonga- Elonga- fracture
(\) (\) tion tion

Solution 305 612 64.0 54.0 190/ 484/ 35/ 519/
annealed 5435 13915 13383 27298
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
773K/400 hra. 268 607 63.0 54.5 135 297 SO 349
773K/600 hra. 290 610 57.5 49.5 77 165 35 200
773K/1000 hrs. 282 596 59.0 49.5 125 207 20 227
773K/2000 hra. 305 660 51.5 46.0 280 510 40 550
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
973K/45 min. 219 590 56.0 47.0 1386 8443 46354 54807
973K/15 hrs. 267 601 60.0 50.0 14246 25126 267481 292607
973K/108 hrs. 294 617 50.0 43.0 22817 64253 190036 254289
973K/300 hrs. 270 635 57.0 46.0 7146 26645 258822 285467

1073K/45 min. 232
1073K/17.7 hrs.256
1073K/113.5 hrs258

602
603
596

58.0
59.0
62.0

51.0
50.0
52.0

12667
11948
16168

18545
32705
53220

185075
408910
121861

203620
441615
175081

t-tote : For specimens thermally aged at 773K, cummu1ative AE events are given.
For specimens thermally aged at 973 and 1073K, cummulative ringdown counts
are given.

and 300 hrs. During uniform elongation at 1073 K, initial decrease in AE
activity at lower times is not observed. AE during necking elongation is
also sensitive to the thermal ageing time at all the temperatures of
investigations.

The decrease in AE activity up to 2.3% strain during initial time periods
of thermal ageing can possibly be due to

(i) diffusion of chromium or substitutional elements to dislocations
thereby reducing their mobility and detectability,

(ii) reduced dislocation mean free path resulting from the finely
dispersed intragranular carbide precipitation thus reducing the statistical
probability of detection of weak AE phenomena as reported by Agarwal et al.
(1970) and

(iii) size and morphology of grain boundary M23C6 precipitation at lower
times of ageing treatments is such that it strengthens the boundary and
reduces the dislocation activity and detectability.
The arguments though attractive are not amenable to be isolated or confirmed
in our present analysis. Increased AE activity at all the temperatures at
higher thermal ageing times is attributed to increased grain boundary crack
ing due to unfavourable size and morphology of precipitates. The cracking
propensity was observed to increase (SEM studies) as the ageing time inc
reased. The decrease in AE activity at 973 K, 300 hrs is attributed to
desensitization (point 8, Fig. 2a) and decrease in grain boundary cracking.

The initial drop in AE activity between 2.3% strain and at the start of
necking at 773 K and 973 K can be attributed to same arguments (i), (ii) and
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(iii) as suggested for dynamic phenomena up to 2.3% strain. The initial
decrease is not observed for 1073 K. This may be due to the possibility that
the size and morphology of grain boundary precipitates at this temperature
are favourable for grain boundary cracking at lower thermal ageing times
too. This can also be confirmed from the observation that higher PA events
corresponding to grain boundary cracking have been generated after lower
thermal ageing times at 1073 K (Fig. 3). Increase in AE activity at 773 K
and 973 K (beyond certain thermal ageing times) and at 1073 K during uniform
elongation is attributed to enhanced grain boundary cracking. The second
reduction in AE activity during uniform elongation for specimens aged at 973
K for 300 hrs is attributed to the occurrence of less intergranular cracking
due to desensitization (point 8, Fig. 2a). The reduced intergranular crack
ing is also reflected in increase in uniform elongation value from 43 to 46%
and total elongation from 50 to 57% for thermally aged specimen at 973 K,
300 hrs as compared to thermally aged specimen at 973 K, 106 hrs. The ducti
lity effects are less pronounced for 1073 K, 113.5 hrs specimen as compared
to 1073 K, 17.7 hrs specimen. (Uniform elongation shows an increase from 50
to 52% and total elongation increases from 59 to 62% in the former
specimen.) This increase in ductility value does not decrease AE activity.

The reduction in ringdown counts during necking elongation and fracture
in specimen aged for 108 hrs at 973 K and for 113.5 hrs at 1073 K is due to
net available cross sectional area for fracture is reduced by progressive
intergranular cracking during uniform elongation. The increase in ringdown
counts for specimen aged for 300 hrs at 973 K is due to availability of
higher cross sectional area for fracture. This is due to reduced intergra
nular carbide precipitation and hence reduced grain boundary cracking
(confirmed by SEM) during uniform elongation. The reduction or increase in

AE events or ringdown counts generated during necking elongation corres
ponding to increase or reduction in propensity for intergranular cracking
during uniform elongation observed in specimens thermally aged at 973 K and
1073 K could not be seen in specimens thermally aged at 773 K.

The increase in the values of such parameters as ringdown counts per
event, event duration per event, and peak amplitude per event (Fig. 3) are
due to the contributions from more and more intergranular cracking. In
addition to the distribution of AE events in the peak amplitude range 9 to
15 dB as obtained in a solution annealed specimen, AE events have been found
to be distributed in the peak amplitude range 16 to 35 dB in the thermally
aged specimens whenever intergranular cracking occurred. Reduction in ring
down counts per event and event duration per event at 973 K beyond 108 hours
of ageing is attributed to reduction in cracking tendency. It agrees with
other observation; i.e. trends in AE activity for 2.3% strain and from 2.3%
strain to uniform plastic deformation for 973 K and 1073 K thermally aged
specimens.

3.2 Effect of Carburization

Figure 7 gives the plots of AE events vs time for both solution annealed
specimen and specimen carburized in oil contaminated sodium. There is 4 to 5
times increase in total AE events in the carburized specimen compared to
solution annealed specimen. In the solution annealed material, 40% of the
total events occurred during yielding and up to 2.3% plastic deformation.
The material is silent almost during entire plastic deformation stage. On
the other hand, in carburized specimens, AE was observed throughout the
tensile test. In addition to normal peaks at yielding and fracture, an
additional broad peak was seen extending over a strain range 5 to 15% with a
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Fig. 7 Effect of carburization on acoustic emission during tensile testing.

maximum at 9% strain. Also a large number of events in the carburized
specimen were of higher peak amplitudes.

Optical metallography (Fig. 8) showed extensive inter and intragranular
carbide precipitation in carburized specimen up to a case depth of 6% due to
carbon pickup from oil contaminated sodium and beyond this depth,
precipitation was observed to a less extent (due mainly to thermal ageing) .
Figure 9 shows mixed mode type fracture on the left hand side and
intergranular cracks in the carburized case on the lower right hand side.
Intergranular cracks in the carburized case gave AE with higher peak
amplitudes.

3.3 Effect of Inclusions

Figure 10 shows the variation of AE (ringdown) counts with strain in (a)
a nuclear grade and (b) a commercial grade steel having inclusions. The
ratio of ringdown counts up to 2% strain to the total ringdown counts
generated up to necking was drastically reduced in commercial grade material
(1.2%) compared to nuclear grade material (57%). This is attributed to the
presence of inclusions in the former causing a reduction in the dislocation
mean free path which in turn reduced the AE activity during yielding and up
to 2% deformation. In a typical commercial steel specimen, 96% of total
ringdown counts generated before fracture were generated during 2 to 25% of
the strain in comparison to 33% in the nuclear grade material. This is
attributed to the large number of ringdown counts generated during
decohesion and cracking of inclusions. The total ringdown counts generated
before fracture are aLmost doubled in commercial grade material compared to
nuclear grade material. Also it can be seen from Fig. 11 that the PA of the
some of the AE events generated in commercial grade material are higher.

The analysis of the inclusions in both the materials was carried out
using SEM and EDAX. It was found that there are only few inclusions in the
nuclear grade steel and the size of these inclusions is 0.5 to 1.0 ~. On
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Fig. 9 Fracture surface
taken by SEM for the spe
cimen carburized in oil
contaminated sodium at
873 K"for 1000 hrs.

Fig. 8 Optical microstructure of specimen
carburized in oil contaminated sodium at 873 K for 1000 hrs .
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the other hand, there are large number of
inc~usions in the commercial grade steel .
The inclusion rating after taking average
of GO fields is given in Table II. Figure
12 shows the typical inclusions
distribution in nuclear and commercial
grade steels.
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The area fraction of the inclusions in
commercial grade material was determined
using texture analysis system (TAS) and
found to be 0.082%. The ringdown counts at
fracture in commercial grade material are
reduced considerably compared to nuclear
grade material. As most of the seperations

of cross section of the fractured region in commercial grade steel occurred
during earlier stages of plastic deformation (by inclusion decohesion and
cracking), the net cross sectional area separated at fracture is reduced
resulting in lower amount of ringdown counts at fracture. Tensile testing
was stopped at various strain levels in different specimens and a
representative cross section in gauge portion of each specimen was observed
under SEM and found that the inclusions depending upon the size and shape
fractured at various strain levels but before 25% strain in five specimens
tested. It must be mentioned that in different specimens tested, AE activity
vs strain plots were different but in all the specimens, AE activity due to
inclusions decohesion and fracture was before 25% strain level.

3.4 Cluster Analysis of AE Data

Table V gives the details of the cluster analysis results of the AE data
obtained during tensile testing of various specimens. The four parameter
cluster analysis was carried out using the software developed by Mazeed
(1986). The details of the K-means a1gorithm used and the procedure adopted
for seed point selection based on threshold distance criterion used in this
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Table V Cluster analysis of AE data obtained during tensile testing.

51. Specimen Cluster
No. details parameter

Cluster
number

Regions in the tensile test where
the events corrosponding to each
clusters are generated.

1. Nuclear
grade
55 316

• -4
e = 5xlO Is

ROC
ED
PA
RT

Number of
events

1

40
106

44
36

210

2

145
561

47
277

112

3

859
1338

48
469

9

4

4095
65520

75
457

9

5

89
2955

63
398

4

Cluster-
1) Yield and plastic deformation.
2) Yield and plastic deformation.
3) Platic deformation.
4} Fracture.
S} Fracture.

2. Commercial ROC 24
grade ED 125
55 316 PA 43

-4 RT 45
E =- 5xlO Is Number of

events 256

384
1874

48
373

16

4095
65520

59
428

15

152
582

48
265

70

534
3243

49
459

9

l} Yield and plastic deformation.
2) Fracture.
3} Plastic deformation & fracture
4) r.tixed.
5) Plastic deformation & fracture

3. Nuclear
grade
55 316

• -3f: :. 2. 5xlO 7s

ROC
ED
PA
RT

Number of
events

7
34
44
10

97

46
424

48
207

12

122
1066

49
474

6

4095
65520

72
408

10

107
2988

65
348

6

1} Yield
2) Plastic deformation
3} Plastic deformation
4) Fracture
5} Fracture

4. Commercial ROC 18 4095 36 147 1) Yield I Plastic deformation
grade ED 136 65520 1227 29 2 2) Fracture
55 316 PA 42 74 55 6 3) Plastic deformation

• -3 RT 37 325 318 327 4) Fracture
E ~ 2. 5x10 Is Number of

events 124 6 4 5

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5. Th.agin ROC 46 155 4095 168 73 } Yield & Plastic deformation

55 316 ED 202 984 65520 3501 2730 2} Yield & Plastic deformation
1073/18 hrs.PA 43 48 70 45 60 3) Fracture

• -4 RT 86 352 395 985 59 4} Fracture
E. ~ 5XlO /5 Number of 228 48 11 1 2 5) Fracture

events
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. Th.aging ROC 35 177 496 4095 107 1) Yield & plastic deformation

55 3 6 EO 108 599 49 65520 2730 2) Yield & Plastic deformation
1073KI PA 43 47 48 70 62 3) Plastic deformation
113 hrs. RT 47 271 389 633 393 4) Fracture

• -4 363 129 3 9 6 5} Fracture
Eo =-5xlO /s Number of

events

c = Strain rate

analysis are same as given by Mazeed (1986). Using this programme, it is
possible to classify the AE data into various groups (clusters) and latter
to assign each event generated to a particular cluster. The last column in
Table V shows the regions (yielding, plastic deformation and fracture) at
which most of the events in each type of the cluster are generated. However,
it can be seen from Table V that the commercial grade steel gave clusters
with higher PA during plastic deformation (cluster 3 in specimens 2 and 4
compared to clusters 1-3 in specimen 1 and clusters 2 and 3 in specimen 3)
compared to nuclear grade steel due to inclusions fracture which gave higher
PA events. It was not possible to interpret the effect of thermal ageing on
AE generated during tensile deformation using cluster analysis as the
cluster separation for the events generated up to yielding and during
plastic deformation could not be obtained.
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4. Conclusions

Influence of microstructural variables on AE generated during tensile
deformation and fracture are studied and discussed. Good correlations could
be obtained between AE signals generated and dynamic changes taking place
during tensile deformation at room temperature in AISI 316 austenitic
stainless steels having different compositions and microstructures.
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Detection or Breakaway Oxidation of Zircaloy·2
by Acoustic Emission Technique
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Atomic Fuels Division, BHABHA Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Bombay 400 085, INDIA

Abstract

Acoustic Emission (AE) monitoring was performed during oxidation of
zircaloy-2 material under continuous heating at two different temperatures,
973 K and 1073 K, in air. The AE parameters recorded are AE counts and signal
level (rms voltage value). The aim of this study was to detect onset of
breakaway oxidation and cracking of oxide film. The transition of oxidation
at above temperatures is found out by weight-gain method, to compare AE
results with weight-gain curves. Stereomicroscopic examination and optical
metallography is also carried out for confirmation of the results.

It is found from our results, that after a certain time of oxidation a
large variation in the slope of AE counts is observed, while rms voltage
value is not changed much. The transition of oxidation is occurring much
earlier than'a large variation seen in AE activity.

1. Introduction

Oxidation of zirconium alloys is characterized by two distinct stages.
During the first stage, oxide film is protective and kinetics is quasi
parabolic in nature. During the second stage, oxidation kinetics becomes
linear and a friable gray' oxide forms which tends to spall. Change-over from
first stage to second stage of oxidation is termed transition or breakaway.
Number of mechanisms have been proposed (Ahmed and Keys, 1975) to explain the
phenomenon of breakaway oxidation. Many investigators believe that breakaway
is caused by mechanical cracking of the oxide film when the stresses
(generated due to difference in molecular volume of metal and oxide) reach a
critical value.

Recently, AE technique has been utilized for detecting cracking and
spalling of oxide films formed on a number of metals and alloys (Khanna et
al., 1985, in press; Jha et al., to be publ.). Results of initial experiments
with respect to in situ oxidation monitoring to detect onset of breakaway
oxidation of zircaloy-2 at high temperatures are reported in this paper.
Transition in oxidation kinetics based on weight-gain as function of time has
also been reported for comparison purpose.

2. Experimental

Specimens of size about 38 x 1.8 em were cut from a 1.75 rom thick sheet of
zircaloy-2 in vacuum annealed condition. The edges and corners of the
specimens were prepared smooth to minimize early failure of oxide film at
these places. The specimens were degreased in trichloroethylene and dried.
For heating the specimen continuously at set temperature in air, a portion of
about 22 cm was inserted horizontally inside the furnace through a hole and
remaining portion kept outside. The sample was supported with a clamp outside
the furnace. Heating was carried out in air, in an electric resistance
heating furnace. The specimen itself acted as a waveguide to provide path for
transmitting the acoustic waves.

A schematic diagram of experimental setup for heating and AE monitoring
during oxidation of zircaloy-2 sample is shown in Fig. 1. A single channel AE
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimenta1 setup.

system is used for this study. A piezoelectric type resonant sensor with
frequency 375 kHz was mounted at the extreme end of the test sample, outside
the furnace, with a couplant at the interface for better acoustical contact.
A constant-force spring was used as a mount. Sensor was followed by a preamp
lifier which provides a total gain of 60 dB and also contains a bandpass fil
ter (250-500 kHz). Preamplifier is connected with signal processor, which
provides the parameters, viz. cumulative ring-down counts (total AE counts)
and signal level in terms of rms voltage. A total system gain of 100 dB and
threshold level of 1 volt is used for all the experiments. AE monitoring was
performed during oxidation of zircaloy-2 sample under continuous heating at
973 K and 1073 K in air. AE parameters, namely, total AE counts and signal
level (rms voltage) against time were recorded.

For weight gain analysis of oxidation of zircaloy-2, specimens (50 x 19 rom)
were cut from the same sheet which was used for AE study. They were oxidized
under the same heating scheme as was used for AE experiments. A balance
having sensitivity of 0.01 mg was used for weighing the specimens. To find
out the weight at different stages of oxidation, the specimens were removed
after a given period from the furnace, and after cooling, they were weighted.
Oxidized surface of samples, exposed to different time periods at 973 K and
1073 K, used for AE as well as weight gain monitoring, were inspected using a
stereomicroscope at 20X magnification. Optical metallography was done to see
cracking and spalling on oxide film formed on AE test samples and weight gain
samples.

3. Results

AE activity, total AE counts (I N) and rms voltage (U), recorded during
oxidation of zircaloy-2 sample at 973 K and 1073 K in air is shown in Figs. 2
and 3, respectively. Figure 2 indicates that up to the point marked 'NA' ,
the slope of curve is linear. The slope starts to increase after this point.
However, there is not much change in rms voltage value up to point 'UA'
corresponding to point NA on time scale. Rms voltage shows an increase at a
later stage and the change is moderate. The points NB and US (Fig. 2)
indicate the time when test sample was taken out for cooling at ambient
temperature. During cooling, enormous increase in AE activity is observed.
Similar results of AE experiments are obtained at 1073 K as shown in Fig. 3.
In this case points NA and corresponding point UA appear earlier compared to
those at 973 K. AE activity occurring during cooling from 1073 K is about ten
times more in magnitude than from 973 K. No cracking and flaking were seen on
oxidized surface of AE test samples after cooling as seen under stereomicro
scope. However, cracks and porosity type defects running parallel to oxide
layer were seen by optical metallography as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2 Record of AE
activity during oxida
tion of zircaloy-2 at
973 K in air. Total AE
counts IN vs. time (top
curves); Rms voltage
value U vs. time (bottom
curve); ~s indi-cates a
shift of two pens.
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Fig. 3 Record of AE activity during
oxidation of zircaloy-2 at 1073 K in
air. Total AE counts IN VB. time
(top curves); Rms voltage value U
vs. time (bottom curve); ~s indi
cates a shift of two pens; during
period x, U was not recorded.1:11: ·z .10 COUMU /810 DIV
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Figure 5 shows the weight gain
in oxidation of zircaloy-2 at 973
K and 1073 K in air. WA and WA'
indicate the transition in
oxidation at 973 K and 1073 K,
respectively. On samples
corresponding to pre-transition

stage; i.e. before the points WA and WA' the oxide was of black color and no
buff spots were seen on the surface. On samples corresponding to post
transition; i.e. after the points WA and WA I

, gray spots were seen. Their
size and number increased as the time at temperature was increased. This
visual observation confirms the transition at WA and WA I from black oxide to
buff oxide.

4. Discussion

Plots of AE counts vs time and rms voltage value vs time are shown in Figs.
2 and 3 at 973 and 1073 K, respectively. These plots show that the AE activi
ty increases very rapidly after about 150 minutes at 973 K and after about 60
minutes at 1073 K. Weight gain vs time plots (Fig. 5) indicate that transi
tion in oxidation kinetics takes place after about 100 minutes at 973 K and
after about 40 minutes at 1073 K.

Cox (1976) has reviewed the kinetics of oxidation of zircaloy-2 in air at
various temperatures. He has reported the transition time of 100 minutes and
weight gain at transition of 1 mg/cm2 at 973 K. Results obtained by us match
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well with these values.
Even at 1073 K, our
results of weight gain
after various time
periods match very
closely with those
reported by Cox.

Fig. 4 Cross section of
the oxide scale formed
at 973 K, 6 hrs (top);
at 1073 K, 2 hrs
(bottom) .
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Our results indicate
that AE activity does
not increase much at the
time of transition .
However, after a lapse
of some time beyond
transition, AE activi
ty increases
significantly. In case
of oxidation of
zircaloys, different
mechanisms have been
proposed for explaining
the phenomenon of
transition. One group of
investigators (Ahmed and
Keys, 1975) believes
that it is due to

mechanical cracking of the oxide film when the stresses in the film exceed a
critical value. The generation of stress is attributed to a rather high value
(1.56) of the Pilling-Bedworth ratio. Another group of investigators (Ahmed
and Keys, 1975; Dollings et al., 1983) attributes the transition to genera
tion of pores due to strain induced recrystallization of oxide film.

Our results obtained here indicate that pore formation might be responsible
for the transition in oxidation kinetics. This is based on the fact that not
much AE activity is associated with the pore generation, whereas high level
AE activity is associateq with crack generation and growth. The possible
source of AE after some lapse of time with respect to transition is thought
to be fine cracks generated after pores have grown to certain critical size.
However, to confirm these aspects some more experiments, including electron
microscopy works are required. This work is being continued.

Enormous increase in AE activity is observed during the cooling stage. This
may be attributed to crack formation and spal1ing of oxide film due to
thermal stresses. The origin of thermal stresses lies in the difference in
coefficients of thermal expansion and thermal conductivity of oxide and
metal.

5. Conclusions

Acoustic emission activity during high temperature oxidation of zircaloy-2
in air is monitored. At the time of transition based on weight gain, AE
activity is quite low. AE activity increases considerably after certain lapse
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Fig. 5 Weight gain vs. time curves for zircaloy-2 oxidation at 973 and 1073
K in air.

of time with reference to transition. Our results indicate that transition
phenomenon may be associated with pore formation. Cracking of oxide film
takes place not at the transition but after certain lapse of time when pores
have grown to certain critical size. These observations need further
investigation which is being carried out.
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Abstract

Nondestructive evaluation of applied or residual stresses without recourse
to strain measurement has been a long felt need for structural integrity
evaluation. Currently, of the many techniques that have such capability,
Magnetomechanical Acoustic Emission (MAE) shows good potential for
ferromaqnetic materials and has drawn the attention of researchers in the
field of acoustic emission (AE).

The enerqy released due to domain wall motion in the form of acoustic
emission during the course of maqnetization of ferromaqnetic materials is
termed as MAE. In this paper investigations carried out to study the MAE
behaviour in four engineering materials, viz., mild steel, EN-24, maraging
steel and IS-2062 are discussed. These investigations are aimed in
particular to: (a) determine the sensitivity of individual transducers, with
appropriate bandwidth considerations, and (b) study the correlation between
magnetization level and MAE and examine the dependence of MAE on applied
stress. The experiments were carried out on tensile specimens with the usage
of encircling coil supplied with 50 Hz current for magnetization, as this
design obviates the "skin effect" and hence the entire volume of the sample
under evaluation is magnetized. It was observed that in mild steel and EN
24, the MAE signal strenqth reduces with increase in applied stress.
Further, the relationship between MAE and stress was found to be non-linear.
The results obtained also indicate that, MAE siqnals appear to have more
enerqy content at or near 1500 kHz in the 0.1 - 2 MHz band, irrespective of
material composition, carbon or alloy content of the steels investigated.
While IS-2062 appears to be "noisy", others were observed to be
comparatively "silent". .

1. Introduction

The pressing need to improve the strenqth-to-weight ratio of aircraft
structures has given impetus to improve the existing and develop new
techniques for structural integrity evaluation. The immediate need of the day
is non-destructive evaluation of residual and applied stresses without
recourse to strain measurement. Residual stresses, non-uniformly distributed
locally, act as stress raisers and affect fatigue performance of a structure.
The extent of damage caused due to the presence of residual stresses can be
illustrated by citing examples of the catastrophic failures quoted in
published literature. The classic example being the failure of Liberty ships
built during World War-II (Nelson, 1986), numerous other instances of
failures of machine components like connecting rod, crankshaft, gear and
other critical machinery parts have been reported (Almen and Black, 1963).
Hence detection and measurement of residual stresses in critical components
of spacecraft structures and nuclear reactors has assumed greater relevance
and importance.

On the contrary residual stresses can also be used in a beneficial way to
improve strength and reduce weight by introducing these appropriately.
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Several techniques are in practice today for determination of residual
stresses. These can be broadly classified under two heads, viz; Destructive
and Non-destructive. As destructive tests cannot be carried out on actual
structures, nondestructive methods of stress measurement are indispensable.

Residual stress is undoubtedly one of the least understood entities of a
part as it enters its service life (Vandeville, 1980). The total stress on a
part is composed of applied stress and any residual stresses that may exist.
The level of residual stresses can approach or even exceed the strength of a
material. Residual stresses, especially subsurface stresses, not nearly as
easy to measure nor understood, need a lot more attention. Also, even a
seemingly insignificant change in the processing of a part may result in a
substantial change in its residual stress state and therefore its performance
in service.

Residual stresses are locked in a structure due to a variety of reasons.
Some of the manufacturing procedures inevitably induce residual stresses,
e.g., welding, rolling, forging, etc. When such components are used in the
manufacture of critical structures, naturally the presence of residual
stresses affect the performance of a structure. Residual stresses are also
introduced during assembly, i.e., shrink fit: and may fade out during service
and cause mismatch of the components and hence lead to failure. Residual
stresses can also be introduced during service. For example inhomogeneous
plastic deformation, though a local effect, is nevertheless detrimental to
the service life of the structure.

Residual stresses are self-equilibrating, i.e., the volume experiencing
residual stresses will contain both tensile and compressive stresses, so that
the net moments and the stresses over the entire area are zero; viz.,

Jsda = 0 on any plane section and Jdm = 0

where s = stress, da = elemental area, dm = moment experienced by elemental
area. In spite of the existence of several nondestructive methods no single
method is capable of being used universally in all situations encountered in
practice. Hence there has been a continued effort to develop and better the
existing techniques, as also search for new techniques. Magnetomechanical
acoustic emission (Ono and Shibata, 1980) is one of the new techniques which
holds good potential for ferromagnetic materials.

2. Magnetomechanical Acoustic Emission

Transient stress waves generated due to energy released during rotation and
motion of magnetic domain walls is defined as magnetomechanical acoustic
emission (Ono and Shibata, 1980). Lord (1975) was the first to report that
MAE is generated when a ferromagnetic substance is magnetized. He observed
this phenomenon in nickel; later researchers confirmed the phenomenon in
other ferromagnetic materialS. Higgins and Carpenter (1978) observed MAE
during elastic loading of pure iron. Kusanagi et al. (1979) were the first to
report that MAE and stress are interdependent. This fact has been used to
detect the presence and assess the magnitude of residual stresses in ferro
magnetic materials by several investigators. Ono et. al. (1980) and Kwan et
al. (1984) have carried out extensive study of MAE and the influence of
microstructure, stress and plastic strain on MAE pertaining to carbon steels,
A533B, commercially pure iron, nickel,iron-nickel alloy and rail steel.
Results obtained from these studies indicate that it is feasible to evaluate
residual stresses nondestructively using MAE. Their findings also show that
predominant frequency of the MAE signal lies in the range of 175 - 300 kHz.
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The fact that MAE depends on stress level is of much interest to us.In the
investigations reported here attention has been focussed on four most
commonly used ferromagnetic steels. Mild steel is an all purpose steel and
EN-24, a high strenqth steel used for a variety of applications including
aircraft engine mounts. Maraging steel is used for spacecraft applications
and IS-2062 is used for marine applications.

3. Specimen and Coil Desiqn

To correlate stress and MAE, flat specimens were designed to take tensile
loads. Two options are available in terms of loading configuration for flat
specimens: (a) pin type and (b) wedge type. A pin loading configuration would
result in a non-uniform flux distribution. Further,a hole acts as a pinning
site for domain walls,hence MAE activity observed will be influenced by the
presence of hole in terms of maqnetic properties. On the other hand, wedge
configuration keeps the flux path continuous. 50 wedge type configuration was
preferred for this series of investigations. Another factor to be considered
is the coupling between the solenoid coil and the specimen. The leakage flux
in case of flat specimen is far less in comparison with a specimen having pin
loading configuration. Pin loaded specimen will have broader grips, and hence
necessitates a bigger coil, i.e., more air gap which means more leakage flux.

To obviate the "skin effect" encircling coil solenoid with as little air
gap as possible was wound on a former. The magnetic field induced is along
the length of the specimen, the specimen acting as an open ended core. The
induced magnetic field, building up and collapsing at a rate of 50 Hz, can
penetrate through the thickness of the material, specimen thickness being 12
rom and less. Thus, entire volume of specimen is magnetized. The solenoid is
supplied with an alternating current through a variac connected to the mains.
The current through the solenoid is controlled using a variac. This encir
cling coil has the advantage that specimen can be slipped in and out of the
solenoid coil and the same coil can be used to test more than one specimen.
Moreover this allows for the positioning of the coil as desired and does not
interfere with deformation process of the specimen. Enamelled copper wire was
used for winding solenoids. Details of solenoid coils are given in Table 1.
The number of turns is different for each coil and thus different levels of
field strength could be achieved using these coils.

Table 1. Details of solenoid coils.

No.
1
2
3

Coil No.
10
6
8

Wire Gauge
SWG 20
5WG 30
SWG 30

No. of Turns
1400
3875
5200

Table 2. Sensor and Noise Level

No. Sensor Bandpass Filter (kHz) Nominal Peak (kHz) Noise Level (mV)
1 AC175L 125-250 175 86
2 AC375L 250-500 375 75
3 AC7S0L 500-1000 750 56
4 AC1000L 125-2000 1000 96
1 AC1500L 125-2000 1500 93

4. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows a block schematic of the experimental setup. For the purpose
of MAE signal detection and data analysis, a four channel AET-SOOO equipment
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Fig. 1. Block schematic of experimental setup.

Table 3. Specimen Sizes

No.
1
2
3
4

Material
EN 24
Mild steel
IS 2062
Maraging steel

Dimensions (mm)
270 x 20 x 12
200 x 20 x 6
190 x 22 x 2.5
250 x 22 x 8

Volume (in 100 mm3 )

648
240
104.5
440

has been used. The sensors and the corresponding filters used are given in
Table 2. A constant force spring was used for mounting the sensor onto the
specimen surface. SC-6, a liquid couplant supplied by the equipment
manufacturer (AET Corp.) was used to couple the sensor to the surface. During
the course of investigations it was observed that, AE sensors picked up
spurious signals when brought into the vicinity of the alternating magneti
zing field generated by the solenoid coil. These signals disappeared
completely when the sensor was housed inside a magnetic shield. But again
signals of lower amplitude started appearing when sensor was taken near to
the specimen surface. This was probably due to the induced magnetic field of
the specimen itself. So to eliminate these an aluminum waveguide was inserted
in between sensor and specimen. The whole assembly was then mounted on the
speclmen surface. At this stage it was noticed that spring clamp vibrates in
the presence of an alternating magnetic field. To damp out the possible
vibration of the spring, cotton was used as a damping agent, placed in
between the specimen surface and spring at one end and between magnetic
shield and the spring at the other end. A constant gain setting was used for
all the transducers to facilitate comparison of the MAE signal output from
different transducers used. With this gain setting noise levels were recorded
for all transducers used. Noise levels measured with different transducers
are given in Table 2. Noise level was also recorded at different times to
make sure that the noise was electronic noise. Sizes of specimens used are
given in Table 3.
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5. Experimental Procedure

MAE in the absence of load was monitored by keeping the specimen
horizontal, resting the edges on thermocol support to ensure zero friction
and free movement of the edges thus ensuring stress free condition. Current
was varied from zero to maximum (different for each coil) and Vrms was
monitored keeping voltage constant at each level. Monitoring of MAE at
different load levels was carried out in steps. The load was applied
gradually and held at a particular level. At this load level magnetizing
current was varied from minimum to the maximum while monitoring MAE. And the
experiment was repeated at different loads. The specimen was acoustically
isolated from the grips and the test frame to reduce the entry of extraneous
noise into the data.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1 Spectral Content

It was not possible to obtain frequency content of MAE signals by using a
wideband transducer (FC 500 HD) due to high noise levels. So, an alternate
approximate method was adopted to estimate the spectral content by using
five AE transducers. Care was exercised to isolate (or shield) the sensor
from the applied magnetic field by using a magnetic shield as well as the
induced field by using an aluminum waveguide.

In all the results discussed here the MAE parameter considered is signal
level output (quasi rms voltage) and is referred to as Vrms • Each transducer
has a different sensitivity at its nominal resonant frequency. Naturally
when the gain setting is the same in all cases, the output voltages reflect
the sensitivity of each transducer, making direct comparison difficult. To
keep the nominal sensitivity aspect out of picture, output of each trans
ducer is multiplied with a constant, depending on nominal peak sensitivity,
to equalize to a reference transducer which has zero dB sensitivity; e.g.
AET AC 175L, the 175 kHz transducer has a nominal peak sensitivity of -66
dB; to make this sensitivity equivalent to zero dB, output voltage obtained
with this transducer is multiplied by 2000. The output voltage, Vrms obtained
at the processor end, with a gain of 95.6 dB has been normalized. Since the
gain setting is the same in all the cases, after normalization with respect
to "0" dB, an arbitrary datum, comparison of the outputs of various
transducers can be made. Normalization of the output voltages was carried
out as delineated in the foregoing. Variation of Vrms with respect to
frequency is shown in Fig. 2 for three typical magnetization levels in case
of mild steel. For the sake of convenience, a smooth curve is drawn joining
all points even though data obtained is only at five particular frequencies.
This gives an approximate idea of the spectral content of MAE signals
observed. Vrms is maximum in the vicinity of 1500 kHz. There is a dip
observed in the vicinity of 375 kHz. Further, it is seen that signal
strength increases in equal amounts as the magnetization level is increased;
hence the nature of curves is similar at different magnetization levels.
Similar trend has been observed in the four materials stUdied. A bandpass
filter of 125-2000 kHz bandwidth was used in conjunction with 1000 and 1500
kHz transducers. Vrms of 1500 kHz transducer is more than at 1000 kHz. This
leads to a possible conclusion that MAE signals have more energy content in
the vicinity of 1500 kHz.

Figure 2 shows the following. AC 375L, the 375 kHz transducer shows the
minimum output. Output of AC 175L is a little higher than AC 375L. Output
voltage level of AC 750L is higher than AC 175L. Output voltage level of AC
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Fig. 2. Discrete
frequency spectrum.

lOOOL lies between 1500
kHz and 750 kHz trans
ducers. The same trend
is seen for all the
materials. Thus this
data gives an appro
ximate distribution of
the spectral content of
the signals in the fre
quency range of 125
2000 kHz.
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A plot of variation of
Vrms with respect to
magnetization level is
presented in Fig. 3 for
mild steel for all five
AE transducers used. In
all cases the Vrms inc
reases with increase in
magnetization level.
This behaviour is the
same for the five fre
quencies investigated.
Similar behaviour is
also seen in all the
four materials studied.
The only difference is
in the nature of curves.
EN-24 and 1S-2062 show a
similar trend. Whereas
maraging steel exhibits
a different trend. Vrms
is minimum at 375 kHz in
all the cases. There is
a discernible difference
in amplitude at differ
ent frequencies in case
of mild steel. EN-24
exhibits peculiar beha
viour. While the Vrms is
almost same at 375 kHz
and 175 kHz, it is
slightly lower at 175
kHz than at 375 kHz, at
lower magnetization
levels and slightly
higher at higher levels
of magnetization. In
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Table 5. Comparison of Vrms (1500 kHz sensor)

Table 4 Percentage increment of', Vrms

51, No, Sensor

Figures 4 and 5 show
the dependence of MAE on
stress for EN-24 and mild
steel specimens in which
Vrms of 1500 kHz trans
ducer is plotted against
the applied tensile
stress. The dependence of
MAE and stress is non
linear as evident from
the figure.

6.3 Stress dependence

Local peaks observed
become pronounced at
higher levels of magneti
zation which remains to

case of 15-2062, ampli
tUde at 175 kHz is in
between 375 and 750 kHz.
Amplitude is nearer to
375 at lower levels of
magnetization and nearer
to 750 at higher levels
of magnetization. Ampli
tUde at 175 kHz is
slightly higher than at
375 kHz, at all level of
magnetization in case of
maraging steel. Table 4
shows the percentage
increment in Vrms for each
transducer used in all
materials investigated.
Both 1500 kHz and 175 kHz
transducers show similar
behaviour. Since volume
of specimens used is
different, a comparison
of output voltage levels
of different materials is
not shown. Another inter
esting result of this
study is that 15-2062 has
the maximum signal
strength and EN-24 has
the minimum. Table 5
shows output of all
transducers at approxi
mately same magnetization
level. It is evident from
this table that even
though 15-2062 has least
volume, Vrms is highest
among materials consi
dered for investigation.
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64800
24000
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AC 175 L

AC 375 L

AC 750 L

AC 1000 L

AC 1500 L

16
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1 AC 175 L

2 AC 375 L

3 AC 750 L

4 AC 1000 L

5 AC 1500 L

6 AC 175 L

7 AC 375 L

8 AC 750 L

9 AC 1000 L

10 AC 1500 L

11 AC 175 L

12 AC 375 L

13 AC 750 L

14 AC 1000 L

15 AC 1500 L

Material
EN 24
Mild st.
IS 2062
Maraging st
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be investigated. Reduction in Vrms
becomes very clear as magnetization
level is increased. The nature of the
curves is different in case of mild
steel and EN-24. An abrupt initial
drop in Vrms is observed with slow
decrease in later stages in case of
mild steel. EN-24 exhibits gradual
drop in Vrms over the entire range of
loading studied. Since the MAE drops
sharply initially, and continues to

• drop slowly later, this technique can
be used to detect the presence of
even a very low level of stress. One
can also notice from this figure that
at higher magnetization levels stress
resolution becomes better, the only
limiting factor being the temperature
rise of the specimen. To avoid
confusion and to keep the MAE scatter
to a minimum one can chose to operate
at any level of activity which is
most suitable to the situation
depending on, magnetic current
limitations, eddy current losses and
hysteresis losses occurring while
conducting the trials. It is observed
that at higher levels of
magnetization the specimen heats up
rapidly. This might lead to the build
up of thermal stresses while the
specimen is gripped and it may either

oppose the applied stresses depending on their nature. Hence it is
to avoid the heating up of the specimen.
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Figure 6 is a plot of the stress
level against output of the five AE
transducers normalized with respect
to 0 dB datum. It is evident from
the figure that 1500 kHz gives the
best resolution in terms of change
in signal strength. 175 kHz
transducer also can give good
resolution as is evident in Fig. 7, which is the same figure redrawn to
highlight the output of 175 kHz transducer. Hence, although on a comparative
scale the output of 175 kHz is far less compared to 1500 kHz, 175 kHz has the
capability of better resolution in some instances and is almost equal in
other instances.

Fig. 8. Volume normalization.
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Figure 8 is a plot of Vrms normalized with respect to volume for
EN-24 specimens. The two curves are almost parallel to each other. This
indicates that to obtain the same level of Vrms the magnetization current
required is more for bigger specimen. Ratio of volumes for the two specimens
studied is 2.05 and ratio of signal strength is 1.6. Although volume is
doubled signal strength does not double.

Figure 9 shows the output of 1500 kHz transducer for two EN
24 specimens of different sizes. As expected the output in case of bigger
specimen is more, probably because of the fact that number of domains
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involved is more. In Fig. 10, Vnns is
plotted against magnetizing current.
This plot gives a picture of the MAE
scatter which may be due to one of
the following reasons: machining,
presence of microflaws such as dis
locations, or may be due to tempera
ture variation. A preliminary study
carried out to investigate the
effect of temperature variation
indicates that at constant magnetic
field excitation the specimen tem
perature which increases due to eddy
current losses and hysteresis
losses, tends to release more MAE.
This may be because of the fact that
the number of spins disordered per
degree rise in temperature increases
with temperature in accordance with
the appropriate Brillouin function
(Cullity,1972). The source of
additional MAE is possibly the
increment in domain wall thickness.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

MAE, a recent entry into the field
of NOE, holds good potential for
evaluation of stresses in ferromag
netic materials. Some interesting
results emerged from the series of
investigations undertaken to study
MAE characteristics from four most
widely used structural steels viz.
mild steel, EN-24, 15-2062 and
maraging steel.
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The experiments were carried out on tensile specimens using encircling
coils with 50 Hz current supply to obviate "skin effect" so that the entire
volume under consideration is magnetized. It was necessary to shield AE
transducers from the applied and induced magnetic fields. For obtaining
spectral content of MAE signals usage of FC 500 HO, a wideband transducer
(125-2000 kHz), resulted in very poor signal-to-noise ratio. So an alternate
approach was followed using AE transducers having different nominal resonant
frequencies. These results show that energy content is highest in the
vicinity of 1500 kHz. With respect to magnetization level all the four
materials considered seem to indicate the same trend that Vrms increases with
increase in magnetization level. However, in terms of Vrms while 15-2062
appears to be "noisy" others were observed to be comparatively "silent".

Correlation between MAE and stress was observed to be different in mild
steel and EN-24. There is an initial abrupt drop in Vrms and gradual decrease
later as the load level increases in case of mild steel. En-24 exhibits a
different behaviour. Drop in Vrms is gradual over the entire range of loading
studied. Though 1500 kHz has highest Vrms level, 175 kHz can also give
similar resolution in terms of stress and magnetization level.

One common result observed in all the experiments is that signal to noise
ratio was generally poor. Thus, a detailed characterization based on event
parameters could not be undertaken. To overcome this limitation it is
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proposed to use pulse magnetization. Instrumentation has been fabricated and
investigations are underway.
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A Study of Acoustic Emission Activity in Granites
during Stress Cycling Experiments

M.V.M.S. Rao

National Geographical Research Institute,
Hyderabad 500 007 INDIA

Abstract

A series of tests have been conducted to monitor the acoustic emission
activity in granites during cyclic loading under uniaxial compression in
order to check the validity of the Kaiser effect and also to examine the
relationship between AE counts and stress-strain characteristics of the rock.
A few experiments have been made under thermal-stress cycling also up to
600°C in granite specimens. The results have shown that detectable acoustic
emission activity is nearly absent until previously applied stress levels are
exceeded (Kaiser effect) in the rock. This phenomenon is found to be valid
till the rock specimen shows dilatant behavior at higher stress levels.
Thermal analoque of Kaiser effect is also noticed in granites. Besides stress
history and stress levels, the recovery process time and the effect of water
content are some of the factors that influence the deformation and failure of
rocks under stress cycling and detailed studies have to be conducted to
elucidate these points and also to assess the applicability of Kaiser effect
for geostress evaluation.

1. Introduction

One of the important topics that has drawn the attention of seismologists
and rock mechanics specialists in recent years is the failure of rock due to
progressive deformation and microfracturing under cyclic loading. Because
the dilatancy-diffusion hypothesis of earthquake prediction assumes that
materials in active fault zones can repeatedly dilate over the periods
between major earthquakes. In underground mines also, the stress conditions
keep changing rapidly owing to daily mine geometry changes and the self
destressing characteristics of stressed rocks (Baule and Rao, 1979; Blake,
1984). This is one of the major factors that contributes to the low
prediction ability of time of occurrence of impeding failure in mines by
AE/MS techniques (Blake, -1984). The study of rock behavior under repeated
cyclic loading is very useful to understand the source mechanisms of
microcracking and crack growth that contribute to the progressive development
of dilatancy leading to rock fracture at reduced stress levels with
increasing number of cycles (Zoback and Byerflee, 1975; Scholz and Koczynski,
1979; Holcomb, 1981).

Studies on acoustic emission (AE) associated with the cyclic loading of
rock have also been initiated in recent years (Kurita and Fujii, 1979;
Holcomb, 1981; Sondergeld and Estey, 1981). The results of AE studies confirm
that each loading cycle produces more microcracking activity than the
preceding one and also that the AE activity does not recommence until the
previously applied stress level is exceeded (Kurita and Fujii, 1979; Holcomb,
1981). Similar observations under thermal stress cycling also have been made
by Atkinson et ala (1984). This phenomenon which became known as Kaiser
effect (Kaiser, 1953) in metals, is being considered a significant one in
rocks also in view of its importance. Because if Kaiser effect does exist in
rocks and the recovery process time of the hysteresis is long enough for
crustal rocks, it could become one of the useful measures of tectonic stress
memorized in rocks (Hardy and Leighton, 1977; Lord and Koerner, 1985). This
requires detailed experiments to examine under controlled conditions the
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influence of various factors such as strain rate, recovery time, humidity and
temperature conditions on rock behavior under cyclic loading in triaxial
compression, and also to study Kaiser effect and its significance, since some
reports questioning its validity have also been reported (Sondergeld and
Estey, 1981). Experiments on AE monitoring in rocks under stress cycling
have been initiated in our laboratory and the results of the first set of
experiments are presented and discussed in this paper.

2. Experimental Methods

Granite test specimens of 30 mm dia and 60 mm long have been tested under
cyclic loading in Uniaxial Compression by using a 100 ton electro-hydraulic
testing machine. The acoustic emission event count data were monitored by
using the single channel AET-204B equipment of Acoustic Emission Technology,
USA, in the frequency band of 150 - 250 kHz. The AE cumulative event count
data have been recorded in all the tests during the loading and unloading
cycles using a standard X-Y recorder on which the axial load detected by the
load cell is also recorded. Attempts have been made to monitor the axial and
lateral strain data also by using the VIE 20 strain indicator of Vishay
Instruments Co., USA. The compressive strength of the rock is initially
determined and AE monitoring and strain data have been recorded
simultaneously during the test for the evaluation of stress levels to which
the other specimens are to be cyclically loaded. The cyclic loading tests
have been carried out in the elastic as well as in the elastic-dilatant
stages of rock deformation by loading the test specimen each time to a higher
stress level than the preceding test cycle. The time interval between
successive test cycles ranged from a few minutes to few hours.

A vertical tubular furnace (heating rate of around 2°C/min-1 and rated to a
maximum capacity of 900°C) comprising of three independent heating coils and
three thermocouples placed at different positions in it and a light-spot
galvanometer (resolution of SOC) with a switching device along with the
dilatometer (Ramana and Sharma, 1979) and a 30 kHz AET sensor to monitor the
AE activity in the frequency band of 15 kHz to 45 kHz were made use of for
the present study to carry out the thermal stress cycling measurements on
granites.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 AE Response of Rock to Cyclic Loading

A large number of tests have been conducted under cyclic loading on oven
dried granite rock specimens and the acoustic emission event count data are
recorded in each test. The experiments have facilitated to examine the AE
behavior of stressed rock during all the three stages of its deformation,
viz., elastic, intermediate (elastic-dilatant) and the dilatant regimes.
Typical results of cumulative AE event counts obtained during the elastic and
intermediate stages of rock deformation of granite specimens are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. The samples are subjected to cyclic loading to different
stress levels with time intervals ranging from minutes to hours. The acoustic
emission activity is found to increase with increasing stress during all the
loading tests, while the factors of deformation processes control the rate of
increase of AE event counts in the rocks tested. This is attributed to the
growth of pre-existing (if any) and newly formed cracks culminating in an
equilibrium crack configuration under the applied stress. The AE counts
during unloading stress paths in all three tests are negligibly small in
number illustrating that the AE activity in loading cycles is essentially due
to irreversible processes of crack initiation and extension. These
observations imply that if cracks close upon unloading, they do so without
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Fig. 1 Cumulative numbers of acoustic
emission events plotted against uniaxial
stress normalized to failure strength of
a granite rock.

Fig. 2 Cumulative numbers of acous-tic
emission events plotted against uniaxial
stress normalized to failure strength of a
granite rock in its elastic-dilatant defor
mation range.

radiating much acoustic
energy, or may close very
slowly and quietly. Another
possibility is that the
opened cracks would get
merely closed after unload
ing and not healed in the
atomistic sense (Kurita and
Fujii, 1979). The results
further show that AE
activity is nearly absent
until the previously
applied stress level is
exceeded during the next
loading cycle (Kaiser
effect). The AE activity
restarts and grows with
increasing stress. This is
found to be holding well in
the very low stress levels
also where a high rate of
AE activity due to end
effects (sample inhomoge-
neity) and closure of pre
existing cracks is noticed.
These observations are
identical to those of
Kurita and Fujii (1979) and
Holcomb (1981). All the
specimens tested up to
stress levels of the order
of 70% - 80\ of the failure
stress display more or less
similar trends of AE event
counts. Figure 3 shows the
overall trend of rock beha
vior during the three
stages of deformation as
noticed in the present
study. It shows the results
for three individual load
ing cycles with different
peak stresses in each of
the deformation regimes of
the rock as indicated by
arrows. In cycle-II, the
initiation/onset of AE
activity coincides with the
previous stress maximum

which is nearly 30% of failure stress. The AE activity steadily increases at
a constant rate as the elastic deformation of the rock progresses. Deviation
from the linear trend is noticed at stress levels of ~ 70\ of failure stress
in the rocks tested by using the soft testing machine in the present study.
This incidentally coincides with the onset of dilatancy in the rock. Details
of the stress-strain characteristics and the associated AE activity of the
rocks tested are discussed elsewhere (Rao et al., 1988).

As the dilatant stage of rock deformation begins and grows at higher stress
levels, the AE event counts increase exponentially in number with increasing
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Fig. 3 Cumulative numbers of acoustic emission events plotted against uni
axial stress normalized to failure strength of a granite rock during the
three stages of rock deformation. The results also indicate the existence of
Kaiser effect.

stress (Figs. 1 and 2) until the rock is unloaded. The number of AE events
registered in the unloading cycles at these stress levels is also small.
However, the acoustic activity is found to begin and progress in subsequent
cycles at stress levels that are lower than the previous stress maxima (Fig.
2) suggesting that Kaiser effect may not hold well during the dilatant stage.
These observations are also totally identical to those of Kurita and Fujii
(1979). Holcomb (1981), however, observed the Kaiser effect beyond the onset
of dilatancy in rocks tested under triaxial compression.

3.2 Acoustic Emission during Thermal Stress Cycling

Attempts made to examine the effect of thermal stress cycling also have
yielded very useful results. The AE results obtained on a granite rock
subjected to heating and cooling cycles at different temperature maxima of up
to 600°C are shown in Fig. 4. The results show that acoustic emission
activity level is initially low at temperatures resulting in an accelerated
growth in the activity at higher temperatures, that correspond to a-p
transformation of crystalline quartz (573°C), which is the predominant
mineral in granite. Further, the AE count data recorded during the tests in
the heating cycles also show that the acoustic emission activity is nearly
absent until the previous applied temperature maximum is exceeded (i.e.,
thermal analogue of Kaiser effect). It is noticed that the AE activity
restarts and builds up at temperature levels that are slightly lower than the
previous temperature maxima at higher temperatures. The acoustic emission
activity in the cooling cycles in all the tests is also recorded and
presented in Fig. 4. One of the most striking features noticed is that the
acoustic emission events in the cooling cycles are found to be larger in
number than in the heating cycles, and this trend grows from cycle-to-cycle
exhibiting a steeply rising level in AE activity when the rock is heated to
higher temperatures. These features have been noticed even when the emissions
are detected in the frequency band of 30-45 kHz, which is considered as low
frequency band as far as AE activity in rock materials is concerned. These
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records imply that microcracking activity may progress more rapidly during
the cooling cycles contributing to increased thermal strain due to thermo
mechanical stresses. Oxidation, healing process of opened cracks, etc., could
also possibly generate AE activity in the cooling cycles. These features have
to be examined in greater detail and need to be clarified by microscopic
examination of the rocks tested. A few tests have been made by repeatedly

°heating the rock to the same temperature level (600 C) and records of linear
thermal expansion and AE event counts are obtained. These results are being
analyzed and discussed separately (Sarma et al., 1988). The first cycle of
heating has yielded higher thermal strain and also a larger number of
cumulative AE events then the three subsequent cycles. More cyclic tests
have to be carried out under thermal field on rocks to examine the
relationship between thermal strain and AE activity in the rock deterioration
process.
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Fig. 4 Cumulative numbers of acoustic emission events plotted against
temperature during successive cycles of heating of a granite rock specimen.

4. Conclusions

The results presented here are preliminary results from a planned series of
experiments. Nevertheless, observations regarding the absence of significant
AE activity during the unloading cycles and the recommencement of acoustic
emissions after the previously applied loading levels are exceeded during the
elastic deformation range, show that the Kaiser effect (stress memory) is
present in granites. Thermal analogue of the Kaiser effect is also noticed to
exist in these rocks. Experiments related to the study of influence of
recovery time, strain rate, humidity and temperature conditions are necessary
to examine the rock behavior under stress cycling.
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Acoustic Emission Studies on Adhesive Potted Inserts
of Honeycomb Sandwich Panels

T.S. Sriranga and R. Samuel

Experimental Structure Section,
ISRO Satellite Center, Bangalore 17, India

Abstract

A non-destructive evaluation programme was carried out to evaluate the
strength of the inserts potted in aluminum honeycomb sandwich panels during
insert pull tests. Test specimens were loaded up to destruction and acoustic
emission (AE) data were obtained for the whole test period. Kaiser effect was
observed in the AE response up to 2.5 kN (failure load 3 kN). The AE response
of the specimens was found to be quite encouraging and results showed that
felicity factor assumes a low value at about 83% of the failure load. This
precursor to failure is indeed not early enough on the loading axis and
efforts are on to push the precursor to failure of the insert as low as 75%
of the failure load by studying other acoustic emission parameters more
closely.

1. Introduction

Aluminum honeycomb sandwich construction offers high stiffness to weight
ratio in bending and hence is used extensively as flat panels in spacecraft
structural applications. Effective utilization of a sandwich structure calls
for proper transmission of loads into and out of it. By its very nature,
sandwich construction is not suitable for concentrated loading and is more
suitable for transfer of uniform loads. To transmit concentrated loads effec
tively to the sandwich, inserts are used. The inserts in the sandwich panels
act as fasteners between the packages to be mounted on the spacecraft and the
spacecraft structural member. These inserts will have a contribution of about
10% in the mass of a sandwich panel such as the topdeck of a spacecraft. The
inserts are potted into the sandwich panel using a suitable potting compound.
This potting compound bonds the insert, core and face skins into one rigid
unit. The quality of the adhesive joint so formed is of extreme importance
considering the criticality of alignment of some of the packages, if not all,
mounted on the panels. There is no standard NOT method for obtaining the
strength of the inserts quantitatively. Such being the case, strict process
control is adhered to during the potting of the inserts, and the inserts are
proof loaded to levels that they experience during the launch to evaluate
their strength. During this proof loading failure criterion is taken as
emission of audible sound by the insert bond and besides, any information
regarding the deterioration in the insert is beyond the scope of this method.
X-ray method of inspection can give information on any macroscopic defects
but quantitative information that is sought here, is beyond its capability.

Acoustic emission technique (AET) is of late is used for testing fiber
reinforced materials and for characterizing adhesive joint failure. The
literature survey (Awerbuch et al., 1985; Drouillard et al., 1975; Williams,
1980) suggests that AET has high potentials in similar applications such as
characterizing the adhesive strength between the insert and the 'dispersion 1

medium in a composite material. The objective of this study was to evaluate
the strength of potted inserts in the honeycomb panels using AET, during
insert pull tests up to failure. Ultimate aim is to estimate the failure
load of the insert from the acoustic emission data obtained during proof
loading (75% of ultimate load) itself. Preliminary tests on honeycomb test
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of insert pull tester.

coupons show that AE sensitivity is good and there is a possibility of
identifying a suitable parameter. Identical test coupons, in all respects,.
exhibited variation in failure modes and failure loads, necessitating a
statistical approach to the problem.

2. Acoustic Emission Testing

2.1 Specimen Details

A few honeycomb sandwich test coupons prepared with the same care and
effort that go into the fabrication of a structural member of the flight
model of the spacecraft were taken and their AE behavior was studied during
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tension loading of inserts up to destruction. The geometry of the test
coupon is given in Fig. 1.

2.2 Test Setup

Loading of the test coupons was done on a specially developed insert pull
tester. This system makes use of electrohydraulic feedback control system
similar to that used in a standard dynamic material testing system.

2.3 System Configuration

This consists of a command generation and safety control system and a
servo-hydraulic loading system with suitable mounting interface meeting the
specified loading boundary conditions. The honeycomb sandwich panel is
supported on a rigid plate with a circular cut of 80 mm diameter and a
maximum load of 10 kN is to be applied on the insert.

The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2. This consists of HP
85B computer (Main memory 32 kilobytes and external cassette tape storage
256 kilobytes) and a data acquisition and control system HP 3054A which can
take one DAC, and strain measurement cards.

A force feed-back hydraulic servo control system was used for the
application of the load. An indigenous servoactuator, as a part of test
setup was fabricated using imported Shamban (USA) seals, wipers, etc., to
keep the friction low (less than 17.5 N). Moog 760 servovalve was used and
necessary precautions were taken to keep the oil in the system clean using a
3 ~ (absolute Beta 3>75) filter for silt control. A load cell of 10 kN
capacity (TML, Japan) with 1 mV/V sensitivity along with Vishay 3500 strain
conditioner was used. An indigenous servocontroller was used for the feed
back control.

During flight, the inserts will be subjected to static tension,
compression and/or dynamic loads. They are also subjected to torsional
loads, torque generally resulting during assembly rather than the direct
load. Here the AE behavior of the inserts during static tensile loading only
is studied. One shot loading did not give much useful results so the loading
was done at different levels and loads were held for two minutes to study
any creep behavior of the insert and the insert pull tester was very useful
for this type of loading. This type of loading gave information on the
felicity factor as unloading followed the next level of loading.

Acoustic emission data from the test coupons were acquired by the Physical
Acoustic Corporation (PAC) System 3000 with the help of the real time data
acquisition system (RT/DAS) software provided by the PAC. The system
sensitivity values were set to a total system gain of 75 dB (40 dB at the
preamplifier and 35 dB at the system) and 1 V threshold. The preamplifier
plug in filters were selected in the frequency range of 100 kHz to 300 kHz.
The piezoelectric AE sensor was directly placed on the specimen. The couplant
used was vacuum grease. A 100 MHz oscilloscope was used to display the
acoustic emission bursts. A sweep rate of 2 ms/cm was selected at the scope
for the display of AE bursts. The acoustic emission data stored during the
test was subjected to a post test analysis.

For the sake of simplified analysis of the AE data obtained, data
pertaining to each cycle of loading were examined separately. The different
values of the AE parameters, counts, energy corresponding to each ramp and
dwell in the cycle were obtained by using the program RT STAT (Real time
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statistical program). Table 1 shows the output of RT-STAT for specimen 1.
Two others give similar results. Also tabulated are the number of AE events,
counts and energy values which occur in the first ramp of each cycle which
is the maximum load level of the previous cycle.

3. Discussion

The adopted presentation of results shows that only a simple approach to
the problem has been made. At the outset, the quantity of AE activity in
terms of events, counts and enerqy was studied in detail. The amount of AE
activity gave an indication of the damage occurring in the insert joint and
the best AE parameter which would help in identifying the damage growth is
under study. The random nature of the AE activity exhibited by coupon to
coupon has prompted a detailed study on the fabrication variables in the
insert joint. Although a digression from the actual problem, with the view
of obtaining more information on the AE behavior of sandwich panels, Kaiser
effect studies were made. The honeycomb sandwich panels are found to follow
Kaiser effect up to a certain load after which it breaks down. This change
in the behavior of the sandwich panel at a load consistently same for
different coupons has been interpreted as the initiation of failure of the
adhesive joint determined by acoustic emission technique. But this behavior
is observed very close to the failure load (around 83%) where the felicity
factor (ASTM, 1982; Awerbuch et al., 1985) attains a value of 0.4 and below
(Fig. 3).

4. Conclusion

With the custom built insert pull tester, it was found very convenient to
conduct the tests on a large number of coupons within a short period. It is
found that felicity factor assumes a small value around 2.5 kN which happens
to be 83% of the failure load. Further study is planned to comprehend the
failure below this percentage and also establish an AE parameter to predict
the failure initiation in the joint.
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Table 1. An example of RT-STAT output. Specimen 1 results shown .
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Location of Weld Defects by Acoustic Emission

G.L. Goswami and P.R. Roy

Radiometallurgy Division,
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Trombay, Bombay 400 085, INDIA

Abstract

Weld quality monitoring, as it stands today, is primarily done by X-ray
radiography and ultrasonic testing which can be applied only after welding is
complete. Acoustic emission (AE) technique is capable of monitoring both
welding process and weld quality together and can be performed during welding
itself. A set of experiments have been done on a special setup where both
weld defects and welding process were successfully monitored by AE testing.
Weld defects were located during the test and results were confirmed by
metallography.

1. Introduction

X-ray radiography and ultrasonic testing are applied to monitor the weld
quality, but only after welding is complete. Goswami (1983) has explained a
number of advantages of acoustic emission technique, such as: capability of
monitoring both welding process and weld quality together during welding
itself. Therefore, this technique is being developed as a non-destructive
examination technique. The complete development of AE technique for on-line
monitoring of weld will greatly reduce the down-time of the welding machine
and post-weld inspection time as this technique is capable of locatinq the
weld defects in the weld puddle.

A set of experiments were conducted on a special setup where both weld
defects and welding process (Gas Tungsten Arc Welding; GTAW) were
successfully monitored by acoustic emission testing. Weld defects were
located during the test and results were confirmed by metallography.

2. Experimental

A special semi-automatic GTAW setup, which is most commonly used, has been
installed, where welding and AE recording can be programmed independently.
Arc striking is done by using high frequency attachment without bringing the
electrode into contact with the job. A microprocessor-controlled two-channel
acoustic emission system using resonant type sensors of 175 kHz and 375 kHz
to eliminate background, personal, and electrical noise, with corresponding
bandpass filters and preamplifiers, were used to monitor the acoustic
emission. Location of the defects were determined by placing the sensors in
the line of the weld but away from the weld. AE signals were fed to the
central processing unit for analysis and display.

Welding were performed on stainless steel strips of 5.0 mm thickness and
current was kept at 40 A. Welding speed in automatic welding was 4.6 mm/sec.
Defects like weld cracking and inclusion were produced by inserting zircaloy
and tungsten in the weld pool, respectively. Deliberate malfunction of
equipment like short circuiting and sudden current variations was induced
manually. Arc drifting was produced by passing the arc over a hole in the
strip. In order to ensure the results and analysis, all the experiments were
repeated under identical conditions and results have been published earlier
(Goswami and Roy, 1985). Experiments were continued to locate the weld
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defects such as inclusions and weld cracking by AE and later confirmed by
metallography.

3. Results and Discussion

Signal to noise ratio is found to be better for 175 kHz sensors. Arc
striking by high frequency has been recorded by both the sensors. Cracking
signal is much stronger than high frequency signal and can be detected by
event rate analysis.
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Location of weld defects is done by monitoring the signal arrival time
interval between two sensors from the same events. With two-channel system,
only the defects on the straight line joining the two sensors can be located,
so it is better to use a multichannel system. In our study, defects were
intentionally produced at fixed location and therefore, the results could
unambiguously be analyzed. Results of defect location based on event rate
analysis for both cracking and inclusion are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. High
frequency signal is difficult to locate, which may be due to the fact that
high frequency power is on for 1 to 2 seconds, thus covering an area about 5
10 rom and also some high frequency signals may be picked up directly by the
sensors. However, weld defects could be located accurately as shown in the
figures.

4. Conclusion

Cracking signal is stronger and can be analysed by either voltage level or
event rate. Inclusion has changed the event rate only, therefore both voltage
level and event rate should be analysed together to draw any conclusion. It
is possible to locate the weld defect, cracking and inclusion by acoustic
emission analysis.
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Abstract

The structural stability of any metallic glass is an important
consideration for its technological applications as structural relaxation
below crystallization temperature causes changes in many properties like
density, viscosity, elastic constants, electric and magnetic properties, etc.
To investigate the relaxation process, metallic glasses of nominal
compositions Ni45Fe5C020CrlOM04B16 and Fe40Ni38M04B18 were heated with and
without load below crystallization temperatures 446 K, 533 K, 553 K and 548
K, respectively. Acoustic signals were recorded at 175 and 375 kHz resonant
frequencies by using a microprocessor controlled two-channel acoustic
emission set-up. The salient features of the acoustic emissions are (i) they
take place in discrete steps, (ii) the time interval between two emissions
are smaller and become longer as the time proceeds, and (iii) the ringdown
counts and event duration of the acoustic emissions remain unchanged for the
most of the events indicating that only a single mechanism is operating. This
has been identified as the viscoelastic flow of the matrix.

1. Introduction

Processing technique of a metallic glass imparts its matrix a metastable
character. Depending upon the time and temperature of transformation, the
glass will either crystallize into crystalline form, or more simply, adopt a
stabler configuration in the amorphous state itself. All the exotic
properties of these materials originate from their amorphous character.
Hence, the microstructural stability of metallic glasses is an important
consideration in their commercial usage. Under external constraints,
metastability built into the matrix leads to the structural relaxation.
Theoretical treatment of the problem is developing at present (Ngai, 1987).
In this paper, acoustic emission studies under temperature and stress on two
metallic glasses are reported. The data provide an insight into the
microscopic nature of the phenomenon involved in the structural relaxation.

2. Experimental Procedure

The present studies have been carried out on meltspun tapes manufactured by
Allied Chemical, USA, having nominal compositions of Ni45Fe5C020M04B16 (lMG)
and Fe40Ni38M04B18 (2MG). lMG and 2MG have cross-sections of 3 rom X 40 ~ and
10 mm X 40 ~, respectively. Acoustic emission monitoring was carried out
during isothermal heating in the amorphous range using a two-channel acoustic
emission setup. Coupling of the metallic glass samples to the two resonant
type sensors of 175 kHz and 375 kHz frequencies was done with couplant and
stainless steel waveguides. High gain and proper threshold were selected so
as to record even weak signals during testing. The acoustic emission were
recorded as a function of temperature as well as stress. The temperatures
used are 446 K, 533 K, and 553 K for IMG and 548 K for 2MG.

An experimental setup as shown in Fig. 1 was made to apply load on the
sample during heating. The loading experiment was done at 446 K for lMG and
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup.
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the weight equivalent to a stress of 1.42 X 105 kg/cm2 was applied manually
after the test temperature was reached. In the case of 2MG the stress applied
amounted to 2.5 X lOS kg/cm2 and the experiment was carried out at 548 K.

3. Results and Discussion

The cha~acteristic features of the acoustic emissions emitted during
isothermal annealing are as follows:

i) The emissions begin immediately with the start of heating.
il) The emissions take place in the discrete steps.
iii) To start with, the intervals between two events are smaller and as the

time proceeds, the interval becomes larger.

A typical plot of acoustic emission versus time for lMG at 533 K is shown
in Fig. 2. From the characteristics listed above, it is possible to make
inferences regarding the nature of unit process responsible for structural
relaxation. Most significant aspect of the observation is that the process
responsible for structural relaxation has no incubation period which is
normally associated with any diffusion controlled phenomenon. Secondly, the
emissions take place in discrete bursts and not in a continuous manner. Any
physical property change brought about by diffusive motion of matrix atom,
builds up slowly so that it appears continuous. Hence the relaxation of the
matrix which is inducing acoustic emission is most probably occurring through
a flow process. An acoustic event is a composite consisting of several
individual pulses. The number of such pulses is called AE counts or ringdown
counts (ROC) and the duration of emission is event duration (ED). These two
are the most important parameters characterizing the acoustic events. The
parameters obtained without stress are indicated in Table 1. For most of the
events, ROC and ED are varying between 1-6 and 1-100 ~, respectively. Thus,
most of the time only a single type of the flow process is operating. The
progressive increase in the time interval between two successive acoustic
events is due to the decrease in the stored energy of the matrix which
provides the driving energy for the flow.

similar behaviour is seen also in the case of 2MG. The data for this are
also given in Table 1. Here, for majority of the events, the ROC and ED range
were between 1-6 and 1-100 ~s, respectively.
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Table 1 Analysis of acoustic emission signals

Metallic Temp Range No.l% of Events Range No./% of Events
Glass (K' of RDC of ED

Without With (J,JSec) Without With
Load Load Load Load

0-6 900 1120 1-100 880 1070
(97.8%) (91.8%) (96.7%' (87.7%'

1MG 446
>6 20 100 >100 30 150

(2.2%' (8.2%' (3.3%) (12.3%)

0-6 46 79 1-100 46 80
(97.9%) (96.4%) (97.9%) (97.6%'

2MG 548
>6 1 3 >100 1 2

(2.1%) (3.6%' (2.1%' (2.4%)

Table 2 Mechanical behavior as classified by the stress
and strain relationship

Name of the Recoverablel Time Stress
S. No. flow process Permanent Dependence Dependence

1. Ideal elasticity Recoverable Instantaneous Linear
2. Anelasticity Recoverable Time clependent Linear
3. Viscoelasticity Permanent Time clependent Linear
4. Instantaneous Permanent Instantaneous Non-linear

Homogeneous strain components of a metallic glass subjected to external
stress are listed in Table 2 (Nowick and Berry, 1972). The flow process,
under discussion, must conform to one of the four mentioned in Table 2. To
this end, the process characteristics have to be evaluated on the basis of
criterion listed for each process. Isothermal annealing of the metallic glass
causes permanent changes in the dimensions as well as other physical
properties; e.g. resistivity and viscosity, as reported earlier (Kurusomovic
and Scott, 1980; Taub and Spaepen, 1980; Tiwari et al., 1987). This rules out
the ideal elasticity and anelasticity as unit flow process responsible for
the acoustic emission. Instantaneous plasticity can also be ruled out as
acoustic emission does not take place instantaneously but over a period of
time as shown in Fig. 3. This leaves only viscoelastic flow to be identified
with process associated with acoustic emission recorded here. However, under
these conditions the acoustic emission should be enhanced without changing
the characteristics of the signal.

The acoustic emissions from both metallic glasses under stress are given in
Table 1. As expected, total signals are enhanced from 910 to 1220 for lMG and
from 47 to 82 for 2MG, respectively. The analysis of these events on the
basis of the ROC and ED are also given in Table 1. It is seen that these
parameters remain largely unchanged. This fact provides direct evidence that
flow processes with and without stress are identical. Another significant
fact emerging from Table 1 is that irrespective of the ROC and ED values,
enhancement in emission rate occurs for all the events. Hence, the
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enhancement in the rate of the emission caused by application of stress
clearly establishes that thermally induced relaxation is caused by
viscoelastic flow process. The use of acoustic emission technique has thus
helped to identify the mechanism of stress relaxation in an unequivocal
manner.

4. Conclusions

The acoustic emission studies have thrown a new light on the mechanism of
structural relaxation in the metallic glass. It is concluded that structural
relaxation in these materials is brought out by the viscoelastic flow in the
matrix.
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The 9th International AE Symposium
The 9th lABS, sponsored by the JSNDI, will be held at International Conference Center Kobe in Kobe, Japan on 14 - 17
November 1988. The Symposium attempts to cover all areas of interest in AE applications, research and development, as
well as standards activities. Selection ofpapers and technical reports has been completed. Poster sessions will be included.
Program appeared in the last issue ofJAE (p. 129). Paper and Program Committee Chair is Dr. I. Kimpara, Dept. of Naval
Architecture, University ofTokyo, Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo, Tokyo 113, Japan and the Organizing Committee is chaired by
Prof. K. Yamaguchi while the Secretarial Committee by Dr. Y. Higo. Participants are requested to make hotel arrangement
directly with one of three Symposium hotels. Information regarding meeting attendance can be obtained from JSNDI,
Hashimoto Bldg, 5-4-5 Asabasabahi, Taito-Ieu, Tokyo III Japan. FAX 03-863-6524. In the US, call Prof. K. Ono at 213
825-5233 or FAX: 213-825-0761.

The World Meeting on AE
The World Meeting on AE has been so named since the 3rd International Conference on AE as originally planned was
enlarged in scope. It will be held in Charlotte, North Carolina on 21 - 23 March 1989. It will be sponsored by the AEWG,
ASNT, and ASTM. A proceedings will be published as an ASTM-STP. Program Committee is headed by Prof. W. Sachse,
Chair, Prof. K. Yamaguchi (Japan) and Dr. J. Roget (France) in addition to international members of about twenty. This
Meeting is to provide a forum for reviewing the acceptance of AE by industries and regulatory bodies and for describing new
and novel applications, as well as reviewing the unsolved problems ofAE and its related technologies for structural integrity
monitoring, materials characterization, robotics, process control and sensor development. See announcements on the last issue
of this Journal. Inquiry should be addressed to Prof. W. Sachse, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY 14853 USA. FAX: 607-255-7116. Deadline for abstract submission is 31 October 1988.

Third International Symposium on AE from Composite Materials
The bicentennial celebration of the French Revolution (July 14, 1989) precedes the Third International Symposium on
Acoustic Emission from Composite Materials (J.C. Lenain, general chairman) to be held 17 - 21 July 1989 in Paris, France.
Intending authors should submit three copies of 600-800 words abstracts of papers to be presented by 15 December 1988
to the Program Chairman, Dr. D. Valentine (address below). US authors may submit them to Dr. TJ. Fowler, Monsanto
Co., 800 N. Undbergh Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63167. Authors will be notified by February 1989 of the acceptance of the
papers and are to submit full papers by April 1989. This Symposium is to provide a world wide forum for all participants
involved in AE and composites (FRPs, MMCs (or FRMs) and reinforced ceramics) in industrial applications, research,
instrumentation, codes and standards. The program will cover theoretical and practical aspects of materials characterization,
damage mechanism swdies, AE signature analysis, source location, quality control. in-service inspection and condition
monitoring. It will also include discussion about trends, future developments and applications in this field. The language of
the Symposium and the proceedings will be English. Write to Dr. D. Valentine (Program Chairman), Ecole des Mines de
Paris, Centre des MatUiaux, BP 87, 91003 EVRY C~dex, France for further information.

Ultrasonic International 89
The next year's conference will be held at the offices of the Spanish Council for Scientific Research, Serrano 117, 28006,
Madrid, Spain from 3 to 7 July 1989. Abstracts must reach the organizer by 13 January 1989. Send to Marija Vukovojac,
Ultrasonic International 89, Butterworth Scientific UtI, PO Box 63, Guildford, Suney GU2 SBH UK. FAX 0483 301563.

AE Training Courses
USB Inspection Tech. Corp. 1600 Tribute Rd, Sacramento, CA 95815. Contact: J. Rodgers (916) 927-3861.
Fundamentals of AE Technology and SNT-TCIA QUDliflcation Coune, Nov. 14-18, 1988, Sacramento.

Physical Acoustics Corp. (PAC) P.O. Box 3135, Princeton, NJ 08543. Contact Dotty Murdock (609) 896-2255.
School 01 Acoustic Emission, Oct. 30-Nov. 4, 1988, Princeton, NJ. Feb. 20-24, 1989, Irvine, CA.
SNT·TCIA QualijwaJion Course, Nov. 28-Dec. 2, 1988, Level 2, at Princeton.
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Acousto-U1trasonics

Mr. Samsir Tanary of University of Ottawa recently
completed an MS thesis, Characterization of Adhesively
Bonded Joints using Acousto-Ultrasonics. Its copies have
been made available by Dr. Alex Vary of NASA Lewis
Research Center, who originated the technique over 10 years
ago. The thesis presents a review of the method and gives
experimental results of characterization tests on adhesively
bonded samples. Single lap joint specimens were made of
graphite/epoxy or steel adherands and adhesive film.
Controlled degradation in the bondline strength was caused
by voids or unbonds, adhesive aging and high temperature
exposure. AU parameters and bond strength had a good
correlation. Applications to foam core aluminum panels were
also discussed for the detection of voids, damaged areas and
manufacturing variations. Contact Dr. Vary at NASA.

Announcements

Physical AcoustJcs Corp. announced the introduction
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54 dB dynamic range over a 32 MHz A to D convener, 2
Msample storage per channel, FFT and digital filtering
software. Up to eight parallel channel recording is proVided.
Various parameters on the digitizing boards as well as dislc
related functions, data analysis and display are software
controlled. Also made public by PAC is a planned develop
ment of a 64-c:hannel AE Prefailure Warning System for real
time inspection of airframe structures to be used at Boeing
Commercial Airplanes. Contact PAC at 609-896-2255.
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The Soltee SDA-2000 is the perfect instnlment for
analyzing acoustic emissions data. The SDA's IOMHz,
12-bit digitizer provides fast and accurate capture of
acoustical data. Its 2 Megasample RAM buffer allows the
user to record long emission bursts of both high and low
frequency signal components.

Recorded waveforms can be displayed (in color) and ex
panded for easy analysis. The SDA comes with its own
menu-driven software which allows on-screen measure
ment of waveform area, energy, and RMS value, as well
as user-defined calculations including integration, differen
tiation, and basic mathematical operations (+ / - / */ + ).

If additional analysis is required, data flles can be
analyzed using third-party software such as LOTUS 1-2-3,
ASYST, ILS, DADiSP. and ICEPACK. Just connect the
SDA-2000 to your IBM-PC and you're ready to start col
lecting data.

The SDA-2000 combines true turnkey operation with
powerful hardware and software to make this system the
perfect choice for today's acoustic emissions applications.

For additional infonnation or a product demonstration,
please contact an application engineer at (800) 423-2344.
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Acoustic Emission During Quasi-Static Loading/Hold
IUnloading in Notched Reinforced Fiber Composite
Materials

s. V. Hoa and L. Li

Abstract

Acoustic emission (AE) has been extensively used as a
quality control technique for many products of reinforced
fiber composite materials, such as pressure vessels and
storage tanks. In the CARP document by the Society of
Plastics Industry, the load/holdlunload/reload test schedule is
recommended. The purpose of this schedule is to detect any
growing damage even when the load is not increasing. The
main objective of this work: was to study AE Characteristics
(or reinforced plastic (RP) composite materials with two
types of notch and to establish a relation between AE para
meters and the damage in composite materials following a
similar loading schedule. We employed samples with a
single-edge notch or a center notch. The samples were
incrementaUy loaded in steps of 10% of tensile failure load
on each cycle. Crack appearance was continuously recorded
with a video camera. The Kaiser effect and Felicity ratios,
amplitUde distribution, location distribution, cumulative AE
counts with loading change were recorded. The relation
between AE parameters and applied stress was found. These
AE parameters are correla\Cd to damage severity in compo
site materials.

1. Introduction

In an effort to develop a quality control testing tech
nique to test new highway road tankers and to retest old
tankers of fiber reinforced plastics, acoustic emission (AE)
has been selected as a feasible technique. These tankers are
made of E-glass fiber reinforced polyester materials with
balsa wood core. The recommended practice for AE testing
of fiberglass tanks and vessels by the Committee on
Acoustic Emission from Reinforced Plastics (CARP) of the
Society of the Plastics Industry (SPI) [CARP is now
affiliated with American Society of Nondestructive Testing]
stipulates a load/holdlunload/reload schedule for testing
pressure vessels. Since AE is based on the principle of
detecting growing flaws and since fiberglass reinforced
plastics used in chemical storage tanks and vessels inhe
rently contain many flaws (these flaws can be in the form of
air bubbles, fiber breaks, voids, or gaps, etc. in the balsa
wood core, in the reinforced plastic skins of the sandwich or
at the core-skin interfaces), it is desirable as a base study
to examine the AE behavior of notched laminates of these
reinforced plastic materials subjected to the load/holdl

Received 21 August 1987; in final fonn, 28 January 1989. The
authors arc affiliated with Composite Materials Laboratory,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Concordia University.
Montreal, Quebec. Canada.
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unload/reload schedule. In the area of AE from notched
reinforced plastic materials, many researchers have made
exploratory studies. Newaz (1986) examined mode I delami
nation damage in unidirec-tional glass/polyester composite
using acoustic emission. Ono (1986) studied the AE beha
vior of flawed unidirectional carbon fiber-epoxy composites
and indicated that event duration and amplitude have some
relation to different modes of failure. Shiwa et aI. (1986)
examined AE during tensile-loading-holding and unloading
reloading of fiberglass-epoxy composites. They found that
the number of AE events during loading increases signifi
cantly at applied stress greater than 60% of the ultimate
stress. Work done by Awerbuch and coworkers (1983, 1986)
indicated that much of acoustic emission activity during
unloading can be attributed to friction noise between crack
surfaces. The Felicity ratio (ratio of reload value at which
AE events begin to occur over the previous maximum load),
therefore, has to be interpreted very carefUlly.

The purpose of the work in this report is:
To investigate the acoustic emission activity in
fiberglass reinforced polyester materials under
loading/holding/unload-ing/reloading schedule.
To obtain the significance of the Felicity ratio: for
example, what does an acceptable Felicity ratio of 0.95
as recommended in the CARP procedure imply? Is there
sig-nificant damage done already or not?
If the Felicity ratio has a direct relation with the
amount of damage then ,it may be used as an indication
of damage and eventually it may be used as one of the
acceptance/rejection criteria.

It should be noted that a similar set of work on graphite!
epoxy filament wound laminate coupons has been carried out
by Awerbuch et al. (1983). They found that for poor quality
material, Felicity ratio drops rapidly with increasing applied
slress, and that it can therefore serve as an indicator of
damage severity and/or material quality, and ultimately as an
acceptance/rejection criterion.

2. Experiment

Fiberglass reinforced polyester plates were made by Les
Transports Provost, Inc. of Montreal, Canada. The fiber
was E-glass and the resin was Dion 6694. These laminates
were made by hand-lay-up of alternate layers of 1.50 ozlft2

(460 g/m2) mats and 24 ozlyard2 (810 g/m2) woven roving.
The plates were cut into strips of 540 mm x 38 mm x 7 rom
with specimen cdges parallel to the weave as shown in Fig.
1. Notches were cut into the specimens. Two kinds of
notches were made: one is single edge notch of 0.6 rom in

0730-0050188107145-160
Copyrightel988Acouslic Emission Group
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Fig. 2. (a) Measurement block diagram.

width and 6 mm in length and the other is a non-through
thickness center notch of 26 nun in width and a depth of 1
mm. This center notch was cut using a diamond saw of 0.6
mm in width and 75 nun in. radius (Fig. I). Two RI5I (150
kHz) AE sensors made by Physical Acoustics Corporation
(PAC) were bonded ODto the specimen using hot-melt
general purpose adhesive. The specimen was tested in ten
sion on an MTS testing machine with a displacement rate of
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I mmlmiD. Figure 2a shows the schematic of the loading
and recording arrangement The loading schedule is shown
in Fig. 2b and c. During the test. AE signals were continu
ously recorded on diskettes in the PAC System 3400 AE
Analyzer.

A video system was used to monitor the crack growth
in real time. This allows the crack growth to be correlated
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to the AE parameters after the test For all specimens tested
iD this program. the parameters of the AE iDstrumentation
were set as follows:

gain of preamplifier at 40 dB
maiD amplifier gain control at 38 dB
dead time at 0.1 ms
system threshold level at 0.5V
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distance between scnsors .. 250 Mm.

reference amplltude of 0 dB at 1 J1V at the sensor

For location calibration purposes, the distance between
the two sensors was divided into 100 segments. The middle
region containing a notch was from segments 45 to
segment 55. AE data recorded included number of events,
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cumulative AE counts, load parameter as functions of linear
location, amplitude and time.

3. Results

Five samples for each type of notch were tested but
only the data from three of them were good. These data are
shown in Tables I to 6. Samples RP#4, RP#6, RP#7 are
single-edge notched and samples RP-l, RP-2, and RP4 are
center-notched. The following notations were used in these
tables:

Loading cycle:
refers to the cycles of loading as shown in Fig. 2b.

Maximum load, P:
refers to the maximum load in each cycle shown in
Fig. 2b.

First event load, Pr:
refers to the load in the subsequent cycle at which

AE events or counts start to be recorded. For
example, in Table I, aD the 3rd cycle, the maximum
load is 7.1 kN. On the 4th cycle, AE activities start
to occur at 8.S leN. This 8.S leN is entered in the
column of the 3rd cycle. This facilitates the
calculation of Felicity ratio for the 3rd cycle as Pr IP
:::: 8.5n.l :::: 1.2.

a", PIA:
nominal applied stress, calculated by dividing the
maximum load by the cross-sectional area of the
unnotched part of the sample.

Normalized stiess, aD:
The maximum stress for each cycle is normalized by
dividing it by the nominal fracture stress.

Cumulative AE counts, N:
Total AE counts recorded.

Load events:
AE events that occur during the loading part in a

cycle. Events for the whole distance between the two
transducers (0-100) as well as events for a small
portion in the vicinity of the crack (45-55) or (40
45) and (55-60) are both shown.

Hold events, AEh:
AE events that occur during the hold period of a
cycle.

Unload events, ABu:
AE events that occur during the unloading period of a
cycle.

Total events:
AE events for each cycle (load events, hold events
and unload events).

Reload events, AEr:

refer to Fig. 3. These are AE events that occur during
the (i+l)th cycle upon loading to the maximum load
reached in the i-th cycle.

Damage events, AE:
refer to Fig. 3. Damage events AE for the i-th cycle
is defmed as AE .. AEb + AEu + AEr• This parameter
is defmed under the assumption that if there is any
critical flaw that has developed after loading of the i
th cycle, that flaw may grow and produce AE activity
during the holding period. During the unloading
period, surfaces of the critical flaw may rub against
each other and produce AE events. On reloading in
the (i+l)th cycle, there may be AE activities before
the previous load is reached. The sum of these AE
activities can therefore be used as one indication of
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delamination near the notch tip and some fibers were broken
as the delamination progressed to a certain level; at this
time the amplitude of events is more than 90 dB. In RP-I
specimen the main fracture mechanism was delamination and
cracking on surface matrix. Similarly, Figs. Sa and Sb
show the location distribution for the respective samples.
Figure Sa implies that AE events came mostly from the
vicinity of the notch; Figure 5b indicates that AE events
came from throughout the specimen. The end where fracture
occurred shows a slightly greater number of events (see
damage shape in Table 4). The center notch does not
increase the AE activity of these materials. Figures 6a and
6b show the cumulative AE counts versus time for the two
typical samples RP#4 and RP-l. For RP#4 specimen near
fracture, the cumulated AE count rate increased very rapidly.
For RP-l specimen the fracture was not within the range of
the location; therefore, the increase of cumulative AE count
rate was not obvious. Figure 7 shows the cumulative AE
counts, N. versus the normalized stress, 011' Figure 8 shows
the variation of the damage AE events versus normalized
stress, 011' Finally, Fig. 9 shows the variation of the
Felicity ratio with normalized stress.
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damage. A similar concept to this approach was also
used by Shiwa et al. (1986).

Amplitude (AVE):
average AE amplitude in dB.

Damage shape:
during the whole duration of the test, the crack was
continuously monitored with a video camera.
Recording was later played back. The appearance of
the crack was then correlated with the load and a
sketch was made showing when the crack began to
grow.

Felicity ratio:
ratio of Pr /P.

Figures 4a and 4b show the amplitude distribution for
sample RP#4 (single edge nOlCh) and sample RP-l (center
notch), respectively. For RP#4 specimen, the amplitUde of
events is mostly distributed between 60 dB and 75 dB. For
RP-l specimen, however, it is distributed between 60 dB
and 100 dB. This difference is caused by the different types
of fracture mechanisms (see damage shapes in Tables 1 and
4). In RP#4 specimen the main fracture mechanism was

AMPLITUDE FIRST ARRIVAL

Fig. 4 (a) Amplitude distribution histogram for RP#4. Total of 10 load/hold/unload cycles. (top)
(b) Amplitude distribution histogram for RP-l. Total of 9 load/hold/unload cycles. (bottom)
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Table 1. AE data for single-edge-nok:hed specimen RP#4.

Loading cycle 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

Maximum load P(KN) 3.0 4.9 7.1 9.1 11. 1 13.1 15.1 17.4 19.2 23.2

First event load 7.1 8.5 9.0 11. 0 2.4 3.9 2.7 4.1

(next cycle)P:r(KN)

tr=P/A (Mfa) 11. 1 18.0 26.2 33.5 40.9 47.9 55.2 64.1 70.7 85.1
NOMINAL STRESS

CT(%)=CT /CT:r t 0.13 0.21 0.31 0.39 0.48 0.56 0.65 0.75 0.83 1.0rae ore
NORMALIZED STRESS

CUMULATIVE RING 0 0 275 786 1755 5685 7154 15239 30625 149025

DOlIN COUNTS N

LOAD EVENTS 0-100 0 0 5 29 88 125 229 283 510 6464
45-55 4 15 26 49 73 115 176 2646
40-45
55-60 0 1 6 11 10 16 96 1230

HOLD EVENTS 0-100 0 0 3 24 31 235 248 909 1503

4th
45-55 2 9 17 178 150 407 523
40-45
56-60 0 1 1 4 4 77 196

UNLOAD EVENTSO-l00 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 94 162 2

AE 45-55 3 18 70 109
u 40-45

66-60 0 0 3 21

TOTAL EVENTS 0 0 8 53 119 363 498 1286 2175 6466

RELOAD EVENTS AEr 0 0 0 1 1 31 25 93 418

DAMAGE EVENTS AE 0 0 3 25 32 269 294 1096 2083

AMPLITUDE {AVEJdb 80.4 69.7 65.9 66.4 67.1 67.8 71.7
FROK 45-55

-- ~ ,- 1---.-- ,- .---- ,-- - 1-

DAMAGE SHAPE f- ~ r-" -" iJ fJ r+ rt ~
-- ..:.- '- '----... - -- - 1---. ,-

FELICITY RATIO 1.45 1.20 0.99 0.99 0.18 0.26 0.16 0.21
(P:r/P)
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Table 2. AE data for single-edge-notched specimen RP#6.

Loading cycle 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

Maximum load PueN) 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.1 11. 1 13.0 15.1 16.9 19.0 24.5

First event load 5.9 6.4 8.2 10.3 13.1 14.3 9.1 16.3

(next cycle)Pr(KN)

u=P/A (MPa) 10.9 18.2 25.5 33.1 40.0 47.3 54.9 61. 4 69.1 89.1
NOMINAL STRESS

CT{Yo)=cr /(J'r t 0.12 0.20 0.29 0.37 0.45 0.53 0.62 0.69 0.78 1.0rac ure
NORMALIZED STRESS

CUMULATIVE RING 0 0 124 694 1131 1589 3039 3725 10878 146608

DOWN COUNTS N

LOAD EVENTS 0-100 0 0 2 13 43 37 108 121 272 3390
45-55 1 11 16 10 36 42 70 1304
40-45
55-60 1 0 6 3 7 30 43 729

HOLD EVENTS 0-100 0 0 0 3 12 43 42 56 350

.6.Eh
45-55 3 2 15 10 21 77
40-45
55-60 0 2 3 5 8 28

UNLOAD EVENTSO-l00 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 3

.6.E
45-55 0 0 1

u 40-45
55-60 0 0 1

TOTAL EVENTS 0 I 0 2 16 55 80 152 179 625 3390

RELOAD EVENTS .6.E 0 0 3 5 1 0 5 43 89r
DAMAGE EVENTS .6.E 0 0 3 8 13 43 47 101 442

AMPLITUDE (AVEldb 87.0 74.1 68.7 69.6 66.4 65.3 67.3 69.5
FROM 45-55

.---- .---- -.. .- .- .--- .- .- ..-- .~

I

DAMAGE SHAPE f- l- I--' 1-1 ~ ~ I-cr l- I-- 11
,- I- '-. ,_ i-. - ,- I- - ,-

FELICITY RATIO 1.18 0.94 0.90 0.94 1.00 0.95 0.54 0.87
(PflP)
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Table 3. AE data (or single-edge-nolched specimen RP#7.

Loading cycle 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

Maximum load P(KN) 2.9 5.0 7.0 9.1 11.1 13.0 15.1 17.2 19.0

First event load 6.0 7.4 8.5 11. 4 7.9 13.2 2.8

(next cyclelPfCKNl

u-=P/ A (Mfa) 11. 2 19.5 27.3 35.4 43.2 51.0 58.8 67.0 74.0
NOMINAL STRESS

crOO=cr /crfracture 0.15 0.26 0.37 0.48 0.58 0.70 0.79 0.91 1. 00

NORMALIZED STRESS

CUMULATI VE RING 0 0 74 258 520 2800 4500 9223 65170

DOlIN COUNTS N

LOAD EVENTS 0-100 0 0 3 8 10 58 22 102 130
45-55 3 6 3 39 15 43 55
40-45
55-60 0 1 0 4 1 37 37

HOLD EVENTS 0-100 0 0 0 0 6 45 80 246 296

flEh
45-55 0 16 12 130 129
40-45
55-60 2 4 18 64 74

UNLOAD EVENTSO-I00 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6

flE
45-55 0 0 4

u 40-45
55-60 0 0 1

TOTAL EVENTS 0 0 3 8 16 104 I 102 354 426

RELOAD EVENTS AEr 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 8

DAMAGE EVENTS flE 0 0 0 1 6 49 I 82 260

AMPLITUDE (AVEldb 70.2 72.1 67.0 70.2 69.0 65.9 69.7
FROM 45-55

---- --. --, '----- ~ .. , _.....~. ,- -

DAMAGE SHAPE l- I- ., - I- - - -+

- ~--- -..... ~
'-, -" - -'~'

-

FELICITY RATIO 1.20 1.07 0.93 1.04 0.60 0.87 0.16
(Pf/Pl
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Table 4. AE data for surface-notched specimen RP-l.

Loading cycle 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

Maximum load P(KN) 5.0 10.1 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0

First event load 11. 4 15.7 20.7 1. 40 4.6 30.6 35.6

(next cyele)Pr(KN)

a-=P/A {MPa) 14.3 28.9 42.9 57.2 71. 5 85.9 99.9 114.5 127.4
NOMINAL STRESS

0'0'.) =0' /0'r t 0.11 0.23 0.34 0.45 0.56 0.67 0.78 0.90 1. 00rae ure
NORMALIZED STRESS

CUMULATIVE RING 0 0 441 2990 6435 19435 34056 52753 68900

DOW COUNTS N

LOAD EVENTS 0-100 0 0 16 89 87 277 213 229 387
45-55 3 5 7 32 19 30 26
40-45
55-60 3 10 5 39 17 24 31

HOLD EVENTS 0-100 0 0 7 14 13 61 74 154

t.Eh
45-55 1 0 1 7 14 10
40-45
55-60 1 1 1 7 8 10

UNLOAD EVENTSO-I00 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0

AE 45-55 0 0 0 0 0 0
u 40-45

55-60 0 0 0 0 0 0

TCTAL EVENTS 0 0 25 103 100 340
1

287 383 387

RELOAD EVENTS AE 0 0 0 0 5 51 2 7r
DAMAGE EVENTS AE 0 0 9 14 18 68

1
76 161

AMPLITUDE (AVEJdb 66.5 69.7 73.6 75.31 78.5 78.2 75.3
FROM 45-55

~ - -·-0 --... "- .- ~

~
~.

. -I- I-

DAMAGE SHAPE - ..- - - - -- c:> ~ ~ 10-

- I-- r-

I-- .--- .-J 1- - - - - !.L.
FELICITY RATIO 1.08 1.04 1.00 0.06 0.15 0.87 0.89

(Pr/P)
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Table S. AE data for surface-notched specimen RP-2.

Loading cycle 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8tb 9th 10th 11th

Maximum load POCN) 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0 50.0 51.5

First event load 11.0 15.0 19.5 24.0 29.0 30.5 34.9 19.5 30.5

(next cycle)Pr(KN)

a=P/A (MPa) 27.5 41.2 55.0 68.7 82.4 96.2 109.9 123.6 137.4 141.5
NOMINAL STRESS

~(Y.)=~ /~rracture 0.20 0.30 0.39 0.49 0.58 0.68 0.78 0.87 0.97 1.0

NORMALIZED STRESS

CUMULATIVE RING 49 1849 6524 13160 20415 32664 46274 66689 134863 225695

DOVN COUNTS N

LOAD EVENTS 0-100 4 95 255 218 185 231 239 346 1081 226
45-55 0 9 29 26 25 35 23 54 108 21
40-45
55-60 0 10 22 22 18 20 15 28 83 17

HOLD EVENTS 0-100 1 13 38 48 38 81 156 278 651 0

AEh
45-55 1 0 4 11 a 11 25 30 393
40-45
55-60 0 0 2 10 5 8 10 26 48

UNLOAD EVENTSO-l00 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 10 2

AE
45-55 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0

u 40-45
55-60 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

TOTAL EVENTS 5 108 293 266 223 312 395 630 1743 228

RELOAD EVENTS AIr 0 1 5 2 6 6 25 432 193

DAMAGE EVENTS AE 1 14 43 50 44 87 181 716 854

AMPLITUDE (AVEJdb 65.5 70.2 69.7 72.4 75.3 76.1 74.6 73.7 73.1 73.5
FROM 45-55

-- . - .-.. -- - ..- -'- -- '-' 0 -r
~~ r- ~p.:::::::
~r;; ~

DAMAGE SHAPE - - - - I- I- 1- ~ ~1= =- - :=.. ~
E:; ==- ~.

~D
--:-

:' ::Ct .-~ ~-- . -- ~
_. '-- - ..::-.:....

FELICITY RATIO 1.10 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.87 0.87 0.43 0.61
(Pf/P)
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Table 6. AE data for surface-notched specimen RP-4.

Loading cycle 1st. 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6t.h 7th 8t.h 9t.h 10th

Maximum load P{lCN) 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.5 35.1 40.0 45.0 50.0

First event load 7 10.5 15.0 19.8 24.0 - 25.0 34.0 30.8

(next. cycle)Pr(KN)

a-.:P/A (MPa) 14.1128. 2 42.2 56.3 70.4 84.4 98.8 112.6 126.7
NOMINAL STRESS

",(X)=", /"'rracture 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 10.0

NORMALIZED STRESS

CUMULATIVE RING 0 100 3400 10000 15025 24040 36000 57095 96145 147245

DOVN COUNTS N

LOAD EVENTS 0-100 3 8 113 216 237 236 244 358 315 699
45-55 0 0 18 27 17 30 44 52 57 95
40-45
55-60

HOLD EVENTS 0-100 0 0 48 80 35 46 109 302 699 64

~Eh
45-55 3 7 7 8 23 27 91 10
40-45
55-60

UNLOAD EVENTSO-l00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 8

AE 45-55 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
u 40-48

55-60

TOTAL EVENTS 3 I 8 181 286 273 282 354 664 882 773

RELOAD EVENTS ~E 0 I 0 7 2 9 6 19 63 91r
DAMAGE EVENTS AE 0 0 55 82 44 52 129 369 768

AMPLITUDE (AVE)db 62.6 66.1 68.7 69.0 70.3 74.3 74.0 71.7 71. 9 73.0
FROM 45-55 _0 - ~ --- ~ '--1 '0' 19 6)

=
DAMAGE SHAPE -

~ ~ !a!- - - - - - ....-
- 1- ~ ;::

f-"O I ==-;::::

'- ,- 11;± DO. ~.- .- '- -~- -. ~

FELICITY RATIO 1.40 1.05 1.00 0.99 0.96 - 0.71 0.85 0.68
(PflP)
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Fig. 5 (a) Location distribution histogram for RP#4. Total of 10 load/hold/unload cycles. (top)

(b) Location of distribution histogram for RP-l. Total of 9 load/hold/unload cycles. (bottom)

4. Discussion

The main theme of the discussion will be centered aD
how the different AE parameters can be related to critical
damage in the material. Critical damage means damage that
causes contiDuous crack growth eveDtually leading to catas
trophic fracture. Many times, a microscopic piece of the
matrix may be cracked or a fiber may be broken, but if
these do not lead to continuous and then unstable crack
growth UDder sustained applicatioD of CODstant load, theD
these are not cODsidered as critical damage.
4.1 Visible Crack Growth

Appear/!-Dce of the tip of the crack on the surface was
mODitored coDtinuously with the video system. Schematics
of these cracks are shown in Tables 1 to 6. It can be seen
from these tables that AE events do occur before visible
crack growth. ID Table I, for siDgle-edge-notch specimen
RP#4, AE eveDts occurred on cycle 3 (26.2 MPa) at the
same time as visible crack growth was observed. Also,
eveD though not shown in Table 1, a while band was
observed to emanate from the crack tip in cycle 2, before

AE events occurred. The true nature of this white band is
not known at this time. For single-edge-notched specimen
RP#6, AE events were detected at the same time as crack
growth was observed to occur during cycle 3 with a nominal
applied stress of 25.5 MPa. For single-edge-notched
specimen RP#7, the same behavior was observed. AE
events were recorded at the same time as the crack tip
propagated during cycle 3. The nominal stress was 27.3
MPa. It can be concluded that the behavior of the three
single-edge-notched specimens is consistent

For the center-notched specimens, it was more difficult
to observe the crack growth because the crack may
propagate inward (i.e., into the thickness direction) or the
crack may be lifting at the edge away from the surface of the
sample due to delamiDation. Indeed, lifting along the edge
was observed to occur before propagation along the width
directioD. For ceDter-notched sample RP-1, AE was
observed to occur at the same time as the crack edge was
observed to lift at a few 10catioDs. These occurred during
cycle 3 at a Dominal stress of 42.9 MPa. For center
notched sample RP-2, AE was recorded during cycle 2 (27.S
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Fig. 6 (a) Cumulative AE counts versus time for RP#4. Total of 10 loadlholdlunload cycles. (top)
(b) Cumulative AE counts versus time for RP-1. Total of 9 loadlholdlunload cycles. (bottom)

MPa) and the crack edge was observed to lift at a few points
during cycle 3 (41.2 MPa). It may be possible that the
crack propagates inward during cycle 2. This possible
propagation could not be observed with the instrumentation
used. For center-notched sample RP-4, AE was recorded
during cycle 2 (28.2 MPa) and the crack edge was also
observed to lift at a few points during cycle 3 (42.2 MPa).
From the above observation, it can be concluded that AE
occurs as a result of crack growth. Damage mechanism such
as white band formation does not seem to create AE
activities.

4.2 Amplitude of AE Signal

?For single-edge-notched specimens, the average
amplitude is large for AE signals corresponding to first
propagation of a crack. Subsequent AE signals have smaller
amplitude.?

In Table 1 for sample RP#4, the average amplitude for
signals appearing in cycle 3 is 80.4 dB whereas the average
amplitudes for cycles 4 to 9 are about 70 dB. In Table 2,
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the average amplitude during cycle 3 is 87 dB whereas the
average amplitudes for subsequent cycles is less than 70 dB.
In Table 3, the average amplitudes in cycles 3 and 4 are
70.2 and 72.1 dB and the average amplitude for subsequent
cycles are about 70 dB.

For the case of center-notched specimens (Tables 4 to
6), there was no clear distinction between the average
amplitude of signals emanating from the first few cracks
from those due to subsequent cracks.

4.3 Amplitude Distribution

Figure 4a shows the amplitude distribution for single
edge-notched specimen RP#4 and Fig. 4b shows the same
for surface-notched specimen RP-l. For sample RP#4, the
majority of the amplitude is about 65 dB. For sample RP-l,
the amplitUdes vary uniformly from 60 dB to 100 dB. The
modes of crack propagation in the two types of samples
may be different. We did not investigate the mode of crack
propagation in a center notched sample in detail but this
can be a subject for further research.
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4.4 Location Distribution 4.6 DtunQge Events

Figure Sa shows the location distribution for single
edge notched sample RP#4 and Fig. Sb shows the same for
center-notched sample RP-l. For sample RP#4, most AE
signals· emanate from the mid length of the sample which is
in the vicinity of the edge notch. For sample RP-I, AE
signals appear to emanate from throughout the sample.
This indicates that the notch was not of sufficient severity
to locally weaken the sample, particularly at the low load
level.

4.5 Cwnulative AE Counts versus Time and Stress

Figures 6a and 6b show the cumulative AE counts
versus time for sample RP#4 and RP-I, respectively. Note
the different scales for the AE counts in the two graphs.
Both Figs. 6 and 7 show that the variation of cumulative AE
counts exhibits three different stages. At the beginning and
when applied stress is low, there is no AE count. After a
certain amount of time and when stress is sufficiently high,
AE counts start to be recorded. At the end when stress is
close to the fracture stress, many AE counts occur. The
above three stages are typical. When the single-edge
notched samples are separated out, AE counts do not start
until the applied stress exceeds SOCiI of the ultimate stress.
For the center notched samples, AE counts start to occur at a
lower percentago of the ultimate stress.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of damage events versus
normalized stress. The damage events start to occur at
stress as low as 209& of the maximum fracture stress.

4.7 Felicity Ratio

Figure 9 shows the distribution of Felicity ratio with
normalized stress, (fD' Below S09& of the ultimate fracture
stress the Felicity ratio is more than 909&. It is also
interesting to note the Felicity ratio also increases at higher
stresses after a sharp decrease at about 609& of the ultimate
stress. One possible explanation for this increase in
Felicity ratio can be due to the condition at the tip of the
crack as the crack is winding along inside the composite
structure. If the crack tip meets an obstacle, it will take a
higher stress to propagate across the obstacle. This
obstacle can be anywhere along the crack path. As far as an
acceptance criterion is concerned, to be conservative, one
should pay more attention to the low end of the stress scale
when the Felicity ratio first starts to drop (about S09& of
the ultimate stress). This indicates the fust sign of crack
instability. Whether this crack instability will produce
catastrophic failure or the crack may be stopped at
subsequent loadings is uncertain and depends on the internal
structure of the sample.
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4.8 Significance of This Work in the AE Testing of lArge
Pressure Vessels

The CARP procedure uses the Felicity ratio as one of
the criterion for acceptance/rejection of this vessel. Figure
9 shows that the Felicity ratio starts to drop significantly
below 1.0 at a normalized stress slightly above 40%. As a
conservative way of accepting the vessel, a requirement of
Felicity ratio of more than 0.9 or 0.95 for new vessel is
reasonable. However, as seen in Fig. 9, Felicity ratio can
resurge at higher normalized stresses. It is therefore
necessary to be cautious when Pelicity ratio is used for
testing used pressure vessels.

S. Conclusions

Prom the above results and discussion, the following
conclusions can be reached:

1. Continous video monitoring is an effective way to
correlate AE activities and crack growth in single-edge
notched samples of reinforced plastic materials.

2. AE cannot detect white band formation in fiberglass
reinforced polyester.

3 . AE can be recorded before crack growth is visible.

4. Significant amount of AE counts do not occur until after
about 50% of ultimate stress in single-edge-notched
samples.

S. Felicity ratio can increase after a decrease~
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The Acoustic Emission Generated during the Plastic
Deformation of High Purity Zinc

s. H. Carpenter and Chung-Mei Chen

Abstract

The acoustic emission generated during the compressive
deformation of high purity zinc has been investigated and
characterized. Both single crystals of speeific crystallo
graphic orientations and polycrystalline samples with
preferred orientations were investigated. Crystallographic
orientations were chosen to enhance specific deformation
mechanisms. Zine was chosen as the candidate material since
it has only one active deformation twinning system. In all
cases the major source of acoustic emission was found to be
the nucleation of deformation twins. The emission generated
from deformation twinning was so intense that it was
impossible to determine if any additional emission was
generated from the initiation of slip or from twin growth.

1. Introduction

Acoustic emission is commonly produced during the
plastic deformation of most metals. Slip and deformation
twinning arc the two most fundamental mechanisms by
which metals deform plastically and both have been reported
as sources of acoustic emission (Heiple and Carpenter,
1987). Measurable acoustic emission is always produced by
deformation twinning, While the initiation of slip, not
simply slip, is the most common source of acoustic emis
sion caused by slip. Slip is the translation of crystal planes
past each other accomplished by the movement of dislo
cations. Deformation by twinning differs fundamentally
from slip. Once slip has occurred in a material the slipped
and unslipped areas maintain the same crystallographic
orientations. When deformation twinning occurs the twinned
and untwinned regions have differing orientations. Twinning
results when a portion of the crystal changes its original
orientation to a new one related to the orientation of the un
twinned lattice in a definite, symmetrical way. The twinned
region is a mirror image of the original. The plane of
symmetry between the two regions is called the twinning
plane. For more information on twinning see a textbook on
mechanical metallurgy such as Dieter (1976).

There are also other significant differences between slip
and deformation twinning. Atomic movements during slip
generally occur in multiples of the atomic spacing, while in
twinning the atomic movements are often less than one
atomic distance. Slip occurs on separate and often widely
spaced crystallographic planes; however, in the twinned
region of a crystal every atomic plane is involved in the
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deformation. The initial portion of twin nucleation and
growth takes place at a very rapid rate, on the order of
thesonic velocity. Dislocation velocities during slip may
also be large under certain conditions, yet can be quite small
in other circumstances.

The shear strain produced by deformation twinning in
general is quite small. For example, the maximum extension
possible in a zinc crystal by converting the entire crystal to
a (1012) twin is only 7.39%, much less than the measured
ductility of zinc. The major importance of twinning in
plastic deformation is that orientation changes resulting
from twinning may orient new slip systems favorable for
slip and thereby permit additional deformation (Dieter,
1976).

Most hexagonal metals twin when plastically deformed.
The number and types of active twinning systems is
dependent on the value of the cIa ratio. There is only one
active deformation twinning system, the (1012)[1011]
system, in zinc. Slip also occurs in zinc as evideneed by the
extensive ductility observed during deformation. Basal slip
requires the smallest resolved shear stress to activate,
although other slip systems may be activated at higher stress
levels. Sinee there is only one active deformation twinning
system zinc is an excellent material candidate to characterize
the differences in the acoustic emission from deformation
twinning and slip. Previous investigations of the acoustic
emission generated during the plastic deformation of zinc
have been reported (Melekhin et al., 1971; Imaeda et aI.,
1976; Toronchuk, 1977; Kuribayashi, 1978). In those
investigations the acoustic emission was carefully measured
and characterized; however, no direct correlation of the
acoustic emission with sources was given. The goal of the
present investigation was to measure and characterize the
acoustic emission produced during the deformation of zinc
and to correlate it with either deformation twinning or slip.

2. Experimental Procedures

The acoustic emission data reported in this paper were
obtained using a commercially available PZT·S resonant
transducer (resonant frequency of 140 kHz) with a standard
one channel system operating at a gain of 105 dB and a
bandpass of 100 • 300 kHz. The rms voltage data were
obtained using a 3400A Hewlett-Packard Voltmeter. All of
the rms voltage data have been corrected for noise and are
referenced to the transducer output

Both oriented single crystals and polycrystalline zinc
samples were tested in compression. Three high purity
single crystal rods (0.89 cm in diameter) of specific orien-
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tations were used. The crystallographic orientations of the
single crystals were as follows:

(1) the "c" axis was parallel to the rod axis, known as
the 0° samples;
(2) the "c" axis was 45° lO the rod axis, known as the
45 0 samples; and
(3) the "c" axis was perpendicular lO the rod axis,
known as the 90° samples.

The samples Were cut using a spark discharge machine,
chemically polished and given a final polish with 600 grit
paper. The samples were cylindrical, approximately 0.89 cm
in diameter and 0.85 em in length. A nat was polished on
each of the samples for transducer placement. Before testing
all of the single crystal samples were annealed in vacuum of
at least lO's lOrr for 2 hours at 160°C and allowed lO furnace
cool. All tests were carried out with the loading direction
parallel lO the rod axis.

The polycrystalline test specimens were machined from
a 1.25 em diameter polycrystalline rods of 99.995% pure
zinc purchascd from ALFA Products Corp. Compression
samples were cut from the rod so that loading could be
accomplished parallel lO the rod axis or perpendicular lO the
rod axis. The samples were elongated cubes with the
following dimensions: parallel samples 0.86 em x 0.86 em x
1.27 em; perpendicUlar samples, 0.76 em x 0.76 em x 1.02
em. The polyerystalline rod had an equiaxed grain structure
with an average grain diameter of approximately 25 J.lm. An
x-ray diffraction spectrum revealed that the as-received
material had a definite preferred orientation. The x-ray data
indicated a preference for the (0001) basal plane parallel lO
the rod's axis, i.e. the "c" axis was preferentially oriented
perpendicUlar to the rod axis. The polycrystalline samples
were tested in the as-received condition and after being heat
treated at 160°C in a vacuum for 2, 4 and 10 hours. After
heat treatment the samples were allowed lO furnace cool
before testing. All deformation tests were carried out at a
constant cross head speed in a screw driven type testing
machine. A more complete and detailed description of all
experimental procedures used is given elsewhere (Chen,
1982).

3. Results Ilnd Discussion

As described above both single crystal and polycrys
talline samples with a number of different crystallographic
orientations were prepared and tested. The samples and
particular orientations were chosen to enhance well defined
deformation mechanisms during testing. By this procedure it
was hoped that the measured acoustic emissions could be
correlated with specific deformation mechanisms. Careful
analysis of the (1012)[1011} twinning system shows that
the formation of twins is accomplished by a shrinkage along
the c axis or an expansion along the [lOloJ direction. Slip
occurs when the resolved shear stress given by Schmid's law
exceeds the critical value necessary to activate that particular
system. In this investigation, the deformation mechanisms
of primary interest are deformation twinning and basal slip.
The single crystal 0° samples arc oriented preferentially for
deformation twinning and the 45° samples for basal slip. The
orientation of the 90° samples and the polycrystalline
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samples compressed parallel to the rod axis are equivalent
and are oriented such that both twinning and basal slip are
difficult. The polycrystalline samples compressed perpen
dicular lO the rod axis will have grains in which twinning is
favored and will also have grains in which basal slip is
favored. The results will be presented below according lO
sample orientation.

3.1 Single Crystals

"00 Samples": -- Figure 1 shows the acoustic emission
generated during the compressive deformation of a 0° sample
along with the applied stress as a function of denection.
Two characteristics are apparent; first, acoustic emission is
generated at very low stresses, almost immediately upon the
application of a stress and second, the acoustic emission is
completely burst type in nature. The measured AE data are
consistent with the formation of deformation twins. Since
there is no critical resolved shear stress required for twinning
and because of the favorable orientation of these samples
one would expect twinning at low stresses. The burst type
nature of the acoustic emission is also consistent with
twinning as a source of the acoustic emissions. Metallo
graphic examination revealed the presence of deformation
tWins.
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Fig. 1. Acoustic emission in terms of the rms voltage and
the applied stress as a function of denection for the com
pressive deformation of a 0° single crystal.

"45° Samples" -- Figure 2 shows the stress and acoustic
emission as a function of denection for a 45° sample. There
is significantly less acoustic emission than was measured for
a 0° sample. The acoustic emission generated is composed
of individual bursts occurring randomly during loading which
are very small in amplitude. The 45° samples were found lO
be very weak (compare the stress levels in Figs. I and 2) and
lO deform extensively. The primary deformation mechanism
is believed to be basal slip because the orientation is
favorable lO single slip. Metallographic analysis revealed a
number of long needle like twins. The nature of the
measured acoustic emission is consistent with the nucleation
of deformation twins being the source of the burst
emissions. The results indicate that the initiation of basal
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Fig. 2. Acoustic emission in terms of the rms voltage and
the applied stress as a function of deflection for the
compressive deformation of a 45° single crystal.
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3.2 Polycrystals

"Compression Parallel to the Rod Axis" -- Because of
the preferred orientation of the polycrystalline rod these
samples should be similar to the 90° sample crystal samples,
Le., there should be no basal slip and deformation twinning
should be difficult. However, similar to the 90° samples con
siderable acoustic emission is generated during compressive
deformation. The dependence of the acoustic emission is
shown in Fig. 4. Upon initial loading there is very little if
any detectable acoustic emission, however as the load con
tinues to increase the AE intensity increases reaching a
maximum value at yield. With further deformation the AE
intensity decreases slightly before it continues to increase
until the test is terminated.

Having a larger number of polycrystalline samples allowed
the investigation of the effect of strain rate on lhe measured
AE inlensity. The relationship between the peak value of
the measured AE intensity at yield in terms of the rms
voltage (Vrm.) and the strain rate is shown in Fig. 5. As
indicated there is a fair amount of scaUer in the data. The
two solid lines in Fig. 5 indicate the following
relationships;

Deformation twins were found in all three orientations
of the single crystals and the level of the acoustic emission
appears to correlate with the ease in which the twins form.
The initiation of basal slip, at least in high purity single
crystals, is not a significant source of acoustic emission.
The above data would suggest that the nucleation of defor
mation twins is the primary source of measurable acoustic
emission in high purity single crystalline zinc. A beuer
understanding of the source of the acoustic emission in the
90° samples will become clear when the data from poly
crystalline samples compressed parallel to the rod axis are
discussed.
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Fig. 4. Acoustic emission in terms of the rms voltage and
the applied stress as a function of deflection for a poly
crystalline sample compressively deformed parallel to the
rod axis.

Fig. 3. Acoustic emission in terms of the rms voltage and
the applied stress as a function of deflection for the
compressive deformation of a 90° single crystal.
slip is not a source of measurable acoustic emission in high
purity zinc.

"90° Samples" - Figure 3 shows the acoustic emission
and stress as a function of deflection for a 90° sample. The
load-deflection curve is much more like the curve expected
for a normal polycrystalline sample. The acoustic emission
exhibits a maximum at yield, decreases and then continues to
rise as deformation continues. The magnitUde of the acoustic
emission is smaller than that measured for the 0° samples.
For the 90° orientation twinning is difficult and basal slip
should not occur, although other slip systems will be acti
vated. These samples. have a similar orientation to lhe
polycrystalline samples compressed parallel to the rod axis
and, as will be shown later, give very similar acoustic
emission. Metallographic examination of a deformed 90°
sample reveals the presence of deformation twins. The
presence of deformation twins indicates that at least a por
tion of the measured acoustic emission is from twin
nucleation. Results to be presented later will show that
indeed, tWiD Ducleation is the major source of the measured
acoustic emission.
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Table 1 Metallographic analysis and AE measurement

"Compression Perpendicular to the Rod Axis" - These
samples will have grains with the c axis being anywhere
from 0° to 180° from the axis of compression. There will
exist grains in which (l012)[1011] twinning should occur
very easily (similar to the 0° samples) and grains in which
basal slip should be very easy to activate (similar to the 45°
samples) as well as everything in between. The acoustic
emission generated during the compression of one of these
samples is significanUy different from any single crystal
data reported earlier in this paper. Typical AE data generated
during compressive deformation as well as the applied stress
curve are shown in Fig. 6. The acoustic emission increases
slowly as the stress increases until near yield, it then rapidly
increases to a maximum value at yield, after which it de
creases to near background at larger strains.

The close correlation of one AE event per twin
nucleation is in excellent agreement with previous work
(Toronchuk, 1977; Takashima et aI., 1980; Boiko et aI.,
1984)) and clearly demonstrates that the nucleation of
deformation twins is the major source of acoustic emission
in these tests. A small amount of twin growth was also
observed in samples deformed past yield. The number of
twins and their growth however was not sufficient to accom
modate the amount of deformation. Some deformation by
slip must have occurred. Because of the orientation of the
samples, the slip systems activated will be different from the
basal slip system. It is impossible to tell if there is any
emission from twin growth, the initiation and/or propa
gation of slip. If there is acoustic emission from sources
other than deformation twinning it is insignificant in
comparison to that from twinning.

20367
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.017
1.2

Past Yield

15904
.016
.016

1

46
.000046

o

AE events
Events/Grain
Twins/Grain
Eventsrrwin

Measured Quantity Elastic Region Yield

The behavior of the acoustic emission as a function of
strain rate is also different If as before, the log of the peak
value of the Vrms (the value of the AE intensity maximum at
yield in terms of the rms voltage) is plotted against the log
of the strain rate, a good correlation (Fig. 7) is obtained.
The data provide a good fit to a straight line with a slope of
112, giving Vrms oc (strain rate)1/2. The dependence of the
acoustic emission at yield is different from that observed for
the paraUel sllmples and similar heat treatments have no
effect on the acoustic emission measured at yield. The
amplitUde distribution of the AE events was measured at one
minute intervals during the deformation tests. Amplitude
distributions for the AE data shown in Fig. 6 are displayed in
Fig. 8. The capital letters on the right hand side of Fig. 8
indicate the regions of the stress-deflection curve from which
the data was generated, i.e. E means in the elaStic region, Y
means very near the yield and the remainder after yield has
occurred. The two traces in the elastic region are similar and

x= 0 Hrs
A = 2 Hro
+= 4 Hrs
0=10 Hrs

0.01 0.1
STRAIN RATE (sec-I)

Amplitude distributions (the number of AE events with a
particular peak amplitude) and the energy per AE event were
also measured. The measure of the energy used was a digital
measurement purported to be related to the AE event energy.
(See Chen, 1982 for a discussion of the energy measurement)
Both the character of the amplitude distributions and the
value of the energy per event remained essentially constant
throughout the entire deformation tests. Metallographic
analysis showed that small twins were nucleated during
deformation. Detailed analysis was carried out to relate the
number of AE events measured with the number of twins
formed. To accomplish this task a sample was polished and
the surface characterized, it was then loaded to just before
yield, unloaded and examined. The sample was loaded just
beyond yield, or through the AE intensity maximum and then
unloaded. The same surface was then examined and the
number of twins which had been formed was estimated. The
same sample was then reloaded past yield, unloaded and
examined again. For a more complete discussion of the
metallographic examination and the counting methods used
see Chen (1982). The data from this experiment are given in
Table 1 .

1) Vrms oc (strain rate) and
2) Vrms oc (strain rate)1.4

An inspection of Fig. 5 indicates that the measured value of
Vrms is a function of the heat treatment before testing. The
yield stress was also found to be a function of heat
treatment, both the yield stress and the AE intensity initially
increased and then decreased as the time at temperature
increased.

10

Fig. 5. Log of the acoustic emission in terms of the rms
voltage versus the log of the applied strain rate for poly
crystalline samples compressively deformed parallel to the
rod axis. The rms voltage plotted is the value measured at
yield. Hours annealed at 160°C before testing are indicated
on the plot.
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Fig. 8. Amplitude distributions of the AE events for data
shown in Fig. 6 as a function of time. Distributions were
taken at one minute intervals.
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Fig. 6. Acoustic emission in terms of the rms voltage and
the applied stress as a function of deflection for a poly
crystalline sample compressively deformed perpendicular to
the rod axis.
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Fig. 7. Log of the acoustic emission in terms of the rms
voltage versus the log of the applied strain rate for poly
crystalline samples compressively deformed perpendicular to
the rod axis. The rms voltage plotted is the value measured
at yield. Hours annealed at 160aC before testing are
indicated on the plot.

show a small maximum at approximately 30 dB. The fast
trace in the yield region has a significant increase in the 30
dB maximum observed in the elastic region. a large number
of higher amplitude events and a maximum at approximately

Fig. 9. Energy per event of the acoustic emission and the
applied stress as a function of deflection for the test shown
in Fig. 6.

86 dB. The second trace in the yield region is characterized
by a large maximum at approximately 63 dB and a second
smaller maximum at 86 dB. After yield the distributions are
characterized by a single maximum at 63 dB which moves
gradually to 42 dB as deformation proceeds. The acoustic
emission near yield is characterized by a number of very
high amplitude events. The 86 dB maximum is in reality
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false since that is the limit the preamplifier will pass before
it begins to clip the signal. The maximum simply indicates
that there were a number of events with amplitudes greater
than 86 dB. As discussed earlier the "energy" per AE event
was also measured during the deformation tests. The
measured energy per event data and the stress data as a
function of deflection for the same test as shown in Fig. 6
are shown in Fig. 9. A large maximum in the energy per
event is observed at yield which decreases to a constant
value at larger strains.

A metallographic examination similar to that described
earlier was also carried out for samples of this orientation.
No twin nucleation was observed in the elastic region.
During yield, large twins often going across the entire grain
were observed. Using the same method of analysis it was
found that there were approximately 0.81 AE events per
twin. At higher strains fewer small twins were nucleated but
a signiricant growth, widening, of the previously nucleated
twins was observed.

As observed for other orientations the data are consis
tent with the nucleation of deformation twins as the primary
source of acoustic emission for these samples. In these
samples there are grains oriented favorably for the nucleation
of (l012)[1011] twins. Most probably the large emissions
at yield are due to twins formed in favorably oriented grains.
As deformation proceeds smaller twins are formed and the
larger existing twins grow or widen, giving less and less
emission. Twin broadening takes place at a much slower
velocity than twin nucleation (Lubenets and Fomcnko, 1987)
and should produce less emission. This view is supported by
the fact that at higher strain levels there is significant
broadening still taking place and the acoustie emission has
returned to near the noise level. There will also be grains
oriented for basal slip which will accommodate large
amounts of deformation. If there is any emission from the
initiation of slip at yield it is lost in the stronger emission
from the nucleation of the large twins formed at yield.

It is difficult to reconcile and understand the dependence
of the acoustic emission on the strain rate. For most metals
increasing the strain rate increases the amount of deforma
tion twinning. Clearly with more deformation twinning an
increase in the acoustic emission would be expected. Others
have investigated the acoustic emission from the deformation
of zinc and all have found an increase in emission with
increasing strain rate (Melekhin et aI., 1971; Imaeda et aI.,
1976; Kuribayashi, 1978). The strain-rate exponent reported
by Kuribayashi (1978) is in fair agreement with that obser
ved for the parallel samples. Unfortunately, not all oC the
investigators reported a strain-rate exponent. When a change
in strain rate does not alter the mechanism for produeing the
acoustic emissioc. then a change in strain rate causes a
corresponding change in the AE event rate. It hu been
shown that in this case a Vrms oc (strain rate)t/2 relationship
is obtained. No one has previously observed this relation
ship for deformatioll twinning. It may be for the perpen
dicular samples that the conditions are so Cavorable for the
nucleation of the large twins at yield that nucleation is not
dependent on the strain rate.
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4. Conclusions

The acoustic emission generated during the compressive
deformation of high purity zinc is strongly dependent on
crystallographic orientation. However, in all cases investi
gated deformation twinning was found to be the primary
source oC measurable acoustic emission. An excellent cor
relation of approximately one AE event per twin nucleation
was obtained.
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Evaluation of Concrete Structure Deterioration via AE
Observation of Core Tests

Masayasu Ohtsu, Tatsuro Sakimoto, Yutaka Kawai and Syuro Yuji

Table 1 Mix proportion of concrete

was employed. Compressive strength of concrete was mea
sured by using three standard cylindrical specimens (10 em
diameter and 20 cm height) as 235.1 kgf/cm2 (23.04 MPa).

During fatigue loading, AE events were monitored with
80 dB total gain and the frequency range of 20 kHz to 2

0730-0050/88/07167·172
Copyright@1988Acoustic Emission Group

According to extensive studies on the deterioration of
RC slabs in highway bridges, it is known that crack patterns
generated in in-serVice RC slabs are quile different from
those observed in one-point loading fatigue experiments
(Matsui, 1981). The main discrepancy results from the
moving effect of traffic load. To take into account this effect
in fatigue experiments of RC slabs, the loading plate was
moved in other specimens from loading position :1 through
loading position :3 as shown in Fig. 1 . At each loading
position, the same number of cyclic loading was carried out
at the load levels of 40 % for TP-2 specimen, of 30 % for
TP·3, TP-4 and TP-6 specimens, and 20 % for TP·5 specimen
in respect to static load capacity, Ps. Since inspected results
of RC slabs arc usually indicated by values of crack density
(averaged crack length per one-square meter panel), cyclic
loading was performed up to the planned ranges of the crack
density, such as the range between 1 and 8 mJm2 or between
10 and 11 mlm2•

161 198 1052298

Unit weight (kglm3)
Water Cement Sand Gravel

6825

Max gravel Slump Air
size (mm) (em) (%)

Ten reinforced concrete (RC) slab specimens of dimen
sion 400 cm x 260 cm x 16 cm were cast. Here, results of
only six specimens arc discussed. These are named as TP-l
through TP-6. A sketch of RC slabs used is shown in Fig.
1. For major reinforcement, deformed rebars of 16 mm
nominal diameter are arranged with 200 mm pitch for the top
portion and 100 mm pitch for the bottom. Deformed rebars
of ·13 mm diameter are employed with 200 mm pitch for the
top and 400 mm pitCh for the bottom as distribution bar.
The specimen is simply supported at the bottom along the
major sides (horizontal edges in the figure) by using two H
beams. A loading plate of 50 cm long and 20 em wide is set
on the top surface to simulate the contact area specified by
vehicle wheels. In the TP-l specimen, the loading plate was
located at the center of the specimen, which is indicated as
loading position :1 in Fig. 1. This specimen was loaded
monotonously up to the final failure due to punching shear.
The static failure load, Ps, was 42.5 tons.
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2. Test or RC Slab Spec:lmens

2.1 Test Procedure

Mix proportion of concrete employed is indicated in
Table 1. Early-strength Portland cement (ASTM type III)
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Y. Kawai and S. Yuji arc with Kawasaki Steel Corporation,
Engineering ~nd Construction Division, Rescarch and Development
Center, Naganuma 351, Chiba 281, Japan. This paper was prescnl
ed at the 9th International AE Symposium, 14-17 November 1988 at
Kobe, Japan and was included in its proceedings, "Progress in
Acoustic Emission IV", K. Yamaguchi et al., eds., Japan Society of
NDI, Tokyo, 1988.

Journal of Acoustic Emission
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1. IntrOduction

The evaluation of deterioration in concrete is recently of
significant importance, because a large number of concrete
structures are going to approach their service limit and
require proper repairing for the rehabilitation. Therefore, the
development of diagnostic techniques is urgently required in
concrete engineering. As a diagnostic inspection, we have
proposed acoustic emission (AE) observation in tests of core
samples drilled from concrete structures (Ohtsu, 1981a). In
the procedure, AE activity under uniaxial compressive load
ing is recorded for a core sample, and analyzed based on the
rate process theory. To gauge this technique and to quantify
a parameter in the rate process, core samples of concrete
with controlled damage are taken from reinforced concrete
(RC) slab specimens, which have been subjected to cyclic
loading. This paper reports the results.

Abstract

An AE technique is proposed to evaluate the deteriora
tion of concrete structures by means of tests of core-drilled
samples. AE activity during a uniaxial compressive test is
quantitatively analyzed based on the rate process theory. In
the case of deteriorated concrete, AE events occur actively
due to existing critical microcracks even at low stress level
of uniaxial loading. In contrast, AE activity in well-con
ditioned concrete is only observed just prior to final failure.
The discrepancy of these AE activities is reasonably
represented by the value of "a" in the rate process theory. To
gauge the applicability of the procedure and correlate the
deterioration of concrete and the value of "a", fatigue experi
ments of reinforced concrete slabs were performed and core
samples were extracted. The proposed technique is tested by
core samples with controlled damage. Results show a great
promise.
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Fig. 2. Examples of crack patterns.

MHz. An AE sensor was attached at the bottom of the slab.
Crack traces were carried out during experiments of all
specimens other than TP-1 specimen. After the tests, the
final crack density was measured.

2.2 Test Results

loading plate, while some radial cracks are connected with
vertical cracks in TP-2 specimen due to the load-moving
effect In other specimens similar crack patterns to TP-2
specimen were observed. It implies that crack patterns
observed in in-service damaged RC slabs are reasonably
simulated by the three-point cyclic loading employed.

Examples of crack patterns observed are shown in Fig.
2. The figure shows the central regions of dimension 100
cm x 100 cm, where the final crack density was estimated. In
TP-I specimen, cracks propagate only radially from the

Results of AE events observed during fatigue tests arc
shown in Fig. 3. Total AE events were counted up only in
loading cycles. In the figure, measured crack densities
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observed in the central regioD are also indicated. It is
observed that AE activities in slab specimens are very
dependent on loading levels. For example, AE behaviors
look similar in RC slabs of 0.3 Ps loading, although the
number of fatigue cycles is different in each specimen to
reach the planned range of crack density. In TP-6 specimen
(P .. 0.3 Ps), very high crack density (3.16 mlm2 ) was
observed just in the fust cycle. As a resUlt, it quickly reached
the planned level of crack density and the fatigue experiment
was stopped after 2000 cycles. It may imply that the
specimen was weakened by some defects. According to
results of TP-2 (P .. 0.4 Ps), AE activity is low in spite of
high crack density. Since loading level is the highest in TP
2, it implies that large-scale cracks were generated, although
the frequency of crack occurrence was low. In TP-S specimen
(P .. 0.2 Ps), more than two million cycles of loading were
applied. Although AE activity is the lowest, the specimen
could be deteriorated most severely. It is interesting that AE
behaviors after 100 fatigue cycles look similar in all
specimens. It suggests that the dominant crack system is
created in early loading cycles.

(1)f(V) dV .. dN/N,

3. Test of Core Samples

3.1 Rale Process Theory

The concept of Kaiser effect suggests that the amount of
critical microcracks in concrete can be evaluated by the
monitoring of AE activity under loading (Ohtsu, 1987b),
although successful results are stin limited to determine the
load level previously applied (Uomoto, 1987). The effect
depends highly on the loading history, but the fact that AE
events are newly generated due to existing critical micro
cracks leads to the evaluation method proposed. When
concrete contains a number of critical microcracks, AE gene
ration is expected from low loading levels due to the
propagation of the microcracks. 00 the other hand, AE acti
vity of concrete containing few critical cracks is considered
to be low under the low loading level. To quantify the AE
activity in the uniaxial compressive test of core samples, the
concept of a rate process is introduced. In this case, the
probability density function f(V) of AE occurrence from load
level V (9&) to V + dV (9&) is represented,

After the cyclic loading of the RC slabs, core samples
of 10 em diameter were drilled from damaged and undamaged
portions in each RC slab. An example of core-drilling
locations are shown in Fig. 4. It shows locations in TP-2,
TP-4, TP-S, and TP-6 specimens. These locations were
selected so as to prevent visible surface cracks from running
across core samples.

N07N04
--r-

N~"""I~N09 on

..f-I.4---+-1-+-
250

TP-2
TP-4
TP-5
TP-S

where N is accumulated AE event counts up to load level V
(9b), which is normalized by the failure load. Here, we assume
the probability density function f(V), as followsj( m m ) 800 .1. 800 1

Fig. 4 Locations of core samples drilled from RC slabs. f(V) .. a/V + b (2)
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where a and b are constants. Thus, a relationship between
the number of accumulated AE events, N, up to load level V
(CJb) is obtained from equations (1) and (2),

Equation (2) suggests two possible relations between the
probability density function f(V) and the load level V (1JI).
As shown in Fig. S, if the value of "a" is positive, the
probability of AE occurrence is high in the low load range.
On the other hand, the probability of AE generation is low
in the low load range when the value "altis negative. Since
the value of Ma" is considered to depend on the number of
critical microcracks and the instability against loadin!;, the
deterioration of concrete is possibly evaluated on the basis
of the value "a".
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where C is an integration constant

3.2 Test Results of Core Samples

In order to quantify the relation between the value of "a"
and the deterioration degree of concrete, core samples were
tested under uniaxial compressive loading. During the test,
axial strains were measured and AE events were counted up 10
final failure. AE event counting was carried out with total 60
dB gain and the frequency range from 10 kHz to 300 kHz.
Two examples of AE observation are shown in Fig. 6. The
hatched bar graphs show relations between AE events and
load level in No. 2 core samples of TP-4 and TP-S speci
mens. These relations were approximated by equation (3).
The constants a, b and C were determined from the least
square procedure by using data of the hatched bar graphs.
Approximated relations are indicated by the crosshatched bar
graphs in the same figure.

It is observed that essential features of AE behaviors in
both examples are excellently recovered by the rate process
approximation. To estimate correlations between original

Load level (Z)
Fig. 6 Examples of AE occurrence during uniaxial compres
sive loading of core samples.

data and rate process approximations, correlation coefficients
were determined u indicated in the graphs. Remarkable'
correlations are quantitatively obtained. Note that the value
of "a" is negative in No. 2 core sample of TP-4 specimen,
while that is positive in No. 2 sample of TP-S specimen.
Since the TP-S specimen was loaded on to the maximum
number of fatigue cycles, the result may imply that the
specimen is severely damaged. Because of the configuration
of loading, it is considered that the deterioration in the
specimen occur synunetrically in respect with a vertical
center line in Fig. 4. Therefore, values of "a" in core
samples taken at the same distance from the center line were
averaged. Results of the values of "aM versus the distance
from the center line are shown in Fig. 7. In the same figure,
the crack density and the number of fatigue loading cycles
are also indicated.
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Fig. 8 Crack densities versus "a" values and strengths in central core samples.

In TP-l specimen, the value of "a" decreases from zero
10 -1.2 wilh the increase of the distance 10 IS00 mm. It
results from the fact that only central portion is damaged due
10 one-point loading. In other specimens, the values of "a"
are not explicitly dependent on the distance and are nearly
equal in all portion. It implies that the deterioration in
concrete may be evaluated by core samples from any por-

tions of the same slab. In particular, all "a" values are
positive in TP-S specimen.

Although TP-S specimen was loaded up 10 the maximum
cycles, the crack density is the lowest. The maximum crack
density was observed in TP-2 specimen, whereas values of
"a" in TP-2 specimen are negative. Since the crack densities
were measured only in the central portion, a relation between
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the crack density and value of "a" on the central line (the
case of distance 0 in Fig. 4) was investigated. Results are
summarized in Fig. 8 along with c:ompressive strengths of
these core samples. Ac:c:ording to the graphs, values of "a"
and compressive strengths show similar tendencies and
correlate positively with the crack density. Since the posi
tive value of "a" corresponds to a large amount of existing
critical microcracks, results .implies that specimens with less
crack density contain more critical microcracks. The crack
density is associated with visible cracks and its value is
known to be saturated at nearly 12 mJm2 (Matsui, 1987).
Consequently, results suggest that critical microcracks have
already grown up to visible cracks in specimens with high
crack density. It implies that the amount of existing poten
tial microcracks may not be measured by the visual inspec
tion, but can only be evaluated by AB activity in the c:ore
tests.

4. Conclusion

(1) To assess the deterioration of concrete structures, a
method to monitor AB activity of c:ore specimens under
uniaxial compressive loading was investigated. The
degree of deterioration was evaluated by using samples
of controlJed damage, which were taken from RC slabs
subjected to cyclic fatigue loading.

(2) Since AE activity becomes high when concrete contains
many critical microcracks, the tendency of AE occur
rence under loading is quantitatively analyzed on the
basis of the rate process theory.

(3) Although extensive systematic study is stilJ required to
link the value of "a" to the degree of concrete deteriora
tion, an interesting relation between the values of "a"
and the crack densities in RC slabs is round. Results
show the amount of potential critical mic:roc:racks is not
measured by the visual inspection, but by AB activity in
the c:ore tests.
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Diagnosis of ·Rotating Slides in Rotary Compressors
using Acoustic Emission Technique

Ichiya Sato, Takao Yoneyalna, Kouichi Sato,
Toshiyuki Tanaka and Hiroaki Hata

Abstract

This paper reports the analysis of rotating slides in
rotary compressors for room air conditioners, using acoustic
emission (AE) diagnostic technique. Reliability of rotary
compressors in production has been evaluated through visual
inspection by disassembly after a long-term test. We have
developed new diagnostic techniques by which the rotating
slides of the compressors can be monitored nonde
s1rUctively. First, AE characteristics in normally operating
compressors were investigated by AE monitoring tests. It
was observed for most compressor types that a burst type
AE signal is generated, in synchronization with the rotating
signal. Investigation of the generating mechanism for
normal AE signals showed that they are caused by the
butting phenomenon of a vane at the top dead center point
of the roller. Second, in experiment using compressors with
artificial defects representing abrasion or wear, burst or
continuous type AE signals caused by the defects were
detectcd.

A diagnosis algorithm for rotary compressors was
developed. based on the fundamental rotation frequency, AE
event counl, and mean-to-peak ratio of the signal. This
system is used in on-line inspection for room air con
ditioners on the factory floor. The introduction of the AE
inspection has essentially eliminated initial dcfects of room
air conditioners. Reliability evaluation tests confirmed that
the present AE system has satisfactory diagnostic capability
for the rotating slides of rotary compressors.

1. Introduction

Most recent air conditioner models are the so-called
rapid cooling-and-heating type; that is, their rotary
compressors are operated with inverter control. In order to
aChieve the size reduction and high operating efficiency of
the rotary compressors, their rotating speeds need to be
increased 10 above the present level of conventional type
air conditioners. A rotary compressor consists of several
rotating slides and their reliability is very important
esp.;cially when the crank shaft rotates at a high speed.
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The reliability of rotary compressors in production has
been evaluated through visual inspection of disassembled
parts after long-term testing. If techniques become
available and allow evaluation without disassembly, the
inspection efficiency improves and the development of new
products would be promoted. This will also enable 100%
inspection of compressors in production.

Acoustic emission (AE) technique is one useful means
for machine condition diagnosis. The AE technique
provides nones1rUctive detection of incipient failures. We
have applied AE techniques to machine condition diagnoses
in large rotating machinery such as steam turbines (SalO et
aI., 1983) and rolling mills (Inoue et aI., 1985). In this
paper, we present the application of AE techniques to the
diagnosis of damaged rotating slides in rotary compressors.

2. Structure of a Compressor and Diagnostic
ObjectIves

Figure 1 shows the structure of a rotary compressor used
in room air conditioners. The key part of the rotary
compressor consists of a crank shaft, a rolier and a vane.
The crank shaft is supported by an upper bearing and a
lower bearing, and it is driven by a dc molOr mounted on
lop. The crank shaft and the roUer move in a rolling pislOn
motion. The vane slides on the rotating roller, and moves
in and out of a slit in a cylinder that forms the compression
and suction spaces, as illustrated in the lower drawing of
Fig. 1.

The objectives of diagnosis are 10 detect damages in the
following portions of the sliding surfaces.

(1) Sliding surfaces between the crank shaft and
bearings.
(2) Sliding surfaces betwccn the roller and the faces of
the bearings.
(3) Sliding surface between the outside of the roller and
vane.
(4) Sliding surface betwccn the inside of the roller and
crank shaft.

When any of these sliding surfaces of a compressor is
damaged as described above. the operating efficiency of the
compressor decreases and an abnormal stoppage during
operation may result. This means the premature failure of
the air conditioner that uses such a compressor. Hence early
detection of the damage in sliding surfaces is importanl for
improved operating efficiency and reliability.

0730-0050/88107173·178
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The AS source location was attempted using two AE
sensors on a test compressor as shown in Pig. S. AS
sensor 51 was mounted in the vicinity of the vane (near the
vane marked A). Another AE sensor, 52, was mounted on
the opposite side (away from the vane) on the compressor
chamber. Typical detected waveforms are also shown in
Pig. S. These tests showed that the AS signal to sensor S2
was detected about 22 p.s later than that detected at sensor
S1. This implies that the normal AS signal is generated
from the position of the sensor 51 or the vicinity of the
vane. In order to confirm the source of the AE signals,
artificial signals (via pencil breaks) were generated at the
vane. The source location result obtained for the artificial
signals was almost identical to those of the normal AS
source location shown in Fig. S. From these, we conclude
that the generating mechanism for the normal AS signals is

I I

r ~l cycle~
I I

Valve < .. e:=: Close
behavior V \~V Open

Fig. 4. Relation between the normal AE waveform and
"behavior of a discharge valve.

AE
signal

This AE sensor was a broadband type with a maximum
sensitiVity of -70 dB (ref. 1 Vlp.bar) at 160 kHz. Figure 2
shows a typical AE waveform under normal operation
("normal AE"). This indicates burst type AE signals
generated in synchronization with a rotation signal, which
was deduced from a motor control signal. Continuous AE
between the bursts was also increased to about twice the
background preamplifier noise. In actual tests, these
signals were obtained using a composite detector as will be
described later.

In order to evaluate the AE phenomenon under normal
operating conditions further, experiment was performed
using test compressors on which several sensors were
mounted. These included a gap sensor for the discharge
valve, contact detectors, and two AE sensors. Pigure 3
shows the temporal relation between the normal AE
waveform and the top dead center mark of the roller; i.e.,
when the vane was pushed completely into the cylinder wall
(cf. Fig. 6b). This figure clearly indicates that the normal
AE signal is generated at the top dead center. Pigure 4
shows the relation between the normal AE waveform and
behavior of a discharge valve as detected by the gap sensor.
The normal AE has no relation to opening or closing of the
discharge valve.

(0)

(O):Diognostic Object

Discharge
way

(0)
Roller --+.........-l:l U~~~H:)-fiE Sensor

Suction
way
Vane

Fig. 1. Structure of a rotary compressor.

motor

Cronk shaft

Suction space

t Top Dead Center Marks t

Upper bearing

Fig. 2. A typical AE waveform under normal operation.

Lower boaring---l[:~~~~~~f==~(O)

Fig. 3. Temporal relation between the normal AE waveform
and the top dead center mark.

Compression space

Acoustic emission behavior under normal operating
conditions was observed with an AE sensor which was
mounted on the compressor chamber as shown in Fig. 1.

3. AE Behavior under Normal Conditions

NormalAE -+
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Fig. S. The AE source location using two AE sensors on a test compressor.
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(b) Vane butts a wall plane
of discharge side

Fig. 6. The mechanism of normal AE generation.

the butting phenomenon of the vane at the top dead center
of the roller, as shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 61, the vane is
pushed to the suction-side wall by the roller. In Fig. 6b,
the normal AE is generated when the vane butts the
discharge-side wall as the roller reaches the top dead center
position. From a number of similar tests, we have found
that the amplitude levels of normal AE signals are dependent
on the compressor type, rotating speed, and gas pressure.
The amplitude levels can be classified for specific operating
condiUons of various compressors.

4. AE BehavIor or Compressors with Defects

In order to investigate AE patterns of rotary com
pressors with defects, experiments were conducted using
compressors with artificial defects. Figure 7 summarizes
examples of compressors with artificial defects and their AE
waveforms. It also includes measurements of surface
promes after operation. The artificial defects to simulate

abrasion damages were made by a punch on the upper and
lower journals of crank shafts. Wear damages were simulated
using a sandpaper on the pin surface of crank shafts and on
the nose of a vane. AE patterns of the compressors with
defects have the following characteristics.
(I) AE characteristics of compressors with artificial abrasion
damages include a number of burst type signals. These are
generated between normal burst type AE signals from vane
butting.
(2) AI! characteristics of compressors with artificial wear
damages arc exemplified as the continuous type signal.
These may mask normal burst type AE signals as in the case
of wear (A).

5. Signal Analysis Method

Signal analysis of the acoustic emission signals was
conducted with the machine condiUon diagnosis system, the
HIDIS AE 6000, described previously (Sato et al., 1986).
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Fig. 7 Examples of compressors with artificial defects and their AE waveforms.
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Fig. 8. A block diagram of the diagnostic system.

where Vm is the mean value and Vp is the highest peak
value.

In order to develop the diagnosis algorithm for rotary
compressors, the following parameters were extracted to
evaluate the results of the signal analyses. From the
frequency analysis, a rotating tune factor, Krr, is obtained
by the following equation.

where Afr is a power spectrum density (PSD) of the
fundamental rotation frequency and An is the total power
spectrum density of the whole frequency band. From the
results of waveform analysis, the mean-to-peak ratio, Kmp,

is obtained with the following equation:

(1)

(2)

Figure 10 shows typical data of frequency and waveform
analyses. As can be seen from the figure, the results of
frequency analysis are useful to discriminate slides with wear
damage from normal products. The results of AE events are
useful to discriminate abrasion damaged slides from normal
prodUCts.

Figure 8 shows its block diagram. The AE and external
sensor signals are converted into digital forms, and are
stored in a digital memory. Waveform and frequency
analyses are performed by a personal computer, which also
evaluates the results of these analyses. Signal analyses are
performed by waveform analysis and frequency analysis
using envelope detected signals, as shown in Fig. 9. In
order to analyze the waveform characteristics, the follOWing
waveform parameters are calculated with averaging processed
signals: AE events, mean, peak, and minimum values.
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6. Development of Diagnosis Algorithm for
Rotating Slides of Rotary Compressors

Diagnostic tests were conducted with numerous
compressors of various types. After the tests, these were
disassembled and inspected visually. The results obtained
were correlated either to the AE event counts and the
rotating tune factor. or to the mean-to-peale ratio and the
rotating tune factor. Table 1 shows examples of results
obtained in these tests. A diagnosis algorithm for rotating
slides of rotary compressors was developed using the
resultant correlation, as shown in Fig. 11. It consists
mainly of three judgment functions:

• Tunc jUdgment using the rotating tune factor,
• Peale judgment using the mean-lo-peale ratio. and
• Event judgment using the AE event count.

Using the algorithm. the AE signal is categorized as normal
or as one of· two types of abnormality; wear or abrasion.
This single diagnostic algorithm can be applied to aU types
of rotary compressors for air conditioners that we manufac
ture; i. e., for about 100 different compressor designs.
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Fig. 11. Basic diagnosis algorithm for rotating slides of
rotary compressors.

The detector used in the system is of a composite type
consisting of an AE sensor and a rotation signal sensor.
Figure 13 shows the structure of the composite detector
developed for on-line inspection. The rotation signal



Table 1. Typical results obtained in diagnostic tests.

Samples Revolution AE parameters Results of Results of
(rpm) Krf N Kmp diagnosis Disassemble

No.1 2, 376 O. 29 1.3 O. 22 Normal Without
Damage

No. 2 3, 394 0.12 1.0 O. 18 Normal Without
Damage

No.3 5, 124 O. 37 2. 3 O. 79 Abnormal tiear of
(t'Jear) Vane Nose

No.4 5, 213 0.12 2. 7 0.46 Abnormal Abrasion
(Abrasion) at Bearing

IOOmm

hccclerntion
sensor

hE Sensor

Magnet

(2) AE characteristics of compressors with abrasion damage
include a number of burst type signals, and those with wear
damage give continuous type signals.

(3) The diagnostic algorithm. for rotary compressors was
developed, based mainly on the fundamental rotation
frequency, AE event count, and mean-to-peak ratio of the
signal.

(4) The diagnostic algorithm can be applied to all types of
rotary compressors for air conditioners.

(5) The composite detector consisting of an AE sensor and a
rotation signal sensor was developed for on-line inspection.

Results of AE tests correlated well with the visual
inspection of disassembled rotary compressors following
life-time tests. The developed AE system was applied to on
line inspection of air conditioners on factory noor with
satisfactory results. The developed diagnostic techniques
should also be applicable to other mass produced goods.

Fig. 12 The structure of a composite detector developed for
on-line inspection.

sensor is an accelerometer which detects vibration signal to
determine the rotational frequency. The detector with a
magnetic holder can be easily mounted on the compressor
under test. The system was applied to the on-line
inspection in an air conditioner factory with excellent
results, virtually eliminating initial defects of air
conditioners.

7. Conc:luslons

A diagnostic system using an AE technique was
developed for nondestructive monitoring of the rotating
slides of compressors for air conditioners. AE charac
teristics of rotary compressors and the developed diagnosis
algorithm are summarized below:

(1) Typical AE patterns under normal conditions are burst
type AE (normal AE) in synchronization with the rotation
signal.
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AE-Monitoring Systems for the Detection of Single-Point
and Multipoint Cutting Tool Failures

Thomas Blum, Ippei Suzuki and Ichiro Inasaki

Abstract

This paper presents two acoustic emIssIon (AE)
monitoring devices to evaluate the condition of single-point
and multipoint cutting tools. The differing primary dynamic
characteristics of single-point and multipoint machine tools
create several problems. Reliable detection of "in-direct"
signals which are associated with the machining process is
highlighted in this study.

In case of single-point turning processes a specially
designed tool shank is used in the experiments conducted.
An AE sensor is mounted inside the tool shank where it is
protected against direct mechanical impacts. Because of
close location of the sensor to the actual cutting process a
good signal-to-noise ratio is guaranteed. Using an inexpen
sive experimental setup, an on-line monitoring system for a
turning machine is realized and its structure is outlined. A
special parameter of tool health is introduced. Additionally,
a certain software algorithm which is required to make the
monitoring system independent of devices utilized and the
machine environment is discussed.

In case of multipoint cutting processes a special sensor
coupling device is described. This coupling device enables
the sensor to be fixed close to the rotating multipoint
cutting tool. The use of this coupling device together with
an AE sensor allows the detection of high frequency signals
which are strongly associated with the machining process.
They can be detected with very low damping and few inter
fering signals. While using the same experimental setup for
single-point and multipoint cutting processes, the different
characteristics of these machining processes necessitates
changes in the software. A tool health coefficient derived
from a power spectrum of the AE signal detected with the
help of the above mentioned sensor coupling device will be
discussed.

I. Introduction

Reliable monitoring of machining operations facilitates
economical uses of modem, capital intensive, minimally
manned production systems. Tool wear and chipping or
catastrophic tool failure are the major obstacles in producing
high quality products. Research during the past few years
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has led to different methods of monitoring either directly or
indirectly the state of single-point and mUltipoint cutting
tools (Lister and Barrow, 1986). However, direct monitoring
methods (electrical resistance. television image monitoring,
contact sensing methods) have not reached industrial applica
tions, because these methods interrupt the machining process
and are time consuming and inefficient. Indirect monitoring
methods for detecting signals related to cutting tool state
have become successful in recent studies (Lan and Dornfeld,
1984; Inasaki et at, 1987). Acoustic emission (AE)
methods, monitoring stress wave propagations released by
material undergoing deformation or fracture in the cutting
zone, are one of the most promising indirect tool moni
toring techniques.

Fundamental differences in the machining process using
single-point and multipoint cutting tools lead to different
AE-monitoring techniques. In turning operations the primary
motion is the workpiece rotation and the cutting tool is
exposed to feed motion. In milling operations the cutting
tool rotates (primary motion) and either the workpiece or the
tool is exposed to the feed motion. Additionally, turning
operations require a tool with a single cutting edge while in
common milling operations the tool consists of a series of
cutting edges.

This paper will introduce an experimental setup which
processes AE signals delected either from the turning process
using a single-point tool or the milling process using a
multipoint tool. Two different monitoring algorithms nec
essary 10 determine the cutting tool state will be discussed.

2. A Monitoring System for a Slngle.Polnt
Cutting Tool

2.1 The ExperimenJal Sel-Up and lhe Signal Refining
Process

A specially designed tool shank with an AE sensor
mounted inside the tool is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the sensor
is capable of recording signals up to I MHz and is fixed as
close as possible to the cutting edge. It is protected from
direct mechanical impacts of chips. Figure 2 shows the
experirr.ental setup utilized to proeess the signals from the
sensor. Three different stages of the signal processing are
also illustrated. The high frequency signal from the sensor
is marked as a. This is fed to a pre-amplifier and then band
pass filtered within a range of 100-300 kHz. Interferences
from low frequency mechanical vibration of the machine tool
are eliminated. Next, a full-wave rectifier and a 1 kHz low
pass filter is employed in the processing chain. This gives
an output of enveloped AE signal as shown in graph b. This
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is equivalent to the output of an lIDS voltmeter with a short
time constant. The on-line digitizing capacity of an
inexpensive computer system is limited to low frequency
signals, but is adequate to record the processed signals. A
sampling time of 200 ~s was used for the 12 bit AJD
converter. By monitoring the processed AE signal in a 500
ms period, 2500 digitized data points were obtained. These
were then used to compute the probability density function
(shown in graph c) of the amplitude of the AE signal. The
value of AE signal at which the maximum point of this
distribution curve is reached is derIDed as the AE-mode (equal
to 742 mV in graph c). The value of AB-mode is the
chlU'llCteristic tool health parameter and describes the state of
the single-point cUUing tool. A change in the cutting
condition affects AB-mode values and their monitoring
allows the evaluation of the cuUing tool state. The software
program supervises this characteristic tool health parameter.

Fig. 1. The tool shank with an AE sensor mounted inside.
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Tool wear is monitored in a second normalization pro
cess. Here the detected AE-mode values are normalized using
the initially learned parameter describing the cutting condi
tion with a sharp tool. If the normalized value exceeds a
certain threshold value an alarm will be emitted. This
threshold value has to be selected by an operator according
to the particular cutting condition and the required workpiece
quality.

2.3 Results 01 ExperifMnJs while Monitoring tM Turning
Process

Figure 4 displays two typical experimental results of
monitoring the chipping and wear of a cutting tool. The
experiments were conducted on an NC-turniog machine using
S4SC steel for the chipping experiment and SCM440 steel
for the wear experiment. The cutting conditions have been
set at a cutting velocity of 200 mlmin., the depth of cut of
1.5 mm and the feed rate of 0.25 mmJrevolution.

signal and decides through a monitoring algorithm the state
of the cutting tool (Blum and Inasaki, 1987). Within one
monitoring cycle the actual AE-mode is normalized four
times On four different AE-mode values, which have becn
detected in the preceding four cycles. A normalized AE-mode
value within a selected range from 80% to 1209& is repre
sented by a pattern "1". A normalized AE-mode value which
exceeds the threshold values is represented by a pattern "2".
This normalization procedure creates a characteristic pattern
combination for each monitoring cycle. A steady compari
son of the actual pattern combination with the default pattern
combination which identifies chipping enables an alarm to
be emitted in case the default combination is meL Hcnce,
tool chipping can be identifiedfour monitoring cycles after
its occurrence.

o 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84(5)
Chipping occurred after 44 seconds
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The analysis loop determines within a cycle time of one
second the AE-mode of a 500 IDS duration, digitized AE-

L£ARN IHG PROC(SS
tWO CHARACtERISflC PAR4K£TER
• AE·~OE or MACHIHE NOISE
• AE·~OE or CUTTINO PROCESS

USER INPUT
• SYST~-SPEClrIC PARAMETER

The learning process is a procedure in which the
monitoring system determines at first the characteristic AE
mode value of the machine noise itself. Anything in excess
of this AE-mode value due to machine noise allows the exact
synchonization of the analysis loop and the machining
process. (This is needed to avoid a wrong decision of the
monitoring program. If the loop is started too early, the
detected AE amplitude is low prior to the actual cutting,
leading to a wrong decision; i.e., tool chipping would be
identified and machining process terminated prematurely.)
Secondly the typical AE-mode value while cutting with a new
sharpened tool is determined. This AE-mode value allows the
normalization of subsequent AE-mode value data, making the
monitoring process independent of utilized devices and
cutting conditions employed.

Fig. 3. The flow chart of the monitoring program.

2.2 TM Structure 0/ tM Software Monitoring Program

The flow chart of the monitoring system is displayed in
Fig. 3. The left side of the flow chart describes the user input
possibilities and a learning procedure, necessary to initialize
the monitoring program. The right side displays the
analysis loop which supervises the monitoring of cutting
tool state.
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Fig. 5. A sensor coupling device and the signal pass in a spindle head of a milling machine.

Each point in Fig. 4a represents the detected AE-mode
value, normalized on the initially learned AE-mode value
while cutting with a new insert. The increase of the AE
mode at 44 seconds identifies the chipping of the cutting
tool. Due to the tool chipping, a large amplitude burst last
ing 4 seconds (from 44s to 48s in the figure). Even after the
burst amplitude subsides, the AE-mode value remains at a
higher level than before the chipping. The pattern recogni
tion procedure previously described delays the tool failure
identification process for four monitoring cycles ( = 4s).
Thus, the monitoring system identifies a tool failure only
after 48 seconds elapsed. Each point in Fig. 4b represents
the detected AE-mode value, normalized with a constant value
and averaged over 10 seconds. An increase of the AE-mode
value is visible with elapsed machining time due to tool
wear.

3. A Monitoring System ror a Multipoint
Cutting Tool

3.1 AE Sensor Coupling Device

In monitoring both milling and drilling processes, a
sensor could only be efficiently mounted on the "workpiece
sidc" and not close to the rotating cutting tool so far (Lan
and Naerheim, 1985). We have developed a special scnsor
coupling device to detect acoustic emission signals
associated with the machining process Crom the "tool side".

The left side of Fig. 5 displays the magnetic coupling
device for an AE sensor. It consists of a steel cylinder
between two ring-shaped permanent magnets. The AE sensor
is attached to the steel cylinder. The AE signals cmitted
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during a machining process pass through the draw-in-bar of
the milling machine to the top of the spindle through this
mounting cylinder. The gap between the mounting cylinder
and the draw-in-bar which has on average 1 mm clearance is
filled with a magnetic fluid (H20 + FC304). This fluid
transfers the AE signals with a very low damping ratio from
the rotating draw-in-bar to the non-rotational mounting
cylinder and the AE sensor.

The right side of Fig. 5 shows the construction plan of
the spindle head and at the same time the signaxl path for
AE signals generated in the tool-workpiece contact area and
detected with the sensor coupling device from the spindle
top. The AE analysis setup utilized to monitor the milling
process is the same as for the turning process.

3.2 TM Mullipoinl Tool Monitoring Process

The detection of tool breakage or chipping and the
determination of the cutting tool state is more difficult when
multipoint cutting tools arc used. The chip thickness
throughout the cut is not constant. Since more than one
cutting edgc might be activc at the samc time, the monitor
ing algorithm developed for the cutting process with a
single-point tool is not suitable for the multipoint tool
machining operation (Inasaki et aI., 1988). A different
monitoring algorithm is required.

The upper graph in Fig. 6 displays two characteristic
power spectra of AE signals. The lower graph shows the
corresponding processed AE signals after they passed
through the analysis chain described in the figure. Curve a
in Fig. 6 represents thc spectra detected while using a sharp
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A software monitoring algorithm supervlsmg this
chipping coefficient K allows the on-line monitoring of the
milling process.

tool. whereas curve b represents the spectra using a tool with
large chipping. A comparison of the high frequency power
spectra in the upper graph of Fig. 6 shows that the frequency
components in the range from 100-300 kHz change when the
cutting tool is chipped.

4. Conclusions

The hardware and software utilized in the monitoring
systems discussed in this study have a similar structure.
While the single-point monitoring system uses a special
tool shank to detect the cutting process related AE signals
from an optimum location. the multipoint cUIting tool can
utilize a sensor coupling device for the same purpose. The
hardwares installed are the same except for an inexpensive
FFr-board installed in the multipoint monitoring system.
The software monitoring programs in both systems supervise
a single tool health parameter within a certain range and
anything in excess of a selected threshold value identifies
tool failure.

Extensive experiments in which the cutting conditions
were varied over a wide range proved that the chipping
coefficient K is independent of selected cutting parameters.
A reliable identification of the chipping of the mUltipoint
cutting tool from the "tool side" is thus possible.

This paper presents two highly reliable monitoring
systems for single-point and multipoint cutting tools.

Although fundamental differences exist between the
turning process and the milling process it has been
established that the acoustic emission signals are a powerful
indirect resource to monitor both machining operations.
Single-point and multipoint cutting tool failure can be
identified while analyzing these ultrasonic waves generated
in the machining process.

Figure 7 shows the characteristic power spectra of the
AE signals (Fig. 7a and b) and the coefficient K plotted
against elapsed machining time for a new end mill cutter
(Fig. 7c) and for a large-size-chipped end mill cutter (Fig.
7d). Changes in the amplitude of the frequency peaks Ps and
Pc are evident in Fig. 7a and b. These changes in the
amplitude of the characteristic peales are due to changes in
the cutting condition. An increased chip thickness for the
engaged cutting blade that follows the already chipped
cutting blade on the end mill cutter produces the change in
the amplitude of the marked peaks. A comparison of Fig. 7c
and d which display the chipping coefficient K, calculated
every second over a two minutes period shows a significant
difference. The present data indicates that the threshold
value of the coefficient K can be taken as 1.5. Values of K in
excess of 1.5 identifies the chipping of an end mill cutter.
while K less than unity indicates a new tool.

The follOWing results were obtained from experiments
on a NC-milling machine with a spindle power consumption
of 2.2 kW. The used workpiece material was SSOC steel.
The end mill cutter used are Mitsubishi carbide tools with a
tool diameter of 10 mm and four active cutting edges.

3.3 Results 01 Milling Process Monitoring
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A change in the amplitudes is reflected in an increase or
decrease of this coefficient. For the data of Fig. 6.. K(l) ..
113.8 co 0.26, whereas K(2) for the chipped tool (Fig. 6b)
increases to 2.2. This makes the coefficient K a repre
sentative parameter describing the stale of the multipoint
tool.

OD~~'¢.!:::::!:~~~~~~¥i
o 1,0 '260

FRECUENCY (HzI

Fig. 6. The change of the power spectrum of the AE-signal
due to tool chipping and the signal processing for the
determination of coefficient K.

Further processing of the AE signals provide a low
frequency spectrum as shown in the lower graph of Fig. 6.
Two characteristic peaks can be observed in the spectra. The
fll'St peak. 1P8' is associated with the rotational speed of the
spindle (here 830 rpm corresponding to f1 co 13.75 Hz). The
second characteristic peak. 1pc. has a high amplitUde and
corresponds to the rotational frequency of the spindle times
the number of cutting edges. For this experiment an end
mill cutter with four cutting blades was used , thus giving f2
== 4 x f1 co 55 Hz. These characteristic peaks are visible in
curve a and in curve b. However. the amplitude of these
marked peaks changes when the tool is chipped. Here, we
define the ratio of the amplitudes of marked peaks as a
chipping coefficient. K • where
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The monitoring systems allow for economical
installation in the workshop because of the usage of simple
devices to process the signals which carry tool state
information.
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Direct Measurement of Water Hammer Pressure by AE
Source Wave Analysis
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Abstract

Water hammer pressure is an important mechanical
impulsive force to cause the materials damage under high
velocity mist. In order to measure this pressure, AE source
wave analysis system has been developed, and applied to
erosion damages caused by the collapse of spark induced
cavitation bubble and by the impact of high velocity water
jet. AE source wave analysis was mainly done in frequency
domain where the transfer function of the system was
determined as an impulse response to the pencil lead break.
It was found that the water hammer pressure could only be
measured when a wideband transducer (- 5 MHz) and a water
jet of relatively large diameter (3 mm) were used. Results
agreed with the theoretically predicted pressure: PLCLVv On
the other hand, impulsive force of source wave generated by
small diameter jet was not the water hammer pressure, but the
instantaneous momentum change of jet: PLVL2. In order to
correctly measure the water hammer pressure of small dia
meter jet or droplet, a wideband sensor (-10 MHz), theore
tical dynamic Green function of the waveguide and a high
velocity AID converter are necessary.

1. Introduction

So-called "mist erosion" or "rain erosion" are the surface
damage of materials caused by the repetition of water
hammer pressure generated at the collision of high velocity
liquid jet or droplets. The water hammer pressure has been
considered to be proportional to the velocity of liquid jet,
but it has not been quantitatively measured probably due to
its short duration. The water hammer pressure is a typical
mono-pole force, and expected to be measured by AE source
wave analysis when the experimental conditions are
satisfied. Computer software for AE source wave analysis
has been developed, and applied to basic erosion phenomena
such as the erosion by the collision of microjet through a
cavity in the water, and the erosion by high velocity single
water jet. The duration of water hammer pressure is inversely
proportional to the diameter of jet. and therefore very short,
less than I J.1S. Whether the water hammer pressure is
correctly measured or not strongly depcnds on the resolution
of AE system and the diameter of liquid jet. This paper
describes the following problems in AE source wave analysis
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of water hammer pressure, Le., (1) the physical meaning of
obtained source wave, (2) required frequency characteristics of
AE sensor and transfer function of the system, and (3)
required jet diameter to give sufficient duration of water
hammer pressure.

1.1 Background

In order to investigate the threshold mist velocity to
cause the erosion, destructive erosion tests have been
conducted for last five years. In destructive mist erosion
test. pure water pressurized up to ISO aim by high pressure
plunger pump was blasted through a special spray nozzle to
the target material. Pressurized water becomes high velocity
droplets of mean diameter of 200 J.1m by the spray nonle.
The velocity of the droplets was, however, calculated by the
mass flow rate of water through the nOZZle, since any
advanced instrument such as laser·velocimeter could not
measure the mist velocity. The first problem experienced in
destructive erosion test was that the exact mist velocity was

1110 111 ~
" ~eroded
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l> --A~.\. 0 0 ~ ~ 83 iii _

Ii. ~ ~ 0 0.,· a o~ Xl ~
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Ilumber of droplet Impact

Fig. 1. Mist erosion iniLiation map with water droplet
velocity and water hammer pressure vs. impact cycle.

not known. Figure 1 shows a mist erosion initiation map
determined by destructive erosion test. The water hammer
pressure of Fig. 1 was calculated by

where a .. 1 for droplet and a = 2 for jet. p and C are the
density and velocity of sound. The subscripts Land M mean
liquid and target material, respectively. VL is the velocity of
liquid jet or aroplet. The threshold water hammer pressure
derived from the threshold mist velocity via equation (1) has
been reported to be in good agreement with the fatigue limit
of the material. This means that the direct nondestructive
monitoring of water hammer pressure, if possible, is very
useful in the diagnosis of the integrity of material under
erosive environment. Nondestructive evaluation of threshold
mist velocity has been done on the detected waves utilizing
PAC 3000 AE analyzer (Fig. 2: upper part). It was found

0730-0050188107185·I91
CopyrightlO1988Acoustic Emission Group
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Fig. 2. Block diagram for AE monitoring and source wave
analysis system.

that. among various parameters of detected waves, a relative
comparison of energy or duration at various mist velocities
allows to predict the threshold mist velocity if the mist
velocity can be optionally changed. However. the physical
meaning of these parameters of detected waves is not
necessarily clear, and further. the information on detected
waves drastically changes when the monitoring system
changes. Some absolute information such u the magnitude
and the duration of impulsive water hammer force. and the
frequency of effective impulses to cause materials damage
were urgently required. AE source wave analysis appears to

be the most promising method to measure the water hammer
pressure. which was attempted.

2. AE Source Wave Analysis

The block diagram for AE source wave analysis is shown
in the lower part of Fig. 2. The output of transducer was
digitized by 10 bit AID converter (Maximum sampling
interval: SO ns) and analyzed by a 16 bit personal computer.
Sampling interval (SO to SOO us) and sampling size (1024 to
2048 points) were determined by trial so that the most
appropriate source wave wu obtained. A displacement type
transducer on the market (Dunegan 59208) was mainly used
in the source wave analysis. The source wave of pencil lead
break was obtained by procedures shown in Fig. 3. Figure
3a shows a detected wave of pencil lead break (pentel 2H,
0.5 mm, lead length: 2.2mm, breaking angle: 20 degree).
The deconvolution of the detected wave with dynamic Green
function of the material (300 x 300 x 300 mm steel block)
resulted in an almost step-wise force release with a risetime
of 1 JIS. The released force was measured by small load cell,
and found to be 3.5 N. The source wave xCi) of pencil lead
break was then approximated by the following equation
proposed by Niwa et aI. (1981):
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Fig. 6. Generation of microjet during the collapse of
cavitation bubble.
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Fig. 5. AE source waves of high velocity steel ball impact
to PMMA. Multi·resonant sensor, AE-6-1.
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Fig. 4. Frequency characteristics of the two sensors used.

by shock waves of cavity collapse or by microjets through
the cavity (see Fig. 6). The impact force has been reported
to be 20 MPa (Jones and Edward, 1960) to I GPa (Sanada et

where, m is mass of the steel ball, hi end hz are the dropping
and rebound height The deconvolution in time domain was
also tried, but not used in this study since calculation time
was long and diffiCUlty in data processing occurred.

where T r is a risetime taken as I J.l.s, A is a constant
corresponding to the released force.

dx(t)/dt = A sin4 (1tt rrr ) for 0 S t S Tr (2)

From the existing studies, it has not been clarified
whether the materials damage (cavitation erosion) is caused

It was verified that the developed system is able to
correctly obtain the source wave of mono-pole force when a
displacement type sensor was used. In order to monitor the
water hammer pressure, however, a wideband flat-response
sensor is necessary since the duration of water hammer
pressure is expected to be less than 1 J.l.s. The frequency
response of the displacement type sensor used is limited to
about 1.5 MHz. Alternate multi-resonant type wideband
sensor which has been developed by Tomikawa and his co
workers (1988) was used. Figure 4 compares the frequency
characteristics of the two sensors. The multi-resonant sensor
(designated as AE-6-I) has a lower sensitivity than that of
the displacement type (59208), but is endowed with an
excellent flat frequency characteristics up to 5 MHz. The
calibration of source wave force of AE-6-1 was done by the
same method as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 5 shows source
waves of high velocity steel ball impact to PMMA
(Polymethylmethacrylate) target. A bisymmetrical source
wave was obtained at velocity of II mls (an elastic impact),
and its momentum value agreed with the calculated one.
PMMA suffered ring crack along the outer ridge of circular
depression at ball velocity of 23 mls. The source wave at 23
mls clearly shows that this crack is induced during the
unloading (restitution) process. Though the duration of ball
impact is as large as 30 J.l.s, it can be seen that an impulsive
force as high as few thousands newton is correctly ml:asured
by this sensor.

In order to demonstrate the capability of the developed
system, source wave analysis of dropping or high velocity
steel ball impact was performed. The procedure is almost the
same as those used previously (Hsu and Hardy, 1978; Okubo
and Kishi, 1981; Kishi et aI., 1981; Kishi, 1983). The
source wave of a steel ball drop (Fig. 3e) was obtained by
the deconvolution of a detected wave (Fig. 3c) with the
transfer function of the system (Fig. 3d) which was experi
mentally predetermined as an impulse response to the
standard AE source (Fig. 3b). The deconvolution was done in
the frequency domain by utilizing FFT-IFFT algorithm. The
AE source wave obtained by this procedure (Fig. 3e) shows
the change of force, F, during the deformation and restitu
tion. The integration of source wave shown in Fig. 3f indi
cates that the momentum is 1.4 x 10.3 N·s. This agrees with
that obtained from the following equation,

JF dt =..J2im (fh;+ fh; ) = 1.36 X 10.3 N.s (3)

3. Application of AE Source Wave Analysis to
the Cavitation by Spark Induced Bubble
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Fig. 7 Experimental setup for AE monitoring of spark
induced cavitation bubble.
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Fig. 8 Detected AE wave during the collapse of spark induced
cavitation bubble (59208).
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al., 1984). Kimoto et al. (1986) reported that the microjet
passing through a collapsing bubble could oc:cur before or
after the collapse/rebound of spark induced cavitation bubble
depending on the bubble location to the targct wall. The
importancc of microjet in cavitation was already pointed by
Naudi ct a1. (1961). They reported that the velocity of
microjet reached 128 mls independent of bubble diameter.
Kimoto observed a 100 mls microjeL The water hammer
pressure by these microjets is estimated to be as high as ISO
MPa to 187 MPa.

AE sourcc wave analysis was used to investigate the
mechanism of cavitation erosion. Experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 7. A bubble of about 2 nun diameter was
induced by a spark in water. Specially designed specimen
(also acts as a waveguide) with a pressure receiving head at
its top was installed in water bath. The diameter of pressure
receiving head was changed from 0.7 to 3 nun. A high
sensitivity S9208 sensor was used since the impUlsive force
was weak:. The transfer function of the system (sensor and
waveguide) was experimentally determined by pencil lead
breaks on the pressure receiving head. The resolution of
source wave system is limited to about 1.5 MHz. Figure 8
shows an cxample of detected waves. Figure 9 shows decon
volved source wavcs as a fuoction of distance, S, between the
spark point and wavcguide head. The fust sharp wave with
duration of 1 ~ (Fig. 9a) was supposed to bc an impulsive
force generated by the collision of a microjet to waveguide
head, since this wave gradually disappeared with the increase
of distance, S. The impulsive peak: at 50 ~ at 5 '" 1 mm
(Fig. 9b) was considered to be a shock wave by bubble
collapse/rebound sinee the attenuating second and third waves
were observed when the discharge distance increased (Fig.
ge). The magnitude of the shock wave is larger than that of
a microjeL Exact measurement of pressure of a microjet was
difficult since the jet diameter was very small. Apparent
pressure was obtained utilizing 0.7 nun diameter head, and
found to be about 51 MPa. This pressure is very close to the
stagnation pressure of a microjet of 100 mls rather than the
watcr hammer pressure. The duration of water hammer
pressure by the jet of diameter, D, is given by

SIl·OI..---..--..,----,r---,
1.11'01 -_._-.

t .. DJ2CL (4)

(e'l 5"5 DIll

(b) 5,,1 DIll

Fig. 9 AE source waveform of spark induced cavitation
bubble (59208).

4. AE Source Wave Analysis or Water Hammer
Pressure or Hlgb Velocity Single Water Jet

As shown in Table I, the duration of water hammer
pressure of 3 nun diameter jet is about 1 fLs which is at the
resolution limit of our system. This means that, if a water
jet of large diameter is prodUced, water hammer pressure can
be monitored. Another equipment has been developed to
produce a large diameter jet, and to monitor AE waves (Fig.
10). The method to produce the jet is the same that used by
Field et aJ. (1979). A bullet of 6 nun diameter was accele·
rated by compressed nitrogen gas and fared to thc neoprene
piston in the extrusion chamber. A small quantity of water

and is equal to 0.3 J1s when a I nun diameter jet is assumed.
This means that the water hammer pressure of a microjet
could not be detected by our system since it has too short
duration.

.i a.ll0Cl! J.J--I,r..-t---+::~~~,.,.---l
u
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"'" Shock wave by
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Fig. 10 Experimental setup for high velocity water droplet
erosion test.

Table 1 Estimated duration of water hammer pressure of
liquid jet.

Fig. 11 Waveguide for AE monitoring of jet generated water
hammer pressure.
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Fig. 12 Example of AE source wave by 3 mm diameter water
droplet impact on PMMA (S9208). Droplet velocity: 208 mls

was filled into the extrusion nozzle of 1 mm diameter. The
jet velocity was calculated by measuring the traveling time of
jet from nozzle tip to larget, and in the range of 80 to 450
mls. Two specimens were used. One was 50 mm diameter
solid bar, and the other was waveguide with pressure recei
ving head (Fig. 11). Jet diameter was examined by pressure
film and found to be about 3 mm. The following is the
results obtained by displacement sensor, S9208. Figure 12
shows an example of source wave from a jet impact to
PMMA target. The duration of an impulsive wave was 1 J1S.

In order to clarify the physical meaning of the source
wave, numerous tests have been done. Figure 13 shows a
relation between the magnitude of impulsive force and the
velocity of water jet It is found that (1) Fmax is independent
of target material. and (2) Fmax increases in proportion to the
second power of jet velocity. If Fmax represents the water
hammer force. Fmax should linearly increase with the
velocity, and Fmax of steel should be 1.7 times that of SiC
because of their acoustic impedance difference as shown in
Fig. 14. The observed results are, however, contradictory to
those expected from water hammer theory. Apparent pressure
was measured by waveguide. Figure 14 shows the change of
pressure: Fmax/S (S :::: surface area). Fmax/S is very low
compared to the water hammer pressure. It was found that the
data coincides well with a curve of PLVL2• This means that
what we measure is not water hammer pressure, but the
instantaneous change of jet momentum. This is probable due
to the limited frequency response of the sensor used.
However, this sensor can be used as an instrument to measure
the mist velocity, since the steady pressure is correctly
measured. The measurement of mist velocity in destructive
erosion test was then tried. Mist velocity was calculated by

(5)

Result is shown in Fig. 15. Mist velocity measured by AE
source wave analysis agrees well with that calculated from
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180 mls. Figure 18 shows a relation between Fmu/S and the
velocity of water jet for a carbon steel target The impUlsive
pressure rapidly increases at jet velocity of about 190 mis,
and agrees with that of theoretically calculated water hammer
pressure. However, the reasons why Fmu/S rapidly increases

-6. O£IO?b. 0 2.0 to 6.0 8.0 10.0
Time KID rnc

Fig. 17 AB source wave of high velocity jet impact (AB-6-1).
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As the next step, a wideband sensor, AB-6·1, was used
instead of S~208 sensor. Figure 17 shows source waves at
three jet velocities. Very large and sharp impulses with
duration of 0.8 J1S are apparent at jet velocities higher than

mass flow rate of water through the spray nozzle. This fact
suggests that AB source wave analysis can be used as a
velocimeter of mist whose velocity can not be measured even
by the laser velocimeter. if appropriate sensor and waveguide
are used.

As the water hammer pressure could not be monitored in
spite of large diameter jet, whether the water hammer pressure
is really generated by jet impact is examined by microscopic
observation of damaged surfaces. Figure 16 shows the sur
face damage of PMMA impacted by a 175 mls water jet
Both a ring depression of 1.0S mm diameter and some cracks
along the outer ridge of the ring depression are visible. The
estimated water hammer pressure is 72 MPa for water droplets
and 143 MPa for the water jet, which are sufficient to cause
deformation or crack. This fact shows that the water hammer
is certainly generated by jet impact

Fig. 15
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at specified jet velocity is not known. In order to clarify
whether the rapid increase is due to the characteristics of
equipment or target material. more study was done using a
PMMA target. Result is shown in Fig. 19. The impulsive
force. Fmu/S, suddenly increases at about 140 mls. However.
F max IS at a high velocity is slightly smaller than the
expected water hammer pressure of droplets. It may be said
that the Fm...lS at specific jet velocities corresponds to the
yield strength (carbon steel) or tensile strength (PMMA) of
the target material. Further study is necessary to make clear
the physical meaning of "water hammer pressure".

5. Conclusion

Direct measurement of water hammer pressure is possible
using AE source wave analysis when a wideband sensor and a
water jet with large diameter are used. In order to measure the
water hammer pressure of a small jet or droplet, a more
advanced wideband sensor, high speed AID converter and
theoretical dynamic Green function of waveguide are
necessary.
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1989

Third International Symposium on AE from Composite
Materials and Pre-Conference Education Seminar

The bicentennial celebration of the French Revolution (July 14, 1989) precedes the Third International Symposium on
Acoustic Emission from Composite Materials (J.C. Lenain, general chairman; tel. 33 143 S6 22 10) to be held 17 - 21 July
1989 in Paris, France. It is sponsored by AMAC, COFREND, CARP, ASNT and has support from CNRS, CODEMAC,
EWGAE, US Army. The Education seminar is on the 17th, and the main program lasts four days from 18th to 21st. This
Symposium will be at Ministere de L'lndustrie, I, rue Descartes, 75006 Paris and is to provide a world wide forum for all
participants involved in AE and composites (FRPs, MMCs/FRMs and reinforced ceramics) in industrial applications,
research, instrumentation, codes and standards. The program contains some 50 papers, covering theoretical and practical
aspects of materials characterization, damage mechanism studies, AE signature analysis, source location, quality control, in
service inspection and condition monitoring. It will also include discussion about trends, future developments and
applications in this field. The language of the Symposium and the proceedings will be English. Write to Dr. D. Valentin
(Program Chairman: tcH. 33 60 763014), Centre des Materiaux, BP 87,91003 EVRY C~ex, France or Conf. Dept., ASNT,
PO Box 28518. Columbus, OH 43228-0518 for further information. Preliminary program is listed in the Conference and
Symposia section of this issue.

The XVIII..th MEETING of European Working Group
on Acoustic Emission

The next EWGAE meeting is scheduled to be held in Vienna, Austria on 4 - 6 October 1989. The Code Subgroup meeting
will precede the meeting on 3rd of October. Contact Dr. Peter Tscheliesnig, TOV-Wien, Versuchsanstalt, Inst. fUr Technische
Physik. Deutschstr. 10, A-1232 Wien (Vienna), AUSTRIA. Details to appear later or call at 43-222-616-2541.

1990

The 33rd Meeting of Acoustic Emission Working Group

The next AEWG meeting is tentatively set for the week of January 7, 1990 at University of California, Berkeley. Meeting
organizers are Prof. David Dornfeld and Dr. Frank Beall; telephone no. (415) 642-0906.

The 10th International AE Symposium

The lOth lAES, sponsored by the JSNDI. will be held at Sendai. Japan on 22 - 25 October 1990. The Symposium attempts
to cover all areas of interest in AE applications, research and development, as well as standards activities. Paper and Program
Committee Chair is Prof. H. Niitsuma, Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University, Aramaki aza Aoba, Sendai 980. Japan
and the Organizing Committee is chaired by Prof. K. Yamaguchi while the Secretarial Committee by Prof. H. Takahashi.
Deadline for abstracts of 200-300 words is 14 April 1990.
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Acoustic Emission from an Industrial Applications
Viewpoint

Trevor J. Holroyd

Abstract

The technology of acoustic emission (AE) is one in
which there is a continuing expansion of knowledge,
broadening of applications and refinement of hardware.
These developments have a tendency to lead to equipment of
increasing sophistication. Whilst this continues to satisfy
the demands of certain market sectors, it restrains the
expansion of AE technology into others. In particular, such
developments are not tuned to industrial needs where the
trend is towards distributed continuous sensing whether for
monitoring or control purposes. With this back-cloth the
present paper sets out to identify some of the basic
requirements of an AE system from an industrial applica
tions viewpoint. This is done by analyzing application
needs in general terms. The reasoning behind doing this, is
that through trimming the specification of an AE system to
actual needs, the resultant system will be lower cost, more
reliable and easier to set up. In many instances for industrial
applications, it is believed that these attributes (together
with their knock-on benefits) would outweigh those of the
present high performance AE instrumentation. Having
identified a rationale for the most basic specification of an
industrial AE system, the paper moves on to present the
results of varied experimental work in which the clements
under discussion arc evaluated in the industrial environment

1. Introduction

AE applications tend to fall into the following four
categories:

(i) Materials Research (shon-term laboratory use);
(ii) Non-Destructive Testing (periodic laboratory and
field use);
(iii) Condition Monitoring (periodic and continuous
industriill use);
(iv) Process Control (continuous industrial usc).

At present, AE is more heavily biased towards ciltegories
(i) and (ii) but there is growing belief that it will be in (iii)
and (iv) that the technology will eventually flourish. For
this to happen, it will require the development of hardware
and procedures appropriate for its use in the industrial
environment alongside other measurement and control tech
nologies. In panicular AE systems will need to be easy to
install (mechanically and electrically), simple to operate and
reliable over long periods. Increasingly such AE systems
will be applied to the so-called 'secondary AE processes'.

Received 20 December 1988. The author is affiliated with Stress
wave Technology Limited, Ravenstor Road, Wirksworth, Derby
shire, England. This paper was presented at the 9th International
AE Symposium, 14-17 November 1988 at Kobe, Jap:1D and was
included in its proceedings, "Progress in Acoustic Emission IV", K.
Yamaguchi ct al., cds., Japan Society of NOl, Tokyo, 1988.

Journal of Acoustic Emission
Volume 7, Number 4

Just as the end users of AE technology must match their
own product costs and product performance to the
requirements of the market sector being addressed, so too
must the manufacturer of the AE technology. In broad terms,
therefore, we would expect to find AE instrumentation divided
into two types; one aimed at the investigative user (shon
term application) and the other at the application orientated
user (long-term installation). The prime interest of the
investigative user is in instrumentation that provides
flexibility in operation and analytical capability, whilst the
application orientated user is concerned with the cost
effective achievement of a specific performance. Particularly
with this latter sector in mind, the requirements of an
industrial AE system will now be analyzed.

2. Basle Requirements of an Industrial AE
System

(a) Transducer Sensitivity
One might suppose that the higher the transducer

sensitivity the better, since it is easier to deal with larger
signals and it can enable the detection of otherwise
undetectable activity. In an industrial environment, how
ever, where signal levels may be high, care must be taken to
ensure that no saturation of any of the amplifier stages
occurs. An extreme case would be if the signal within the
desired bandwidth were so large that it saturated the preampli
fier and so prevented the funher characterization of the
largest (and possibly most significant) signals. The solu
tion would be to use a transducer of reduced sensitivity or
possibly a lower preamplifier gain (dependent upon which
stage is saturated). Alternatively in the presence of very
high levels of low-frequency background noise (e. g., high
mechanical vibration), it is possible for the out-of-band
signal to saturate the input stage of the preamplifier prior to
the filter stage, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The
distortion which accompanies such saturation (clipping) will
then contain a spurious component within the detection
bandwidth. This can be particularly troublesome if wideband
or high fidelity transducers are used. In this case for a given
preamplifier design the only solution is to use a transducer
of either lower sensitivity or modified design.

Prior to actual saturation of the preamplifier in the two
cases discussed above, there will be a reduction of the usable
dynamic range as the background noise level increases. In
all cases the maximum signal dynamic range is preserved if
the transducer sensitivity is sufficiently low that the
background stress wave related noise is reduced to that of the
electrical noise level. Furthermore, if a threshold related
means of signal processing is being used in an application
(whether for event definition or alarm purposes) then
similarly a reduced transducer sensitivity can usually be

0730-0050/88/07 t93-199
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accommodated provided the threshold level remains above
the background noise level.

Under the right circumstances therefore, (and this can
often be the case in an industrial application) lower
sensitivity transducers can be of equal or greater value than
higher sensitivity ones. If sensitivity is not the prime
consideration in the transducer design then the opportunity
exists to redesign it with a view to making it smaller, more
robust and ultimately lower cost. Clearly these are all
features of particular interest to the industrial user. Within
Rolls-Royce reduced sensitivity AE transducers with tailored
designs have been successfully used in a number of applica
tions to both composites and metallic materials, such as
those reported in Holroyd and Cox (1986) and Cox et al.
(1987), for example.

(b) Dynamic Range
The dynamic range of a linear device is given by the

ratio of the maximum signal level at the input so as Dot to
cause its saturation divided by the minimum detectable input
level (1. e., the electronic noise level). This ratio is usually
expressed in dB and for a typical AE preamplifier is in the
region of 80 dB or more. It is usual practice to design the
AE instrument to have as wide a dynamic range as possible.
Hence the researcher, encountering AE activity from a
particular process for the flISt time, can be confident that no
matter what the amplitude of the signals of (eventual)
interest they are likely to have been faithfully processed.

Since the cost of amplifiers and signal processing
circuits increases significantly with dynamic range, it is
reasonable to analyze further the dynamic range needed for a
'developed application' (in this context the term 'developed
application' implies the levels of the signals of interest are
known in advance). One way of assessing the maximum
dynamic range needed in developed applications is to look at
the range of the detected signal amplitUdes in those papers
which include amplitude distributions. By way of illust
ration the spread of amplitudes in the amplitude distribution
in papers presented at the 8th International AE Symposium
(Yamaguchi et ai, eds., 1986) have been analyzed and the
result is itself plotted as a distribution in Fig. 2. Assuming

the sampled papers to be reasonably representative, this
distribution implies that a dynamic range of only SO dB is
adequate for 67% of applications. In fact this is a very
conservative analysis since it refers to the overall range of
the detected signals (mainly in research investigations),
whereas the effect of interest in any developed application is
likely to be recognizable within a more restricted dynamic
range. If a system of reduced dynamic range were to be used,
however, it would of course be imperative for its working
range to be correctly matched to the signal levels of interest.
Within Rolls-Royce, AE measurements have been
successfully conducted where background noise levels and
circuit limitations have severely restricted the usable
dynamic range (e. g., to only 33 dB in Cox et aI., 1987).

(c) Signal Processing
The aim of the signal processing in an AE system is to

take the amplified rf (or radio frequ"ncy) signal from the AE
transducer as its input and provide an output in a more
informative or useful form. In multichannel systems the
outputs of multiple detection channels are additionally
processed to reveal, or operate on, interchannel differences.
The main thrust of AE signal processing has been concerned
with the direct characterization of transducer signals in their
'rf form. Examples are counts, events, duration, amplitUde,
risetime, etc. For resonant detection these parameters are
more concerned with· the characterization of the envelope of
the waveform rather than details of its rf waveform:
• counts is related primarily to the percentage of time the

magnitude of the AE signal is above a threshold level;
• events is concerned with the identification of discrete

bursts of activity above a threshold level;
• event duration is the time spent by the burst above the

threshold level;
• event amplitude is a measure of the burst magnitUde;
• event risetime aims at characterizing the sharpness with

which the burst rises to its peak.

Hence, an alternative approach would be to derive the
equivalent of such parameters directly from the envelope of
the rf signal. In 1984 a simple single channel AE system
was constructed within Rolls-Royce using such an approach.
This unit, referred to as the AMAES (Analogue Multipara-
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primarily upon the decay of the envelope rather than any rf
features of the signal. An instrument which generates the
expected structural decay as a reference signal for each event
and compares the actual event envelope decay to this in real
time has been constructed and shown to be capable of
automatically distinguishing between individual structure
borne transients (such as crack growth events), electro
magnetic spikes and multiple overlapping activity (such as
frictional activity). By way of illustration, the envelope
signals from this unit are presented in Fig. 4 for signals
from a pulser, electromagnetic interference and rubbing
activity together with the references signal. From these
traces the applicability of this approach is selC-evidenL An
alternative much simpler approach (but providing a less
effective level of discrimination), would be to simply
differentiate the envelope signal in order to effect discri
mination against rubbing type activity or integrate it to give
discrimination against electromagnetic spikes.

It is common in such applications for the overall signal
level to be used to indicate the presence of distress whilst
details of its origins are inferred from the fine details of the
envelope. The opportunity therefore exists for an appro
priate envelope based AE system to be applied to all types
of AE applications in industry; burst activity characteri
zation, continuous level detection and diagnosis from the
details of the modUlation. Such an approach is particularly
appropriate when resonant detection is used since almost all
the useful information carried in a nBnOW band AE signal is
contained in the envelope. The desire to process the AE
signal in terms of its envelope results from the frequency
reduc:tion in the resultant waveform. Whereas the filtered rf
signal may have a center frequency of 150 kHz say, for many
purposes the useful part of its information can be extracted
from a dc to 10 kHz (or less) envelope. Hence, electronic:
components with an audio frequency bandwidth c:an be used
in any further proc:essing thus reduc:ing component costs.

3. Further Discussion or Event Enveloping

Whilst the above discussion was concerned with the use
of the enveloped signal for burst characterization, applica
tions of AE technology to condition monitoring and process
control tend to be primarily (though not exclusively)
concerned with signals of a more continuous form. It has for
many years been common practice in such cases to use rms
voltages (or envelope, etc) as the primary means of signal
processing. Some examples are:

1970 - Weichbrodt and Smith (1970): application to
bearing and gears.

1975 - Board (1975): application to high speed
rotating machinery.

1977 - Block (1977): application to bearings and gears.
1984 - Carr-Brion (1984): application to fermentation.
1986 - Lan and Dornfeld (1986): application to chip

formation during cutting.
1987 - Tily et al. (1987): application to dry and wet

mixing.

In characterizing transients the most obvious disadvan
tage of an envelope approac:h is its inability to faithfully
follow the rise in amplitUde of the signal up to the peak for
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metric AE System), soon became the workhorse for both
applications development in the laboratory and general field
use. A key 10 the units flexibility was the widely variable
time constant of the 'rms' function enabling it to be readily
applied 10 either continuous or burst type AE activity. The
concept was even extended to include noise discrimination
based upon event decay rates. Whereas a comlation plot of
event amplitudes vs. AE counts (or pulse width) can be used
to identify the structural calibration of a component
(PoUock, 1977) and this can form the basis of a means of
discrimination between crack growth activity and typical
noise sources, as illustrated in Fig. 3, it has been shown in
Holroyd (1982) that the basis of this approach relies

* Noise events from - aerosol,
abrasive paper &steel rubbing

* Solid line is calibration curve.
* Dotted line is acceptance band.

Fig. 3 Noise discrimination - comlation plot approach.
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Peak Height / V

Fig. 5 Event analysis - comparison of area and peak
height.

a) Disc BUI'st Monitoring
Previously results have been reported in which an event

based AE system was used to monitor the fatigue failure of a
compressor disc from a gas turbine engine which was cycled
in a spinning pit (Cox et al., 1987). In addition, rms
measurements were taken during the test. The integrated rms
measurement during the last four fatigue cycles inclUding
failure arc presented in Fig. 8. From this it can be seen that
increasingly large amounts of activity occur at peale cyclic
load up to the point of fmal failure. This trend far outweighs
that due to any other detectable rms activity throughout the
rest of the 803 cycle test. As a result of this test and a
number of other similarly instrumented specimen tests, it is
apparent that the AE rms approach offers a simpler and more
effective solution to disc burst prevention than conventional

Time / )ls

Fig. 7 Envelope analysis - detection of fmt arrival.

4. Application Examples
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good acoustic coupling, 100 of the repetitive events were
analyzed and the appropriate dual characterizations of indi
vidual events are plotted in Fig. 6. It is clear from Fig. 6
that the envelope area approach has a reduced fluctuation (4.7
dB compared to 7.1 dB for this particular sample). This
improved resolution in the measurement of relative source
magnitudes results from the greater immunity of the envelope
area to the effects of constructive and destructive interference
in the rf AE signal as a result of multiple wave paths. The
analogy to real AE signals where the source position is
likely to vary from event to event is clear.

A second perceived disadvantage of the enveloped signal
is the reduced precision with which the first arrival of an
event can be detected. This has clear implications on the use
of the enveloped signal for the time-difference location of
transients. However, this is becoming less of a concern,
particularly in industrial applications, since in those cases
where a location ability is required there is a growing trend
away from time-difference location towards ~ne location
methods for both composites and metals (e. g. Holroyd and
Cox, 1986; Davies, 1986; Fowler, 1986; Mitchell, 1979).
For the attenuative isolation approach to zone location, the
envelope should offer as good a location capability as the rf
signal. For a first hit implementation it can be argued that
the envelope should also provide an acceptable approach
since the closest transducer to the source should detect an
earlier signal. of higher initial amplitude and with a faster
risetime thus giving the earliest rising envelope signal.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 7 for a pulser source at various
distances from a transducer on a steel plate.
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Of course the purpose of measuring peak amplitUde is to
give an indication of the relative strength of source pro
cesses and this parameter is often displayed in the form of a
distribution. To compare the peak amplitude and integrated
envelope approaches in this context, another experiment was
conducted in which the pulser amplitude was held constant
but the receiving transducer was slowly moved around the
plate over a pre-greased area. Taking care to maintain a

Event Sample
Fig. 6 Event analysis - sensitivity to propagation path.

a sharp burst type signal. Hence, the envelope's peak height
will be a strong function of the rf signal shape around the
true peale as well as the enveloping functions time constant.
This is not a problem for the more lightly damped detection
regimes where the signal level remains high long enough for
the envelope follower to catch it irrespective of any varia
tions in the risetime. With more heavily damped burst type
AE waveforms, an alternative is to measure the integral of
the envelope and use this as a characterization parameter
rather than the peak. Using a pulser and receiver transducer
and varying the drive signal, it is easy to determine the de
gree of correlation between the rf peak height and the
'envelope' area. An example is presented in Fig. S for the
case of a small steel plate using ISO kHz resonant transduc
ers.
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c) Rock Culler Monitoring
The aim of this exercise was to see if the blockage of

(rotating) dust extraction tubes in a rock cutting machine
could be detected. The approach taken was to make the
transducer in the form of a static target, such that the debris
and water efflux from the tubes would be sequentially sampled
during each revolution of the cutter as it was cutting.
Blockage was readily detected using the rms approach as can
be seen from Fig. 10 which shows the mean rms levels
associated with each dust extraction tube for a 20 second
period of cutting. In addition, other measurements were time
resolved to show the variable state of the other tubes as they
became partially blocked and cleared themselves as part of
their normal operation. No problems were experienced in
operating in this arduous environment (dirty, wet and
mechanically noisy), which has been a barrier to the use of
other methods of instrumen-tation. This application took
advantage of the low bandwidth of the rms signal which
allowed it to be digitally stored and processed.

d) Mixing Process
In dry mixing processes it is difficult to identify when a

fUlly mixed condition has been achieved. To investigate this
process the mixing of two materials (Kaolin and sugar) in a
ribbon blender was monitored with an AE transducer coupled
to the wall of the blender (Note: a ribbon blender consists
essentially of a trough with helical blades which rotate on a
horizontal axis). An rms-to-dc converter was used to process
the signal prior to ploUing on a chart recorder. The result
ing chart record showed clearly a transi-tion from the
starting condition to a mixed condition as shown in Fig. 11.
However, this was immediately followed by a rapidly
increasing trend as the Kaolin (a very fine clay powder)
worked its way into the bearings of the machine causing
bearing distress. This illustrates the potential for a single
AE transducer to provide a signal containing information
relevant to both process control and condition monitoring.

b) Composites Monitoring
In one series of ultimate tests on carbon composite test

coupons, a single channel rms based system (with a dynamic
range in the region of 40 dB) was used to monitor the stress
wave activity. The signal processing employed involved a
fast time constant rms (ollowed by a peak detector with a
fast attack and slow decay. A typical chart recording of the
detected activity is reproduced in Fig. 9. From this it is
clear that the rms signal contains useful information regard
ing the time of occurrence and relative amounts of AE
activity. The stabilization of the structure in the load holds
for example, is very clear. Alternatively, there is no reason
why the signal should not have been processed as a function
of applied load in order to reveal the extent of any break
down of the Kaiser EffecL The concept could equally be
extended to the multichannel monitoring of large composite
structures.

event based AE instrumentation. For example, the time
constant of the rms-to-dc conversion was sufficiently long
that it had an inherent discrimination against the plentiful
electromagnetic transients which necessitated the use of a
duration based front end filter for the event based instrumen
tation.
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Fig. 8 Rotating disc burst - Integrated rms approach.
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Fig. 11 Mixing in ribbon blender - rms approach.

length of time necessary for the transition to occur.
Measurements indicated that the transition to fondant was
accompanied by a sustained increase in the detectable
activity level as can be seen in Fig. 12. This is most
probably explained by the appearance of friction noise
associated with the rubbing of crystals against the stirrer
mechanism, the containment walls and other crystals.

n Flow Monitoring
The turbulence and cavitation created at an obstruction

in a flow gives rise to stress wave activity whose level is
dependent upon the now rate as shown in Fig. 13 for water
now through a butterfly valve. In its simplest form, the
consistency of the rate of now (or the fluid viscosity) could
be confmned by the consistency of the level of stress wave
activity. With appropriate calibration, the actual now rate
of a known nuid could be measured. This type of measure
ment is partiCUlarly appropriate to industrial use because it is
non-invasive a~d does not require straight lengths of pipe
upstream and downstream of the measurement site. The
system used to process these signals had a dynamic range of
less than 30 dB.

s. DiscussIon

a '----~.-..--"'-'it&_'_.....
a 100

Flow Rate / m3 hr-1

Fig. 13 Flow monitoring - envelope approach.

e) Fondant Formation
Another process which has a variable endpoint is the
formation of fondant. This fine crystalline material is
produced by a stirring action on a hot sugar and glucose
solution and there can be considerable variations in the

An extensive applications database employing varia
tions on the theme of signal enveloping, inclUding those
outlined in this paper, has been generated in recent years and
is being continually expanded. The experience that has been
gained, together with recent hardware innovations, is leading
to the creation of radically different. lower cost, 'AE'

It is sobering to find (from personal experience) that the
overwhelming majority of technical personnel in general
industry are unaware of the existence of AE let alone use iL
After almost four decades of AE development this is not only
disappointing, but also indicative of a mismatch between AE
developments and industry needs. To address this problem, a
critical appraisal of AE hardware has been made from an
industrial applications viewpoinL Attention has been drawn
to areas where scope exists for the reduction of hardware
costs by restricting its performance and arguments in
justification of this have been put forward. Such an analy
sis is felt to be important since at present most AE instru
mentation is designed to the highest achievable specifi
cation. Whilst this may be demanded by the AE researcher,
it maintains a high cost barrier preventing the wider
application of AE technology in the industrial environment.
In view of this, it is not too surprising that AE should be
primarily perceived as a materials research and non
destructive testing method since such usage requires a low
number of highly specified instruments. However. in order
to improve product performance and cost-effectivenessl
industry is increasingly looking towards process control and
condition monitoring rather than non-destructive testing
procedures. Great potential exists for AE technology to play
a significant role in these fields since copious amounts of
stress wave activity accompany many of the actions and
processes which make up the industrial environment (couple
an AE transducer to any piece of operating plant or
machinery and you soon appreciate that stress wave activity
is not in short supply!).

2

a
1 min

Time

Fondant formation - rms approach.Fig. 12
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systems. These developments will be the subject of future
papers.

6. Conclusions

1. In developed AE applications there is a legitimate basis
for using AE systems in which transducer sensitivity and
dynamic range are restricted.

2. Signal envelope (or rms etc) is an appropriate technique
which can form the heart of an AE system applicable to
monitoring both burst and continuous types of AE activity.

3. The further processing of the signal envelope in order to
recognize desired features in an application, tends to be
more direct and readily understandable than traditional
threshold based AE signal processing.

4. Significantly reduced AE system costs can be achieved
by implementing the measures in 1 and 2 above. These
cost reductions will have their greatest benefit in multi~

channel systems and applications.
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Downhole AE Measurement Technique and Its
Application to Geothermal Fields

Hiroaki Niitsuma

Abstract

Downhole AE measurement technique and its applica
tions developed in Tohoku University, Japan are reviewed.
Three dimensional particle motion of AE wave is detected by
a downhole sonde, and evaluation of AE activity, AE source
location by tri-axial hodogram method, shear-wave splitting
analysis, source mechanism analysis ele. are carried out in
the measurement

A combined technique of a pressure build-up test of
geothermal production wells and the downhole AE measure
ment has been developed and effectively used to reveal a
structure and behavior of geothermal reservoir system at
Kakkonda field in Japan. AE evaluation and control of
hydraulic stimulation of geothermal wells are also employed
in geothermal fields. AE process monitoring of well drilling
and other applications by using the downhole AE technique
are now being investigated.

1. Introduction

In recent years, accelerated development of the inner
space has placed a great demand for measurements of sub
surface cracks. In order to utilize subsurface cavern for
nuclear waste disposal, underground gas or oil storage, etc.,
establishment of technology of structural integrity assess
ment is quite important, because the brittle subsurface struc
tures are always subjected to a tectonic stress. In modem
geothermal energy development, on the other hand, hydrau
lically induced artificial cracks are utilized as a heat ex
changer or hydrothermal crack reservoir, where the measure
ment of the subsurface cracks is indispensable. A develop
ment of effective process-monitoring technique of under
ground excavation or well drilling is also required in the
inner space development.

In both laboratory and field studies of acoustic emission
(AE) from geological materials and structures, much progress
has been achieved. Some of the AE techniques have been
successfully applied to the inner space developments. Sub
surface acoustic emissions are detected by sensors mounted
on the surface or borehole walls in the field AE measurement.
In a measurement of AE events from deeper rocks, the
downhole AE measurement technique is necessary as a key

Received 20 December 1988. The aulbor is affiliated wilb Facully of
Engineering, Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan. This paper was
presented at Ilie 91b International AE Symposium. 14-17 November
1988 at Kobe, Japan and was included in its proceedings, "Progress
in Acoustic Emission IV", K. Yamaguchi et al., cds., Japan Society
of N01, Tokyo, 1988.
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technology. Basic research and the applications of the
downhole AE instrumentation have been conducted at Tohoku
University since 1978. The present paper will review a
number of our recent studies on the downhole AE measure
ment and signal processing as well as their applications to a
geothermal development.

2. Features of Subsurface AE

Technique of subsurface AE is similar to that on the
surface. However, several differences arise because of some
special features of subsurface AE. The subsurface AE origi
nates from tensile or shear event, where the shear event
includes a stick slip on a preexisting boundary, like a fault
plane, as well as shear fracture of rockmass. Boundaries of
propagation medium of subsurface AE are rather simple
comparing to a metallic structure or a testing specimen.
Bulk waves (P- and S-waves) are mainly detected in the
subsurface AE measurements. Notable difference lies in the
characteristics of propagating medium and in a distance
between AE source and detector. In the subsurface propa
gating medium, a considerable attenuation and dispersion of
higher frequency components are generally observed, and
detected AE signals have only low frequency components
(usually less than 10 kHz) as a result of long propagation
distances. This fact allows the detection of the three
dimensional particle motion of an AE wave, which contains
useful subsurface information partially compensating for the
loss of high frequency components. The long propagation
distance also causes a splitting between P- and S-waves.

Table 1 shows parameters used in the subsurface AE
measurements and the corresponding information conveyed.

3. Trl·axlal Detection of Subsurface AE

As mentioned above, the downhole AE measurement
technique is a key for the development of deeper subsurface
probing system. A special tool is required to detect AE
waves in deep wellbore. Hydrophone is one of the simplest
detectors and is sometimes used for downhole AE measure
ments. However, three component detection of particle
motion of an AE wave has manifold advantages over the
single component detection as described later.

A downhole tri-axial AE measurement system has been
developed at Tohoku University (Niitsuma et ai, 1982;
1989). Figure 1 provides a general outline of the system,
which consists of a downhole AE sonde, multiconductor
armored cable, an instrument carrier, and a signal condition
ing and analyzing system. A tri-axial hodogram method

0730-OOSOJ88J07201·209
Copyrighte1988Acoustic Emission Group



Table 1: Subsurface AE parameters and their corresponding information.

AE parameter

activity (rate, energy)
event energy
location
polarization of P- and S-wave
shear-wave splitting

Subsurface information

instability of subsurface crack
magnitude of source
location, distribution and propagating direction of subsurface crack
source mechanism
anisotropy of propagating medium
(orientation of cracks between source and detector)

X-Y RECOROER

MULTI CONDUCTOR
ARMOURED CABLE

3COAXIAL 7SINGLE WIRE

ElECTRONIC
COMPASS
ORIVER

FIXING
MOTOR
DRIVER
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~~RT=I ACQUISITION
SYSTEM

DATA
RECORDER

DIGITAL
STORAGE
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COLOR
HARDCOPY

S' FLOPPY
DATA D1SKET

Fig. 1. Block diagram of downhole AE measurement system.

TRANSDUCER HOUSING -2-ARH f1XER-

1m •
Fig. 2. Downhole AE sonde.

(Albright and Pearson, 1982) is employed to locate AE
sources in the system.

Since the direction determined by the hodogram method
depends on both the measured amplitude and phase of a
detected wave, the sensitivity and coupling of three (X,Y,Z)
directions must be precisely equalized with each other.
Resonance of the sonde in the signal frequency range also
severely limits the location accuracy. Our AE sonde was
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specially designed taking these into consideration. The
sonde consists of cable head, an electronic circuit package, a
transducer housing and two mechanical fixers as shown in
Fig. 2. The mechanical fixers, which are used to force the
sonde against the borehole wall, are one of the most
important part of the sonde, because the coupling of ..oude
critically depends on the fixers performance. Two-arm fixers
are set at the upper and lower parts of the sonde. The arms
are driven by dc gear motors. Type 316 stainless steel pipe



is used for the outer case of sonde, which is designed for the
maximum operating temperature of 150DC and pressure of 20
MPa.

Piezoelectric accelerometers with no moving part and
low cross sensitivity between vertical and horizontal
motions are used. The acceleration-sensitive instrumentation
is highly sensitive to AE waves, while low frequency back
ground noise and micro-seismic waves from more distant
points can be suppressed. Twelve piezoelectric accelero
meters (Node Corp. Type A-26; maximum operation tempera
ture: 150DC) are mounted on the transducer housing. Three
groups of transducers are directed at right angles to each
other for tri-axial measurements. Four transducers in each
group are connected electrically in parallel. Three charge
sensitive preamplifiers are mounted in the electronic pack
age. Overall sensitivity and frequency range of the sonde are
3.16 or 0.316 VIGal and 7 Hz to 7 kHz, respectively. The
electronic compass, in which a hall device is rotated by a
motor driven potentiometer, was developed and also in
stalled.

Multiconductor armored cable are used to connect the
sonde. The maximum operating temperature of the cables is
about 260DC. The cable is 1050 m long and have three
coaxial cables and seven lines, and is wound on a winch in
the instrument carrier. In the signal conditioning and
analyzing system AE signals detected by the sonde are
amplified by three channel main amplifier by 10 - 40 dB,
and recorded on a video-cassette type FM data recorder.
Waveforms of AE events are monitored on a digital storage

oscilloscope. AE events are automatically detected and
digitized by three channel 12 bit AID converters in an
automatic data acquisition system. Appropriate 8 bit are
selected from the 12 bit digitized data and are transferred and
stored with event number, time and scale factor on a floppy
disk as 8 bit 2048 x 3 words data. The stored AE events are
analyzed with a personal computer (NEC Corp. PC 9801)
with 8087 processor, two color graphic terminals, a color
hard copy and a printer.

4. Signal Processing

Because subsurface AE signal has mainly lower frequency
components, we can digitize full waveforms and perform
sophisticated signal processing in a computer. Various
kinds of analysis software for tri-axial data, i.e., waveform
inspection, signal energy evaluation, coordinate transforma
tion, spectrum analysis, spectral coherence analysis, multi
ple-time averaging, mapping, etc., have been developed.
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of analysis of tri-axial AE
signal.

4.1 Evaluation of AE Activity

Conventional methods of AE activity evaluation, i.e.,
ringdowD counts, event counts, event energy, etc., are used
in the downhole AE analysis. Wave energy or source energy
can be also evaluated under some assumptions, since the P
and S-waves arrive separately because of long propagation
distances.

Downhole Tri-axial AE Record

I

Energy Tri-axial Hodogram Analysis
Evaluation

I I
P-wave

S-waveActivity Polarization, P- and S-wave

P-S delay
Splitting Polarization

I I
Source Propagation Source

Location Medium Mechanism

I I
Instability, Location, Fracture

Distribution DynamicsMagnitude Extension

Fig. 3. Block diagram of analyses of tri-axial AE signal.
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4.2 Tri·axial Hodogram AE Source Location

Most of subsurface AE source location is three
dimensional. Arrivalntime-difference method by using a
series of sensors located at separate locations can be used for
an AE source location as in the case of the surface AE.

However, downhole AE measurements often have restrictions
on the number of boreholes for measurement, from geother
mal heat, configuration of the ground and signal trans
mission. Thus, a source location method based on the tri
axial single point detection has advantages. This method is
referred as the tri-axial hodogram method.
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In the tri-axial hodogram method. the direction and
distance of an AE source are determined from the P-wave
direction and arrival time difference between P- and S-waves.
respectively. These arc usually determined by analyzing
Lissajou patterns (hodogram) between waveforms of the three
components. Since not only P-wave arrival but also P-wave
direction and S-wave arrival must be detected in the present
method. it is important to develop an analysis software by
which the parameters of many events can be readily ana
lyzed. Figure 4 shows hard copies of such a software display
from manual analysis. Figure 4a shows three component
waveforms and Fig. 4b is a time-gated Lissajou between X
and Z axis during a P-wave arrival. where linearly polarized
P-wave is observed. The arrivals of some reflection waves
from ground surfaces and some subsurface renection planes
are shown in Fig. 4c, where the Lissajou pattern is disturbed.
A S-wave arrival is shown in Fig. 4d.

s. Applications to Geothermal Fields

5.1 Geothermal reservoir evaluatjon by means of the
downhole AE measurement during build·up test of production
wells

It is very important to monitor subsurface cracks in
geothermal energy development. since productivity is highly
dependent upon the distribution and dynamics of reservoir
cracks. To date AE techniques have been employed to mea
sure geothermal reservoirs in natural hydrothermal systems
and in Hot Dry Rock geothermal developments (Albright and
Pearson, 1982; Baria and Green, 1986). We have devised a
combined technique of a pressure build-Up test of production
wens and downhole AE measurement, which has revealed a
structure and behavior of the reservoir system at Kakkonda
field in northern Japan (Niitsuma et at, 1985b, 1987).

The crack extension mechanism in pressure build-up test
of geothermal well is schematically represented in Fig. 7.
Figure 7a and b show the crack extension during in-service
operation and closure of a wellhead valve, i.e. during a build
up test. The crack reservoir is represented by a penny
shaped crack. Crack extension of both opening and shear
mode are shown in the figure. DUring service, the fracture
toughness of the rock mass decreases under chemical aUack.
The reservoir is then extended by subcritical crack growth
under a constant pressure or earth stress. so that the stress
intensity factor increases during operation. Downhole
pressure increases with the closure of the wellhead valve
during the build-up test. Since crack length increases and
fracture toughness decreases during service. a sudden crack
extension could possibly occur in correspondence to an
increase in pressure during the test, even when the pressure
is lower than in the previous test. A decrease in fracture
toughness due to an increase in pressure and a change of hot
water flow near the crack. also enhances crack extension.

An automatic tri-axial hodogram source location system
has also been developed (Nagano et at, 1989). Figure S
shows a comparison of location performances between the
automatic system and the manual analysis. The automatic
system locates AE sources as accurate as human analysis. as
shown in the figure. within four seconds in a conventional
16 bit personal computer. Recent results on the automatic
source location are presented by Nagano et at (1988).

4.3 Shear-wave Splitting Analysis

The shear-wave splitting phenomenon is one of the
special features of the subsurface AE. Existence of aligned
small subsurface cracks in a propagation medium of AE
causes birefringence of the medium against shear waves
resulting in the splitting between "fast" and "slow" shear
waves. From the polarization direction of the "fast" or
"slow" shear wave, a direction of the aligned subsurface crack
can be evaluated (Crampin, 1981). Moreover. the arrival
time difference of the two shear waves corresponds to a crack
density of the medium (Hudson, 1981). The polarization
direction is determined by coordinate transformation and
investigation of the Lissajou pattern. Figure 6 shows an
example of the splitting of two shear waves in an AE event
observed in Kakkonda geothermal field. Pre-existing crack
distribution between AE sources and detector can be evaluated
by the analysis.

lOOde I o

t.::.:
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Fig. 7. Crack extension model during build-up test of
geothermal well.
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Fig. 6. Detected shear-wave splitting.
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Fig. 8. Vertical distribution of AE sources.
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assuming a uniform and isotropic velocity of the P (3560
mls) and S (2060 mls) waves. An example of vertical
distribution of located AE sources is shown in Fig. 8. Two
inclined zones are revealed in the figure. The upper one is a
fault known to be an important element of the crack
reservoir in this field. The lower one is a fractured zone
revealed by AE analysis. As shown in the figure,
distribution of reservoir cracks can be evaluated by AE
analysis.

A reservoir model in this field obtained by AE analysis,
nicknamed the Metro Map, is shown in Fig. 9. The wells
are grouped onto two reservoir systems. A degree of com
munication between the reservoir and the well is indicated as
a delay time of appearance on the reservoir plane of AE
sources which correspond to a valve closure of a well. A
reservoir control during build-Up tests has been carried out in
the Kakkonda Field, considering the structure of reservoir
system and a relationship between AE activity and stopped
flow-rate (Niitsuma et aI., 1987).

Fig. 9. Reservoir model deduced from AE data.

Acoustic emission is generated from the crack extension
due to the build-up test, and structure and behavior of the
reservoir system can be evaluated by measuring and
analyzing the AE events.

Acoustic emission during build-up tests have been
measured in the Kakkonda geothermal field since 1982. The
Kakkonda field is located in Iwate Prefecture, northern Japan,
A 50 MWe geothermal electric power plant was installed by
Japan Metals and Chemicals Co. and Tohoku Electric Power
Corp., and put into operation in 1978. Sixteen wells are
presenUy used for the production of geothermal steam, and
another sixteen for re-injection of hot water. Geothermal
fluid circulation in this field is controlled by highly
permeable zones created by faults and fractures in the
Neogene sedimentary rocks.

The AE sonde was set near the bottom of a shallow test
borehole; measurement depth was 15 m (in 1982) or 40 m
(in 1984 to 1988). Total gain and sensitivity of the
measurement was 70 dB and 10 VIGal, respectively. Many
AE events were observed during and after valve operations.
AE sources were located by the tri-axial hodogram method,
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5.2 AE evaluation and control of a hydraulic fracturing of
geothermal well

Stimulation of geothermal wells by means of hydraulic
fracturing is often employed in modem geothermal develop
ment in order to increase productivity of the wells. Sub
surface crack extension by hydraulic fracturing can be
monitored by the downhole AE technique (Niitsuma et aI.,
1985b). Recently, the technique has been employed not
only to evaluate a created crack but also to control the
fracturing job (Niitsuma et al., 1989).

A hydraulic fracturing of a production well (KD-3) was
carried out in the Kakkonda field on June 8 and 9, 1986.
Drilling depth of the well was 1269 m, and casing had been
set in the upper part of the well. Section below 965 m was
open hole. The well intersected two fractured zones at 1060
m and 1205-1269 m, which were detected by lost circulations
of drilling fluid during drilling. Total volume of 1720 kl of
cold water was injected by using high pressure pumps. Many
re-injection wells had been drilled into shallow permeable
zones in this area. It was therefore very important to know
the direction of hydraulically induced crack propagation in
order to prevent a 'breakthrough between the re-injection
zone and production zone by the stimulation, which will
cause a cooling of the reservoir and the pre-existing
reservoir system described in Fig. 9. Another point was to
know whether the pumping of cold water was creating a new
crack or not during the stimulation. At the first stage of
stimulation, a crack would be created. However, once the
created crack was connected to a highly permeable zone, the
injection of cold water would only cause the cooling of the
highly permeable reservoir.

The downhole AE technique was introduced to evaluate
and control the stimUlation. It was considered that a
distribution of created reservoir would be mapped by AE
source location and the efficiency of stimulation could be
known from AE activity. The downhole AE system mention
ed above was used for the measurement. Figure 10 shows the
changes of flow rate, wellhead pressure and AE activity
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during the stimulation on June 8. 900 kl of cold water was
injected in the treatment. About 160 events were detected
during and after the injection. AE events at the nrst stage
(before 15:20) were considered to result from a thermal effect
of the cold water injection. Several small breakdowns were

observed after 16:30, accompanying acoustic emission and
drops of flow impedance. A vertical distribution of the AE
sources is shown in Fig. 11. As shown in this mapping, the
AE sources are mainly distributed in the area between ·250 m
and -500 m below sea level, which corresponds to the lower
reservoir in Fig. 8.

From these AE analyses, it was concluded that the
creation and distribution of artificial crack reservoirs are
satisfactory, and an additional stimulation was decided to be
carried out the next day. Only 20 AE events were observed
in the second treatment, while the flow impedance decreased
considerably. This fact suggested that the artincial crack had
been connected to a highly permeable reservoir. The treat
ment was stopped after 820 kl injection. A temperature
logging carried out 62 hours after the treatment revealed that
the cold water had been mainly injected into the section
between 1205 m and 1269 m of drilling depth, and this fact
was consistent with the AE mapping shown in Fig. 11. A
production test made on August 5 showed that the steam
production was increased 1.65 times after the stimulation.
As shown in these post analyses, the AE controlled hydraulic
stimulation was successful.
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5.4 Process monitoring of well drilling by downhole AE
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We have applied the downhole AE technique to a process
monitoring of well drilling (Niitsuma and Chubachi, 1986).
Figure 13 shows a concept of the AE monitoring, where
acoustic emission from drill bit, drill pipe and collar, and
from hydraulic fracturing caused by lost circulation of
drilling mud is detected by the downhole AE sonde. Figure
14 shows waveforms during various drilling states, which
were detected during a well drilling in Higashi-Hachimantai
field. The upper waveform was obtained during the rubbing
of borehole wall with a drill collar, where clear repetitive
signal is observed and its frequency exactly corresponds to
the rotation rate of drill pipes. The lower waveform shows a
waveform during a reaming process. The reaming is carried
out after a drilling of length of two or three drill pipes in
order to correct a dogleg or roughness of a borehole wall and
to remove cuttings in the borehole. A reaming was carried
out several times after the drilling in this experiment. Only
the first and the second reaming created significant AE
signals as shown in the figure. This means that the correc
tion of borehole was almost completed after two times of
reaming. Considerable difference of AE characteristics is
expected if there is a collapse of borehole wall or doglegs.
In-situ characterization of subsurface rock can also be made
by the AE measurement. Detailed results are presented by
Asanuma et. al. (1988).

Fig. 13. Concept of AE monitoring of well drilling
process.
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Fig. 12. Crack direction and density distribution evaluated
by the shear-wave splitting analysis.

It is important to evaluate existing fractures in the de
velopment of geothermal energy, and to evaluate the dy
namic behavior of a crack reservoir. Various kinds of pros
pecting from ground surface, i.e., magnetotelluric method,
seismic profiling, electric prospecting, etc., are employed to
evaluate the existing subsurface fractures. However these
methods have difficulty for the evaluation of deeper fractures
because of the use of surface measurement.

The shear-wave splitting analysis of subsurface AE is
one of the promising techniques for the evaluation of deeper
existing fractures, because a crack density and its orientation
between detector and deeper AE sources are easily evaluated
by the analysis. We have evaluated a distribution of crack
density and its orientation in the Kakkonda geothermal field
by means of the shear-wave splitting analysis of AE induced
by the build-up test of production wells (Niitsuma et aI.,
1988). Figure 12 shows an example of evaluated distribution
of crack density and its orientation near a fault plane. The
circles represent AE sources, and the direction and length of
the bars indicate the direction and density of subsurface
cracks, respectively. The lines in the figure represent ver
tical fault planes in this area. The evaluated orientations of
subsurface crack system are almost vertical to the fault plane
and nearly parallel to the maximum principal stress in this
area.

5.3 Evaluation of subsurface crack by shear-wave splitting
analysis

Collection of subsurface information is very important
in the well drilling, and is usually made by observations of
cuttings and core samples, and by various kinds of logging
technique. Since these techniques are post analysis, develop
ments of in-situ monitoring technique called "Measurement
While-Drilling (MWD)" are actively pursued in order to raise
the drilling efficiency and to reduce the drilling cost.

6. Conclusion

Downhole AE technique is effectively employed to eva
luate subsurface cracks. The tri-axial downhole AE measure
ment technique and analysis methodology developed in the
Tohoku University was successfully applied to analyze a
reservoir crack system in the Kakkonda geothermal power
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plant. The technique has been used to evaluate and control
an artificial crack created by a hydraulic fracturing of
geothermal production well in the field.

In-situ process monitoring of well drilling and exca
vation is another potentially effective application of
subsurface AE technique. Realization of high sensitivity and
high resolution in-situ characterization of rock and drilling
process is expected.
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Acoustic Emission Source Location in Fiber Reinforced
Plastic Composites

D. J. Buttle and C. B. Scruby

Abstract

Acoustic emission (AE) source location in fiber rein
forced composite materials is difficult due to the variation of
ultrasonic velocity with respect to fiber axes. In general,
the location accuracy will depend upon the accuracy with
which the AE arrival time is measured, ultrasonic attenuation,
anisotropy of the test material, and the size and geometry of
the transducer array.

A 2-D location algorithm has been developed and results
are presented for uniaxial and biaxial glass and uniaxial
carbon fiber reinforced plastics (GRP and CFRP) where the
ratio of maximum and minimum velocities were 1.6, 1.2 and
3.8, respectively. The algorithm incorporates the velocity
dependence and requires AE event arrival times to calculate
the source location using an iterative process. Artificial AE
events were generated using a pulsed laser source and a
location accuracy of ± 0.7 mm and ± 3 mm was obtained on
uniaxial GRP and CFRP materials, respectively, and ± 0.4
mm was obtained on biaxial GRP. Square and diamond
arrangements of transducers, relative to the fiber axis were
found to give a similar location accuracy. However, the
angular function chosen for the velocity was found to be
important for rapid convergence of the location algorithm to
the correct location.

1. Introduction

Two- and three-dimensional (2-D and 3-D) location of
defects in components from their acoustic emission (AE) is
desirable both to locate defects during plant monitoring and
for fundamental laboratory studies of fracture. The technique
relies on the observation of acoustic emissions from a single
source at a number of remote positions using a multi-c:hannel
transducer system. The accuracy of location depends upon a
number of factors including the ability to measure accurately
AE signal arrival times, the fidelity and size of the
transducers used, the distance of the transducers from the
acoustically active defect and the relative orientations of the
transducers in the array with respect to that defect

The location of growing defects in metal components by
detection of acoustic emission has been carried out success
fully for a number of years. Ultrasonic propagation is
usually assumed to be isotropic. Conventional AE systems
measure AE signal arrival times by using a simple threshold
or by finding the peak amplitude. However, these have a

Received 21 June 1988. The authors are affiliated with the Materials
Physics and Metallurgy Division, Harwell Laboratory, Oxfordshire,
England, U.K.
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limited accuracy for location, although they are fully
automated. In laboratory experiments much better location
accuracy is obtained by examination of the details of the AE
waveform, and in particular, measurement of the first
compression and other later wave arrivals. The location
accuracy in 3-D is reported as ± 0.5 mm by Ohira and Pao
(1986) and ± 0.3 mm by Scruby et a1. (1986). Recently,
ButUe and Scruby (1988) obtained an accuracy of ± 100 ~m
in 2 dimensions and ± O.S mm in the third dimension for 3
D AE source location.

In materials where the velocity is anisotropic, location
is more difficult For large surfaces zonal location is often
employed (Peacock and Davies, 1983; Holroyd et aI., (986)
where the transducer nearest the AE source is determined from
the arrival times of the AE signal at each transducer. The AE
source position is therefore known to be within the zone
surrounding that transducer. TriangUlation techniques have
also been used in anisotropic materials. For example,
Getting et al. (1986), using a constant velocity in their
location algorithm, report an accuracy of approximately ± 10
mm in granite where the ratio of maximum to minimum
velocities is -1.1. When the velocity variation (together
with effects due to detector size) was incorporated into their
algorithm the accuracy improved to ± 2 to ± 4 nun. Their
specimen dimensions were 200 x 50 x SO mm. In the fiber
reinforced plastic-malrix composite materials there can be
very large angular variations in the velocity with respect to
the fiber axis or axes. The authors know of relatively little
published work on AE source location in these materials.
lbitolu and Summerscales (198780 b) have developed a 2-D
location algorithm for biaxial glass fiber reinforced plastic
woven roving panels where the velocity ratio is -1.2. They
first obtain the AE source location assuming a constant
velocity and then determine the appropriate velocities for
each transducer position. They then recalculate the source
location using these velocities. The location accuracy was
found to depend on the position of the AE source within the
transducer array, being the highest at ± 6 rom or more in the
array center.

In this work a study of 2-D AE source location was made
in plastic matrix reinforced composites with a very much
higher velocity anisotropy in order to develop a high
resolution location algorithm. Three materials were
investigated, uniaxial and biaxial (0°/90°) glass fiber
reinforced plastic (GRP) and uniuial carbon fiber reinforced
plastic (CFRP). These were all in sheet form. Attenuation
measurements were also made in order to predict the largest
area which can be monitored in these highly attenuating
materials.

0730-0050/88/07211-223
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2.1 Principles

2. Location Technique

For materials which have a very low velocity
anisotropy, such as most steels, a constant velocity is
normally assumed. Then if the source is located at an
unknown position (x, y) and the ith transducer at (Xio YO,
the flfSt AE signal arrival times are given by:

(5)v(9) =a + b9 + c92 + d93 + ...

variable, v(9), where 9 is the angle of sound propagation
with respect to one of the fiber axes (defined as the y-axis).
In order to perform location, the angUlar velocity function,
v(9), must be defined. This function need not be analytic or
derivable from first principles, but must give a 'good fit' to
the experimentally measured angular dependence of the
velocity. Since it was desired to be able to use the location
routine for uniaxial, biaxial or more complex fiber lay-ups, a
general form of velocity function was chosen, i.e., a
polynomial or cubic spline representation. In general the
polynomial will not give as good a fit as a cubic spline (the
cubic being a 'forced' fit). However, the derivatives of the
polynomial function can be more easily determined. In order
to avoid discontinuities, the derivatives for the cubic spline
representation need to be found from first principles by
evaluating the function at 9 and 9 + ~, etc.

2.2 2-D Location Algorithm

The location algorithm used the NAG routine E04GEF.
The velocity function was measured experimentally (Section
3) and either a cubic spline or a polynomial fit carried out.
A cubic spline interpolation was carried out using the NAG
routine EOIADF whilst the polynomial fit was done using a
Harwell least squares fit routine to obtain the coefficients.
The functions given by equation (3) above were then used to
obtain the residuals for each iteration where the velocity
function was given by:

(1)

(2)F(X) = f[f l (X»)1
1.1

where v is the relevant velocity of sound and to is the time
at which the event occurred. The unknown source event
time, to and location (x, y) is normally determined by
minimizing the set of equations for residuals; i.e., the
differences of the arrival times and the right sides of equation
(1). This can be carried out using a least~squares numerical
method, such as the modified Gauss-Newton algorithm
available from the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG). For
example, the library subroutine E04GEF (NAG), which is
similar to the subroutine LSFDN2 from the National Physical
Laboratory Algorithms Library, finds an unconstrained
minimum of a sum of squares of M nonlinear functions, fi, in
N unknown variables, X, (here, M ~ N); i.e.,

with coefficients a, b, c, d, ... for the polynomial fit or

where S(9) is the a-spline representation (Cox, 1977) for
cubic fit representation. The derivatives are:

where, in this case, X = (x, y, to) and M ~ 3. The first
derivatives, afjlaxj, of the residuals, fj(X), are also required.
The routine operates by choosing values for the variables
and then calculating the residuals and the derivatives. Then,
depending on the results, new values for the variables are
chosen. This iterative process is continued until the sum of
the residuals is less than a specified value and indicates that
a suitable solution has been found.

v(9) = S(9) (6)

This method has been used in metals where

(3)

and the first derivatives are:

afl x - XI

ax ={(x-xi+(y-ylJ'4

av(9 1)
(to - t l ) --(x - XI)

a9
+---.....,...2----1-

(x - XI) + (y - YI)

Location accuracies of :t: 0.3 mm have been obtained
(Scruby et aI., (986). However, in highly anisotropic
composites the velocity must also be considered as a

afl x - XI

ax ={(X_XI)1+(y_ylJ I4

and
af l y-YI

ay = {(x _ XI)2 + (y _yiJ14

(4)
and

(7)

The angle, 9i , for the ith transducer was determined by:
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Table 1. Transducer positions (y axis parallel to fibre axis) for uniaxial and biaxial GRP
and uniaxial CFRP (diamond and square arrays) for source location experiments.

Transducer Uniaxial Biaxial CFRP CFRP
number GRP GRP (Diamond) (Square)

1 (-24.0, 23.0) (25.7, 24.0) 0,52) (32.0,-39.5)

2 (25.0, 22.5) (25.5, -23 .S·) (56.5, -4.5) (-38.0,-34.0)

3 (24.0,-24.0) (-26.0,-25.2) (-2.5,-53.0) (-36.0, 34.5)

4 (-26.5,-33.0) (-24.8, 24.0) (-49.0, 0) 06.5, 37.0)

o

i.-channel
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(Trace 801
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Amplifier

\
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Pre-amp

\

\
Transducer

Composite
Specimen

Spherical
lens

Pulsed VAG
laser

V.D.U.

Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental system, showing generation o( ultrasound with a pUlsed laser.

where (x, y, to) are the source location and event time
currently used for each iteration.

The final computer program only required the
experimentally measured velocity data, the number of
transducers and their positions and the measured AE signal
arrival times.

9 -I[(X - XI)]
l .. tan ---

(y - 11)
(8)

1. The AE signal from each piezoelectric transducer (Fig. 2)
was amplified and filtered with a bandwidth of 30 kHz to 7
MHz before being digitized at 80 MHz, (or single channel
experiments, or 20 MHz (or (our channel experiments. The
transducer chosen had a relatively high bandwidth (or
acoustic emission of -3 MHz, an omnidirectional response
and a step rise time of only -60 ns, making it suitable for
accurate arrival time measurements (Scruby, 1985).

3.2 Velocity and Attenuation Measurements

3. Experimental Procedure

3.1 Acoustic Emission Generation and Detection

A -10 ns pulsed Nd-YAG laser was used as a standard
source o( ultrasound (Scruby et aJ., 1981). The laser was
arranged to produce a partially focussed spot on the surface
of the specimen (Fig. 1). This acts as a thermoelastic source
of elastic waves (Dewhurst et aJ., 1982) with a broad
frequency bandwidth (>10 MHz) buried immediately below the
surface. The acoustic emission thus generated, was detected
and recorded using the system shown schematically in Fig.

Velocity and attenuation values were determined (rom
measurements o( the delay o( the first arrival with respect to
the laser pulse trigger and its amplitUde, respectively. The
distance between source and transducer was varied whilst
maintaining a constant angle between the fiber axis and the
AE source to transducer line. This was repeated (or angles
over the whole range of interest. In order to reduce errors in
the attenuation measurements resulting (rom small variations
in the amplitude of the laser source, it was necessary to make
three measurements at any particular source-to-receiver
separation and angle, and to average the first arrival
amplitudes. The attenuation was defined as the logarithmic
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as described in Section 2, by measuring the first signal
arrival times. Figure 3 shows AE signals for a single laser
'shot' on GRP.

4. Results

L.O

Distonce/mm

Fig. 4. First arrival delay measurements as a function of
source/receiver distance for three propagation directions in
CFRP.

Aluminium case

Protective shim

Piezoelectric element

Ceramic magnet

Spring

Insulation

Bross backing

____Electrical connector

51nvn

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the point-contact piezoelectric
transducer.
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Fig. 3. Acoustic emission signals observed in uniaxial GRP
on four transducer channels for a thermoelastic source
located at (0, -10 mm).

decrement in the signal amplitude per mm. Velocity and
attenuation measurements were made for all three specimen
types.

3.3 Location Experiments

Location was attempted in uniaxial and biaxial GRP and
uniaxial CFRP. The velocity variations in biaxial GRP are
smaller and so location should be easier with this material.
Four transducer channels were used (Fig. 1). The transducer
positions (in mm) for uniaxial and biaxial GRP and uniaxial
CFRP are given in Table 1.

The fiber" axis was defined as x = 0 (y-axis). Thus, the
transducers were arranged in a square array on GRP and a
diamond or square array on CFRP. Location was carried out,

Figures 4 and 5 show examples of flfSt arrival AE signal
delay and amplitude data as a function of distance for three
propagation angles in CFRP. The velocity and attenuation
were determined by measuring the gradients of these curves.
Note that the attenuation curves (Fig. 5) do not converge to
a point at the thermoelastic source. This is because the
material anisotropy results in an anisotropic source radiation
(directivity) pattern. In Fig. 5. for example. the AE
compression wave amplitUde at the source (as determined by
the straight line intercept) appears to be weaker in the fiber
direction. All the velocity and attenuation results for uniaxial
and biaxial GRP and uniaxial CFRP materials are shown in
Figs. 6 to 8, respectively.

The first arrival wave velocity was highest along the
fiber axes in all three materials (Figs. 6a, 7a. 8a) as
expected. The maximum to minimum velocity ratios (an
important factor for location accuracy) were 1.60, 1.18 and
3.81 in uniaxial and biaxial GRP and uniaxial CFRP.
respectively. The ratio for biaxial GRP was similar to that
in materials used by others for location work (Getting et ai.,
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1986; Ibitolu and Summerscales 1981a. b). However. the
values for the uniaxial materials are very much higher. so
that accurate AE location may be correspondingly more
difficult to achieve.

OL-........I.----'-_.L..-..........---1_..L...-....L..---'_...L-........--l

-10 0 20 40 60 80 100

Ang Ie I degrees

Ib)
Fig. 6. (a) Velocity and (b) attenuation as a function of
angle for first acoustic emission wave arrival in uniaxial
GRP.

The velocities in biaxial GRP along the two fiber axes
were different (Fig. 1a). This was because the two fiber
layers were arranged one above the other with the 90° fiber
orientation being uppermost.

The attenuation was lowest along the fiber axes as
expected (Figs. 6b. 1b and 8b). but with a maximum value at
some angle between 0° and 90° depending on the material.
The angle for maximum attenuation is believed to correspond
to the critical angle for total reflection of the compressive
wave on fibers. This point has been discussed elsewhere
(Reynolds and Wilkinson. 1914) and the angle can be

calculated from the elastic constants of the fiber and matrix
provided that the anisotropy of the fibers themselves is
taken into account. Alternatively. recently Kim and Park
(1981) have shown that high attenuation in the uniaxial
CFRP composites is caused by viscoelastic attenuation in the
epoxy matrix rather than scattering losses by fibers. In the
biaxial material (Fig. 1b) there are two sets of fibers so that
the highest attenuation occurs when both sets contribule
equally. i.e.• at 45°.

Attenuation measurements were more difficull in GRP
than CFRP resulting in larger errors (compare the scatter of
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Figs. 6b and 7b with 8b). This was thought to be due to the
transparency of GRP material causing variations to the
thermoelastic source. For measurements the AE source was
moved to different positions whilst the transducer was fixed
at One position. Therefore, provided that the height of the
COnvex lens above the surface was constant (Fig. la), the AE
source on the surface of the opaque CFRP was reproducible.
However, in GRP, small random variations in the surface
condition and in the position of individual fibers, influence
the intensity of light transmitted into the bulk of the
material, and hence the magnitude and depth profile of the
resulting thermoelastic energy, causing poorer source
reproducibility.

4.2 Location Results

The source positions together with locations, velocities,
propagation angles and source event times calculated by the
location algorithm are shown in Tables 210 4 for uniaxial
GRP. For these calCUlation, a cubic and sixth order
polynomials and cubic spline velocity fits were used. Note
that the calculated source location depended upon which
velocity curve fit was used. The root mean square deviation
of the calculated locations from the measured source
positions were 0.42, 0.49 and 0.44 mm for each of the three
velocity curve fits, respectively, indicating that the average
error did not depend gready upon the form of the curve.
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Table 2. Thermoelastic source locations together with location algorithm results for uniaxial GRP using cubic
polynomial curve fit.

Source Location Source Location Velocities Angles Event time
Actual (1la1l) Calculated (1la1l) (1la1l/IlS) (degrees) (Ils )

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(0, 0) (0.30, 0.85) 3.43 3.40 3.52 3.67 -47.7 48.8 -43.6 38.4 -2.65

(0,-10) (0.51, -9.80) 3.71 3.70 3.21 3.39 -36.8 37.2 -58.9 49.3 -1.68

(-5, 0) (-4.51, -0.0l) 3.61 3.32 3.38 3.80 -40.3 52.7 -49.~ 33.7 -2.51

(-7,-10) (-7.52,-10.05) 4.04 3.49 3.11 3.63 -26.5 45.0 -66.1 39.6 -1.83

(4.5, 6) (4.23, 6.31) 3.20 3.33 3.82 3.68 -59.4 52.1 -33.1 38.0 -2.41

Table 3. Thermoelastic source locations together with location algorithm results for uniaxial GRP using sixth
order polynomial curve fit.

Source Location Source Location Velocities Angles Event time
Actual (1la1l) Calculated (1la1l) (IIDD/IlS) (degrees) (Ils )

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(0, 0) (0.31, 0.99) 3.29 3.26 3.40 3.56 -47.8 48.9 -43.5 38.3 -3.02

(0,-10) (0.41,-10.05) 3.62 3.60 3.09 3.25 -36.5 37.1 -59.4 49.5 -2.02

(-5. 0) (-4.18, 0.10) 3.48 3.19 3.25 3.71 -40.9 52.5 -49.5 34.0 -2.86

(-7,-10) (-7.21,-10.09) 3.97 3.37 4.05 3.50 -26.9 44.7 -66.0 40.1 -2.10

(4.5, 6) (4.04, 6.48) 3.09 3.19 3.73 3.58 -59.5 52.6 -33.2 37.7 -2.74

Table 4. Thermoelastic source locations together with location algorithm results for uniaxial GRP using cubic
spline curve fit.

Source Location Source Location Velocities Angles Event time
Actual (IIDD) Calculated (IIDD) (IIDD/l1s) (degrees) (Ils )

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(0, 0) (0.26, 0.68) 3.29 3.27 :3.37 3.52 -47.4 48.6 -43.9 38.5 -3.08

(0, -10) (0.28, -9.32) 3.57 3.54 3.16 3.27 -36.9 37.8 -58.2 48.5 -2.03

(-5, 0) (-4.40, -0.06) 3.46 3.21 3.25 3.68 -40.4 52.5 -49.9 33.9 -2.89

(-7, -10) (-7.37, -9.80) 3.93 3.34 3.08 3.49 -26.9 45.1 -65.6 39.5 -2.13

(4.5, 6) (4.11, 5.61) 3.16 3.23 3.68 3.52 -58.3 51.0 -33.9 38.4 -2.73

Similar data are given in Tables 5 to 7 for uniaxial
CFRP using the square transducer array and Table 8 (cubic
polynomial fit only) for the diamond array. In this material
the root-mean-square errors in location were 1.66, 1.49 and
1.45 mm for the square transducer array and 1.52 mm for the
diamond array. The largest error in source location was -3
mm.

The location data for biaxial GRP (Table 9, cubic
polynomial fit only) was the most accurate, as expected.
The root mean square error was only 0.16 mm whilst the
largest error was 0.39 mm. Therefore, from the data it
appears that the accuracy for source location was dependent
upon the velocity anisotropy.

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the location
algorithm the GRP data was relocated assuming a constant
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ultrasonic velocity and these results are presented in Table
10. The velocity chosen was an average, i.e., 3.89 and 3.63
mmJ~s for biaxial and uniaxial GRP respectively. We see
from Table 10 that the location results are less accurate,
especially for the uniaxial material which has the largest
anisotropy. It should be noted that for a source position
close to the origin the results are still good. This was
because the transducer positions were such that the velocities
to each transducer are almost equal (sec Tables 2, 3, 4 and 9).
Note also that the sum of the squares of the residuals (given
from equation (3» is greater for the material with the higher
anisotropy. From comparison of these with the earlier data
(Tables 2, 3, 4, 9) it can be seen that an algorithm
incorporating an angular dependent velocity has been
successful in reducing the errors in location.



Table S. Thermoelastic source locations together with location algorithm results for uniaxial CFRP using
cubic polynomial curve fiL Square transducer amy.

Source Location Source Location Velocities Angles Event time
Actual (JlUD) Calculated (JlUD) (1IlIII/I1s) (degrees'- , (}Is)

1 2 ] 4 1 2 ] 4

(0, 0) (1.10, 1.74) ].71 ].12 3.08 3.22 -]6.8 47.6 -48.6 45.1 6.47

00, 0) 00.18, 0.77) 4.4] 2.90 2.91 3.77 -28.5 54.2 -5].9 ]6.0 10.01

(20, 0) (20.24, 0.51) 5.99 2.78 2.79 4.9] -16.4 59.] -58.9 24.0 1].51

00, -10) (l0.70, -9.77) ].80 2.71 ].16 4.]9 -]5.6 6].6 -46.5 28.9 10.85

(0, -10) 0.38,-12.]]) ].08 2.75 ].59 ].81 -48.4 61.2 -]8.6 ]5.4 7.16

(0, -20) 0.55,-21.16) 2.79 2.63 ].92 4.18 -58.9 72.0 -]4.0 ]1.0 7.79

(-20, 10) (-18.14, 9.56) 3.20 4.87 ].80 2.72 -45.6 24.5 -]5.6 63.3 12.41

(-30, 0) (-32.41, 0.04) 2.80 7.24 7.94 2.74 -58.5 9.3 -6.0 61.8 17.11

(-10, 10) (-8.16, 14.49) ].72 4.13 2.89 2.72 -36.6 31.6 -54.3 63.2 10.07

Table 6. Thermoelastic source locations together with location algorithm results for uniaxial CFRP using
sixth order polynomial curve fiL Square transducer array.

Source Location Source Location Velocities Angles Event time
Actual (mm) Calculated (mm) (1lDlIIJ1S ) (degrees) (l1s)

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(0, 0) (1.18, 1.37) 3.70 3.12 3.11 3.26 -37.0 47.9 -48.3 44.8 6.54

00, 0) (10.37, 0.71) 4.44 2.91 2.92 3.79 -28.3 54.3 -53.9 35.8 10.07

(20, 0) (20.45, 0.44) 6.02 2.79 2.81 4.95 -16.1 59.5 -58.9 23.7 13.56

(10, -10) (l0.83, -9.85) 3.81 2.72 3.18 4.40 -35.5 6].7 -46.6 28.7 10.89

(0, -10) 0.39,-11.67) 3.13 2.78 3.57 3.78 -47.7 60.4 -]9.0 ]5.8 7.21

(0, -20) (1.49,-21.08) 2.81 2.61 3.92 4.17 -58.9 71.9 -]4.0 31.1 7.77

(-20, 10) (-18.28, 9.54) 3.21 4.87 ].82 2.72 -45.7 24.4 -]5.4 63.4 12.45

(-30, 0) (-32.63, 0.07) 2.81 7.31 8.02 2.75 -58.5 9.0 -5.6 61.9 17.16

(-10, 10) (-8.16, 1].68) 3.70 4.08 2.94 2.74 -37.1 32.0 -55.2 62.4 10.10

Table 7. Thermoelastic source locations together with location algorithm results for uniaxial CFRP using
cubic spline curve fiL Square transducer array.

Source Location Source Location Velocities Angles Event tillle
Actual (mm) Calculated (mm) (1lDlII118 ) (degrees) (}Is)

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(0, 0) (1.14, 2.06) 3.75 3.17 3.10 3.27 -36.6 47.3 -48.9 45.3 6.65

00, 0) (10.53, -0.20) 4.33 2.90 2.95 3.85 -28.6 55.1 -53.3 34.9 10.04

(20, 0) (20.77, 0.69) 6.04 2.81 2.81 4.91 -15.6 59.5 -59.2 23.4 13.56

00, -10) 01.12, -8.59) 3.91 2.74 ].16 4.28 -34.0 62.6 -47.6 29.1 10.88

(0, -10) (1.14,-10.21) 3.2] 2.82 3.57 ].74 -46.5 58.7 -39.8 36.8 7.31

(0, -20) (1.23,-18.59) 2.88 2.63 3.83 4.02 -55.8 68.6 -35.3 32.4 7.62

(-~O, 10) (-18.60, 8.70) 3.22 4.78 3.91 2.74 -46.4 24.4 -34.0 62.8 12.48

(-30, 0) (-32.56, -0.43) 2.82 7.45 8.44 2.77 -58.8 9.2 -5.6 61.5 17.31

(-10, 10) (-8.41, 13.13) 3.70 4.04 2.98 2.76 -37.5 32.1 -52.2 62.0 10.1]
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Table 8. Thermoelastic source locations together with location algorithm results for uniaxial CFRP using
cubic polynomial curve fiL Diamond transducer array.

Source Location Source Location Velocities Angles Event time
Actual (mm) Calculated (mm) (mmI)lS) (degrees) (l1s)

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(0, 0) (-0.03, -1.77) 8.45 2.46 8.12 2.46 1.1 -87.2 2.8 -89.0 -6.32

(-7.1,-7.1) (-7.32, -8.38) 7.21 4.27 7.50 2.50 7.8 86.5 -6.2 -78.3 -6.00

(0, 20) (1.97, 17.02) 8.35 2.59 7.95 2.59 -1.6 -68.5 3.7 68.2 -4.21

(0, -20) (-0.48,-20.75) 8.44 2.53 7.97 2.64 1.2 74.1 3.6 -65.1 -4.00

Table 9. Thermoelastic source locations together with location algorithm results for biaxial GRP using cubic
polynomial curve fit.

Source Location Source Location Velocities Angles Event time
Actual (mm) Calculated (mm) (rnmll1s) (degrees) (ps)

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(0, 0) (0.09, 0.14) 3.70 3.70 3.70 3.70 46.9 -46.7 45.9 -46.2 -1.15

(0, -5) (0.27, -4.88) 3.73 3.69 3.69 3.73 41.3 -53.1 52.2 -41.0 -1.16

(0,-10) (0.16, -9.76) 3.76 3.70 3.69 3.76 37.1 -60.9 59.3 -36.6 -0.53

(-10, 0) (-10.07, 0.12) 3.68 3.69 3.80 3.81 56.3 -56.0 32.1 -31.8 -1.66

(lO, 0) (9.61, 0.21) 3.78 3.79 3.69 3.69 34.1 -33.5 54.4 -55.4 -2.78

(0,-15) (-0.02,-14.92) 3.79 3.76 3.74 3.80 33.5 -70.7 68.2 -32.6 -2.32

Table 10. Thermoclastic source locations together with location algorithm results for biaxial and uniaxial
GRP using a constant velocity of 3.89 and 3.63 mmI~s respectively.

Biaxial GRP Uniaxial GRP
Source Location Source Location Sum of Squares Source Location Source Location Sum of Squares

Actual (mm) Calculated (mm) of Residuals Actual (m) Calculated (m) of Residuals

(0, 0) (0.08, 0.16) 0.048 (0, 0) (-0.27, -0.42) 0.38

(0, -5) (0.30, -4.80) 0.005 (-5. 0) (-7.40. -1. 05) 0.32

(0,-10) (0.17, -9.70) 0.056 (0,-10) (-0.08, -7.04) 0.48

(-10, 0) (-11.34, 0.15) 0.000 (-7,-10) (-11.93, -7.44) 0.36

(lO, 0) 00.76, 0.20) 0.160 (4.5,6) (5.49, 3.05) 0.06

(0,-15) (0.01,-15.07) 0,020

The areas covered by the transducer arrays were
approximately 2550 and 2480 mm2 for uniaxial and biaxial
GRP and 5540 and 5170 mm2 for the diamond and square
arrays on CFRP whilst typical transducer-source distances OD
the two materials were 2S aDd 53 mm.

S. Discussion

The location algorithm used in this study has becn
successful at locating artificial AE sources in 2-dimensional
composite materials with high velocity anisotropy. We fllSt
discuss location accuracy, which is expected to depend upon
a number of factors inclUding the accuracy of measurement of
AE arrival times, the distance of transducers from the AE
source and the transducer array configuration.
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The arrival time measurement might be expected to be
the primary source of experimental error, since the error in
the actual positions of the source and transducers was -113
mm. The rise time of the AE signal was dependent upon the
type of composite material and the propagation angle with
respect to the fiber axis. In uniaxial GRP the rise time was
between 0.35 and 0.8 ~s for directions parallel and
perpendicular to the fiber axis respectively, whilst in CFRP
it was between 0.15 and 0.3 ~s. The value for propagation
at 90· in CFRP was difficult to measure because of the small
signal amplitude. The accuracy of the arrival measurement
must depend upon the rise time and the signal-to-noise ratio,
which in tum depends upon the attenuation and the
propagation distance.
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In GRP the signal-to-noise ratio was always very high
(e.g., Fig. 3) partly because the array was smaller, so that
arrival times could be measured to better than 114 of the rise
time, i.e., 0.09 and 0.2 Ils for the two propagation
directions. Using velocities of 4.77 and 2.98 mmI~ these
times correspond to 0.4 and 0.6 mm, respectively. The
experimental errors (between 0.4 and 0.5 mm) are consistent
with these values.

In CFRP the signal-to-noise ratio was poorer for AE
signals propagating at large angles to the fiber direction.
This was due both to a higher attenuation at these angles as
compared to GRP (compare Figs. 6b and 8b), and the larger
propagation distances used for the CFRP location test (Sec.
3.3). For propagation at 90° to the fiber, the arrival time
could only be measured to approximately one rise time. The
rise time for propagation along the fiber direction was very
short. However the digitizer clock time was 0.05 ~ which
was the maximum time accuracy obtainable. Therefore, using
velocities of 9.31 and 2.45 mmlJ-Ls for the 0° and 90°
propagation angles we obtain, from the arrival times given
above, 0.5 and 0.7 DUD. The error at 90° is not as large as
might be expected because the much lower velocity almost
compensates for the large uncertainty in the arrival time.

From a consideration of arrival time accuracy alone we
may expect the source location accuracy in the two materials
to be similar (i.e., ± 0.6 DUD for uniaxial GRP and ± 0.7 DUD

for CFRP). However, although the experimental data from
GRP (Table 2) suggest an accuracy which was consistent with
that estimated above, the CFRP data appear to be less
accurate than this.

For CFRP the transducers were positioned in either a
square or a diamond arrangement with respect to the fiber
axis (Sec. 3.3). These two different transducer arrangements
were thought to represent the two extreme cases of 'most
ideal' and 'most unsuitable' for the location of an AE source
in the center of the array. The square arrangement was
thought to be the most ideal because AE sources occurring
from within the transducer array propagate elastic waves at
similar velocities towards each transducer (Tables S to 7).
The diamond arrangement used for CFRP material resulted in
very different AE velocities for each transducer position
because in this case the propagation directions were close to
0° and 90° (Table 8). However, there is no apparent
difference in location accuracy (compare Tables 5 and 8), the
root mean-square errors when using a cubic polynomial
velocity curve fit being comparable for the two array
configurations (Sec. 4.2). Therefore the relative positioning
of the transducers around a defect is less important than at
first thoughL

We now discuss the location algorithm itself. As
described in Section 2, the routine finds the location by
iteration, starting with· the previous trial location and the
sign and magnitude of the function derivatives (equation (7».
The recursive. operation continues until the function residuals
(equation (3» are smaller than a defined value (supplied by
the user). The derivatives of the function contain one
velocity independent term and one term which depends upon
the velocity gradient When the velocity anisotropy is
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small, then the second term is much smaller than the first
and the convergence of the location solution depends
principally upon the velocity independent term. Conversely
when the anisotropy is large the convergence of the
calculated source location depends more equally upon both
terms in equation (7). For some of the transducer positions
relative to the source the velocity dependent term will be of
opposite sign to the fust term and therefore in these cases
the convergence will be much weaker. Consequently for
CFRP, which has the larger anisotropy, there is a larger area
within which a solution can be obtained. This may explain
the larger location errors encountered on this material.

The form of curve used to fit the velocity data had small
but definite influence on the calculated source positions
(Tables 2 to 4 and 5 to 7). We note that the curve fits
themselves were all similar (shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for
GRP and CFRP, respectively). To understand these differ
ences in fit we must examine the velocity gradients
subsequently calculated by the location algorithm. The
results given in Figs. 11 and 12 were, in fact, quite different
for the different curve fits. An important difference between
them was that, whereas the gradients are arbitrary at 0° and
90° for both polynomial fits, they were almost zero for the
cubic spline fiL This was because additional velocity values
were used at -10° and 100° for the cubic spline fit which
could not sensibly be done for a polynomial fit. The
polynomial fit data were therefore unphysical, since at
angles parallel and perpendicular to the fibers the velocity is
respectively a maximum and a minimum (i.e., the gradient
should be zero). It is expected that the convergence of the
location result would be seriously affected, and this is
believed to be at least partially responsible for the different
solutions of final source location.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Location of AE events in 2-D has been achieved in
uniaxial and biaxial GRP and uniaxial CFRP with a mean
accuracy of -± 0.5, ± 0.16 and ± I.S mm and an absolute
error range of -± 0.7, ± 0.4 and ± 3 mm respectively, using
a cubic spline velocity fit. The location accuracy was found
to depend principally. upon the velocity anisotropy, although
the form of curve used to interpolate velocity values and
therefore determine the velocity gradient, could strongly
influence the convergence of the solution. A cubic spline
velocity curve fit gave superior results compared with a
simple polynomial fit. The relative orientation of the
transducers with respect to the fiber axis was not found to

influence the location accuracy significantly.

This 2-dimensional location technique can be of
considerable value to laboratory studies of, for instance,
failure mechanisms in composites, where quantitative source
characterization needs accurate knowledge of the location of
each source event It can also be useful for certain field
applications where a higher accuracy than is attainable by
other means is required. For more general field applications
of acoustic emission to composites, however it is unlikely
to displace zone location as a rapid and simple method for
finding the approximate position of source events.
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The World Meeting on AE

The World Meeting on AE was held, 20 - 23 March 1989, Charlotte, North Carolina and attracted over
170 participants. About 90 papers were presented. The Chairman of the Program Committee was Professor
W. Sachse of Cornell University. Prof. K. Yamaguchi, Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo
and Dr. 1. Roget of CETIM, France were co-chairmen. Dr. A. Beattie was responsible for arrangements.
The Proceedings volume will be prepared and become available as an ASTM-STP, which will include
papers selected by the Program Chairman and co-chairmen. The extended abstracts of all the papers were
published in Journal of Acoustic Emission, Volume 8, Number 112. which can be obtained separately (see
page 233). Post-meeting tour visited EPRI NOT Center in Charlotte. About 40 members braved rainy
weather for the visit.

ASNT Recognition

The meeting venue was selected to coincide with the Spring Conference of American Society of
Nondestructive Testing, ASNT, allowing the participants to attend both as well as CARP committee
meetings. During the ASNT-AEWG Luncheon on March 22, 1989, the AEWG was cited for its
continuing effort of promoting acoustic emission and received the bowl of recognition from ASNT
President Robert Baker. Dr. S. L. McBride, AEWG Chairman, accepted it on behalf of AEWG. See cover
photograph of this issue (taken by Ms. Jady VanCooney of ASNl). The citation on the plaque reads as
follows:

ASNT Recognizes Over 20 Years Of Contributions To The

ACOUSTIC EMISSION TECHNOLOGY

By The Acoustic Emission Working Group
Presented March 22, 1989 - Charlotte, North Carolina

Codes and Standards Committee

During a discussion session of the World Meeting on AE, it was recognized that Codes and Standards
around the world need to be coordinated better. Although AEWG does not write them, it can contribute
toward this goal by facilitating improved communication among various groups. At the business meeting a
resolution was passed establishing an international committee, including Secretary of AEWG (J.R.
Mitchell) and representatives from EWGAE and JCAE subject to concurrence by these groups. Other
interested members of all the working groups may join the committee. Initial tasks of the committee will
be:

1) Compile a list of existing Codes and Standards relating to acoustic emission,
2) Collect information as to where to get them,
3) Update the list annually and publish the same in appropriate journals, and
4) Exchange information on the Codes and Standards being written or contemplated and those needed in
the future.

Anyone interested in assisting this important international effort should contact James R. Mitchell, PAC,
PO Box 3135, Princeton, NJ 08543-3135 (phone 609-896-2255, FAX 609-895-9726).
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The Acoustic Emission Source Mechanism for Fatigue
Crack Propagation in 7075 Aluminum

s. L. McBride, P. Bowman and K. I. McRae

Abstract

A considerable amount of evidence in the published
literature supports inclusion fracture as an important acoustic
emission source mechanism in 7075 aluminum. This work
provides evidence that, contrary to previous conclusions on
the part of these and other authors, the sound of inclusion
fracture is not the dominant mechanism of acoustic emission
for fatigue crack growth in 7075 aluminum. It is shown
that the acoustic emission mechanism results from localized
yield of the matrix material at the tip of the fatigue crack.
Such localized yield often links the tip of the macrocrack to
a previously-fractured inclusion.

I. Introduction

Investigations of 7075-T6 and -T651 aluminum
undergoing tensile or cyclic loading have led several
investigators to the conclusion that the fracture of brittle
intermetallic inclusions is the source of burst acoustic
emissions in these materials (Bianchetti et aI., 1976;
Cousland, and C.M. Scala, 1981; Graham and Morris, 1975;
Heiple and Carpenter. 1982, 1987; McBride et aI., 1981).
McBride et al. (1981) showed that both the presence of
britUe intermetallic inclusions and a matrix material with
high enough yield strength are required to produce fracture
related burst acoustic emissions during crack growth.

The material under investigation here is the aluminum
alloy 7075-T651. In the T651 condition. 7075 aluminum
has a yield strength of 540 MPa and an elongation to failure
of 11% at 24°C. The bulk mechanical properties (yield
strength. ultimate tensile strength. elongation to failure,
toughness etc.) are temperature dependent (Alum. Assoc.,
1984). In general the yield strength and ultimate tensile
strength decrease with increase in temperature while the
toughness and elongation to failure increase. Below the
peak aging temperature (120°C for 7075-T651 aluminum)
these changes are reversible, while at or above the peak
aging temperature the material overages resulting in irrever
sible changes in the bulk mechanical properties. Such
overaging reduces the strength of the alloy and affects the
'crack propagation behaviour which becomes much more
complex as a result of irreversible microstructural changes.
In this work the effect of bulk property changes on the

Received 20 December 1988. The authon are affiliated with
Department of Physics, Royal Milital)' College of Canada, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7K SLO. This paper was presented at the 9th
Intemationat AE Symposium, 14-17 November t988 at Kobe, Japan
and was included in its proceedings, "Progress in Acoustic Emission
IV", K. Yamaguchi e1 aJ., eds., Japan Society of NOI, Tokyo, 1988.
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acoustic emission reSUlting from crack growth in 7075·T651
aluminum will be studied. These changes will be accomp
lished by changing the ambient crack growth temperature to
reversibly change the mechanical properties. Table 1 lists
the ambicnt crack growth temperature and bulk yield stress
for each of the specimens measured here.

It will be shown here that the amplitudes of burst
emissions resulting from fatigue crack growth increase
linearly with the yield strength of the matrix. It will also be
shown that the number of detected acoustic emission events
per unit crack incremcnt is only about 1% of the observed
number of fractured inclusions within the plastic zone for the
same crack increment. These two observations are incom
patible with a model based on acoustic emission events
which are the stress waves radiated by the fracture of
inclusions.

1. Experimental

2.1 Specimens

The single-edge notched (SEN) fatigue specimens (see
Fig. I) were manufactured from a 4.7 nun thick sheet of
Alcoa 7075-T651 aluminum with the longest dimension
(tensile axis) parallel to the rolling direction. A stress
raising side edge notch. 0.3 nun wide and 10 nun deep was
machined in the specimen at the location indicated using a
Buchler Isomet low speed metallurgical saw. This specimen
geometry is used to allow the acoustic emission sensor to be
air cooled at room temperature while the fatigue crack is
maintained at a different temperature by the surrounding
environmental chamber.

2.2 Specimen Loading

A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is
shown in Fig. 2. An Instron Model 1123 Universal Testing
Instrument (maximum capacity of 2S leN) was used to fatigue
the samples using the approximately triangular waveform
produced by this machine under constant amplitude cyclic
loading conditions. The fatigue specimens were clamped in
custom designed pin grips which minimize friction related
noises by means of teflon liners placed between the
specimen and grip surfaces. Set screws tightened to the
edges of the specimens were used to minimize movement of
the specimen relative to the grips. In addition, Molykote 41
grease was used to quieten potentially movable contacting
surfaces such as the loading pin and bolt hole to further
reduce noise. Each sample was fatigued under tension
tension cyclic loading with an R-factor of 0.5 and a
maximum load of 3.8 kN. These loads were chosen to

0730-0050/88107225·230
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Table I Measured yield strength of 707S-T6S1 aluminum at the indicated crack growth temperature for each
of specimens used 10 study the effect of ambient crack growth temperature on the acoustic emission behaviour.

....-.-. ..., .~......
SPECIMEN GRO~HTEMPERATURE YIELD STRENGTH

(0 C) (MPa)

T1 - 35 568
T2 - 19 559
T3 22 540
T4 37 531
T5 64 517
T6 92 503
T7 120 448
T8 120 448
T9 138 409
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MICRO
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interrupt
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crack
nitlating
notch

38cm68cm

Fig. I. The single-edge notched fatigue specimen.

produce a crack growth rate in the range of 0.1 ~m 10 0.2 ~m
per load cycle. The cyclic loading frequency of approxi
mately 0.5 Hz was achieved using a crosshead speed of 5
mmlmin. The ambient crack growth temperature was held
constant by an Instron Model 3111 Environmental Chamber
which has an operating range of -40oC to +300oC.

2.3 Data Recording twI Analysis

During fatigue crack propagation, the amplitude of each
acoustic emission signal is recorded for analysis along with
the specimen load, number of load cycles. time and crack
length at which the signal occurred. These parameters were

Fig. 2. Block diagram of experimental set up.

recorded using the data acquisition system described else
where (Pollard, 1981).

The acoustic emission sensor output is preamplified,
logarithmically amplified and envelope-followed prior to
being read by the data acquisition system. The acoustic
emission sensor used was a Bruel and Kjaer Model 8313
transducer with a resonant frequency of 200 kHz. Changes in
the sensitivity of the sensor-eouplant system with ambient
crack growth temperature were minimized by air cooling the
sensor which was positioned outside the environmental
chamber as shown in Fig. 1. When triggered by an acoustic
emission signal, the data acquisition computer records a data
file containing each of the required parameters.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Effect of Ambient Temperature

7075·T651 AlUMINUM
~
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Fig. 3. Cumulative acoustic emission amplitude distribu
tions at the indicated ambient crack growth temperatures.

Figure 3 shows the cumulative acoustic emission
amplitude distributions obtained from crack growth at the
ambient temperatures indicated. Each result is normalized for
10 mm2 of increase in crack face area. From the data of Fig.
3 it is evident that the shape of each of the amplitude
distributions is similar and that increasing ambient crack
growth temperature reduces the acoustic emission activity by
reducing the amplitude of the events (lateral displacement of
the cumulative amplitUde distribution to the left) and also
reduces the number of emissions of a given amplitUde (down
ward vertical displacement of the cumulative distribution).
Since the data in Fig. 3 are presented in a logarithmic format
these displacements correspond to multiplication factors in a
linear presentation.

2.4 Microscopy

(a) the portion of crack growth used is that for which
there is a linear relation between the number of
acoustic emission events and crack length (crack
length 1.5 mm to 4.5 mm).

(b) the system sensitivity (sensor and couplant) is
constant throughout, to within 0.2 dB as measured
using the helium gas jet calibration method.

(c) the detection threshold for acoustic emission
signals is selected to be 0.1 mV at the preamplifier
input.

(d) the minimum load at which acoustic emission
signals are recorded is set at approximately 80% of
the maximum cyclic load.

(e) crack face rubbing noises were removed from the
acoustic emission data after thorough verification
via criteria (a) and (d).

Using these conditions, the recorded data is that which
results from fracture related events resulting from crack
growth.

The size distribution of Mg2Si inclusions was measured
for polished specimens for each of three orthogonal planes,
one of which is the plane of the crack face. The measure
ment of the size distribution was carried out using a Buehler
Omnimet Image Analyzer attached to an optical metallo
graphic microscope.

To maintain consistency of the interpretation through
out all fatigue experiments reported here, the following
conditions were met:

Crack length was measured using the 4-lead measurement
of the electrical resistance of an epoxy-backed aluminum foil
which was attached to the specimen surface in the path of the
growing crack. This device uses a constant current supply
and provides a change in output voltage in the range 0 to 10
V which is proportional to crack length, for crack lengths in
the range 0 to 10 mm. This output, along with the Instron
load cell output are each recorded by the data acquisition
system via an AID converter at the time of occurrence of
each acoustic emission signal.

The state of fracture of the Mg2Si inclusions was
measured in a scanning electron microscope after fatigue
crack propagation. The SEM specimens used are polished
sections of the fatigue specimens cut in a plane perpendicular
to the crack face and parallel to the direction of crack propa
gation. The microscopic nature of fatigue crack propagation
at room temperature was observed by tensile-tensile loading
of a pre-cracked 7075-T651 specimen mounted in the
scanning electron microscope. These measurements permit
the observation of plastic deformation and inclusion fracture
in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip.

To separately investigate the effect of temperature on
the amplitude and probability of oceurrence of acoustic emis
sion events, a least squares fitting was carried out between
the empirical fit to the room temperature data and the
cumulative amplitUde distributions recorded at each of the
other temperatures (Fig. 3). The best fits (shown as solid
lines in Fig. 3) were found by vertical and lateral translation
of each distribution to achieve superposition with the
ambient room temperature result as described by the Weibull
function:

y = c (0.1 ~) x<a - 1> exp (-x I ~)a

where c = 15370, a = 2, ~ = 2, Y is the cumulative number
of events, x = O.114(event amplitUde in dB) + 7.23.
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Fig. 4. The variation of the factors Xo and Yo with ambient
crack growth temperature.
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Fig. 5b. Variation of the factor Yo with matrix yield stress
at the ambient crack growth temperature.

Figure 6 shows the size distribution of Mg2Si inclusions
calculated for the volume of plasticity generated by the
advancing fatigue crack. The volume chosen is that for
which fracture of inclusions is observed in sectioned fatigue
cracked specimens and is consistent with the calculated
plastic zone volume. The measured probability of inclusion
fracture for inclusions throughout the volume and in the size
range 1·10 JUD in diameter is about 20%.

3.2 Comparison of Inclusion Size Distribution and AE
Amplitude Distribution

Also shown in Fig. 6 is the amplitude distribution of
acoustic emissions resulting from crack growth at 20°C.
Note the similarity in the shape of these distributions. Note
also that the number of inclusions is greater than the number
of detected acoustic emissions by a factor of about 400.

Fig. 5a. Variation of the factor Xo with matrix yield stress
at the ambient crack growth temperature.
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Figure 4 shows the variation of the linear multiplication
factors with ambient crack growth temperature. The multi
plication factor Xo (which describes the relative amplitude of
acoustic emission signals at different ambient temperatures)
tend to decrease with increasing ambient crack growth tem
perature in the temperature range +40°C to +100oC. Above
100°C the rate of decrease of acoustic emission amplitude
with increasing temperature is more rapid. Below 40°C the
acoustic emission amplitUde appears to decrease slightly as
the ambient temperature decreases. The linear mUltiplication
factor Yo (which describes the effect of temperature on the
relative probability of emissions) decreases with increasing
ambient temperature for temperatures within the range -40°C
to +l00°C. Above 100°C the rate of decrease of probability
of emission with increasing temperature is more rapid.

The data of Fig. 4 plotted as a function of bulk yield
stress are shown in Fig. 5. Also shown in Fig. 5 is the best
least squares linear fits for Xo as a function of yield stress.
The relative amplitude of acoustic emission signals (Xo) is
seen to vary approximately linearly with yield stress
throughout the temperature range studied.

•o 50 100 150

Temperature (0 C)

This result demonstrates that both the amplitude of the
acoustic emission events and their probability of occurrence
.are dependent on the mechanical properties of the matrix
material. If the acoustic emission source mechanism were
the sound of fracture of Mg2Si inclusions the event
amplitudes would not be related to the mechanical properties
of the matrix material in this manner.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the cumulative distributions of
Mg 2Si inclusion sizes and acoustic emission event
amplitudes.

Taking into account the observed probability of fracture of
inclusions within the plastic zone volume (20%) it is clear
that the number of fractured inclusions is greater than the
number of detected acoustic emission events by a factor of
about 100. Since the cumulative distributions for inclusions
and acoustic emission events are similar in shape this result
is true over the entire amplitude range of our observations.
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a) The number of detected acoustic emission events is
only about 1% of the observed number of
inclusions fractured by the advancing fatigue crack
(Fig. 6).

b) The amplitude of the acoustic emission events
increases linearly with the yield strength of the
matrix material (Fig. Sa).

c) Localized yield occurs in the vicinity of the crack
tip often linking a sharp discontinuity in the
macrocrack to a previously fractured inclusion.
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The role of Mg2Si inclusions in the acoustic emission
source mechanism is indisputable; however, due to the
remarkable agreement between shapes of the acoustic
emission amplitude distribution and the shape of the size
distribution of the Mg2Si inclusions (McBride et al., 1981),
we propose that the acoustic emission source is triggered by
the inclusion fracture. The resulting change in local stress
then causes sudden plastic deformation or microcracking of
the matrix material which links the crack tip to the
fracturing inclusion. Such a mechanism would explain the
role of both inclusion fracture and matrix yield stress in
determining the acoustic emission event amplitude.

4. Conclusion

It is concluded that the source of acoustic enusslons
resulting from fatigue crack growth in 7075-T651 aluminum
is not the sound of fracture of inclusions, but r~ther, results
from localized plastic deformation in the vicinity of the
crack tip. This conclusion is based on the following
evidence:

A precracked 7075-T651 specimen was mounted in a
scanning electron microscope and subjected to cyclic ten
sion-tension loading. As shown in Fig. 7, the advancing
crack causes localized slip to emanate from sharp material
discontinuities around the crack tip and which often intersect
fractured Mg2Si inclusions. Such localized slip is known to

result in detectable acoustic emission signals in tensile tests
(McBride et al., 1981). In addition, since the slip lines an:
observed often to intersect fractured inclusions, friction
between inclusion fragments may also result.

This result casts considerable doubt on the interpretation of
the acoustic emission signals as the sounds of fracture.

3.3 Microscopic Observation of Fatigue Crack Growth
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Fig. 7. Observation of the vicinity of a crack tip which has
been subjected to tensile-tensile cyclic loading in the SEM.
The dimension marker indicates 10 J1m.
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Conferences and Symposia

Third International Symposium on AE from
Composite Materials and Pre-Conference

Education Seminar, July 17-21, 1989
Paris, France

The bicentennial celebration of the French Revolution
(July 14, 1989) precedes the Third International Symposium
on Acoustic Emission from Composite Materials (J.C.
Lenain, general chairman; ~l. 33 1 43 56 22 10) 10 be held
17 - 21 July 1989 in Paris, France. It is sponsored by
AMAC, COFREND, CARP, ASNT and has support from
CNRS, CODEMAC, EWGAE, US Army. The Education
seminar is on the 17th, and the main program lasts four days
from 18th 10 2Ist. This Symposium is to provide a world
wide forum for all participants involved in AE and
composites (FRPs, MMCslFRMs and reinforced ceramics) in
industrial applications, research, instrumentation, codes and
standards. The program contains some 50 papers, covering
theoretical and practical aspects of materials characteri
zation, damage mechanism studies, AE signature analysis,
source location, quality control, in-service inspection and
condition monitoring. It wilt also include discussion about
trends, future developments and applications in this field.
The language of the Symposium and the proceedings will be
English. Write to Dr. D. Valentin (Program Chairman: ~l.

33 6076 30 14), Centre des Ma~riaux, BP 87, 91003 EVRY
C~dex, France or Conf. Dept., ASNT. PO Box 28518,
Columbus, OH 43228-0518 for further information.
Preliminary program is listed below.

Location

The pre-conference educational seminar will be held at:
ECOLE DES MINES, 60. boulevard Saint-Michel, 75006
Paris.

The symposium will be held at:
MINISTERE DE L'INDUSTRIE, I, rue Descartes, 75006 Paris

These two places are very close to each other and are
located in the center of Paris.

Program

Pre-Symposium Education Seminar, Monday JUly 17, 1989
1. AE in composites for beginners.
2. Failure mechanisms in composites.
3. Practical aspects of AE testing of composites

Wave propagation and calibration
Sensors, Instrument of calibration
Waveform analysis
Flaw location

4. Acousto-ultrasonic principles
S. Cure monitoring
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6. AE testing of fiberglass chemical plant
7. Composite pressure vessels
8. Aircrafl and aerospace composite testing
9. Codes and recommended practices

Tuesday, July 18

Session 1 : Testing
New directions in testing, T.J. Fowler, J.A. Blessing,

and P.J. Conlisk (Monsanto Chern. Co., USA).
Developme~t of control methods by AE in composite

material tUbes. C. Herve, M. Cherfaoui, J. Roget (Cetim),
M. Truchon (Sneap) and X. Dufour (Sepi, France).

A procedure for acceptance testing of FRP/balsa wood
core pressure vessels, P. Quellette, S.V. Hoa and L Li
(Concordia University, Canada).

Session 2: Inspection
Acoustic emission technology for the development of

composite materials in automotive industry, N. Sato
(Toyota MOlOrs, Japan).

Development of AE test procedures for production
qualification of graphite/epoxy power transmission shafts,
J.M. Rodgers (Hartford Steam Boiler Insp. Tech.) and D.W.
Okey (Sundstrand Aviation, USA).

Session 3: Curing
AE characterization of differently conditioned

carbon/PEEK laminates, G. Mensitieri and R. Teti (Univ. of
Naples), G. BonacchieUo and Sabatino (Aeritalia, Italy).

Influence of process induced defects on the AE pattern
of CSM laminates: effect of glass fiber content and curing
conditions, J.F. Jansson and C. Fernandez (The Royal lost
of Tech., Stockholm, Sweden).

Influence of environmental conditions during material
processing by felicity effect measurement, A. Lemascon, A.
Blazer, A. Grospierre (Cetim, Nantes) and M.C. Yriex
(E.D.F. Les Renardien:s), France

Session 4: Friction
Sources for thermally induced AE, S. Nystrom, P.A.

Gradin (P.G.I. Sundsvall, Sweden)
Distinguishing AE generated by actual damage

progression from non relevant AE in graphite epoxy
composites. A. Mittleman and I. Roman (The Hebrew
University, Israel)

Works in Progress
An attempt to analyze laminated plate failure by AE, D.

Perreux, D. Varchon. C. Oytanna (T.M.A. Besancon, France)
Study by AE of damage development in CFRP, S.

Martin, J.M. Darige, E. Morel (IRCHA, France)



Wednesday, 19 July

Session 5: Environmental Effects
Service life prediction of glass reinforced plastic under

stress corossion condition by AE, L. Golasky (Techn. Univ.
of Kielce) and J. Ranachowski (Polish Academy of Science.
Poland).

Evaluation of degradation behavior on GFRP in hot
water by AE, H. Hamada, Z. Maekawa and T. Morii (Kyoto
Inst. of Tech., Japan).

AE analysis of glass fiber reinforced thermoplastic
composites, K. Bastioli and G. Romano (Inst G.
Donegani), R. Teti (Univ. of Naples, Italy).

Environmental effects on advanced fiber hybrid
composites: on AE study, R. C~palan, M.N. Sudheendra,
M.R. Madhava (NaU. Aero. Lab., Bangalore) and B.
Dattaguru (Indian Inst. of Science, India).

An AE monitoring of bending tests on a hygrothermal
aged PA66 matrix/glass fiber composite, C. Allie, D.
Valentin (Centre des Materiaux, France).

Session 6: Aerospace Application I
Ariane 4 spelda·mght proving by AE, P. Cole

(Dunegan Pac. limited, Great Britain), N. Thomas (British
Aerospace, Great Britain).

AE Inspection of carbon fiber-reinforced structures for
aerospace application, J. Block (DFVLR, Braunschweig,
F.R.G.).

AE and strength behavior of impact-damaged spherical
compostie test specimens, J.W. Whittaker, W.D. Brosey
(Martin Marietta Energy Systems Inc.) and M.A. Hamstad
(Univ. of Denver, USA).

Observation of the felicity ratio behavior exhibited by
small, spherical composite test specimens subjected to
repeated loading, J.W. Whittaker, W.D. Brosey (Martin
Marietta Energy Systems Inc) and M.A. Hamstad (Univ. of
Denver, USA).

Session 7: Aerospace Application II
The increase in reliability of composite rocket

monitors due to AE monitoring during proof tests, G.F.
Hawkins (The Aeospace Corp., USA).

Delayed AE: a rheological approach, N. Rochat, P.
Fleischmann, R. Fougers (INSA, Lyon, France).

Works in Progress
AE conditions for failure prediction of winding carbon

structures. C. Lenoch, S. Beziers (Aerospatiale Bordeaux,
France).

Session 8: Aerospace Application III
Proof testing of unidirectional GFRP using AE

technique, J.S. Masson, D. Valentin (Centre des Materiaux,
France).

Standard test to quantify the knee in the AE vs load
curve as a material parameter for composites, J.R. Mitchell
(P.A.C., USA).

AE studies for precision composite spacecraft
structures, TJ. Delacy (Hartford Steam Boiler Insp. Techn.,
USA).
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Session 9: Fracture Mechanics
Fracture behavior and AE response of center hole GFRP

laminates, G. Caprino, R. Teti (University of Naples, Italy).
Application of AE for monitoring fracture mechanics

parameters in composite materials, B. Zijah (Aeronautical
Institute, Belgrade Yugoslavia), S. Sedmak (University of
Bclgrade).

Thursday, 20 July

Session 10: Signal Processing, Instrumentation
Pattern recognition analysis of AE signals from carbon

fiberlepoxy composites, K. Kawamoto and K. Ono (Univ. of
California, USA).

AE signal classification of graphitelPPS composite
subjected to mode II fracture, S.V. Hoa and I.C. Smith
(Concordia University, Canada).

Statistical analysis of AE signals associated with
fatigue damage in CFRP composites, A. Maslouhi, C. Roy,
D. Proulx (Uoiv. of Sherbrooke, Canada), M. Cherfaoui
(Cetim Senlis, France), D.G. Zimcik (Communication
Research Center, Canada).

Advanced AE instrumentation systems for versatile and
precise use by wave form microdata processing, K.
Yamaguchi, H. Oyaizu (Univ. of Tokyo, Japan).

Recognition on fracture modes and behavior in FRP by
AE waveform microdata, K. Yamaguchi, H. Oyaizu, J.
Johkaji and Y. Kobayashi (Vniv. of Tokyo, Japan).

Session 11: Characterization
Acoustic analysis of the accumulation of cracks in

CFRP cross ply laminates under tensile loading, J.P. Favre
and J.C. Laizet (ONERA, Chatillon, France).

Detection of transverse cracking in graphite epoxy
cross ply laminate, M.R. Gorman, S.M. Ziola (Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, USA).

Energy distribution analysis of AE signals from the
tensile testing of CFRP, O.Y. Kwon and OJ. Yoon (Korea
Standard Research Inst., South Korea).

Session 12: Microanalysis: Interfaces
Identification of the acoustic signals generated by the

rupture of SiC fiberlmetallic matrix composites, M.C.
Merienne, J.P. Favre (ONERA, Chatillon, France).

AE : a microinvestigation technique for interface
mechanisms in fiber composites, D. Rauby (INSA Lyon,
France).

Analysis of AE events from single fiber pull out
experiments, A. Hampe, W. Mielke, O.M. Oyer, K.
Schumacher (B.A.M., Berlin, West Germany).

Session 13: Micromechanisms: Metal Matrix Composite
AE and mechanical measurement in tension tests of a

short fiber-aluminum matrix composite, Y. Kagawa, T.
Kishi, P. Fleischann (Univ. of Tokyo, Japan).

AE characterization of the deformation and fracture
process of a metal matrix composite, O.Y. Kwon and K.
000 (Univ. of California, USA).

AE from 6061 aluminumtboron specimens with a center
notch, H.A. Scarton, GJ. Dvorak, A.A. Pollock. P.A. Van
Laak and S. Han (Rensselaer Polytech. InsL, USA).



Friday, 21 July

Session 14: Instrumentation
Stress wave sensing: an approach to monitoring

composites structures using simple integrated AE systems,
T.1. Holroyd and N. Randall (Sensoteck Limited, Great
Britain).

AE amplitude analysis by logarithmic rate cartography,
Y. Sureel, A. Vautrin (E.N.S.M. Saint-Etienne, France).

An accurate AE location method adapted for composite
materials, A. Bouheraoua (A.M.D. Velizy, France).

AE energy signal processing: an overview, SJ.
Vahaviolos (Physical Acoustics Corp, Princeton, USA).

Session 15: Acousto-Ultrasonic
An Acousto-ultrasonic study on tensile failure of fiber

reinforced polypropylene composites, P.K. Sengupta and D.
Mukmopadhyay (Univ. of Calcutta), K.K. Phani and N.R.
Bose (Central Glass and Ceramic Research Inst, India).

Combined use of stress wave factors and AE in tensile
testing of CF/EP and KF/EP, B. Melve, T. Berge (Sintef,
Norway).

A comprehensive guide to the literature on AE from
composites, T.F. Drouillard (Rockwell Inst. USA).

The XVIII-th MEETING of European
Working Group on Acoustic Emission,

October 3-6, 1989, Vienna, Austria

or FAX (02816)3178. When adequate orders are received, it
will be printed for delivery at rov in Vienna in October.

NDE of Adhesive Bonds and Bondlines,
1989 ASNT Fall Conference

Call for papers is issued for this session to be held at
the ASNT Fall Conference, Valley Forge, PA, October 9-13,
1989. This is intended for NDE methodologies for bondline
defect characterization with emphasis on promising methods
for weak bonds and kissing unbonds. Abstract dealine is
May IS, 1989. Contact Prof. R.E. Green, Jr., Center for
NDE, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218.

The 9th International AE Symposium, 14·17
November 1988, Kobe, Japan

This symposium attracted over 170 participants and
about 100 papers were presented, including five special
lectures and 30 poster session papers. The Chair~an of the
Organizing Committee was Professor K. Yamaguchi.
Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo. Drs. I.
Kimpara and Y. Higo were responsible for Symposium
arrangements. The Proceedings volume is now available (see
page 210 for ordering information). Selected papers from
this volume are published in this issue. The next 10th
Symposium will be held in Sendai in October 1990.

I'\IbliutiOD Dale ofThislJsue: 5 May 1989.

1989 SUBSCRIPl1~RAm for
JOURNAL of ACOUSTIC EIWSSION

Base rate for one year (four issues, Mar. - Dec.) $ 90.00
Add Postage of
U.S. - Book rate $ 6.00
Canada - Book rate $ 8.00
All others - Book rate $ 8.00
U.S., Canada - First class $ 15.00
Western Europe - Air mail rate $ 23.00
All others • Air mail rate $ 28.00
The World Meeting issue, Number 112, is availabe separately
at $70. Add $5 without payment upon order. Payment must
be in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank. Bank transfer
accepted to the A.E. Group account (Account No. 080
03416470) at

Sumitomo Bank of California
San Fernando Valley Office
15250 Ventura Blvd
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-3262

Notify us of such a transfer as the bank cannot sometimes
give us the name of the payer. One volume of four issues per
year. Index included in the October-December issue. Back
issues available at $50 per volume for Vols. 1 • 3, $90 per
volume for Vols. 4 - 7. US surface postages included. For
Canada and overseas surface delivery, add $6 and for air
mail, add $ 22 per volume. All orders should be sent to

Acou;tlc EmIssion Gro~

308 Westwood Blvd., Box 364
lns Angeles, CA 90024·1647

The next EWGAE meeting will be held in Vienna,
Austria on 4 - 6 October 1989. The Code Subgroup meeting
will precede the meeting on 3rd of October. Contact Dr.
Peter Tscheliesnig, TOV-Wien, Versuchsanstalt, Inst. fUr
Technische Physik, Deutschstr. 10, A-1232 Wien (Vienna),
AUSTRIA. For further details, call at 43-222-616-254113.

The meeting venue is at Hotel Modul, Peter
Jordanstrasse 78, A-1190 Wien (Vienna), Austria; phone 47
15 84; oS 1200 -1700. Two other hotels will also be used
for participants and are Clima Villenhotel (FAX No. 37 13
92; oS 1430-1900) and Hotel Alpha (phone 31 16 46; oS
60Q..ll00). Make your reservation directly to the hotels.

Authors making a presentation are encouraged to
provide a comprehensive technical abstract in order to
facilitate exchange and discussion.

For planning, participants are requested to inform the
organizer before May IS, 1989. Registration fee will be
£125 and payable to EWGAE account 0203905, Lloyds
Bank, the Cross, 2 Melbourn St., Royston, Hertfordsh., SG8
7B1., England before July 15.

Case Studies Volume

EWGAE is planning to produce a volume on case studies
at a price under £40. Interested parties should write to

Dr. LM. Rogers
Fulmer Research Ltd.
Hollybush Hill, Stoke Poges, Slough,
Berkshire, SL2 400 England
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Notes for Contributors

1. General

The Journal will publish contributions from all parts of the
world and manuscripts for publication should be submitted to
the Editor. Send to:

Professor Kanji Ono. Editor - JAE
6532 Boelter Hall, MSE Dept.
University of California
Los Angeles. California 90024-1595 USA

European authors may submit manuscripts directly to:

Dr. Roger Hill, Associate Editor - Europe
Department of Physical Sciences
Trent Polytechnic
Clifton Lane
Nouingham NGII 8NS England United Kingdom

Authors of any AE related publications are encouraged to
send a copy for inclusion in the AE Literature section to:

Mr. T.F. Drouillard. Associate Editor - JAE
Rockwell International
Energy Systems Group
P.O. Box 464
Golden. Colorado 80401

All the manuscripts will be reviewed upon submission to the
Editor. Only papers not previously published will be
accepted. However, special consideration will be given to
papers published in conference proceedings of limited
circulation; consult the editors.

Authors (unless stipulated otherwise by governments) must
agree to transfer the copyright to the Journal and not to
publish elsewhere, a paper submitted to and accepted by the
Journal.

A paper is acceptable if it is a revision of a governmental or
organizational report, or if it is based on a paper published
in a conference proceedings volume of limited distribution.

An abstract not exceeding 200 words is needed for Research
and Applications articles. while it should be shorter than
100 words for other articles.

The language of the Journal is English. All papers should be
written concisely and clearly.

2. Page Charges

No page charge is levied. One hundred copies of off-prints
will be supplied to the authors free of charge.

3. Manuscript (or Review

Manuscripts for review need only to be typed legibly;
preferably, double-spaced on only one side of the page with
wide margins and submitted in duplicate.

The title should be brief. Except for short communications,
descriptive heading should be used to divide the paper into
itscomponent parts. Use the International System of Units
(SI).

References to published literature should be quoted in the texl
citing authors and the year of pUblication. These arc to be
grouped together at the end of the paper in alphabetical and
chronological order.

Journal references should be arranged as below.

H.L. Dunegan, D.O. Harris, and C.A. Tatro (1968), Eng.
Fract. Meeh., I, 105-122

Y. Krampfner, A. Kawamoto. K. Ono, and A.T. Green (1975),
"Acoustic Emission Characteristics of Cu Alloys under Low
Cycle Fatigue Conditions" NASA CR·134766, University of
California, Los Angeles and Acoustic Emission Tech. Corp.,
Sacramento, April.

A.E. Lord, Jr. (1975), Physical Acoustics: Principles and
Methods, Vol. II, eds. W. P. Mason and R. N. Thurston.
Academic Press, New York. pp. 289-353.

Abbreviations of journal titles should follow those used in
the ASM Metals Abstracts. In every case, authors' initials,
appropriate volume and page numbers should be included.

Illustrations and tables should be planned to fit a single
column width (85 mm or 3.3") or a double width (180 mm or
7"). For the reviewing processes, these need not be of high
quality, but submit glossy prints with the final manuscript.
Lines and letters should be legible (smallest character should
be larger than I mm).

4. Review

All manuscripts will be judged by qualified reviewers. Each
paper is reviewed by one of the editors and typically sent for
review by members of the Editorial Board. The Board
member may seek another independent review. In case of
disputes, the author may request other reviewers.

S. Electronic Media

In order to reduce any chance of typographical error, the
authors are encouraged to submit a floppy disk copy of the
text. We can read Macintosh, IBM PC and other formats.
Those who can connect to computer networks. such as
BITNET, ARPANET, ASIANET, EARN, NETWORTH, UUCP,
CSNET, JANET, OZ, etc. can send to "ono@ seas.ucla.edu".

6. Color Photograph

We can print color photographs needed to enhance the
technical contcnt of an article. Because of the cost, the
author is asked to pay S350 per page.
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